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FOREWORD

Control of primary tumor remains one of the main challenges in cancer
therapy and, in that respect, replacement of conventional X or y rays
by other types of radiation is a promising approach.

Responding to the development of accelerator therapy, the IAEA
Nuclear Data Section has started a programme to tackle specific demands
of physical data characterizing radiation interactions in atomic
collision physics and in condensed-phase physics, typical for particle
radiotherapy and clinical dosimetry. The required data include cross-
sections for charged-particle interactions and basic radiation-physics
quantities such as the stopping power and the ionization yield. The
scientific expertise for performing compilation and evaluation of these
data is available, though scattered in several groups throughout the
world. However, those data are still fragmentary, discrepant and
incomplete, even for a basic substance such as water. Furthermore, but
for a few exceptional cases, the reliability of the available data has
not been systematically evaluated.

In 1985 the IAEA Nuclear Data Section convened an Advisory Group
Meeting on Nuclear and Atomic Data for Radiotherapy and related
Radiobiology, at Rijswijk, the Netherlands. This meeting represents a
milestone, since it reviewed for the first time the general needs for an
improved understanding of the physical processes and data involved in
radiotherapy and related radiobiology.

As a consequence of the Rijswijk meeting, the Agency has started a
Coordinated Research Programme on Nuclear Data Needed for Neutron
Therapy, and is currently contemplating to initiate a complementary
Coordinated Research Programme on Atomic and Molecular Data Needed for
Radiotherapy,

The atomic and molecular (A+M) data requirements for radiation
research in general and radiotherapy in particular turned out to be much
more complex than the nuclear data requirements. In fact, large sets of
data or cross-sections for the interactions of photons, electrons, ions
and other particles with atoms and molecules of human tissue elements are
required.

It was therefore felt that, after the identification of the
requirements at the Rijswijk meeting, a more thorough review of the
status, availability and important gaps and deficiencies in A+M data for
radiotherapy was needed, in order to focus the research under a potential
future CRP to the most important outstanding problems in this field,
complementary to the efforts under the CRP on nuclear data for neutron
therapy. These considerations led IAEA/NDS to the proposal, endorsed by
the INDC at its 16th Meeting in October 1987, to convene another Advisory
Group Meeting devoted solely to review the atomic and molecular data
needed for radiotherapy which was held in Vienna from 13 to 16 June 1988.

The meeting was convened with the objective to identify the important
gaps and deficiencies in those atomic and molecular data which are most
urgently needed specifically for radiotherapy and its human risk
estimation. On the basis of this review the Agency sought specific
advice from the participants on the scientific scope and programme of a
planned new Coordinated Research Programme on Atomic and Molecular Data
required for Radiotherapy.

The most important objectives of the meeting were to investigate the
status, explore the availability, and identify the important Raps and



deficiencies in the atomic and molecular data most urRently needed for
radiotherapy, with due account for data systematics and theoretical
fittings. The following items as related to the atoms and molecules of
human tissue were reviewed:

1. Cross sections differential in energy loss for electrons and
other charged particles.

2. Secondary electron spectra, or differential ionization cross
sections.

3. Total cross sections for ionization and excitation.
4. Subexcitation electrons (especially negative ion formation,

thermalization, hydration of electrons etc).
5. Cross sections for charged-particle collisions in condensed

matter.
6. Stopping power for low-energy electrons and ions.
7. Initial yields of atomic and molecular ions and their excited

states and electron degradation spectra (for low-energy incident
photons and electrons).

8. Rapid conversion of these initial ions and their excited states
through thermal collisions with other atoms and molecules.

9. Track-structure quantities.
10. Other relevant data.
The meeting was chaired by M. Inokuti, USA, and H. Paretzke, Federal

Republic of Germany. The presentation of review and contributed papers
(18 and 1 post-meeting contribution) during the first half of the week
was followed by the preparation of reports by the following three Working
Groups:

Working Group A: Scope of data needed: particles, energies and
materials

Working Group B: Cross sections for individual collision processes
Working Group C: Data on consequences of multiple collisions

Dr. K. Okamoto of the Nuclear Data Section of the IAEA acted as
scientific secretary for the Advisory Group Meeting. The Agency wishes
to express its appreciation to Dr. M. Inokuti and Dr. H.G. Paretzke for
acting as chairman and co-chairman and for preparing the summary and
recommendations of the meeting.

EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this material for the press, staff of the International Atomic Energy Agency have
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judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their
authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS*

M. INOKUTI (Chairman)
Argonne National Laboratory,

Argonne, Illinois,
United States of America

1. Introduction
The purpose of this meeting is to survey the current status of atonic and

molecular data needed in radiation research and therapy and to identify areas
appropriate for research in the near future. Although the general relevance
of atomic and molecular data to radiation interactions with matter is widely
understood, it is appropriate at the outset to consider needs for different
atomic and molecular data that depend upon specific purposes.

In radiation therapy, the clinician must design methods of irradiation so

that a desired dose may be delivered to a specified region of treatment, with
a minimal dose delivered elsewhere. Here, a central problem is accurate
dosimetry, which in turn hinges upon knowledge of certain basic physical
data. Examples are stopping powers and total ionizations (W values) of human

tissues and of materials used in dosimetry for various charged particles. The

needs for improved data in this context are especially notable for low-energy
ions resulting from neutron recoil, in view of the generally recognized
difficulty of neutron dosimetry.

More generally in radiation research, one faces a more general and
fundamental problem: What are the physical and chemical mechanisms leading to
changes in matter caused by ionizing radiations? This problem not only is of
great intellectual interest, but also is crucial to estimation of the risk

from all radiations that are present in our environment. Some of these
radiations come from natural sources and others from human activities such as
nuclear-energy technology and use of radiations in industry and medicine.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Health and
Environmental Research, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.



Radiation doses relevant to the risk estimate are generally low, indeed much

lower than those used in therapy. Biological effects at such very low doses
are difficult to determine through direct observation. For this reason, the
study of the mechanisms of radiation actions is especially important. When it

is fully developed, knowledge of the mechanisms should permit us to predict

low-dose effects generally and reliably.

The study of mechanisms necessarily requires a full description of
physical and chemical processes that occur under radiation actions. Diverse
atomic and molecular data are pertinent. Most of the obviously important
topics have been identified in the program of this meeting. It is important

to recognize that these topics are not at all independent of each other, but
are in fact closely interrelated. For this reason, full communications among

workers on different topics and in different places of the world are desirable

and beneficial, and international collaborations among us are especially
appropriate.

My views on technical aspects of our work were expressed at the Rijswijk
meeting. In what follows, I shall present several additional points.

2. Basic Physics and Data Physics

To clarify the special nature of the theme of the present meeting, it is

appropriate to point out the sharp contrast between basic physics and what I
call data physics. The meaning of basic physics is widely understood. It

aims at elucidating principles of physics; the effective approach is to define
an issue of some principle and to take data most crucial to the issue. A

basic physicist, studying atomic collisions, may wish to determine the nature
of a resonance or the threshold behavior of a specific cross section, for

instance. In either theory or experiment, he focuses his efforts on specific

ranges of variables such as the incident energy, the energy loss, or the

scattering angle, and generates data most pertinent to the issue. Most often,

the absolute value of a cross section is irrelevant. Indeed, in the
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overwhelming majority of publications, cross-section values are presented over
a narrow energy range and on a relative scale; sometimes a quantity such as
the derivative of a cross section with respect to the incident energy is

given.
Users of cross-section data in radiation research or other applications

have different requirements. Almost all applications of the cross-section

data require that the data be right, absolute, and comprehensive. Note the
meanings of the three adjectives. The term "right" has been deliberately
chosen in preference to "precise" or even "accurate." The idea is that the

cross-section values for important processes must be roughly right, i.e. ,
correct to the first significant figure. The meaning of "absolute" is
obvious; it is the opposite of "relative." The term "comprehensive" concerns

a wide range of variables such as the incident energy. I call these three the
trinity of requirements for cross-section data.

It is a special challenge to meet these requirements. This challenge is

shared by a considerable number of physicists who work on data physics.

Perhaps the best recognized of them deal with fundamental physical
oconstants. Others write articles for handbooks and encyclopedias. All of

these data physicists work hard to provide physical data for users in

applications that include other branches of science such as chemistry,
biology, and astronomy, as well as certain subfields of engineering, industry,

and medicine.

3. Technical Issues

I suggest the following points for consideration at the present meeting,

and throughout the planned research program.

First, the scope of study should be well considered. To be specific, the

scope will be defined in terms of the kinds of data we consider and the
materials we treat. There will be a general consensus that, for instance,

cross sections for the interactions of electrons with molecules are relevant



to radiation research. However, opinions may differ as to which electron

energies are most important, which specific processes, and which specific

molecules.

Second, we shall survey data within the scope of study. The survey

begins with collection of data in the literature, but the crucial part of the

work is the critical evaluation of data reliability. For this purpose, one

must apply a full knowledge of physics, both experimental and theoretical, and

use the best judgement. Critical examination of experimental methods used to

obtain data is extremely important. A classic example of such an undertaking
ois in the work by Kieffer and Dunn, who examined cross sections for the

ionization of atoms and molecules by electron collisions. At the same time,

one should apply all the theoretical criteria to test the correctness of

data. A related use of theory concerns the determination of analytical

expressions suitable for data fitting, which is necessary for efficient
storage of information as well as for the interpolation and extrapolation that

are often necessary in applications. (Technical aspects of this topic were

discussed earlier. )

Third, the critical evaluation of data reliability is not only necessary

in the report of a survey, but is often extremely fruitful. Such evaluation

naturally leads to the identification of topics for new research. When one

finds that certain kinds of data are missing, one should consider the

feasibility of their acquisition from either experiment or theory. Sometimes

it will be appropriate to develop new concepts in theory for data testing or

for data fitting.
Fourth, in the critical evaluation of data it is always important not

only to do the best possible in the light of current knowledge but also to

admit our ignorance candidly. Unless we firmly maintain professional

integrity in this sense, our product will be of little value. The following

two quotations from East and West are pertinent to this point.
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To know one's ignorance is the best part of knowledge.
- Lao-Tsze, The Simple Way

I know nothing except the fact of my ignorance.
- Socrates, Diogenes Laertius

Finally, we should consider the appropriateness of modes of data

dissemination. Presentation of data in tables and graphs has long been
familiar to all scientists, and remains effective so long as the quantity and

the variety of data are modest. However, newer ways of presenting data have

risen with the wide use of computers. A large volume of data now may be

stored in computer-readable forms such as disks and tapes, and may thus be

accessible as a part of data bank. An example within the scope of our work is
the data on secondary electrons resulting from ionizing collisions of a

charged particle with a molecule. Here many variables are involved, e.g. , the
incident particle energy, the secondary-electron energy, and the angle of
ejection, all of which are continuous. To present the cross-section data in a

straightforward way and in full detail, one needs a three-dimensional array of
figures. (One way to deal with this kind of data is to devise a suitable
method of data fitting by an analytic expression, which should have a firm

theoretical basis. ) Once the data are accessible as part of a data bank, they
are most conveniently available to a wide community of users through the

tapes, disksj and computer networks that are now rapidly expanding.

4. Merits of Data Physics as a Topic of International Endeavor

The theme of the present meeting is a topic eminently suitable for

international collaboration for the following reasons.
Studies on atomic and molecular data are examples of good small science,

i.e., important areas for suitable study in countries with limited monetary
resources. Yet, the studies are intellectually demanding and therefore
provide excellent educational and training opportunities. In experimental

studies of atomic and molecular data, one must have some background in many
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subfields of physics and chemistry, such as electromagnetism, vacuum

techniques, and surface science. In theoretical studies, one must have some

background in scattering theory, atomic and molecular spectroscopy, and

kinetic theory. Finally, the goal of the whole endeavor is clearly important

to the need of all humans to learn how to use and live with ionizing

radiations, which are and will remain an important element in life for years

to come.
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

M. INOKUTI (Chairman)
Argonne National Laboratory,

Argonne, Illinois,
United States of America

The meeting, which was held in the IAEA headquarters on 13-16 July 1988,
followed the customary format of earlier Advisory Group Meetings. On the
first two days, prepared scientific papers were presented. These papers dealt
with a wide range of topics, including virtually all the important issues
within the theme of the meeting. The topics included (1) the uses of atomic
and molecular data in radiation therapy and in track-structure analysis, (2)
the current status of radiological and dosimetric data such as stopping powers
and ionization yields for various radiations, and (3) a review of cross
sections for individual elementary processes involved in radiation actions.

On the last two days, informal and extensive discussions were conducted
concerning the needs of atomic and molecular data, for basic radiation
research generally and for radiation therapy specifically. The general aims
were to review the current status of knowledge, to recommend areas suitable
for standard data compilation, and to identify urgent problems for new
scientific studies. Three working groups treated different but closely
related topics.

Full texts of the scientific papers and the reports of the three working
groups are included in the present volume. Therefore, the following summary
is brief and nontechnical.

Throughout the discussion there was a clear consensus that a large
variety of atomic and molecular data should be compiled, critically evaluated
for reliability, and then disseminated to the public. Such an enterprise will
make a crucial contribution to the improvement of radiation therapy, as well
as to the elucidation of health effects of ionizing radiations as a basis of
radiation risk assessment in the nuclear energy industry, as well as in
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medicine and other industries. Consensus was also developed for the types of
atomic and molecular Ha«-» rhat are most urgently needed. The needed data were
defined in terms of two specifications, viz., first, particles and their

energies, and second, materials of interest to radiation therapy.
Consequently, it is recommended that a coordinated research program be

established by IAEA as soon as possible to foster compilation, critical
assessment, and dissemination of atomic and molecular data needed in radiation
therapy and related radiation research. The recommended program will produce
a standard set of data that will be useful to those working on radiation

therapy as well as on its scientific basis. The program will also provide its
participants and colleagues an opportunity for reviewing results of current
studies and for identifying appropriate areas of future research. Finally,
the suitability of the program as an IAEA activity is clear in view of the
importance of radiation therapy as an application of atomic energy research,
and also in view of close scientific connections with other IAEA activities

such as those on nuclear data needed in radiation therapy and on atomic and
molecular data needed for fusion research.

The scientific level of the discussion was extremely high; indeed, some

of the scientific papers included not only reviews of the current status of a
subfield of research but also new data and hitherto unpublished ideas. As a
consequence, the recommendations of the working groups are scientifically

sound. This is the best result of the meeting.
On behalf of all the participants, I thank Dr. Okamoto, Dr. Schmidt, and

others of the IAEA for all the efforts in hosting the meeting. We all learned

much in our fields of science and renewed our conviction of the importance of

these fields to human and societal needs.
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Working Group A

SCOPE OF DATA NEEDED: PARTICLES, ENERGIES AND MATERIALS

Summary and Recommendations

Group Leader: A. Wambersie (Belgium)

Members: P. Bauer (Austria)
N. Getoff (Austria)
P. Olko (Federal Republic of Germany)
J.J. Schmidt (IAEA)

INTRODUCTION

Control of primary tumor remains one of the main challenges in cancer
therapy and, in that respect, replacement of conventional x or Y rays
by other types of radiation is a promising approach.

Some of the new beams, typically high-energy protons or helim ions,
improve the physical selectivity of the irradiations. These low-LET
(linear energy transfer) beams produce bilogical effects that are not
very different from those produced by photons. Other types of beams have
been introduced in therapy aim at improving the differential effect
between tumors and normal tissues. These other beams consist primarily
of high-LET radiations, most usually fast neutrons. In addition, some
heavy-ion therapy programs have been initiated.

In the present document, boron neutron capture therapy is not
considered. Although much information has become available during the
last few years (especially concerning synthesis of new boronated
compounds), this technique is too different from the conventional beam
therapy to be discussed here.

Likewise, pion therapy is not considered in the present document.
However, data for some of the secondary particles in pion nuclear
reactions (e.g. n,a) will be treated here.
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BEAM THERAPY

Proton Beams

The clinical benefit resulting from the better selectivity of the
proton beams compared to photons, became evident first for radioresistant
tumors located close to critical normal radiosensitive structures. Among
them, uveal melamona is the most current type of tumor treated with
proton beams (more than 3000 patients have been treated to date).
Chordomas and chondrosarcomas of the base of the skull, as well as
paraspinal tumors and arteriovenous malformations (AVM), also are good
indications for proton beams, and take full advantage of their high
selectivity.

However, more recently, some proton beam therapy programs aim at
treating a larger proportion of tumors, even deep-seated ones. For
example, the LOMA-LINDA program with four treatment rooms, connected to a
250-MeV synchrotron, will have a capacity in 1989 to treat about 1000
patients a year.

Table 1 lists the proton therapy programs, both current and planned.
This list is likely to increase in the near future. By the end of 1987,
more than 6000 patients had been treated by proton beams in nine centers
throughout the world (i.e., Harvard 4139, Moscow 1359, SIN-Switzerland
262).

A proton energy of about 70 MeV is sufficient for proton beam therapy
of uveal melanoma. For deep-seated tumors, an enersy up to 250 MeV is
necessary.

Fast-Neutron Beams

Fast-neutron therapy is being developed in several countries, and the
amount of clinical information available is increasing steadily.

High-energy, hospital-based cyclotrons now allow therapy with
physical selectivity similar to that currently achieved with modern
electron linear accelerators, as far as beam penetration, collimation,
beam arrangement, and positioning, are concerned. With these cyclotrons,
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the role of fast neutrons in cancer therapy can be fully assessed, and
the previous handicaps related to the poor dose distributions with
low-energy neutron sources are being progressively eliminated.

Table 2 presents some characteristics of the neutron facilities used
for patient treatment. More than 15,000 patients have been treated so
far with fast neutrons, either by neutron irradiation only or in
combination with other treatments. In some centers, the follow-up period
now exceeds seventeen years.

The superiority of fast neutron therapy over conventional therapy is
now established for some types and sites of tumors such as locally
extended salivary gland tumors and prostatic adenocarsinomas or slowly
growing sarcomas. For other tumors, the superiority of fast neutrons has
not yet been universally recognized; further studies, conducted under
strict statistical and dosimetric conditions, are needed to identify the
indications and contra-indications of neutrons.

From the current data, it can be concluded that 10-20% of the
radiotherapy patients could be better treated with high-LET radiation.
This conclusion implies that ideally a ratio of one high-LET machine to
ten low-LET machine is needed for therapy centers.

Selection of the patients for high- vs. low-LET irradiation remains
a major problem, and much effort is being directed toward the development
of individual prediction tests.

To obtain neutron beams suitable for therapy, the energy of the
incident particles should be at least about 40-50 MeV for deuterons (to
induce d+Be reactions) and about 35-45 MeV for protons (to induce p+Be
reactions). Today at three facilities neutrons produced by 65 MeV proton
on Beryllium [p(65)+Be] are used. Consequently, atomic and molecular
data are required for those deuterons and protons, and for all secondary
particles generated by them.

Heavy-Ion Beams

Heavy-ion beams combine a hish physical selectivity (similar to that
of a proton beams) and the radiobioloRJcal properties of high-LET

17



Table 1. The Proton Therapy Facilities World-Wide

Location

Berkely, CA, USA(a)

Uppsala, Sweden

First
treatment

1955
1957

Number of
patients
treated

30

73

REMARKS

(Date at which the number
of patients was reported)

closed 1957

closed 1976; the cyclo-

Harvard, MA, USA 1961 4139

tron is being rebuilt
(Dec. 1987)

Moscow, USSR
Dubna , USSR
Gatchina, USSR

Chiba, Japan

Tsukuba , Japan
PSI/SIN, Switzerland^^

Proton therapy facilities

1965
1967
1975

1979

1983

1984

in preparation:

1359
80
457

= 30

67

429

(Oct. 1987)
(1977)
(Oct. 1987)

closed 1986

(1987)

(May 1988)

Loma-Linda, CA, USA
Clatterbridge, UK<C>
Louvain-La-Neuve,

Orsay, France
N.A.C., South Africa
PSI/SIN, Switzerland

Synchrotron under construction
Proton beam line under construction

ft

Proton beam line being tested

200 MeV proton beam line in preparation

250 MeV proton machine in preparation

(a) He ions used from 1957, closed Dec. 1986, 1297 patients treated.

(b) At present Paul Scherrer Institute; formerly Swiss Institute for Nuclear
Research. Protons are used for the treatment of uveal melanoma ("OPTIS
program").

(c) A 62 MeV proton beam line on a cyclotron used for routine fast neutron.
(d) A 90 MeV proton beam line on a cyclotron used for routine fast neutron

therapy.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the fast neutron therapy
facilities in the world.

Summary of relevant data, including depth dose characteristics and
penumbra width, for a field size of approximately 10 cm x 10cm (From ICRU
Clinical Neutron Dosimetry Part I, in press).

Facility

Chicago
Hamburg
Heidelberg
Münster
Krakow
Dresden
Tokyo
Essen
Ghent
Edinburgh
Hammersmith
Pretoria
Chiba-shi
Riyadh
Orléans
Houston
Cleveland
UCLA
Seattle
Clatterbridge
Louvain
Fermi lab

Reaction

d(8.0)+D
d(0.5)+T
d(0.2)+T
d(0.2)+T
d(12.5)+Be
d(13.5)+Be
d(14.0)+Be
d(14.3)+Be
d(14.5)+Be
d(15)+be
d(16)+Be
d(16)+Be
d(30)+be
p(26)+Be
p(34)+be
p(42)+Be
p(43)+Be
p(46)+Be
p(50)-»-be
p(62)+Be
p(65)+Be
p(66)+Be

60 nCO gamma rays
8 MV x rays

SSD
(cm)
100
80
100
100
91
100
125
125
125
125
117
135
175
125
169
125
125
150
150
150
162.5
190

80
100

Z50*
(cm)
9.8
8.8
10.6
10.5
7.7
7.9
8.3
8.1
8.7
8.9
8.7
8.6
11.7
10.3
12.8
14.0
13.5
13.1
14.8
16.2
17.6
16.6

11.6
17.1

80
P20**
(cm)
2.2
2.4
2.7
2.7
2.0
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.6
2.3
2.2
2.1
1.7
2.4
1.9
2.0
2.2
1.7
1.4
1.6
1.7
2.0

1.6
0.8

Depth in water at which the total (n+y) absorbed dose is reduced to half
its maximum value,

** Distance off-axis between 80% and 20% of the central axis total -
absorbed dose at a depth of 10 cm in the phantom.
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radiations (which are proven to be superior for some well-defined groups
of patients). However, the technical complexity and the cost of the
installation will limit the development of heavy-ion therapy. Future
development of technology could help to solve this problem.

The only clinical data at present available are those from the
BEVALAC in Berkeley where about 100 patients were treated with Ne ions.
The best results were obtained for the same localizations (e.g. salivary
gland, prostate, and sarcomas) as with fast neutrons. Several other
heavy-ion therapy programs are in preparation or planned: Berkeley (i.e.
continuation of the present program), Chiba (Japan), Darmstadt (FRG), and
EULIMA (Oakland).

The energies required to obtain a sufficient beam penetration are
typically:

- for carbon ions: 400 MeV/amu
- for neon ions:____620 MeV/amu
- for argon ions:___860 MeV/amu.

Required accuracy

For photon therapy, a dose accuracy of better than ±5% and possibly
as high as ±3-5% is required. This requirement is due to the steepness
of the dose-effect relations for local tumor control and normal-tissue
complications. For fast neutrons all the available clinical or
radiological data indicate that these dose-effect relations are as steep
as those observed for photons, and that consequently at least the same
degree of accuracy has to be achieved.

Furthermore, because of a reduced differential effect at high LETs,
high physical selectivity (i.e., sufficient beam penetration, efficient
collimation system, accurate potioning, and others) is also required.

Materials of interest as target and kinds of data needed:

The materials of interest fal into three categories: (1) the elements
and constituents of the human tissues, (2) materials of detectors and
dosimeters, and (3) other materials used to shape and guide the beam.
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For the ions used as projectiles, the first quantity of interest is
the stopping power from the impinging energy down to zero. If fast
neutrons are used for irradition, the interactions with the atomic nuclei
of the tissues yield energetic recoil nuclei. For these recoils, the
stopping powers have to be known. It is difficult to measure stopping
powers of real tissue materials; therefore, it has been customary to
estimate it from data on constituent atoms and in gas phase. To assess
the accuracy of such estimates, it is important to, study first the
influence of the chemical binding on the stopping cross section. Second,
the electronic structure of an ion penetrating a solid generally differs
from that of the solid material. In addition, physical interactions are
different: for instance, charge-changing collisions, which contribute to
the stopping process, occur with different probabilities; consequently,
the mean number of electrons bound to the projectile can be different.

Thus, the influence of the chemical bond and of the projectile charge
on the stopping power has to be known. This information is important
because highly precise knowledge of the stopping power is needed in order
to shape the delivered dose in such a way that the tumor is exposed to a
high dose but the healthy tissue around it is spared to the maximum
extent possible. This precise information is especially needed for the
heavy ion and neutron fluxes where the high LET tends to diminish
differences between the radiosensitivity of tumore cells and normal
cells. The energy-loss data are also needed for compound materials,
i.e., separate data are needed for different tissues and bones.

Electron emission data are needed for two purposes. First, the
liberated electrons are the source of the charge that is collected in the
dosimeters and detectors used for the delivery and monitoring of the
dose. For dosimetry, two groups of materials are of particular interest:
(1) solids, which constitute chamber or counter walls, and (2) gases
filling these detectors. Several sets of data are required: stopping
powers, gas-to-wall conversion factors, and rates of recombination of
charge carriers in gases. Commonly used wall materials such as aluminum,
A-150 and other plastics, as well as tissue-substitute gas mixtures
(methane- and propane-based) should be studied in the entire energy range
of ions and neutrons. The energy spectra of charged particles, produced
in the wall and gas materials, are important for the interpretation of
the detector signals and should be assessed by calculations and
measurements, e.g. with low-pressure proportional counters.
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Second, the electrons cause most of the chemical and biological
damage inside the human body. In order to maximize the killing of cells
in the tumor and to minimize the effects on the healthy tissue, it is
necessary to understand how the biological effectiveness (BE) of a
radiation field depends on the local density and energy spectra of the
electrons produced in the target. It has been shown that for neutrons of
different energies the BE can vary greatly because of different energy
spectra of recoil nuclei, which act like heavy-ion radiation.

For protons and heavier ions, very complicated behavior of the BE as
a function of the LET has also been observed. For heavy ions produced as
neutron recoils or as primary radiation from an accelerator, the
distribution of the emitted electrons in space and time needs to be
determined with high precision. Necessary information includes a
description of particle tracks formed by the primary events, i.e. primary
excitations and the electron emission and the development of tracks by
collisions of these electrons with other target molecules inside the
biological cell. To understand the biological action of these electrons,
the electron interactions with biomolecules such as DNA, proteins, water,
and nuclear membranes should also be studied extensively. Although the
repair process is of biochemical and biological nature (and thus beyond
the scope of the present discussion), the induction of breaks, i.e., the
disruption of chemical bonds in DNA by the electron impact, is clearly a
physico-chemical problem, which should be treated in context. Only if
one knows the dependence of the induction of severe biological damages,
e.g. of double-strand breaks, on track structure, can one fully
understand the variation in BE for different radiations.
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Working Group B

CROSS-SECTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL COLLISION PROCESSES

Summary and Recommendations

Group Leader: L.H. Toburen (United States of America)

Members: Y. Hatano (Japan)
Z. Herman (Czechoslovakia)
T.D. Mark (Austria)
S. Trajmar (United States of America)
J J. Smith (IAEA)

INTRODUCTION

As mentioned earlier, for optimizing the effects of radiation on
tumor cells and minimizing the effects on healthy tissue, as well as for
adequate dosimetry in radiation therapy, a wide range of atomic and
molecular data are needed. These data are used in appropriate models to
assess physical and dosimetric quantities for evaluating probabilities of
cell survival and killing under radiation therapy treatment conditions.

Cross sections for the interactions (e.g., excitation, ionization,
charge transfer) for primary and recoil ions are needed in various
atomic, molecular, and condensed-phase materials. Additional data are
needed for the subsequent interactions of secondary electrons and photons
in the absorbing medium, and ultimately, detailed information is needed
on the interactions of ions, excited states, and dissociation products in
transferring excitation energy to biomolecules. Atomic and molecular
data concerning gaseous H„0, H„, 0„, N„, CO, C0_, CH,, and2 2 2 2 2 4
larger hydrocarbons are needed for understanding the fundamental
processes of energy deposition in biological cells and energy transfer in
gases used in dosimetry.

Data on the interactions of ions and electrons with macromolecules
(such as DNA and proteins) and their constituents are needed for the
understanding of damages in cells. In order to apply our better
knowledge of atomic and molecular data in gases to those in tissue,
further information is required for interactions of charged particles and
photons in condensed phases, including data for molecular clusters,
liquids, and solids. The study of interaction cross sections for
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molecular clusters is considered particularly important for providing
guidance on the application and modification of gas-phase data to tissue
conditions relevant to radiation biology and radition therapy. In order
to improve the dosimetry of charged particles and neutrons, data are also
needed on the ranges and stopping powers of charged particles in the wall
materials of dosimeters.

IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR FAST IOHS

A primary mechanism for energy loss by fast charged particles is
ionization of the atomic and molecular constitutents of the medium.
Knowledge of the cross sections for the production of secondary electrons
of given kinetic energy e and emission angle 0 is fundamental in that
these cross sections are indispensable for the analysis of further
processes of excitation and ionization by secondary electrons.

There has been a good deal of work on the measurement of secondary-
electron spectra (differential in electron emission energy and angle) for
bare ions such as protons, alpha particles, and electrons. There are few
data, however, for heavy ions that carry bound electrons. Collision of
those heavy ions are the most difficult to treat theoretically. Electron
spectra arising from multiply ionized targets are only beginning to be
obtained.

Since electron emission is the most important initial stage for
absorption of energy by the medium, it is crucial that data on this
process be reviewed and critically evaluated; additional data also need
to be generated. Badly needed data include those for heavier ions, as
well as carbon and oxygen ions of a few keV to a few MeV, which are
particularly important in neutron dosimetry. Heavier and faster ions
should be studied also for the interpretation of radiation biology
experiments, now being carried out at Darmstadt, Federal Republic of
Germany and Berkeley, U.S.A.
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DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS : AVAILABILITY AND NEEDS

Electron impact

Data on electron-impact double-differential cross sections are
available for a wide range of atoms and simple molecules. Several
laboratories have been involved in such studies including Joint Institute
for Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA, University of Colorado), University of
Nebraska, Indiana University, University of Michigan, and Tokyo Institute
of Technology. There is need for review and critical evaluation of these
data before they can be used in track-structure calculations. It is also
recommended that new studies be initiated on more complex molecular
targets such as larger hydrocarbons and biomolecules.

Proton impact

Considerable data have been accumulated on proton-impact ionization
of simple gases. Energy ranges from a few keV to several MeV have been
investigated and theoretical methods have been developed to extrapolate
data to much higher energies, i.e., hundreds of MeV, which are relevant
to radiation therapy. These data have been provided by several
laboratories including Pacific Northwest Laboratory, University of
Nebraska, Hahn-Meitner Institut, and Tokyo Institute of Technology.
These data should be critically evaluated and made widely available in a
computer-readable form. Efforts toward this end are particularly
important because of the large quantity of the data and to the need of
the data in track-structure analysis.

Heavy ions and neutral particles

Only limited data are available for neutral-particle impact, and
these data are for particles at very low energies, i.e., lower than a few
hundred keV. There are virtually no data available for fast heavy ions.
In view of the inadequacy of present theoretical techniques for heavy
ions that carry bound electrons, it is recommended that emphasis be
placed on experimental studies in this topic in general, and especially
on the interactions of heavy ions with HO and hydrocarbon molecules.
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CHARGE-TRANSFER CROSS SECTION

Considerable data are available on charge transfer between light ions
such as H and He with simple atoms and molecules. These data have
been reviewed by the fusion-research community in many publications

1—3including the Oak Ridge National Laboratory compendia, compilations4by the Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya, by Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI), and by the Joint Institute for Laboratory

6 +Astrophysics. The data base on charge-transfer reactions of H ,
Cq+, Oq+, where q = 1 - 6, C0+, and Feq+ with C, 0, 02> CO, and
lower hydrocarbons has also been reviewed by Janev et al. For heavier
ions, data are widely scattered and often fragmentary. It is recommended
that an effort be devoted to an extensive survey of the literature and to
a compilation of all the available cross section data for fast heavy ions.

TOTAL IOKIZATION CROSS SECTIONS

Considerable data are available on the total ionization cross
sections for electron and proton impact. The proton-impact ionization

Qcross sections have recently been reviewed by Rudd et al.
Electron-impact ionization has been the subject of several data base
reviews, primarily by the fusion energy research community. Data on
ionization processes, including total and partial cross sections, have
been reviewed, and recommended data have been given for atoms and ions

9along with numerical fits for H through 0 by Bell et al., F through Ni
10and C through U by Lennon et al. Similar data for molecules,

including partial and dissociative ionization cross sections, have been
reviewed for diatomic molecules (HO, o , N , CO, and NO) and
polyatomic (HO, CO , NO , CH ) molecules, for energies below 500

2 11eV, by Lennon et al. In addition, data for CH (n = 2 - 4) have
12 n

been reviewed by Ehrhardt and Langer.

ELECTRON- AND ION-INDUCED EXCITATION AND DISSOCIATION

Considerable data are available on electron-impact excitation and
dissociation of atoms and simple molecules relevant to fusion. Data have
been compiled on electron-impact excitation and dissociation of CO, 0 ,
CO , HO, and CH (n = 2 - 4), for energies from 5-500 eV, by Janev
2 2 , n

et al. Data on C, N, 0, Al, and Fe atoms and ions excited by
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Table 3. Summary of Data Currently Available

Material Reactions Energy range

H20, CO, C02, CH4
He, Ne, Ar
H2O, CH4, CH3NH2
<CH3)2NH2, C2H2,
C2H4, C2H6, He, Ne,
Ar, TeF6, SF6
H20, Ar, He

C, 0, 02, CO
<n = 2 - 4)

CO, C02, H20,
(n = 2 - 4)

H through U atoms
H2, O2, N2, CO, NO
H20, C02, N02, CH4

Electron-impact double-differential 100 - 500 eV
ionization cross sections
Proton-impact double-differential
ionization cross sections

and He+ impact double-
differential ionization cross
sections
H° impact double-differential
ionization cross sections
Charge transfer for H+, Hen+,
C8+, 08+, C0+
Electron-impact excitation and
dissociation
Electron-impact total ionization

300 - 2000 keV

300 - 2000 keV

keV - MeV

electrons have been reviewed by Janev and Katsonis. Very little data
exist for comparable studies of proton or other ion impact. Such studies
should be encouraged.

SUMMARY: Table 3 presents a summary of currently available data.
Table 4 presents a summary of data needed.

ELECTRON COLLISON PROCESSES

Interactions of any radiation (e.g., neutrons, charged particles,
high-energy photons) with matter eventually generate electrons with
energies ranging from thermal to very high. A large fraction of the
primary energy is thus converted to electron kinetic energy. The
interactions of these electrons with matter are fundamental to the
processes leading to radiation damage.
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Table 4. Summary of Data Needed

Material Reactions Energy range

H2Û, CH4, »2, Double-differential ionization cross 1 keV - 10 MeV
CO, C02, C3H8 sections Cn+, On+, Nn+ (n=l-5)
macromolecules, Cn+, Gen+, Fen+, Un+ (n equal 1 MeV/u -
clusters to the corresponding equilibrium value) 1000 MeV/u
H2Û, CH/j, N2 Total ionization cross sections 1 keV - 10 MeV
CO, C02, C3H8 cn+, On+, K"-1- (n = l - 5)
macromolecules,
clusters
H20, CH^, N2 Charge transfer cross sections 1 kev - 10 MeV
C02, C3H8 Cn+, On+, Nn+
macromolecules
Cn-hydrocarbons Photoionization and photoabsorption Threshold to

n = 7 - 20 lOkeV

N-containing molecules "
S-containing molecules "
Polymers, DNA, proteins
ice, clusters, liquid
H20

Water clusters - H20 Ion-cluster interactions 0 - 10 eV
ions and ion fragments

At high impact energies (i.e., at energies far exceeding the
ionization threshold) cross-section data are readily available or can be
calculated reliably for simpler targets. Also, the energy-loss
distribution for high impact energies is more similar for gas-phase and
condensed-phase targets than it is for low impact energies. At low
impact energies, cross sections are generally more difficult to measure
or to calculate. Also, there are often significant differences in the
energy-loss distribution between the gas and condensed phases.

The most effective way to generate consistent sets of cross sections
for the many processes and species required in radiotherapy seems to be a
coordinated experimental and theoretical approach.
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To characterize electron interactions, the following kinds of data
are needed:

• Total scattering cross sections
• Elastic scattering cross sections
• Excitation cross sections
• Dissociation cross sections
• Electron attachment cross sections

Total, partial, and differential ionization cross sections

Gas Phases

For some of the gases species of interest in radiotherapy, the cross
sections are available (see Table 5 and quoted compilations). For other
gases, the cross sections are not known at all or known only roughly (See
Table 6).

Clusters

From the point of view of radiotherapy, condensed phase is the
primary medium. Direct studies on electron collisiions at low energies
in this phase have been sparse. Other recent developments paved the way
for bridging the gap between gas and condensed phase; it became feasible
to study electron collisions with clusters ranging from dimers to those
containing millions of monomeric species. Since this is a new field,
very little information is presently available. Work in this direction
should be encouraged so that the general trends in the movement from gas
to condensed phase can be established.

Condensed phase

An important recent development is the application of electron-beam
scattering techniques (developed for gas-phase studies) to condensed
targets. The feasibility of such studies has been demonstrated, most
notably at University of Sherbrook, Canada. Current results show that,
in addition to scattering by single centers, the excitation of
intermolecular and collective modes, coherent and incoherent multiple
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Table 5. Data Available On Electron Collision Processesa

Process Species Energy range^

Gas phase:
Total scattering
Elastic scattering
Excitation
Dissociation
Attachment
Total ionization
Partial ionization
Differentialionization

Condensed phase:
Total scattering
Elastic scattering
Vibration excitation
Electronic excitation

H2, N2, 02, H20, C02,>CH4, Ar
H2, W2, 02, H20, C02, CH4, Ar
H2, N2, 02, Ar
H2, N2, 02, H20, C02, CH4, Ar
H2, N2, 02, H20, C02, CH4, C3H8
H2, N2, 02, H20, C02, CH4, Ar
H2, H20, C02, CH4
H2, N2, 02, H20, C02, CH4, Ar

solid H20
solid H2O
solid H20
solid H20

1 - 1000 eV1 - 1000
Threshold-100
Threshold-100
Threshold-100
Threshold-100
Threshold-100
Threshold-100

1-20
1-18
1-18
1-18

a
b Data on any of the molecules are not complete, and are often fragmentary.

The given energy range merely indicates a general idea. A precise energy
range differs for each molecule.

Table 6. Data Needed On Electron Collision Processes3

Process Species Energy range**

Gas phase:
Total scattering
Excitation
Dissociation
Total ionization
Partial ionization
Differential ionization

C3H8
H20, CH4, C02, C3H8

N2, 02, C3H8
C3H8

1 - 1000 eV
Threshold-1000
Threshold-1000
Threshold-10000
Threshold-10000
Threshold-10000

Condensed phase:
Data required for all target species for all processes mentioned.

a
b

There are some data available on the molecules cited, but are in general
incomplete or unreliable.
The given energy range merely indicates a general idea. A precise energy
range depends on specific applications.
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scattering, and distortion of the gas phase species are important.
Further work in this area should be encouraged.

Representative sources of data

Gas phase
See Refs. 14-18.

Clusters
See Refs. 19-20.

Condensed phase
See Ref. 21.

PHOTOABSORPTION AND PHOTOIONIZATIOH CROSS SECTIONS

Photoabsorption cross sections, a , and photoionization cross
sections, a. , are of great importance in radiation research.
Oscillator-strength distributions or differential oscillator strength
values, df/dE, are proportional to the o values. The ionization
efficiency or the quantum yield of ionization, n(E) = a./a ,

are also of great importance in radiation research where E is the photon
energy.

The experimental data on which these cross-section values are based
must be correct, absolute, and comprehensive. However, this requirement
has not been met in general because of experimental difficulties,
including that few suitable photon sources and window materials exist in
the wavelength region of vacuum ultraviolet and soft x-rays. Instead,
fast-electron energy-loss spectroscopy has been used as a substitute for
optical spectroscopy. Also, the use of synchrotron radiation in this
wavelength region is most promising.

The o values have been already measured for various molecules in
the wavelength region at least longer than the near UV region, whereas
the values in the wavelength region shorter than the LiF cutoff at 105 nm
are very few. When the Thomas-Kuhn-Reiche sum is compared with the sum
of the ö values for a molecule in the wavelength region longer than
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Table 7. Availability of o^ and 0^ values for atoms and
molecules to radiation therapy.

Atoms and Molecules
Data Availability3

a or df/dEb

Liquids

Comments

He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe
H , N , 0 , CO, NO2 2 2
H 0, CH , CH , HF2 4 3
02%, C3Hg, Cn-Hydrocarbons (n:2-6)
C -Hydrocarbons (n: 7-20)n
0-Containing molecules
(CH3OH, C2H5OH, CH3OCH3, CH3OC2H5)

N-Containing molecules
S-Containing molecules
Polymers, DNA, proteins
Si, LiF, CaF , Graphite
Mg, AI, Cu
ice
Clusters

A
B
C
C
0
C

0
0
D
B
B
C
O

A
B
C
D
0
C

0
0
0
-
-
0
O Threshold

behavior is
known.

Often the
ionization
potential and
the electron
solvation
energy are
known. n or
a^ is very
important, but
unknown.

a A: most accurate and more comprehensive
B: less accurate and comprehensive
C: relative data
D: least accurate comprehensive
0: no data available

b E: Ethreshold <5~20 eV> - 10 keV

105 nm, which corresponds to about the ionization potential of most
molecules, it is found that the sum of the measured oscillator strength
values corresponds to less than a few percent of the total number of
electrons in the molecule. Thus, the absorption by any molecule is
strongest in the far ultraviolet and soft x-ray regions.
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Table 7 shows an availability of 0 and o. values for atoms
and molecules of interest to radiation therapy.

Partial ionization cross sections and optical emission or
dissociation cross sections have been also measured for some molecules,
but these measurements are not included in Table 7 because they are not
yet so comprehensive.

RAPID CONVERSION OF INITIAL IONS AND EXCITED NEUTRALS THROUGH COLLISIONS
WITH OTHER MOLECULES

The following processes are important in the physico-chemical stage
of radiolysis in which ions and excited neutrals (formed in primary
events including excitation by secondary electrons) change their chemical
identify in near-thermal collisions with other molecules. These
processes link the physics of initial processes with the chemistry of
subsequent events, consequently, their understanding is of basic
importance.

Ion-Molecule Processes

Chemical reactions of both positive and negative ions [total
reaction cross sections or rate constants, branching ratios, the
dependence on collision energy (thermal to several eV)]

Chemical reactions of positive or negative cluster ions (total
cross sections, branching ratios)

Charge-transfer processes (total cross sections, and the
dependence on energy)

Recombination of ions with electrons and ions of opposite charge
(total cross sections or rate constants, and the energy
dependence)
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Table 8. Data availability for rapid conversion processes

ion-molecule reactions

Cluster-ion reactions

recombination

Penning ionization

excitation energy transfer

ötot

absolute data on total cross
sections with about ±20%
accuracy, relative data plentiful;
less information on negative ion
reactions.
fragmentary to non-existent
information on some systems
available, otherwise incomplete
need for further studies
absolute data for some processes
only, more information on relative
cross sections, need for further
studies urgent
information ranges from accurate
for some systems to fragmentary,
depending on systems studied

Neutral-Neutral Processes

• Penning ionization, including chemi-ionization (total cross
sections, branching ratios, partial cross sections for
ionization as opposed to neutral-species production, and energy
dependence)

• Excitation energy transfer leading to neutral excited species
(cross sections or rate data)

In addition, data on energetics of reactants and products of the
processes in question should be compiled. They include heats of
formation, proton affinities, and electron affinities.
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Scope of Materials

Atoms : He, Ar
Simple molecules: H , N , 0 , NO, HO, CO
Larger molecules: alkanes (suitable for a simulation of polyethylene)
Elements: Mg, Al, Si
clusters: (H.,0) , (0,) , (N ) , (CO )2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n

Particular emphasis should be given to reactions of water and species
produced from it. Planned work should concern collisions of ions and
excited species with parent molecules and other molecules.

Data Availability and the Present Status

Systematic compilation of data for radiation-research purposes has
not been carried out. Compilations carried out for other purposes offer
partial summaries of data for several of the processes.

Sporadic data in the literature exist on many of these processes,
with the exception of the reactions of clusters where experimental and
theoretical work is necessary. The data status of total cross sections
for ion-molecules and netral-neutral processes is given in Table 8.
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STOPPING POWERS

Stopping powers in elemental materials and in various compounds are
widely used in radiation research to characterize tracks left by charged
particles in matter. Stopping powers represent the average energy lost
per unit pathlength by primary charged particles such as protons or heavy
ions. They are used to calculate the range of the ions in matter and
their LET. For indirectly ionizing particles (photons, neutrons),
stopping powers are necessary to describe the slowing down of the
secondary charged particles released in matter. For practical dosimetry
with gas-cavity detectors (e.g., ionization chambers and proportional
counters), stopping powers represent the basic atomic data needed to
convert the energy imparted to the gas into the dose absorbed in the wall
material. For this application, the uncertainty in stopping powers and
stopping power ratios between the gas and wall materials influences the
uncertainty of the determination of the total absorbed dose or the kerma.

Stopping power tables or fits to experimental data may be found for
different ions in a large variety of elemental materials and for wide

1 2energy ranges. * Stopping powers of tissues, tissue substitutes,
counting gases, or other materials related to radiation research are
often derived by using the Bragg addivity rule. This approach is useful
in general regarding, for example, the large data set needed in neutron
dosimetry for protons, deuterons, alpha particles, as well as C, N, 0,
Be, and B ions released with initial energies from several hundred keV up
to 60 MeV. However, the Bragg rule is known to be only a first
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approximation because of chemical binding effects, especially for
materials with low-Z constituents, for solid compounds, and for particles
at low energies near and below the stopping power maximum (Waibel, this
meeting; Paul et al., this meeting). Critical compilations of evaluated
stopping powers for particles and materials of interest to radiation
research are therefore needed.

Stopping powers for electrons, from 10 keV up to 1000 MeV, were
3compiled in an ICRU Report. ICRU compilations are in progress for

protons (1 keV to 1 GeV) and for alpha particles (10 keV to 100 MeV) by
M.J. Berger and his report committee, and for heavier ions by P. Sigmund
and his report committee. Summaries of data and issues related to the
Bragg rule for protons and alpha particles have been published by

4-7Thwaites . Stopping powers for protons and for alpha particles (400
keV/amu to 100 MeV/amu) for materials used in dosimetry with ionization
chambers and proportional counters were calculated by Makarewicz, Burger,

Qand Bichsel using the mean excitation energy values recommended for
the same compounds in ICRU Report 37. However, very few stopping powers
have been measured experimentally to test compiled values, especially for
low-energy electrons, protons, and alpha particles near and below the
stopping-power maximum. Some experimental values have been obtained for

9low-energy electrons and for low-energy protons (i.e., 40-200 keV, by
Fukuda, and 1-100 keV by Waibel and Willems ) in methane-based
tissue-substitute gas. Fewer experimental data have been obtained for
solid compounds such as tissue substitute plastics.

For gas-cavity detectors used in neutron dosimetry, gas-to-wall dose
conversion factors are derived from average stopping power ratios for the
secondary charged particles produced by neutron interactions in the wall
and entering the cavity. Overall uncertainties of these dose conversion
factors are therefore due to uncertainties about the stopping powers data
used and to uncertainties about the secondary charged particle spectra,
i.e., on the energy distribution of those particles and their relative
contribution to the total absorbed dose. These uncertainties lead to
serious problems especially at the high neutron energies used for
therapy, and the overall uncertainty achievable on the total absorbed
dose generally depends on the neutron energy. To meet the uncertainty
limit of ±5% required in neutron dosimetry for therapy, an overall
uncertainty of ±2% is necessary for the dose conversion factors. This
problem is less important for "TE wall-TE gas" detectors because of the
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similarity in the wall and gas compositions. However, it becomes much
more critical for nonhydrogenous ionization chambers and proportional
counters, walled with carbon, aluminum, or oxygen compounds and filled
with different gases, which are now attracting increasing interest in

12 13neutron dosimetry. Dose conversion factors are available ' for
neutron energies up to 14 MeV, and are also being compiled by the ICRU
for a future report. Very few data, however, are available for
proportional counters filled with propane-based TE gas used in
microdosimetry, and at higher neutron energies, i.e., 5-60 MeV (Pihet and
Menzel, this meeting).

Materials for which stopping powers are needed

Gases: H20, H2> 0^ CO^ Ar, Air
V C°2' °V C3H8

(for these TE gases commonly used
in dosimetry and in microdosimetry, the application of the
Bragg's rule for the N2, CC>2, CH^, C^HQ gas
constituents is found to be a good approximation)

Solids: Pure elements: C, Mg, Al, Si, P, Ca, Fe
Compounds: for solid-state detectors: LiF, CaF

tissue substitutes: A-150 TE plastic, perspex,
polyethylene, nylon

oxygen compounds: e.g., A12Û3
Liquids: H£0 and hydrocarbons

Charged particles and energy ranges
The following list includes primary charged particles as well as

secondary particles produced by photon and neutron interactions.

Electrons: Needed from 50 eV to 1000 MeV (partially covered by ICRU
Report 37)
Need further investigations: - from 50 eV to 10 keV

- experimental tests of the
ICRU 37 values are required
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Protons :

a-particles:

Heavy ions:

Needed from 1 keV to 400 MeV needed (to be covered by a
forthcoming ICRU report)
Need further investigations: - comparison of gas and

condensed phase for
identical compounds

- for TE gases or constituents,
near and below the maximum
stopping power (especially
for propane-based TE gases)

- measurements for solid tissue
substitutes

Needed from 10 keV to 400 MeV/u (mainly from neutron
interactions) (to be covered by a forthcoming ICRU report)

Need further investigations: - for TE gases or constituents,
near and below the maximum
stopping power

- measurements for solid tissue
substitutes

Needed for neutron secondaries: C, N, 0. Be, B from 100 keV
to 20 Mev

Heavy ions for therapy: C to Ar up to 800 MeV per
nucléon

(covered by H.H. Andersen and J.F. Ziegler, and by the ICRU
work led by P. Sigmund)

Need further investigations: - phase effects
- more precise data for C and 0
resulting as recoils from
neutrons

- in the high energy region
for the heavy ions foreseen
for therapeutic applications

General recommendations

In addition to the requirements listed above, the following
recommendations are presented:

1. A critique of the Bragg additivity rule for compounds requires
additional theoretical and experimental work including determination
of influence of both chemical binding and phase.

2. The concept of "effective charge" to determine the stopping powers
for heavy ions is subject to limitations and needs further study.
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3. There may be some values to comparing stopping powers of tissue
substitutes with those for real tissues.

4. At high energies, the projected range is well approximated by the
range calculated from stopping power; however, more accurate
evaluations are required for low-energy particles (protons, alpha
particles, and especially electrons); in particular, the
determination of the range of subexcitation electrons is encouraged.

5. Accurate experimental determination of the stopping power for protons
and alpha particles of A-150 TE plastic is encouraged to reduce the
uncertainty on the stopping-power ratios and on the resulting dose
conversion factors for neutrons; more investigations are also needed
for the materials of nonhydrogenous ionization chambers and
proportional counters used for the dosimetry of neutrons with an
energy above 14 MeV.

INITIAL YIELDS OF IONS

Initial yields of ions and excited states, as well as electron
degradation spectra are another kind of important atomic and molecular
data. Knowledge of these quantities is essential for investigation of
charged-particle track structure in condensed matter. This subject area
is currently of great interest since progress in radiation research is
becoming increasingly dependent on the study of elementary interaction
processes of particles with the biological matter such as DNA and
proteins at very small scales (down to a few nanometers). This type of
investigation requires detailed theoretical studies (e.g. in the spirit
of Spencer and Fano) applied to photons and electrons at low energies, as
well as studies that include new dimensions such as the time-dependent
effects of irradiation. Emphasis is also being placed on the effect of
complex compounds, as opposed to chemically pure substances, and on the
phase effect.

Knowledge of the ionization yield in gases and the average energy to
produce an ion pair (the W value) have been of interest for a long time
in radiation research because of the extensive use of gas-cavity chambers
for dosimetry in radiotherapy (Waibel, this meeting; Srdoc, this
meeting). The W value is needed to convert the ionization yield by
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charged particles in the gas into energy loss. Low-pressure proportional
counters operate as cavity chambers with low-pressure gases. They
measure primarily the spectra of ionization yields by impinging charged
particles or by secondary particles released in the counter wall and
entering the cavity. The measured ionization yield spectra constitute
only an approximation of the energy deposition spectra because each
single ionization yield cannot be converted with an adequate W value. A
rigorous conversion can only be done by theoretical calculations. The
comparison of experimental ionization yield spectra with theoretically
calculated spectra (e.g., by using the computer program of Caswell and
Coyne) has already been used to investigate energy deposition spectra for
neutrons frm several keV up to 60 MeV. This procedure is useful although
limited by the available nuclear cross section data. It requires precise
W values for different secondary particles over wide energy ranges and
their slowing down spectra. In proportional counters, most of the
secondary particles have ranges larger than the simulated diameter, and
therefore differential ionization values (commonly denoted by w) are also
needed. Ionization chambers and proportional counters allow precise
determination of integral quantities such as the kerma. In practice, the
W values need to be evaluated. As it is the case for stopping power, the
uncertainty in the W values directly influences the overall uncertainty
in the measured kerma (as discussed by Pihet and Menzel at this meeting).

Microdosimetry describes the spatial distributions of energy
deposition in very samll sites. It is, however, experimentally limited
to a dimension of the sensitive volume on the order of 1pm. To provide
a better understanding of interaction processes at smaller scales,
microdosimetry is being extended to sites with nanometer dimensions,
although only theoretical calculations based on track simulations can
currently be used (Olko, this meeting). Such experimental studies would
provide an important source of data for intercomparison with track
structure analysis (Paretzke, this meeting). In particular, for the
experimental determination of the radial dose distributions, the
dependence of W on the ionization and excitation cross section ratio as a
function of the radial distance needs to be determined accurately. The
applicability of the W-value concept, as an average quantity, to sites as
small as a few nanometers needs to be carefully examined.

Research is required on the applicability of an additivity rule to
derive W values for complex substances from the W values for their
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constituents. Available experimental data show that this procedure is
critical and imply large uncertainties for W values not only for
condensed-phase materials but also for gases. As an example, very few W
values for propane-based TE gases used in proportional counters are
available; the extrapolation of the W values for methame-based TE gases
to other mixtures is probably a poor approximation, especially in view of
the uncertainty level of ±2% required, e.g., for obtaining average W
values in neutron dosimetry for therapy.

The energy losses of any charged particles in matter are the final
results of many collision processes and are therefore stochastic. The
resulting fluctuations in the energy losses are called straggling, and
have been a subject of study for many years. Data on straggling are much
less extensive than those on the mean energy loss, viz., the stopping
power. Neverthelss, a review of the straggling data will be highly
valuable.

The statistical fluctuations of the number of ions produced by a
fixed kind of radiation (e.g., a charged particle of given energy) are
likewise an important subject of study. These fluctuations are commonly
characterized by the Fano factor. Data on this quantity are not yet
extensive, but deserve full documentation, because the Fano factor
represents a key index of stochastic aspects of radiation-energy
absorption, which are discussed more extensively in later paragraphs
concerning track structures and microdosimetry.

Gases for which W values are needed

Gases: HO, H , 0 , Ar, air
N2, C02, CH4, C3H8
Methane-based TE gas, propane-based TE gas

Charged particles and energy ranges

The following includes primary charged particles as well as secondary
particles from photon and neutron interactions.
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Electrons:

Protons :

a-particles:

Needed from 50 eV to 100 MeV (covered from threshold up to
several hundred eV by ICRU Report14 31 and by
Combecher15; from 30 eV to 2 keV for CH4, C02, N2,
Ar, and TECClfy) by Smith and Booz;16 from 20 eV to 5
keV for air, CH^ and N2 by Waibel and Grosswendt;1?
and for methane-based tissue-substitute gas and C02 by
Waibel at this meeting)
Need further investigations: - data needed in the

intermediate energy region
above 5 keV and above
several MeV

- extension to C3Hg and propane-
based gases

Needed from 1 keV to 250 MeV (partially covered by ICRU
Report14 31, and by Goodman and Coyne;18 for CH4,
N2, CO2, and methane-based TE gases from 1 keV to 100
keV by Sidenius,1^ by Huber, 20, and by Waibel and
Willems,21 from 1.2 to 3.5 MeV by Thomas and Burke22)
Need further investigations: - further precise measurements

at intermediate energies
above 100 keV to 1 MeV
data needed in the high-
energy energy region
extension to C3Hg and
propane-based TE gases (at
all energies)

Needed from 10 keV to 100 MeV (partially covered up to 10
MeV by ICRU Report14 31; for methane-based TE gases up to
10 MeV by Goodman and Coyne,18 from 15 keV to 375 keV by
Nguyen et al.,2-* for propane-based TE gases from 25 keV
to 375 keV by Posny et al.,24)

Need further investigations: - extension to CßHg and
propane-based TE gases (at
all energies); precise data
are needed in particular for
calibration of proportional
counters from 500 keV to 2
MeV and for 5.3-5.7 MeV
further data needed in the
high-energy region

Heavy ions: Needed for neutron secondaries: C, N, N, O, Be, B from 100
keV to 20 MeV

Heavy ions for therapy: C, Ne, ... Ar up to 800 MeV
per nucléon (partially
covered by ICRU Report 31,
and by Goodman and Coyne,18,
more recent but scarce data
available at low energy for
TE(CĤ ) and constituents
by Nguyen et al.23, by Huber
et al.20, and for TE(C3H8 by
Posny et al.24)
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Need further investigations: - extension to C3Hg and
TeCCßHg) gases (at all
energies)

- further data needed in the
high energy region

General recommendations

In addition to the requirements listed above, the following
recommendations are presented:

1. Data on propane-based TE gases mixture are urgently needed in view of
the increasing number of applications of proportional-counter
measurements for therapy applications; some data are available in

25 26internal reports by Burger et al. and Srdoc. A critical
compilation of these data will markedly assist users.

222. The precise values obtained by Thomas and Burke for protons
around 1 MeV show a discontinuous trend compared with other data at
lower energies. Complementary measurements are encouraged to explain
this shape.

3. At high energies, differential w values require experimental
investigations. Because of the large contribution of recoil protons
to the total absorbed dose for fast neutron therapy beams, the w
values for protons above several MeV need to be determined with high
accuracy (i.e., better than 1%).

4. Average W values for neutrons (W ) were compiled by Goodman and
18 12 13Coyne , by Rubach and Bichsel , and Burger and Hakarewicz

for neutron energies up to 14 MeV. Further investigations are
required at higher neutron energies, and results should be adapted to
analyses of proportional counters including the influence of the wall
material, which determines the secondary charged particle spectra
(e.g., for nonhydrogenous counters).

5. Comparative evaluations of track-structure calculations for different
charged particles by different computer codes are needed including
detailed investigations of the ratio of ionized- and excited-state
yields, G-values for ionizations in the condensed phase, and electron
degradation spectra.
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TRACK STRUCTURE QUANTITIES

Yields of ions and excited states, and the electron degradation
spectra, as discussed in the previous sections, contribute to modeling
studies of biological effects. However, knowledge of these quantities
alone is insufficient to explain the basic mechanisms of radiation
action. In particular, the unrestricted LET for different kinds of
charged particles has limited applicability for characterizing the
effects produced by these particles. More detailed information is
generally needed on the spatial distribution of energy transfers to
critical biological structures. Obtaining this information is the object
of studies in the area of track-structure analysis. Quantities under
this category include also microdosimetric spectra, radial dose
distributions, and other track structures related to the energy
transferred at small sites (down to a few nanometers). Indeed, full
characterization of track structures presents an open field for
investigation (as pointed out by Paretzke at this meeting).

A comprehensive description of microdosimetric quantities, methods,
27and current results is given in ICRU Report 36. Recent progress and

advanced ideas in the application of the microdosimetric concepts in
radiobiology, radiation protection, and radiotherapy were presented at

28—31the last Congress of Radiation Research. During the past years,
considerable results have been achieved by accurate measurement of
microdosimetric spectra for various radiations, mainly photons and
neutrons over wide energy ranges. Since more experimental and
theoretical results are becoming available, their critical reviews and
compilations will be highly valuable for users.
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Abstract

In photon therapy, an accuracy of 3 5 £ in absorbed dose delivery to the
dose specification point is required It corresponds to one relative standard
deviation, combining types A and B uncertainties (i e random and
systematic, respectively) This requirement results from the steepness and
the separation of the dose-response curves observed for tumour control and
normal tissue complications For both types of effects, the available clinical
data are reviewed Besides the accuracy requirement in dose level, the
problem of dose distribution (or "geometry problem") is considered, and the
possible consequences of an inaccuracy in patient/beam positioning are
discussed Examples taken from the "Patterns of care study" are presented,
i e for prostatic adenocarcmoma and Hodgkm's disease In fast neutron
therapy, the required accuracy is at least as high as that required with

51 photons As a matter of fact, the same steepness of the dose-response

curves is observed for tumour control and normal tissue complications. In
addition, the physical selectivity is more critical with neutrons since a
general reduction of the differential effect between cell populations has been
observed after high-LET compared to low-LET radiation The rationale for
using protons and other heavy charged particles is presented Additional
basic physical data are needed for improving the accuracy In dose level as
well as in physical selectivity, especially for neutrons and heavy charged
particles They are needed in order to evaluate more accurately the kerma
and absorbed dose in different human and biological tissues, to determine
the response of different detectors, and also to optimize the beam
collimation systems and thus improve the physical selectivity of the
irradiation

I INTRODUCTION

The outcome of radiation therapy - or the clinical result - is closely
related to the dose that has been delivered to the target volume and the
normal tissues The problem of accuracy in dose delivery can be
approached from different pomts of view

From a first point of view, one can distinguish the prescription and the
execution of a treatment In other •words, a treatment can be wrong
because the initial prescription was wrong (e g selection of the target
volume, of its limits, of the dose level, of the fractionation scheme, etc )
A treatment can also be wrong because its execution -was not correctly
done

The prescription of the treatment is essentially a medical problem, while
of course for its execution, there is a team responsibility including
radiotherapists, physicists, technicians As already advocated [ 7 ], a plea
for a full collaboration between these different groups of persons is
probably much better than long discussions about the respective
responsibilities of the different members of the team



52 From another point of view, for both the prescription and the execution
of the treatment, one can distinguish the problems related to dps? level
and those related to dose distribution

The first ones include the prescription of the target absorbed dose and the
accuracy in its delivery, the second ones (which •will be called
"geometrical Problems") include the selection of the target volume, the
field sizes, the beam arrangement, the patient positioning, etc In the
present report, the following points will be discussed successively

- the target aborted dose level
required m Us delivery,

its prescription and the accuracy

- the difficult problems of "geometry" in a radiotherapy treatment,

- some specific problems raised by the introduction as treatment
modality of fast neutrons or other types of non-conventional radiations

II ABSORBED DOSE LEVEL

III The dose prescription

The optimum dose level is always a compromise between the
maximum possible cure rate and the acceptable complication rate It is
often defined as the dose level corresponding to the maximum
percentage of uncomplicated local tumour control

The relationship between the dose and the probability for
uncomplicated tumour control is derived from the dose-effect curves
for local tumour control and normal tissue complications (Fig 1) A
"bell-shaped" curve is usually obtained its maximum corresponds to
the optimum target absorbed dose level [ 18] [ 39 ]

The knowledge of the optimal target absorbed dose to be delivered for a
given tumour type or site can only result from the accumulation of.
clinical experience In practice, in many situations, the dose actually
delivered is not optimal because the relevant information is not
available or not adequately used The consequences are of course a
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Hypothetical dose-effect relationships for local tumour control and
normal tissue complications, and resulting uncomplicated tumour
control curves
The dose-effect curves are assumed to have the same sigmoidal shape
and steepness
A Favourable situation a high local tumour control rate can be

achieved without inducing a high complication rate
B Less favourable situation dose levels which could achieve a

tumour control rate in excess of 50 % would induce a high
complication rate

C Uncomplicated tumour control Py-pc = ^TC x ^~PNTC) ior sltuatlons

A and B The optimal dose values are Indicated by dashed lines
(modified from Holthusen [18], Withers and Peters [39]



TABLE I

Radiotherapy of prostatic adenocarcinoma (1973-1975)
Relation between absorbed dose and infield recurrence rate (at 4 years)

All T stages pooled T-0, 1, 2, 3, 4, N-0, M-0
The doses are specified at the centre of the prostate

Absorbed dose (Gy) Number of patients Recurrence rate

<• 55

55-59,99

60-64,99

65-69,99

ï 70

31
65
93

195

190

24 *
20 %
16 %
11 %
10 £

Total 574

Significance whole curve p = 0 05
Significance linear trend p = 0 01

from Hanks, 1985 [ 13 ]

53

lack of tumor control or, on the other hand, unnecessary complications
•which could have been avoided

One way of obtaining information on the optimum dose level is to
perform systemic retrospective studies on large patient series Such
investigations were performed, at a large scale, in the United States
within the frame of the "Patterns of Care Study" [ 24 ] [ 25 ] [ 26] The
example of prostate cancer is particularly illustrative

A total number of 2026 patients, with prostate adenocarcinoma, were
treated between 1956 and 1979 in 7 major U S institutions (Stanford

TABLED

Radiotherapy of prostatic adenocarcinoma (1973-1975)
Relation between absorbed dose and infield recurrence rate

Stages T-0, 1, N-0, X, M-0
(same presentation as Table I)

Absorbed dose (Gy) Number of patients Recurrence rate

< 55

55-59,99

60-64,99

65-69,99

ï 70

8
24
30
75
65

0 X
8 X
7 %
3 %
6 X

Total 202

Significance whole curve p = N S
Significance linear trend p = N S

from Hanks, 1985 I 13 ]

University, Mallmckrodt Institute, M D Anderson Hospital, University
of Arizona, Medical College of Wisconsin, Virginia Mason Clinic,
Massachusetts General Hospital) For this study, the average annual
access of patients •with prostatic cancer varied between 11 and 36 per
year and per institution

Among these 2026 patients, the study of Hanks [ 13 ] analyzed 574
patients treated between 1973 and 1975, which provides a "two-year
time window" Table I presents the distribution of patients according
to the dose level The doses indicated have been recalculated by the
physics team which performed the survey, they correspond to the



54 TABLE HI.

Radiotherapy of prostatic adenocarcmoma (1973-1975)
Relation between absorbed dose and infield recurrence rate

Stages T-2, N-0, X,
(same presentation as Table I)

Absorbed dose (Gy) Number of patients Recurrence rate

< 55

55-59,99

60-64,99

65-69,99

> 70

10

17

17

51
41

40 %
18 %
12 %
12 %
10 %

Total 136

Significance whole curve p = 0 06
Significance linear trend p < 0 05

from Hanks, 1985 [ 13 ]

absorbed dose at the center of the prostate (which is close to the
"specification point" defined in ICRU Report 29 [ 7,1 ] The local control
rate increases with dose level, up to approximately 65 Gy, and then
tends to level off

In Tables II - V, the different "T" groups are analysed separately For
small tumours (To.Tj), local control is higher than 92 X and,
consequently, no dose-response curve can be derived On the other
hand, a significant dose-response relation is observed for T2 and T3
tumours For T^ tumours, which are fixed or invade adjacent
organs, no dose/response relation can be obtained below 70 Gy, a dose

TABLE IV

Radiotherapy of prostatic adenocarcinoma (1973-1975)
Relation between absorbed dose and infield recurrence rate

Stages T-3, N-0, X,

(same presentation as Table I)

Absorbed dose (Gy) Number of patients Recurrence rate

< 55

55-59,99

60-64,99

65-69,99

i 70

8

14

29

53

61

38

36
21
11

10

Total 165

Significance whole curve p < 0 01
Significance linear trend p < 0 01

from Hanks, 1985 [ 13 ]

at least as high as 70 Gy seems necessary to obtain optimal local
control (Table V)

From these data, and the complications observed, an optimal dose level
can be derived for each T group (Table VI), it increases with T stage (or
with the tumour volume or extent) due to the increased number of
cancer cells which have to be killed

As far as complications are concerned, 3 5 if were observed for doses
below 70 Gy and 7 S (twice as much) for doses above 70 Gy (in this
study only severe complications are considered, for which there was a
hospital admission for diagnosis or management)



TABLE V.

Radiotherapy of prostatic adenocarcinoma (1973-1975)
Relation between absorbed dose and infield recurrence rate

Stages T-4, N-0, X,
(same presentation as Table I)

Absorbed dose (Gy) Number of patients Recurrence rate

< 55

55-59,99

60-64,99

65-69,99

i 70

11
10

17
16

23

36 *

10 *

29 *

38 %

13 X

Total 77

Significance whole curve N S
Significance linear trend N S

from Hanks, 1985 [ 13 ]
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Taking into account the "optimum" dose levels derived from Tables II-
V, it can be seen (retrospectively) that for some patients the prescribed
dose was too low and for others too high In particular (Table VII), 167
patients with TO, T\, Tj and Tj tumours received more than 70 Gy,
which induced 12 complications (with the "optimum dose", only 6
complications -would have been expected) On the other hand, local
failure would probably have been avoided m 28 out of the 151 (18 *)
patients -who received less than the optimum dose

TABLE VI.

Radiotherapy of prostatic adenocarcinoma (1973-1975)
Optimum dose level according to T stage

Stage

T-0, T-l
T-2
T-3
T-4

Number of
patients

202
133
163
76

Optimum absorbed dose (Gy)
minimum

?
60
65

2 70

maximum

60
< 64,99
< 69,99

7

from Hanks, 1985 [ 13 ]

A more recent study on 313 patients -with Tl tumours of the prostate
confirmed that, for limited primary tumours, the optimum target
dose is less than 70 Gy, and lies bet-ween 60-65 Gy [ 16 ] There was
indeed no dose-response relation for in-field recurrence above 60 Gy,
the failure rate at 5 years remaining 12 X As far as major
complications are concerned, they ranged from 0 % at 60 Gy to 17 X at
or above 70 Gy

These studies demonstrate that, in current radiotherapy practice, the
actually prescribed target absorbed doses are not always optimal, and
it is one of the aims of the Quality Assurance Programs to improve the
situation Information on the optimal dose to be delivered in the
different patient series can be derived from two methods prospective
trials and retrospective studies

The merits of prospective trials are recognized they answer specific
questions and compare the respective value of 2 (or more) treatment



56 TABLE VII

CANCER OF THE PROSTATE DOSE-OPTIMIZATION BY T STAGE
COMPLICATION RATES RESULTING FROM INAPPROPRIATE DOSE DELIVERY

Number of patients with TO,T1, T2,and T3
tumours who received a dose ä 70 Gy *

Complications observed **

Complications expected if appropriate
dose level could have been given ***

Avoidable complications

167

12

* complication rate above 70 Gy = 7 K
** severe complications (see text)
*** complication rate below 70 Gy = 3 5

From Hanks [ 13 ]

modalities They are the only way to eliminate a possible bias in the
patient recruitment On the other hand, their limitations have to be
kept in mind one trial can answer only one (or few) specific
question(s) and the conclusions are derived on a small fraction of the
patient population, because of the strict rules of exclusion

Retrospective studies, such as the "Patterns of Care Study" mentioned
above, implying a review of large amounts of patient records, can
provide important and basic data concerning a large proportion of the
patient population Especially, they can provide information on the
complete dose-response relation, which for obvious ethical reasons, can
not be obtained from prospective trials However, these studies

provide only (statistically significant) correlations, for which it is
sometimes difficult to identify and to separate the influence of different
possible factors

In the discussion above, the optimum dose is prescribed taking into
account the outcome of groups of patients, the groups being defined by
tumour extent, histology, etc However, within a given group, the
variability in tumour response is well recognized This gives full
value to individual predictive tests, such as those developed by Brock et
al [ 4 ] Predictive tests could help to select the optimum dose and best
treatment modality for an individual patient For example, the test
could foresee a relative radioresistance to conventional photon
treatment and orientate the patient to another treatment modality, e g
fast neutrons

II 2 Accuracy required in dose delivery

II 2 1 Historical review

In 1969, WAMBERSIE et al [ 37 ] and in 1971, HERRING and COMPTON
[ 17 ] made an estimation of the degree of accuracy required in the
dose delivered in radiotherapy They concluded that changes in the
dose of 10 X either way can significantly change the probability of
tumour control or normal tissue complication, and therefore the
uncertainty associated with dose delivery should be less than ± 5 X,

Continuing in the same direction, the ICRU m its Report 24 [ 20 ]
made the following recommendation "the available evidence for
certain types of tumor points to the need for an accuracy of i 5 % in
the delivery of an absorbed dose to a target volume if the eradication
of the primary tumor is sought" Additional clinical evidence
accumulated since 1976, and reviewed in the next paragraphs, has
strenghtened this recommendation, which in fact has been taken over
by several authors, as well as by national and international
organizations It must be recognized that this ± 5 % accuracy
requirement was selected as a "reasonable compromize" between



what should be ideal and what could be reached in practice In that
respect, the ICRU Report 24 also recalls that "some clinicians have
requested even closer limits such as ± 2 %, but at the present time it
is virtually impossible to achieve such a standard"

More recently, Mijnheer et al [27] proposed for the combined
uncertainty of type A and B (random and systematic, respectively) a
requirement of 3 5 % (one relative standard deviation) in the absorbed
dose delivery to the dose specification point For the determination of
the absorbed dose to other points in the treatment volume other
uncertainties have to be added, e g in the correction procedures for
the irregular patient surface contours and in the off-axis absorbed
dose determinations The uncertainties in the dose calculation
algorithms also have to be added for more complicated treatment
techniques At these points a 5 X (one standard deviation) dose
accuracy requirement there/ore seems more appropriate, according to
these authors

The accuracy required in dose delivery is derived from the difference
in dose which can be detected clinically, i e from the dose-effect
curves for local tumour control or normal tissue complications
These curves are generally sigmold in shape (Fig I), their slope and
relative position may differ from one situation to another
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The clinical data from which the dose-effect curves are derived
should ideally be obtained from homogeneous groups of patients
differing only by the level of the administered dose This is
certainly not the case m all reported series (historical series,
modifications in techniques, etc ) In addition, clinical studies
generally assume that each radiation beam adequately traverses the
desired target volume during every session and that the total
absorbed dose at the dose specification point is equal to the
prescribed dose This is unfortunately not always the case, and in a
good standard radiotherapy centre, where a quality assurance
program is regularly applied, the setting of patients is generally

considered as the weakest point of the chain and largely contributes
to the uncertainty in the dose level but also to distortion of the dose
distribution [ 7 ] A quantitative approach for evaluating this type of
uncertainty has been proposed recently by Goitein [ 10] and will be
considered in section III

Although, in principle, the required accuracy should be derived from
human data, in practice however, taking into account the difficulties
discussed above, useful information can also be derived from
theoretical models and from in vitro or animal experiments, where
all parameters can be better controlled However, one has to
recognize the difficulties when extrapolating data from models or
animal experiments to clinical situations

112 2 Dose-effect relationships for local tumour control

Steep dose-effect curves for local tumour control are derived from
cellular models In the example presented in Table VIII [39] assuming
an initial number of clonogenic cells of 8 x 10? and a Do(eff) of 3 5 Gy
for a fractionated irradiation, the tumour control probability ranges
from 50 K at 65 Gy to about 5 % and 85 % at dose levels of 60 Gy and
70 Gy respectively (i e for dose variations of less than ± 10 X) This is
of course an extreme situation where the radiosensitivity of the cell
population is assumed to be homogeneous Steep dose-effect curves
are also observed when irradiating experimental tumours For
example, for mammalian carcinoma m C3H mouse, irradiated with a
single fraction in anoxic conditions, tumour control rate increases
from 20 % to 80 %, when increasing the absorbed dose from 5 Gy to
6 Gy [ 31 ]

As far as clinical observations are concerned, it is probably the merit
of Shukovsky [ 29 ] to have drawn the attention to the steepness of
the dose-effect curve for local control of T2 and TS supraglottic
squamous cell carcinoma On the other hand, for TI lesions, no
variation of the tumour control level with dose was observed above
60 Gy, but the cure rate was high (> 80 £) and a variation of the



58 TABLE VIII

VARIATION

Absorbed
(Gy)

50
55
60
65
70
75
80
100

OF TUMOUR CONTROL PROBABILITY COMPUTED AS
A FUNCTION OF ABSORBED DOSE *

dose Tumour control
probability (&)

00000
00006
554

5000
8470
96 10
9905
99997

* Based on an initial clonogemc cell number of 8 x 10? and Do(eff) for

fractionated irradiation of 3 5 Gy, giving a 50 S tumour control
probability at 65 Gy (From Withers and Peters [ 39 ] )

response with dose •was no longer expected (see Fig 1) Although a
réévaluation of these data [ 32 ] resulted in a less steep curve (see
Table IX), Stewart and Jackson [ 30 ] came to similar conclusions for
T3 larynx tumours when increasing the absorbed dose from 52 5 Gy
to 55 and 57 5 Gy (i e a 5 % or 10 % difference), the local control rate
increased from 35 % to 45 % and 70 %, respectively In the same
review for T£ tumours, a 5 X increase in dose (from 52 5 to 55 Gy)
slightly improved the (already high) local control rate from 65 % to 80
% As can be expected, for Tl tumours, the dose-effect relation leveled
off at 52 5 - 57 5 Gy, where the local control rate was as high as 95 %

TABLE DC.

RELATIVE STEEPNESS OF THE DOSE-EFFECT CURVE FOR LOCAL
TUMOUR CONTROL

The steepness is expressed as the relative increase in absorbed dose (in
producing a change in tumour control probability from 50 to 75 X

Site of tumour Steepness (X)

Supraglottic larynx T2 and Tj (shukovsky) 5
Larynx T3 (Stewart and Jackson) 6
Supraglottic larynx all stages (Hjelm-Hansen et nil 11

Larynx all stages (Hjelm-Hansen et al. ) 12
Bladder T4B (Battermann et al. ) 13
Epidermoid carcinoma head and neck (Cohen) 13

Supraglottic larynx TI and T2 (Ghossem et al.) 13
Skin and lip (Strandqvist) 17
Supraglottic larynx T2 and Tj, revised analysis

of the Shukovsky date (Thames et al.) 17

Nasopharynx TI and T2 (Tokars and Griem) 18
Nasopharynx (Moench and Philips) 19
Lymphoma (Fuks and Kaplan) 21

Retromolar trigone/anterior faucial pillar Tl and T2
(Thames et al ) 21

Bladder all stage (Morisson) 26
Base of tongue Tj and T2 (Thames et al ) 31

Tonsillar fossa TS and T4 (Thames et al ) 32
Hodgkin (Kaplan) 46
Base of tongue T3 and T4 (Thames et al ) 50

From Mijnheer, Battermann and Wambersie [ 27 ]
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FIG 2

Treatment of bladder tumours (T4B) with photons (triangles) and fast
neutrons (circles)

The dose-effect relationships for tumour control (1) (open symbols) and
for skin and intestinal damage (2) (closed symbols) are indicated As the
curves for sKin and intestinal damage are almost identical, just one
curve is shown The curves have been computed adopting the equation

p = exp (a + bD) / [1 + exp (a + bD)]

•where P is the probability for an effect and D the absorbed dose

(modified from Battermann et al , [ 1 ] )

Even for Hodgkin disease, Kaplan [ 22 ] has shown a rather steep
dose-response relation the local cure rate increases from 22 % to
40 %, 65 X and 95 X when the dose increases from 5 to 10, 20 and 40
Gy respectively

Figure 2 presents the data reported more recently by Battermann gi
âL C 1 J for T4B bladder tumours A very steep dose-effect curve is
observed both for photons and fast neutrons (see below)

The data available at present are summarized in Table IX where the
relative slope of the dose-effect curves is expressed as the difference
in dose (In percent) producing a change in tumour control probability
from 50 to 75 %, which corresponds to the current clinical range
Thus, a small value for the relative steepness is related to a steep
dose-effect curve The figures range between 5 and 50 K, but are
smaller than 20 % for the small head and neck tumours The data
presented in Table IX indicate the influence of the absorbed dose level
only, all other parameters being kept constant The table does not
refer to situations where the irradiation techniques and thus the
resulting dose distributions differ, as often occurs, when data
obtained using different techniques or data from different centres are
compared

The level of accuracy required in radiotherapy can also be derived
from the evaluation of the minimum dose variation which can be
detected clinically In that respect the data obtained at the Institut
Gustave Roussy on tonsillar carcinoma [ 9 ] indicate that a difference
in dose of 10 X can be detected from the observation of tumour
regression In that randomized clinical trial published in 1967, photons
and electrons were compared, but for several reasons which were
discussed [ 37 ], the dose delivered per week was 10 % lower in the
electron group than in the photon group This difference in "nominal
target absorbed dose" resulted in a faster tumor regression in the
photon group relative to the patients irradiated with electrons As no
RBE effect could be invoked to explain this observation, it could be
concluded that a difference in target absorbed dose of 10 % is
clinically detectable Because the group of patients was randomized,
tumour regression could be assumed to be a relevant parameter to
calculate the efficiency of the treatment However, for the same
"nominal target absorbed dose", the dose distribution was different
for photon and electron irradiation, which could also influence
tumour regression

Although the importance of accuracy in target dose delivery is well
recognized, the role of precision remains a subject of debate
Recently, using mathematical modelling, Boyer and Schultheiss [ 3 ]



60 concluded that the cure rate of early stage patients increases by
about 2 % per 1 % improvement of precision in dose delivery

II 2 3 Dose-effect relationships for normal tissue tolerance

As far as normal tissue reactions are concerned, there is a lot of
experimental evidence that here also steep dose-effect curves are
observed As an example, for intestinal tolerance m mice (Fig 6), the
survival at 6 days after a single fraction irradiation decreases from
75 X to 50 % when the dose is increased by 14 9 % (Table XVI) The
dose-effect curve is even steeper after 10 fraction irradiation, and the
survival of the animals at 5 5 days is reduced from 75 X to 50 £ when
the absorbed dose is increased by 9 4 S [ 12 3

There is also clinical evidence that steep dose-effect curves exist for
normal tissue tolerance The first ones were reported by Herring and
Compton [ 17 ] from the analysis of the data of Fletcher for laryngeal
oedema and sigmoiditis and of the data of Phillips and Buschke for
myelitis

Table X summarises the clinical data at present available They are
presented in a similar way as the tumour data in Table IX, but the
relative increase in dose (in X) producing an increase in normal tissue
complications (NTC) from 25 X to 50 % is quoted (as a matter of fact
this range corresponds better to the current clinical situation) The
quoted steepness increases from 2 to 17 % depending on the tissue and
irradiation conditions

Similarly as for tumour control (see section II 2 2), the required
accuracy can also be derived from the assessment of the difference m
dose which can be detected clinically from normal tissue reactions
Wambersie et al [ 38 ] found for early skin reactions after high-
energy electron irradiation that, on adjacent fields in the same
patient, a difference in dose of 10 % could be detected m 80 % of the
cases and a difference in dose of 20 % could be detected in 90 % of the
cases (in the dose range corresponding to erythema and dry
desquamation) In symmetrically irradiated supraclavicular fields,

TABLE X.

RELATIVE STEEPNESS OF THE DOSE-EFFECT CURVE FOR NORMAL TISSUE REACTION

The steepness is expressed as the relative increase in absorbed dose (in %)
producing a change in the probability for normal tissue reaction

from 25 % to 50 %

Normal tissue reaction Steepness

Major chronic complications of the larynx
(Harwood and Tierie)

Peripheral neuropathy (Stoll and Andrew)
Late skin damage (Battermann et al )

Late intestinal damage (Battermann et al.)
Brachial plexus (Svensson et al )
Radiation pneumonitis (van Dijk et al.)

Skin reaction (Turesson and Notter)
Major complications of the intestine and bladder

(Morrison)
Skin and lip (Strandqvist)

Myelitis (Phillips and Buschke)
Major and non major complications of the larynx

(Ghossem et al )

2
3
4

4
5
6

9

10

15

17

From Mijnheer, Battermann and Wambersie [ 27 J

differences in dose of about 5 % could be detected clinically Similar
conclusions were reached by Turesson and Notter [ 33 ] The effect of
a dose difference of 6 to 7 % could be detected to a significant level by
reflectance determination for skin erythema, but not for
pigmentation



Ill GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS

As far as geometry problems are concerned, we have to distinguish
the prescription of the treatment and its execution

- the treatment prescription includes the adequate delineation of the
target volume taking into account the tumour type and extent, as
well as tissues at risk in the vicinity;

- the treatment execution includes the patient positioning (and immo-
bilisation) and beam positioning with respect to the patient,
according to the planned beam arrangement,

- the selection of the beam quality (photons/electrons), beam energy
and arrangement (number, size, orientation) can be considered as
part of the prescription and/or execution (the border between
prescription and execution should not be too rigid).

When a recurrence or a complication is observed, there is a tendency
to incriminate the dosimetry (dose level) with the implicit assumption
that the beams were correctly positioned. It is often difficult to
evaluate a posteriori the influence of a geometrical error When
detected, it is immediately corrected and the only permanent
documents are the portal films and eventually the records of the
machine parameters. These are only a small part of the successive
steps involved in a correct positioning
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III. 1 Random errors in patient positioning

During patient positioning "random" and/or "systematic" errors can
be introduced The possible consequences of random errors have been
thoroughly analyzed by Goitem [ 10 ] [ 11 ], they can result in
distortion of the dose distribution which in turn could influence the
local control rate or complication rate. The distinction between
random errors and systematic errors is not always easy Some
examples in patient positioning, and their consequences, will be
presented.

(o)

FIG. 3.

(a) A single posterior oblique field designed to avoid the cord while
treating a central target (b) A possible alignment error in •which the
patient is displaced laterally relative to the intended position (shown
•with dashed lines) The cord is then at the geometric edge of the beam
(c) Calculationally equivalent situation to that shown m (b) m -which a
aperture is considered to have been displaced laterally to the patient.

From Goitem [ 10 ]

III. 1 1.Distortion of the dose distribution

Distortion of the dose distribution due to positioning errors is
illustrated in Fig, 3, for a single posterior-oblique field [ 10 ]. The
relative position of the beam with respect to the target volume can be
altered either by a wrong position of the patient, a wrong position of
the beam or both. Assuming a given uncertainty in the relative
positioning, one can identify (Fig. 4) :

- a tissue volume which remains always within the geometrical
limits of the fields;

- volumes which are always outside the field limits;

- a transition zone Its width depends of course on the uncertainty
which was estimated to be 1 cm in the example discussed by
Goitein [ 10 ].



62 Moy or moy not
be in field

Definitely
inside field

Definitely
outside field

Nominal •
aperture
position

FIG. 4.

Uncertainty
in aperture
position

Schematic representation in two dimensions of the zone of uncertainty
near the geometric edge of the aperture. Points inside that zone are (at
the confidence level implied by the thickness of the zone selected) likely
always to be "inside" the field. Points outside are likely always to be
"outside" the field. Points within the crosshatched zone may or may not
be -within the field.

From Goitein [ 10 ]

In simple cases (single beam, parallel opposed beams) it is relatively
easy to imagine the consequences of positiong errors. However, for
more complicated (and not infrequent) beam arrangements (3 or more
fields), the "intuitive approach" is difficult and could be misleading.
Therefore, in addition to the dose distribution currently computed
assuming the "ideal" positioning, Goitein proposes to compute also the
dose distributions in the extreme cases (Fig. 4). This additional
workload is justified in a number of cases.

: 0 .5cm

A

Treatment fields considered typical for treatment of squamous-cell
carcinoma of the suppraglottis.

A. The tight field used with good immobilization.

B. The loose field used with less careful immobilization. The volume of
this field is (10 x 8) / (9 x 7) = 27 % larger than that of the tight field.

C. A region of reduced dose (II) within the margins of a 9 cm x 7 cm field
due to random t 5 mm immobilization error.

From Goitein and Busse [ 11 ]

HI.1.2. Loss in local control rate

Goitein and Busse [ 11 ] have evaluated the consequences of an
inaccuracy in positioning with regard to local control rate for the
particular case of squamous-cell carcinoma of the head and neck
area. It was assumed that the target volume can be adequately
covered by 2 parallel opposed fields, 9 cm x 7 cm in size; the
inaccuracy in positioning was estimated to be 5 mm (Fig. 5).



TABLE XL

IRRADIATION OF SUPRAGLOTTIC DISEASE

Field size Tumour control probability
(cm x cm) 66 Gy 74 Gy

Dose level Dose level

Standard setup
Enlarged field

Dose in margin
18 X low
50 X low

9 x 7
10 x 8

9 x 7

9 x 7

59 *

44 %

47 %
19 %

95 %
90 %

85 X
31 %

From Goitein and Busse [ 11 ]

TABLE XII

IRRADIATION OF HODGKIN'S DISEASE

Field size Tumour control probability
(cm x cm) 44 Gy

Dose level

Standard setup
Enlarged field

Dose in margin
18 % low
50 % low

30 x 12

32 x 14

30 x 12
30 x 12

987 %

98 3 S

984

96 5

63 From Goitem and Busse [ 11 ]

Two alternatives can be considered First, if the therapist is aware
of the limitations of his positioning technique, he will compensate by
enlarging the field size In the chosen example, a 9 cm x 7 cm field is
then replaced by a 10 cm x 8 cm field, i e & 27 % increase of the beam
section (or volume of irradiated tissue) The normal tissue tolerance
decreases with the size of the irradiated volume, in the present
conditions, the decrease in dose can normally be expected to be 3 X
In turn the consequence of a 3 X reduction in dose, on the tumour
control rate, can be evaluated from the dose-effect relationship (or its
slope) at the considered dose level (Table XI) For example, using the
data of Shukovsky [ 29 ], at 74 Gy a 3 X dose reduction -will reduce
the tumour control rate from 95 X to 90 X, at 66 Gy (steeper part of
the dose-effect relation), it will reduce the control rate from 59 X to
44 X

In the second alternative, it is assumed that no action is taken to
compensate for the inaccuracy in positioning (5 mm at each of the 4
field edges) There will be a decrease in dose at the border or the
target volume, the consequences of which are evaluated The
marginal recurrence rate was calculated (Table XI) for different
assumptions on the number of cancer cells present and on the dose
reduction in the peripheral strip

A similar evaluation has been performed for Hodgkin patients The
consequences of inaccurate positioning were found less dramatic
(Table XII) than for head and neck, this could be explained, at least
partly, by an apparently shallower dose-effect curve for tumour
control This can be due to the heterogeneity in the tumour group
(e g histology) and does not exclude the existence of a steeper dose-
effect curve for some subgroups of Hodgkin patients The rather
large field size used in the treatment of Hodgkin's disease could also
be an explanation

III 1 3 The different factors producing random errors in patient positioning.

The relative importance of some factors which could lead to random
errors has been investigated by Blanco et al [ 2 ] using multiple



verification films A first study was performed on lung carcinoma
Statistical analysis was performed on the film documents taken in
routine conditions during radiotherapy treatment Among the factors
involved when a positioning error was detected, tumour extent and
patient's general and psychological condition, were found most
frequently Field complexity (e g shielding blocks) was also found to
increase the error rate, as 'well as irradiation in prone position as
compared to supine position

On the other hand, the error rate was not dependent on the moment
at which the control was made (beginning, middle or end of the
therapy course), which implies the constancy of the treatment quality
all over the treatment

III 14 Random errors in transition from simulation to treatment and
treatment-to-treatment variations

Huizenga et al [ 19 ] reported the results of a study on the accuracy
in radiation field alignment for treatments of head and neck tumours
For this analysis 138 verification films were compared to 55
simulation films in 22 patients

When going from simulation films to verification films at the
treatment machine, the distance between the corresponding points at
the field edges •was found to be 5 mm on the average, with a standard
deviation of 5 mm (these figures are consistent with the inaccuracy
estimated by Goitein and Busse [ 11 ] (see above) From an analysis of a
series of verification films taken every three sessions, variations are
as large as the errors due to the transition from the simulation to the
treatment situation Variations of the patient's position within the
cast -was clearly one of the error sources

111 ? Systematic errors m patient positioning

Up to now only "random positioning errors" were considered The
consequences of a systematic error in the positioning and/or m the
appreciation of the disease extent are even more dramatic, they are
discussed m this section

TABLE XIII

Radiotherapy of Hodgkm's disease (1973-1974)
Infield or marginal recurrence rate for 5 selected

North American Centres

Facility Number of patients Relative rate of
infield recurrence

at 3 years *

A

B

C

D

E

48

43

33

42

45

289

049

0 62

0 00

092

p S o 00006

corrected for stage, and expressed as the ratio of observed to expected
infield recurrences Values greater than 1 0 reflect increased recurrence
rate, values smaller than 1 0 fewer than expected

From Kmzie et al , [ 23 ]

A clear illustration of the role of the geometry problems in the outcome
of a radiation treatment has been provided in the "Patterns of Care
Study" [ 15 ] [ 23 ] The geometry problems are particularly important
when complex irradiation techniques have to be applied, as for
example for patients with Hodgkm's disease [14 ]

The records of 200 patients treated for Hodgkin's disease were
reviewed, which corresponded to a total number of 990 involved lymph
node areas These patients were treated in 5 U S centres (referred to
as centres A, B, C, D and E, in Table XIII), "selected" on the base of
their large recruitment and experience



TABLE XIV.

Radiotherapy of Hodgkm's disease (1973-1974)
Frequency of inadequate portal margins by facility

Facility Number of patients

A 54

B 50

C 37

D 50

E 41

Total 232

Patients with
innadequate margins

34 (63 *)

12 (24 *)

12 (33 %)

8 (16 £)

11 (24 %)

77

From Kmzie et al [ 23 ]

TABLE XV

Radiotherapy of Hodgkin's disease (1973-1974)
Effect of inadequate portal margins on infield (or marginal) recurrence

Number of patients Recurrence rate

Adequate margins

Inadequate margins

115

66 32

65 From Kmzie et al t 23 ]

The infield recurrence rate was evaluated for each centre For centres
B, C, D and E, it was lower than the average value over the U S
centres (this average value is referred to, m Table XIII, as the
"expected" value) On the other hand, the infield recurrence rate of
centre A is about 3 times as high as the expected value

In order to explain this observation, the portal films were reviewed
and a higher proportion of inadequate margins was observed in centre
A (63 % compared to 16-33 % for the other centres, see Table XIV) In
addition, the importance of inadequate margins on portal films is
illustrated by the fact that the infield recurrence rate is 4 times
higher for patients with inadequate margins (32 % and 8 % respectively,
see Table XV)

When patients were treated with combined chemotherapy and
radiation therapy, the survey did not show any increased infield or
marginal recurrence rate, even with inadequate portal margins This
indicates that MOPP chemotherapy can compensate for technically
inadequate radiation therapy (which is obviously not the goal of
chemotherapy)

This study illustrates how, in the presence of an infield recurrence,
one has to check first the field size, and the patient positioning (i e
retrospectively the portal films) before invoking a tumour
radioresistance, a wrong selection of the prescribed dose or a
dosimetric error As a matter of fact, there was no dose-response
relation between 30 and 50 Gy (in that dose range, the local control
rate was higher than 94 %)

IV ACCURACY REQUIRED IN THERAPY WITH FAST NEUTRONS AND
OTHER TYPES OP NON-CONVENTIONAL RADIATION

Fast neutrons is the most widely used type of non-conventional
radiation and will be considered first The required accuracy in dose
delivery depends on the steepness of the dose-effect curves, and on
their separation between tumour control and normal tissue damage
They will be compared for neutron and photon irradiations
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FIG 6

Dose-eflect relationships tor intestinal tolerance in mice after
abdominal irradiation with 60Co gamma rays and d(50)+Be neutrons
Intestinal tolerance is assessed from the survival of the animals scored
6 days after a single fraction irradiation (left) or after 10 fraction
irradiation (right) In this latter case, the successive fractions are
separated by 3 5 h and the survival is scored at 5 5 days after the
mid-point of the irradiation d e after the f i f th fraction) (modified from
Gueutette [ 12 ]

IV I Comparison of the steepness of dose-effect curves after photon and
neutron irradiation

Dose-effect curves for normal tissue and tumour response in vivo after
photon and neutron irradiation in animals have been reported by
different authors In Fig 6, as an example, dose-effect curves are
presented for early intestinal tolerance in mice after single and
fractionated irradiation with 60Co gamma rays and d(50)+Be neutrons 1

1 According to the ICRU terminology, d(50)+Be signifies neutrons
produced by deuterons with an energy of 50 MeV impinging on a
thucK beryllium target

TABLE XVI

Comparison of the relative gradient of the dose-effect curves A50/75 for
intestinal tolerance in mice after abdominal irradiation with photons and

neutrons for single and fractionated irradiation

Fractionation A50/75* (95X confidence interval)

Single traction

10 fractions

149

9 4

(12 3-19 2)

(7 6-12 2)

A50/75 is expressed as the relative increase in absorbed dose (in X)
producing a change in survival from 75 to 50 % The relative gradients
A50/75 are not significantly different after photon and neutron
irradiation, and only one value is given for both radiation qualities

From Mijnheer, Battermann and A Wambersie [ 27 ]

The data have been analysed using the logistic model [ 6 ] which gave a
good fit to the curves The resulting values for the relative steepness of
the curves for photon and neutron irradiation are not significantly
different A similar conclusion can be drawn for the bone marrow
syndrome [ 12 ] and for late spinal cord damage [ 34 ] The steepness is,
however, significantly different between single and fractionated
irradiation This is illustrated in Table XVI which shows that the
relative steepness (the reciprocal of A 50/75) for intestinal tolerance is
higher for fractionated irradiation than for single fraction irradiation
A similar observation was made for other biological systems [ 8 ] [ 28 ]

The steepness of the dose-effect curves for tumour control and normal
tissue damage after neutron and photon irradiation in patients has
been compared, as an example, for the curves presented in Fig 2 The
relative gradients of these curves are presented in Table XVII For the
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effect on the tumour, no difference in relative gradient can be observed
after photon or neutron irradiation However, for late normal tissue
damage the lower A50/25 value observed for photons relative to that
for neutrons might indicate that the photon dose-effect curve is
somewhat steeper compared to the neutron dose-effect curve, although
not statistically significant Clinical data are not always available in
the ranges of effect compared in Table IX and Table X tumour control
can be smaller than 50 % whereas a probability for normal tissue
damage of 25 JS is unacceptable for the complications mentioned in Table
X

For instance, m Fig 2, no tumour control probability larger than about
40 % has been observed in the photon series, and consequently A 75/50
has to be estimated For the analysis of the curves presented in
figures 6 and 2, the logistic model described by Cox [ 6 ] was used,
giving the relationship between the probability P for tumour control or
normal tissue damage and the absorbed dose D by the formula

P = exp (a+bD) / [1 + exp (a+bD)] (1)

The values of the parameters a and b were determined from the
clinical data and can be found elsewhere [ 1 ] The absolute steepness
of the curve represented by Eqn (1) can now be given in a quantitative
way For instance, at the P = 50 % effect level, the absolute steepness
is given by b/4 In order to compare the steepness of corresponding
neutron and photon dose-effect curves, the absolute steepness b/4, for
the neutron dose-effect curve, has to be divided by the RBE at the SO X
effect level The steepness of the curves presented in Fig 2 and
calculated in this way, is also given m Table XVII By applying the
absolute steepness at the BOX dose level, the same conclusions are
obtained as using the relative gradient approach at two different levels
of effect

From the animal and patient data it can then be concluded that for the
effects on the tumour and the early injury to normal tissue no
significant difference in relative steepness is observed between photons
and neutrons For some of the late normal tissue data, the dose-effect



gfj curve seems somewhat steeper for photons relative to neutron,
although within the statistical uncertainty

IV 2 Fast neutrons and a reduction of the differential effect

Historically, fast neutrons were introduced in therapy because of the
existence of hypoxic cells and the reduction in OER with increasing
LET However, high-LET radiations exhibit other differences in their
biological properties, when compared to low-LET radiations [ 36 J

- a reduction of the differences in radiosensitivity from cell line to cell
line (i e "intrinsic radiosensitivity"),

- a reduction of the differences in radiosensitivity related to the
position of the cell m the mitotic cycle (Fig 7),

- less repair phenomena, and as a consequence less importance of
differences in repair phenomena and less differences between the
responses of the cell populations to different fractionation schemes

These observations can be summarized by saying that all cell
populations, m all conditions, tend to respond in a more similar way
when exposed to neutrons compared to photons A reduction in OER is
always an advantage, since the normal tissues are well oxygenated
On the other hand, a reduction in the differences of intrinsic
radiosensitivity, or a reduction in the differences of radiosensitivity
related to cell position in the mitotic cycle, or a general reduction in
the repair phenomena could bring an advantage or a disadvantage
depending on the characteristics of the tumour and of the normal
tissue(s) at risk for a particular patient This raises the important
problem of patient selection

As a consequence, with high-LET radiation, there is a need for a high
physical selectivity, which proceeds from the reduced difference in
radiosensitivity When large differences in radiosensitivity are
observed between the cancer and normal cell populations, a poor
physical selectivity is of limited consequence In typical cases, such as
semmomas or lymphomas, the dose prescribed to the target volume is

16.0

8.0
40

20
10
05

He-Ions Ne-lons

Mifolic Cells
D 6,,-Phase Cells
• Stationary Ph Cell's

I 10 100 1000
Median LET(keV/jum)

FIG 7

Single-hit inactivation coefficients (Ot) for homogeneous populations of
mitotic, 61-phase, and stationary phase Chinese hamster cells
irradiated with 220 kV X-rays and various charged-particle beams, as
a function of median LET (in keV/(lm)

(modified from Chapman [ 5 3 )

well below the tolerance dose, and irradiation of a few additional cmî
of normal tissue would be of little clinical importance (in
chemotherapy, there is obviously no physical selectivity at all, and the
potential therapeutic gam depends only on a biological selectivity) In
contrast, -when the differences m radiosensitivity are reduced with
high-LET radiation, the therapeutic efficiency mamly rests on a high
level of physical selectivity, sparing a few cm3 of normal tissues then
becomes really important

IV 3 Other types of non-conventional radiation

IV 3 1 Proton beams

The rationale for introducing proton beams in therapy is the
improved physical selectivity On the other hand, the biological effects



produced by protons are similar to those produced by photons, and no
benefit has to be expected as far as the differential effect is concerned

The superiority of proton beams compared to photons (or electrons) is
obvious for the irradiation of radioresistant tumours located close to
radiosensitive structures (e g uveal melanomas, chordomas or
chondro-sarcomas of the base of the skull, paraspmal tumours)
There is however a recent trend for irradiating a larger proportion of
patients -with protons As a matter of fact, since an improved
physical selectivity is m itself always a benefit, all photon patients
are "m principle" potential candidates for proton beam therapy [ 35 ]

IV 3 2 Helium ion beams

For the present discussion, helium ion beams can be considered as
being similar to the proton beams For the energies involved, they are
low-LET radiations and they allow to achieve similar dose
distributions

69

IV 3 3 Heavy ion beams

Heavy ions combine the advantages of high-LET radiation for the
treatment of some tumour types and an excellent physical selectivity
Heavy ion beams exhibit similar depth dose curves as proton or
helium ion beams d e a Bragg peak which has to be spread out
adequately to cover the target volume)

However, much higher energies have to be used (about 500 MeV per
nucléon for 0, C or Ne ions), -which implies a considerable increase in
the cost and complexity of the accelerator So far, only one heavy ion
therapy program has been carried out, at the BEVALAC m Berkeley,
and limited clinical experience is available at present There is
another project of heavy ion therapy at the N1RS m Japan, and 2
projects in Europe at the GS1 in Darmstadt (Fed Rep of Germany),
and the EULIMA project (European Light Ion Medical Accelerator)

V CONCLUSION

There is an increasing amount of clinical evidence indicating that a high
degree of accuracy in dose delivery is essential for the success of
radiotherapy In general, the highest possible accuracy should be aimed
at It applies to the dose level as well as the dose distribution (physical
selectivity)

As far as the dose level in photon therapy is concerned, a requirement
for an accuracy of 3 5 % has been proposed (i e one relative standard
deviation, combining types A and B uncertainties) for the dose at the
specification point At other points in the target volume a 5 X (one
standard deviation) dose accuracy requirement is more appropriate It
should be noted that the 3 5 % and 5 Z criteria for the accuracy in dose
delivery serve only as simple guidelines for daily clinical practice In
many cases larger values are acceptable but in a few special cases an
even smaller value should be aimed at if very steep complication curves
are involved From a practical point of view it is, however, difficult to
conceive several levels of accuracy in the same radiotherapy department

The radiobiological and clinical data obtained with fast neutrons indicate
that the dose response curves for tumour control and normal tissue
complications are as steep for high-LET radiation as those observed with
low-LET radiation The same accuracy in dose delivery should then be
aimed at

As far as the physical selectivity is concerned, it is more important with
high-LET than with low-LET radiation, since the (biological) differential
effect between cell populations is, in general, reduced with high-LET
radiation

Heavy charged particles are needed especially in those clinical situations
where the physical selectivity is essential, i e typically radioresistant
tumours close to critical normal structures

The accuracy m dose delivery in radiation therapy results from a chain
of successive procedures In order to keep the final accuracy within the
required limits, each step of the chain has to be as accurate as possible



70 TABLE XVIII

PHYSICAL DATA NEEDED IN HEAVY PARTICLE THERAPY

Materials

I Human tissues N, 0, C, H, (Ça), (A150 plastic)

2 Detector materials gas, solid state

3 Colhmation/shielding Pb, W, Fe

Particles and energy ranges

Neutrons up to 65-70 MeV

Protons up to 250 MeV

Helium ions up to 650 MeV

Heavy ions C, 0, Si, Ar, Ne, up to 500-900 MeV per nucléon

The clinical and technical problems related to dose delivery are at one end
ol the chain, and the acquisition of basic physical data (i e atomic and
molecular data) are at the other end

Basic physical data are needed in order

1) to evaluate the kerma, and the absorbed dose in the different human
(and biological) tissues,

2) to determine the response of the different detectors (kerma and
absorbed dose in the detector materials),

5) to optimize the colhmation systems and thus improve the physical
selectivity,

A list of materials, and of particle types and energy ranges, for which
atomic and molecular data are needed is proposed in Table XVIII
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PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZING CHARGED
PARTICLE TRACK STRUCTURES*

H.G. PARETZKE
Institut für Strahlenschutz,
Gesellschaft für Strahlen- und

Umweltforschung mbH München,
Neuherberg, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

It is well-known in radiation research that a profound knowledge of the
spatial distribution of localized new chemical species produced in
matter upon radiation interaction, i.e. the track structure, represents
an indispensable prerequisite for the understanding of physical, chemi-
cal and biological actions of ionizing radiation. This can easily be
shown by the fact that the same dose absorbed from different radiation
fields can have different types and/or magnitudes of effects. Charged
particle track structures evidently are characterized by joint probabi-
lity functions describing the locations and types of new species at a
given time; they thus represent the initial boundary condition for all
subsequent reactions in the affected sector of the irradiated matter
and describe it fully at later stages. However, such full descriptions
are too complicated in a mathematical sense and, thus, coarser classi-
fication quantities have been searched for and introduced. Although
major scientific activities are required to improve our knowledge on

a) processes of energy transfer from radiation to matter,
b) chemical modifications of target molecules by the absorbed energy,
c) non-homogeneous biochemical reactions in particle track at early

times,
d) identification of parameters characterizing track structures regard-

ing their similarities and dissimilarities with respect to the sub-
sequent reactions,

* Work supported by the Commission of the European Communities under
Contract BI6-0011-D(B).



this paper discusses only the specific research needs to improve the
scarce present knowledge on parameters characterizing charged particle
track structures in matter.

1. Introduction

Scientific interest in radiation research can be divided into two sub-
groups , namely a) research into changes of the physical properties of
the penetrating radiation and, b) , research into the physical, chemical
or biological changes produced in the irradiated matter. Unfortunately
and in spite of its large practical importance, the status of knowledge
in the latter field of research, i.e. in the target related area, is
far less advanced than that in the radiation field related area. There
are several reasons for this striking difference in knowledge.

First, many radiation field related processe depend only on two rather
macroscopic target parameters, namely the electron density and (the
logarithms of) the mean excitation potential; details of the chemical
structure and the physical phase state of the target have mostly only
minor effects on these types of problems. Properties of molecular
changes in the irradiated medium, however, depend rather sensitively on
a large number of physical and chemical parameters of the target me-
dium.
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Secondly, today it is rather easy to measure changes in radiation field
properties introduced by interaction with matter (e.g. with semiconduc-
tors) , and this can often be done even for single field particles. On
the contrary, the short lifetime of early chemical species produced by
radiation interaction with matter and the small interspecies distances
in condensed matter make track structures left behind in the wake of
penetrating radiations rather inaccessible to experimental observa-
tion.

Thirdly, there exist clear concepts, quantities, etc. which can be used
to unambiguously describe radiation fields and their changes (e.g. the
charge, mass, energy, direction of charged particles, the energy spec-
trum of photon fields, etc.). Equivalent concepts and useful quantities
characterizing the structures of charged particles in a target, i.e. the
net effect on the medium of the fast disturbance by the penetration,
however, are still missing and only first attempts to overcome this
severe drawback can be reported below.

This paper does not deal with three other aspects of charged particle
track formation, namely

- with the cross sections describing the probality per unit path seg-
ment for particular energy and momentum transfer interactions, since
this is topic of other papers at this meeting, and

- with the probabilities, that certain energy and momentum transfers
to a target molecule introduce there a certain primary chemical
change, i.e. a new chemical species, and

- with those various fast and slow chemical reactions of these primary
species with each other and the target matrix which then lead to the
formation or expression of a "final" radiation effect, yield, cell
mutation, light flash, etc.

However, it should clearly be mentioned, that profound knowledge also
on these aspects is an indispensable prerequisite for any mechanistic
understanding of radiation effects, and that our present state of the
art there is also very unsatisfactory.

2. The Need for Characterization

As has been pointed out by Fano1 it should be the natural aim of track
structure theory to describe and predict the spatial distribution of
localized events produced by radiation interaction with a minimum of
detailed analysis and of assumptions concerning preliminary physical
processes. This should be done by using joint probability functions of
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time describing the probability per unit time to find a certain new
chemical species of type At at location x,, and at the same time anoth-
er species A, at x2, and AR at j^. In this context, a primary
event may be defined as a new chemical species of reasonably long
lifetime (say, ;> 10 sec.) (Fig 1) produced as a consequence of an
energy transfer from the radiation field to the target molecule
(Fig. 2) Such a joint probability function represents and fully cha-
racterizes a charged particle track, i e. the ensemble of relevant
molecular changes in the irradiated medium, in a similar way as the
incident radiation field is characterized by the energies, masses,
directions, etc. of all directly and indirectly ionizing
particles making up a radiation field (Fig. 3).

It is not meaningful and practicable to describe each single particle
in an incident field separately and therefore quantities as e.g. ener-
gy spectrum, parameters describing the direction of particles, radian-
ces, etc have been introduced to characterize a field. Concepts and
quantities describing the important properties also of the tracks left
behind in a target are necessary since it is in general one of the most
basic tasks in research to identify the relevant and essential para-
meters in the usually rather large vectors of descriptors which can be
attached to any object, process, etc Such identification then leads to
the necessary reduction and concentration of information without which
understanding and perception of the essentials cannot be achieved.
However, utmost care is in order to not loose essential information by
wrong classification. Wrong classification in turn might very effecti-
vely inhibit any scientific understanding of a scientific problem
Adequate classification requires, in an iterative scientific process,
that, first, descriptors for the objects of interest are established,
which represent appropriate measures of the objects regarding the in-
tented analysis Then, secondly, the similarities and dissimilarities
of these objects must be quantified and they must be ordered according
to them

The main problem, in general and also here, is the selection of those
quantities/descriptors This selection is necessary to be able to com-



pare effects of different radiation fields in an optimum way, design
adäquate measurement devices which are sensitive to the relevant pro-
perties of a radiation field, to identify the important parts of the
track structure, etc., etc. Various preliminary concepts and parameters
used for classification of radiation track structures will be discussed
below.

3. Classification by Dosimetry Concepts

Dosimetric concepts belong to the oldest ways of characterization of
2charged particle tracks in matter. Already in 1937 L.H. Gray assumed

that "the most natural unit of radiation dosimetry is the absolute
increase of energy of the absorbing medium". Since then the absorbed
dose has been the central parameter in radiation research, because it
is "devised to provide a physical measure to correlate with actual or
potential effects" . However, from our present point of view it has
become evident that dose often does not provide a too meaningful base
for correlation, and the use and - even more so the frequent misuse of
the quantitiy "dose" - might be one of the main reasons for the fact
that our understanding of radiation effects is not more advanced in-
spite of several decades of intense research.
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Fig. 5: Some concepts using essentially the parameter "dose" for
characterization of charged particle track structures.

The quantity dose can be defined in two ways, which are depicted in
fig. 4. The ICRU has defined it as the quotient of de by dm, where E
is the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to a mass element m,
and the energy imparted is defined as the difference between the sum of
the energies (excluding the rest energies) of all ionizing particles
that enter the mass element and the sum of those which leave the mass
element. Evidently, the imparted energy is also the sum of the energies
needed to produce all activations (excitations, ionizations, etc.) in
the mass element considered.

There are several types of dosimetric concepts (fig. 5), all of which
use the quantity" energy deposited/transferred" to a certain mass ele-
ment, volume or at a certain location as the important parameter to"
characterize charged particle track structures.

The dose in macroscopic targets is just the total energy deposited by
irradiation within a certain volume (typical a 1 cm3) divided by the
mass of that element; it can be measured, e.g. by its corresponding
increase in temperature. No additional information can be obtained from
this parameter e.g. on the number of ionizations produced or on their
spatial density. In radiation research dose is no useful parameter in
particular at low doses, since it does not describe the number of pri-
mary events in small sites properly.
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Microdosimetric concepts are a refinement of the macroscopic dose con-
cept, and they do describe the number of primary events in small sites
properly. They are concerned with a parameterization of track struc-
tures essentially by the statistical distributions of energy imparted

4—5to very small (typical dimensions <. 100 urn3) volumes of interest
These distributions show large differences for sparsely ionizing radia-
tions (e.g. X-rays) and for densily ionizing radiations (e.g. alphapar-
ticles). Thus parameterization of track structures can be done in
microdosimetric concepts, e.g., by considering the first two moments of
such distributions (fig. 6). For the interpretation of radiation ac-
tion, however, additional non-dosirnetric track structure information is
necessary.

Higher densities of events along charged particle tracks often show
a higher efficiency of producing serious biological effects at the same
macro- or micro-dose value than particles with lower ionzation density,
or the opposite may be the case. Therefore, concepts have been intro-
duced to classify track structures according to the linear stopping
power of the respective charged particles. At the same linear stopping
power L, however, fast ions can emit more énergie electrons from target

atoms which can carry and deposit considerable fractions of the energy
transferred at larger distances from the ion path, and, thus, lead to a
"dilution" of the energy and event density along the ion path. To ac-
count for this effect, related concepts of energy-restricted stopping
power L,, radius restricted stopping power L , and radial dose pro-

8 9 dLr r
files ' D(r) — —T-, have been introduced to characterize the impor-
tant aspect of track structures. One common problem for all of these
L-concepts is their concentration on first moments (mean values) of
energy/event-density distributions, which is likely to be an informa-
tion reduction on a too early stage since a particular track and the
related particular response of the irradiated matter do not "know"
about the "average" track and "average" response.

Further problems in all those concepts are mainly due to

a) the failure of the so-called optical approximation at low electron
energies and for larger energy transfers,

b) the neglectance of spatial correlations between primary activations
regarding the subsequent reactions,

c) the use of only one or two moments (e.g. mean value) of in fact
stochastic distributions (e.g. fig. 6) .

Because of these problems dosimetric concepts may be useful for mea-
surements in radiation fields but are alone only of limited usefulness
for the interpretation and mechanistical understanding of radiobiologi-
cal data. They may be useful to determine the various amounts of di-
rectly and indirectly ionizing particles impinging on a target of the
same radiation field. However, they provide not an useful basis for an
intercomparison of effects of different radiation fields and for in-
terpretation of radiation action.

4. Classification Concepts based on Track Entities

As has already been mentioned in the introduction that adequate theo-
ries describing charged particle track structures themselves or their
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Fig. 7: Some classification concepts based on activations (new track
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relevant parameters are still lacking. However, there are several pro-
mising approaches (fig. 7) to overcome these problems which might be
worth mentioning.

A very useful concept is the "track entity"-concept introduced by
Mozumder and Magee , which results in a classification according to
regions of energy transfers:

s 0.1 keV : blobs
0.1-0.5 keV : spurs

0.5-5 keV : short tracks
£ 5 keV : branch tracks.

In these different entities a different number of new species will be
produced and thus react with each other in different ways leading to
locally different chemical and biological consequences. The yield of
such entities for slow and fast electrons is shown in fig. 8.

The respective fractions for the various entities in fast electron
track structures demonstrates fig. 9; evidently keV-electrons mainly
produce short tracks, whereas faster electrons increasingly produce
isolated spurs (because of the predominance of glancing collisions).
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Fig. 11: Cluster-Dendrogramm of 1-keV electron track with the k-means
algorithm.

Although this radiation chemical concept is rather old and somewhat
crude, it has promising aspects regarding the additional implicit con-
sideration of fast chemical and biological reactions, and it is worth
developing further with the help of new information from detailed his-
tory track structure simulations.

With such simulation programs one tries to calculate the types and
locations of new species in charged particles tracks (fig. 10) , which
then can be evaluated according to those aspects of neighbourhood- and
cluster-analysis, which tentatively are considered important,
such analysis might turn out to lead to a better understanding of
radiation effects and identification of important parameters characte-
rizing track structures then did dosimetFic concepts. An example of
such a promising attempt is given in fig. 11, where the k-means algo-
rithm was used to form clusters in a 1 keV-electron track

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The identification of important parameters for adequate classification
of track structures of charged particles is still an open and interest-
ing problem in radiation research. With the recent development of Monte
Carlo track structue programs simulating in great detail the processes
occuring during the primary physical stage and subsequent chemical
reaction processes it can be hoped that some progress in this field can
be reached soon. Such progress is likely to result from application of
new cluster alogorithms with weight assignment (regarding the severity
of direct or indirect consequences) to primary and secondary chemical
species and from methods employed in similar problems in related scien-

13 14tific fields as e.g. fuzzy set theory , artificial intelligence and
pattern recognition

Until better results are obtained in this identification process of im-
portant parameters characterizing charged particle track structures in
radiaion biology and therapy, one might consider



a) to apply spectrometric measurement techniques (e.g. low pressure
proportional counters) to obtain physical information on a local,
possibly moderated, mixed radiation field, then

b) to avoid any possibly inappropriate classification by dosimetric
concepts at this stage, but

c) use track structure programs to calculate the spatial distribution
of new chemical species including subsequent chemical and biologi-
cal reactions in the target of interest from the radiation field
measured above, and

d) only then try tentative, event based cluster algorithms and other
new techniques mentioned above to identify those important parame-
ters of these charged particle tracks structures which predominantly
determine the outcome of this irradiation and thus might be used as
relevant quantities in radiation "quality" theories and might be
measured in adequately tuned measurement devices.
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Abstract

The radiation data obtained in computer simulation of the
irradiation process by fast electrons of the water in liquid and
gase phases are presented. Among them are yields of excited and
ionized states, ranges and stopping power, yields of primary
(at t "'10~ s) radiolysis products. The specific features of
liquid phase and its influence on radiation data are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

To a considerable degree, and in some cases almost entirely,
the effect the different types of radiation (such as neutrons,
heavy ions, decay fragmenta, gamma quanta, and X-raya) produce
in a médium is the effect produced by fast electrons. In this
talk I am going to discuss the résulta of computer expérimenta
in which we simulated the irradiation of water (which is one of
the main components of biological systems) by fast electrons.

There ia a number of radiation data which cannot be measu-
red experimentally, and the only way they can be found ia in com-
puter experiments based on the Monte Carlo method. Among them the
yielda of excited and ionized states; the spectrum of ejected se-
condary electrons, including Auger electrons; the yield of collec-
tive excitations in the condensed phase, and a number of other da-
ta. On other hand, in order to make such an experiment we must
supply the computer with reliable data on oross-aections of the
interaction between electrons and the medium.

One of the directions of research in our laboratory ia the
study of the influence the specific features of the Condensed state
have on the radiation yielda, mass stopping power, and other radia-
tion data' . The model traditionally used in radiobiology is the
model of tissue-equivalent gaa, which simulates the liquid state aa
a gaa with equivalent density. Later in thia talk I will ahow that
this approximation is too crude to be used in calculation« of the
radiation-chemical (and subsequent biological) transformations. At
the same time in calculations of the rangea and stopping powers of
fast electron the tissue-equivalent approximation does not lead to
large discrepancies.

Since at electron energies below 1 keV the data on the stop-
ping powers contradict each otner'4~a' and data on tne ranges very
scarce, we have calculated the stopping power and ranges using the
Honte Carlo method. Of course, aa was Justly noted in Refs./4,9/, the
knowledge of the stopping powers ia only the first step in deter-
mining the distribution of absorbed energy in the medium. In our

/2 "\/previous works' '•" we have shown that in calculations of the pri-
mary excitation and ionization yields it is crucial to make allow-
ance for the influence of secondary electrons, and that this is
the main reason why the optical approximation'1̂ '11' fails.

In conclusion of ray talk I will present the data on the pri-
mary radiation yielda of intermediate products of liquid water radio-
lysis, obtained on the basis of calculated excitation and ioniza-
tion yields and scheme of the decay and evolution excited and io-
nization atates in liquid water. Théo« data are necessary for the
study of the mechanism of biological effects produced by faat elec-
trons.
2. THE METHOD OP CALCULATION AHD THE USED CROSS-SECTIONS

When we calculate the prooeases of energy absorption by a
charged particle in a condensed medium the first thing we must
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Fig.t Scheme of energy levels in a dielectric. I is the
ionization potential in the condensed state, E,ph is
the photoemiasion threshold, VQ is the bottom energy
of the conductivity band counted off the vacuum level,
E is the energy level of a aolvated electron.3

do is to täte into account toe special features the condensed phase
has compared to the gaseous phase. One of them is the lowering of
the ionization potential Xo. In the condensed phase the Ionization
occurs when an electrons gets into the conductivity band (?ig.I).
The ionization potential Ic then equals the energy corresponding
to the bottom of the conductivity band and ia related to the Ioni-
zation potential in the gaseous phase I as

r = r•"-c L \rv (1)

where Pt is the energy needed for rearrangement of the medium after
one of its molecules is ioniaed, Vo is the bottom energy of the con

81 ductlvity band counted off the energy an electron has in vacuum (it

is usually negative; e.g. for water V0—1.3 eV), Ic is simply rela-
ted to the photoemission threshold

(2)

Experiment^12/ gives B|h » 10.06 eV, which yields Ic« 8.76 eV.
Such a considerable lowering of the ionisation potential (Ala
3.8 eV) results in a substantial increase of the ionisation
yield in the liquid phase.

Still greater changes occur in the distribution of oscilla-
tor strengths' 3' (Pig.2). The discrete peaks at low energies one

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26£(eV)
Pig.2 Distribution of oscillator strengths in water /13/.

liquid water, water vapor.



{JO observes in the gaseous phase transform Into a continuous distri-
bution with a wide absorption peak around 21 eV. The latter peak
is usually attributed to collective plasmon-type excitations (for
detail» see review' ').

The probability of energy losses by a charged partiole in a
condensed medium is described by the energy loss function, which
equals the imaginary part of the inverse permittivity. Im[-1/S (̂>)
It is this function that determines the distribution of oscillator
strengths in the liquid phase:

rr >F (GO) = 2coZ m - (3)

where CO , - (45T N„e2/m)1/̂ 2 is plaamon frequency, N is the numberpi B "
of electrons in a unit volume of the medium, m and e are electron
mass and charge, and Z is the number of electrons in a molecule.
The values of the energy loss function in our calculations were
taken from reflection experiments'14/. For the differential cross-
section we used the Born approximation

oLS 4 JE a* fly FM • E«,_-—— = ————— —— CM 2!Uco (4)

where B is the incident electron energy, a,«, Is the Bohr radius,
an« Ry m 13.65 eV is Rydberg energy. The excitation probability
for the nth transition was then found by integrating cross-section
(4) over the widths of the peaks. The excitation cross-seotiona for
the gaseous phase were calculated according to Bethe's formula' '
with the oscillator strengths of Ref. 13. For the ionization croas-
section, both for the liguid and the gaseous phases we have taken
the semiemplrlcal Jain-Khare cross-section ' ' (details see in
Ref./2/).

The type of collision: ionization or excitation - was determi-
ned beforehand. The calculations require the knowledge of total
cross-sections of ionization 6lon and excitation (J . For the ga-
seous phase, at BQ<.100 eV 0"tot and 0"ion were extracted from the
experimental curves obtained in Ref. /1?/( ffex wtot
BO >100 eV the cross-sections were calculated using the semlempi-
rlcal formulae of R«f./15/with coefficients from Ref./184 for the
liquid phase O'ion and 6"ez were rouna using the energy loss func-
tion ' 3' and ionization eross-seotlon t^I.

In Ref./3/we have also made allowance for an additional chan-
nel of ionization which is due to the Auger effect. Since with
ionization of a K-eleotron in water an Auger electron is ejected
with practically unit probability, to a good approximation the
cross-section of Auger electron ejection can be taken equal to the
cross-section of K-shell ionization in an oxygen atom '1̂  . The
spectrum of Auger electrons consists of several lines around 500 eV.
Since the most intensive of these lines corresponds to 500 eV /̂ O/̂
we considered this to be the energy of all ejected Auger electrons.

Using the Monte Carlo algorithm we(in collaboration with
V.Ya.Sukhonosov) have also calculated the average energy losses
AE(BO) of an electron with energy BO in a single scattering event
and total ranges. The obtained values of AB(B ) equivalent with
those calculated according to the formula

(5)

where 6* j ia the total cross-section of inelastic scattering, 6" .
is the excitation eross-seotion of a state with energy £. , def/d£
is the differential ionization cross-section, and is the lost
energy. The ratio of AB(E ) and the average free path length of



an electron with energy BQ, ̂ (Ej,)» gives us the atopping power
of the medium S. Since ̂(B,,) - I/n6'ln, where n is the number
of molecules in a unit volume, we get the well-known formula -
definition for the stopping powers

(6)

In order to find the ranges we need to know the croas-seotion
feret
/21/

of elastic scattering. ?or electrons with Eo?-200 eY the differen-
tial cross-section was calculated according to the formula

de (7)

where 6 is the scattering angle, Z « 10 is the number of electrons
in an H20 molecule, v is the velocity of the incident electron,
and a » 0.373 Z1/3 v~1 is the screening parameter. The total
cross-section of elastic scattering was found by integrating (7)
over 9 t which yields

1
(8)

Por electrons with B 4 200 eV the differential cross-section
of elastic scattering was extracted from experimental data presen-
ted as a table in Ref. 22. We assumed that the elastic scattering
cross-section is the same in liquid and in vapor; the difference in
the phase state iras taken into account in processes of inelastic
scattering. In calculations of the ranges we tracked down the mo-
tion of each electron through the medium as long as its energy was
above 15 eV. Below 15 eV the elastic scattering becomes dominant

83 and the calculation time sharply increases.

3. RESULTS OP CALCULATION AND THEIR DISCUSSION

A. Yields of excited states and ionisations in liquid water.

The results of Monte Carlo calculations for different radia-
tion characteristics are presented in Tables 1-6. As it follows
from the data presented in Tables 1 and 3, the yields of excited
states and the spectrum of ejected electrons are practically in-
dependent of the incident electron energy. This results in that
the yield per 100 eV of absorbed energy of radiolysia products is
also independent of EQ. In Ref. 2 we have shown that the so-called
optical approximation ''*''f cannot be used even for qualitativ
estimates of the yields of excited states. According to this appro-
ximation, the yield of the nth excited state should be proportional
to the ratio fn/Ent where t is the optical oscillator strength
and EQ is the excitation energy. The optical approximation works
well only for fast electrons, but since the secondary electron spec-
trum is dominated by slow electrons the predictions of the optical
approximation badly disagree with reality. For instance, using the
optical approximation the authors of Ref. 14 predicted that in the
liquid phase at the Initial moment practically all the energy should
be concentrated in the form of plasmon excitations since the energy
loss function is maximum around the peak of collective absorption.
They however didn't take into account the degradation of primary elec-
tron energy on the production of secondary electrons, and shifting
the spectrum of the latter toward smaller energies. In reality,
according to Table 1, the yield of collective plasmontyp» exci-
tations for EO - 10 keV is gpl » 1.06, which is only two times
greater than the yield of the first excited state, and the ener-
gy spent on exoitation of collective states is only 22.756 of Efl.
However, according to the optical approximation, g??Vg?pt 44.
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Diatribution of the energy of an electron with EQ= 10 keV
/-)/in liquid water ' '

Number Energy carried,
percents of BQ

Subexcitation electrons
(£,*. 8.4 eV)

Delta electrons
Auger electrons
(£. 500 eV)

All ejected electrons
Excited states

264
188

0.9
453
228

6
54 «2

4.5
64.7
35.3

This shows how important it is to take into account the se-
condary electrons when considering the distribution of the fast
electron energy in the medium.

Table 2 shows that though the energy spent on production of
Auger electrons ia 4.59t of EQ, their fraction in the spectrum of
ejected electrons is very small being only 0.9/453 • 0.002. About
2/3 of the primary electron energy is spent on ionization, and 1/3
of it is spent on excitation of electron states of the medium.

In Table 3 we present the values of the spectral density of
ejected electrons. More then a half of them are subezoitatlon
electrons. In order to write down the analytical approximation for
the spectrum of subexoitation electrons we have to divide the lat-
ter into two energy groups. Then

for 0 < £ ̂_ 1.3 oV
-2

n( £ } - 0.2 exp(-4.38 £ /I0>

nie). 1.16 10-2 for 1.3<£< 8.4 eV



Table 3

Spectral density of ejected electrons '

A Ni/N0AEi (eV1)

Initial electron
energy, keV 1 5 10

Energy range,
eV

0-0.3
0.3-0.5
0.5-0.7
0.7-0.9
0.9-1.1
1.1-1.3
1.3-1.7
1.7-2.1
2.1-2.6
2.6-3.8
3.8-5.3
5.3-8.4
8.4-10.06

10.06-14.1
14.1-20
20-50
50-100
100-490
100-500
490-510
510-103
103-5 103

5 103-104

0.191
0.174
0.160
0.144
0.126
0.116
0.102
0.088
0.074
0.059
0.045
0.045
0.026
0.019
0.012
0.004
0.001
—

8.82 10~5

2.53 10~6

0.187
0.169
0.157
0.138
0.126
0.113
0.100
0.086
0.074
0.059
0.044
0.045
0,026
0.019
0.013
0.004

9.67 10~4
8.48 10~5

_
9.25 10~5
5.66 10~6
3.94 10"7

0.186
0.172
0.154
0.138
0.125
0.112
0.099
0.085
0.074
0.058
0.045
0.045
0.026
0.019
0.013
0.005
0.001
-

8.48 10~5

5.88 10~6
4.14 10~7
1.94 10~8

Total number of
ejected electrons N 43 225 453
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In the second energy range the qualitative behaviour of the energy
dependence coincides with the one obtained by Flatzman /23/

B. The role of the phase state.
The phase state has the most essential effect on the yields

of excitations and ionisations. The reasons for this were discus-
sed in the beginning of sect. 2 ( the lowering of the ionization
potential in the condensed phase (Fig. I) and the changes in the
distribution of oscillator strengths (Pig. 2) . As it follows from
Table 4, in the condensed phase the fraction of ionizationa rela-
tive to that of excitations becomes much greater than it is in the
gaseous phase: in the latter case the yield of ionisations is sli-
ghtly smaller than the excitation yield, but in the condensed pha-
se the ionization yield becomes two times greater than th« yield
of excitations. If further we take into account that within about
10" sec collective states decay with ionization and that the
produced electrons, whose energy is 21.4 - 8.76 - 12.64 «V, also
additionally ionize the medium, the ratio of ionization and exci-
tation events becomes greater than 4. The average energy required
to produce a pair of ions, which in a gas equals W. » 29.5 eT, in
liquid water, with account of plasmon decay, equals 11^ » 16.6 eV.
I want to underline this fact: the W-value reduces twice when we
go from gas to liquid. It is very important and must be taken into
account when radiobiological effects are considered.

let us now discuss how the stopping power and the pathlengths
depend on the phase state. The results presented below were obtai-
ned in collaboration with V.Ya.Sukhonosov.

As I mentioned earlier in sect. 2, within the Monte Carlo me-
thod the stopping power can be calculated as a ratio of average
energy losses A E in a single event of inelastic scattering and
the average free pathlength t. between two subsequent events.
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According to Table 5, AE in the liquid phase is greater than it
is in the gaseous phase within the whole energy range considered
in the calculations, and the difference in A E becomes greater
with lowering of the energy. This can be explained by the shifting
of energy levels in the liquid phase toward higher energies toge-
ther with appearance of an additional channel of energy losses
on collective excitations with energy at the maximum about 21.4 eV.
With increase of electron energy a greater part of absorbed ener-
gy is spent on ionization. And since the spectrum of ejected elec-
trons depends very little on the phase state of the medium ' ,
the difference in average energy losses in water and in vapor must
become smaller, in agreement with the data of Table 5.

Whereas the average energy losses increase monotonically with
increase of electron energy, the average free pathlength t^ has
a minimum, in agreement with the behaviour of the total cross-sec-
tion of inelastic interaction O ̂ n. For liquid water the minimum
is located at 40 eV; for water vapor the minimum is shifted toward
higher energies and is around 100 eV.

The results of calculations for the mass stopping power
3p = - 3 are presented in Figure 3. For comparison we also pre-
sented the curves for mass stopping power in water and in water
vapor obtained in Ref. 7. At high energies and down up to E m 200 eV
the values of 3p for water and for vapor are the same. At
E < 200 eV, according to our calculations, the value of S j, for
liquid water is essentially higher than it is for vapor which
disagrees with results of Ref. 7 according to which the two cur-
ves for the stopping power are close to each other.

Our results on the phase state dependence of SJ» at ener-
gies E<200 eV are qualitatively different from those of Ref. 8,
althow at higher energies our results agree with those of Ref. 8,
as with those of Ref. 7. Ta« reason for this is apparently due to
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Pig.3 Maas stopping power curves for liquid
water ( ———— ) and water vapor (—————).
I and ?., our calculations, 3 and 4, Ref.Ill

the inaccuracy at low energies of modified Bethe'a formula uaed
la Ref. 8. Since the theoretical predictions for the cross-secti-
ons at low energies are unreliable, in our calculations we uaed
the corresponding experimental cross-section» (aee The Method of
Calculation). At energies where Beths'a formula for Sj» is suf-
ficiently accurate the calculations give equal values of Sp for
the two phases, despite the significant difference in I, On the



Table 6

Average ionization ranges of electrons in water and in
water vapor (in 10 g/nm )

Phase
state V eV

Liquid
water ^

«XVapor R
R
exp25R95

0
0
0
1
0
2

50

.71

.10

.78

.78

.83

.42

100

1.24
0.24
1.40
2.16
0.98
2.98
3,6

200

1.34
1.19
2.51
3.59
1.39
4.72
6,27

400

6
4
10

6
5

11
12

.29

.74

.78

.71

.17

.62
,67

600

12
9
20

12
9

21
21

.03

.20

.67

.3?

.37

.19
,33

800 103

18
14
32

18
14
32

.77

.33

.26

.75

.29

.26

26.93
20.84
46.70

26.31
20.24
45.33
40,67

other hand, at energies where the values of 3 n become diffe-
rent Bethe *s approach even modified is no longer accurate. One
is puzzled by the large difference between effective excitation
potentials in the solid and the liquid phases ( AI » 12.1 eV),

vr-
whereas for the gaseous and the liquid phase this difference is
much omaller (AI » 3.5 eV). The distribution of oscillator stre-<$ngths is qualitatively different in liquid water compared to what
it is in vapor (Fig.2), and changea little as we pass from liquid
water to ice. The energy loss functions for liquid water ' "»1*'

/?&./and ice are alao very much alike.
In Table 6 we present the calculated values of the ranges

for water and water vapor. We calculated the following characte-
ristic ranges of an electron: the total range R, which equals the
actual path length of electron in the medium; the projective range
R, which equals the projection of the vector R connecting the be-

ginning and the end of electron's trajectory onto the initial di-
rection of motion X; perpendicular rangea R and RZ, which are the-»•projections of vector R onto the corresponding axes. Since the me-
dium is isotropic we have R a RZ. For comparison, in the last
line of Table 6 we present the experimental values of range R|Ĉ
obtained in Ref. 25 for air and reevaluated by us for water vapor.

The problem of comparing the calculated and the experimental
ranges is not so simple. Actually, there are several reasons why
such a comparison may turn out to be incorrect. When comparing
calculations with experiment, one usually compares the total path
length R with RO? (see e.g. Ref. 25). However, all experimentally
measured ranges are projective, since they are found by measuring
the absorption in a layer with fixed thickness; so the compared
theoretical ranges must also be projective. In Monte Carlo calcu-
lations one obtains average pathlengths, and one should compare

, since it is RcJP that
corresponds to the average pathlength (see Ref. 26). Furthermore,
one should bear in mind that, if not stated otherwise, the calcu-
lated ranges are ionisation ranges and don't include th« path leng-
ths of subezcitation electrons. The pathlength of a «ubexoitation
electron until its theroalization can be very large; in water it
is of order of 10 nur '' . Compare this value with the ionization
pathlength of an electron with EQ • 100 eV, which according to
Table 6 is only 1.4 am. Thus, one should also take into account
to what degree the measured ranges include those of aubexeitation
electrons.

Ao it follows from Table 6, for electrons with B >400 eV the
difference between ranges in liquid water and in vapor with the
same density is very email and is about 3%. With lowering of elec-
tron energy the ranges in liquid water becomes much smaller than
it io in vapor. For electrons with BQ ̂ 400 eV the total pathlength

the projeotive pathlength R ĥeor to



R exceeds the protective range RX by about 425S. Tula agrees well
with the experimental estimâtes of Williams (see Rot. 28), accor-
ding to which (R - RX)/H=40%. At electron energies between 50 and
200 eV the deviation or electron's trajectory from its initial di-
rection becomes smaller owing to the smaller number of inelastic
scattering events (at such energies elastic scattering is not yet
dominant). Let us also note that within the whole calculated ener-
gy range there holds an approximate equation RX + R =̂R.

C. Yields of Primary Radiolysis Products in liquid Water.

By considering the further evolution of excited and ionized
states and using the obtained values of their yields (Table I
and 4) we are able to find the radiation-chemical yields of pri-
mary radiolysis products' .

We considered the following decay scheme of excited states' ' :

H0 (I)

H2o (n-y
OH + H
OH + H
0 + H,

(10)

(11)
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In reaction ( u ) oxygen ia produced in the singlet excited state
(the ground state of the oxygen atom ia triplet). We also took
into account the fact that the energy of all excited state, star-
ting from state It, exceeds the first ionisation potential, i.e.
that all of them belong to the class of superexcitation states
introduced by Platzman'̂  ' /. in such states there is competition
between dissociation and ionization. Since in the liquid phase a
pair of radicals produced with dissociation for some time after
its formation ia surrounded by neighbouring molecules, it prevents
for the radicals to escape into the volume and favours their re-

Table 7

Yield per 100 eV of absorbed energy of ionisation and
—12primary products by the time t ̂ 10 s

Product H?0+

Present
calculations 6.57
Results of
Ref./33/ 6.3
Experiment/35'36/ -

H A TT IT
0 \S ft 11 o

4.8a) 0.84 0.62

6.3 2.1 0.3
4.8 0.7 0.45

OH

6.82

8.4
5.9

0

0.03

0.3
-

a) Experimental value

combination. We accounted for this "cage" effect using the diffu-
sion gradient method of Bagdasaryan' .

We then considered the competition between the reaction with
formation of an oxonium ion

H20 H30+ + OH (12)

and the ion-eleotron recombination

H,0T H20* (13)

With account of the energy spent on rearrangement of the medium the
excitation energy of the neutral molecule produced in reaction (13)
equals 6.26 eV. This is smaller than the energy of the first elec-
tron-excitation state, which in the liquid phase equals 8.4 eV.



90 Such a vlbratioaally excited molecule has three possible decay
channels :

H20* H20
2H20
2 + 20H

H + OH + H20
(H)

The results of our calculations, in which we considered decay
acharnes (10) - (14) and used the values of the yields presented in
Tablée I and 4, are shown in Table 7. The valu« of the yield of
ionized states, G, » 6.57, is greater then the one presented in
Table 4 owing to our talcing into account the additional channel
ot ionizatlona due to the decay of superexoitation states. For
the yield of solvated electrons, Gg * 4.8, we have taken its
experimental value. As one oan see, our results are in satisfac-
tory agreement with experiment. The fact that GJ is much greater
than G indicates that the recombination reaction (13) is quite
efficient, which agrees with the scheme of radiolysis presented
in Ref. 32 and disagrees with the approach of Refs. 33,34.
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Abstract

The accuracy achievable in neutron dosimetry for radiation therapy critically depends on the
knowledge of the kerma factors for the tissue components and the detector materials Gas filled cavity
chambers allow to achieve relatively accurate measurements of kerma for the chamber wall material
Ionisation chambers and proportional counters measure with high precision the charge from ionisation
produced in the gas by the charged particles released in neutron interactions with the wall and with the
gas However, the overall uncertainty of the kerma measurement depends on the quality of the basic
physical data required in the application of the cavity chamber principles, in particular, W-values,
stopping powers and stopping power ratios for the charged particles released and their energy
dependence

The paper summarizes the experience gained in evaluating atomic data to be used m cavity
chamber principles for neutron kerma measurements with tissue-equivalent and non hydrogenous
proportional counters Proportional counters with walls made of A-150 TE plastic, graphite, AI, Mg, Fe,
Zr and ZrO have been used to measure neutron kerma factors by several groups Different mixtures
such as methane based TE gas, propane based TE gas or CC>2 were used as counting gases It is
shown that the spectral information provided by the proportional counters can be used to assess
quantities such as the gas-to-wall absorbed dose conversion factor An attempt is made to assess the
uncertainties in kerma measurements due to the uncertainties of basic atomic data

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

Accurate determination of kerma for penetrating radiation in different materials
are required in dosimetry for radiation therapy (Menzel, 1987). The kerma (K) is
determined by cross sections and the charged particle speclra. The complexity of
nuclear processes and the difficulty to calculate theoretically kerma for light nuclei,
especially for neutrons in the high energy region, emphasizes the interest of direct
measurements of the kerma. Experimental determination of the kerma is based on
absorbed dose measurement because the absorbed dose is a good approximation of



92 the kerma under condition of charged particle equilibrium Absolute measurements of
kerma may be achieved with high accuracy by using calonmetry However this
method is of limited applicability For routine applications and dosimetric
investigations, gas cavity detectors are widely used due to their high precision and to
several practical advantages such as their use in various types of phantom and the
possibility to vary the composition of the wall material These detectors include
ionisation chambers and small proportional counters However, the determination of
absorbed dose or of kerma with gas cavity chambers requires the precise knowledge
of basic physical data For new treatment modalities actually used or planned (e g
fast neutrons, pions, protons, heavy ions) these data are not always available with the
required accuracy

In neutron therapy, radiobiological and clinical studies have led to the
requirement of an accuracy level of ± 5 % for the determination of the absorbed dose
delivered for a treatment (Wambersie, 1984) Whereas this requirement can be met
for neutron therapy beams below 14 MeV (Mijnheer, 1987), considerable
improvement in neutron dosimetry is needed at the higher neutron energies (up to 65
MeV) These are used by the more recently installed therapy facilities because of the
better balistic properties of the beams m order to be comparable to high energy
photon therapy beams There are two major problems in neutron dosimetry above 20
MeV Neutron cross section data for light nuclei at high energy are scarce and
inaccurate, or even discordant, which limits considerably the applicability of
theoretical calculations of the energy transferred (Brenner, 1987) Secondly, different
tissue substitutes used for building cavity detectors are losing their quality of being
"tissue-equivalent" (TE) at high neutron energies due to the replacement of oxygen m
tissue by carbon m TE material mainly because of the need for electrical conductivity
of the detector wall In the neutron energy range above approximately 15 MeV,
kerma to carbon and oxygen is mainly determined by nuclear interactions (non-
elastic) processes the energy dependence of which is very nuclide specific The
difference to the composition of real tissues explains the poor accuracy of the order of
±10% for total absorbed dose in tissue actually achievable for high energy neutrons
The seventy of the problem is increased by changes in the composition of different
tissues

The kerma is the total energy transferred by indirectly ionizing particles to
charged particles In principle, the differences m the composition of e g TE gases,
TE substitutes, phantom materials or real tissues can be accounted provided the
kerma in their elemental constituents are known The relatively large uncertainties in
theoretical calculations at high neutron energies have motivated efforts of several
groups to perform measurements of kerma for neutrons by using proportional
counters walled with A-150 TE plastic and with pure graphite (Menzel et al, 1984, De
Luca et al , 1985, Menzel, 1987, Wuu and Milavickas, 1987, Dietze et al, m
preparation) Low pressure proportional counters have the advantage of a relatively
low frequency of primary interactions with the gas due to the low mass of the gas

They provide a pulse height spectrum which is related to the physical properties of the
charged particles For instance, the spectra allow the relative contribution of these
particles to the total kerma in the wall material to be evaluated However proportional
counters operate as cavity chambers, i e they primarily measure ionisation yield in
the gas which needs to be converted into energy loss in order to derive the integral
quantities absorbed dose and kerma In addition, in general the counting gas and the
wall do not have identical compositions, gas-to-wall dose conversion factors are
needed to convert the energy imparted to the gas into absorbed dose in the wall
material The overall uncertainty for kerma therefore depends directly on the
uncertainties for basic atomic and molecular data, mainly stopping power (STP) and
average energy required to produce an ion pair (W) This problem is particularly
critical for non hydrogenous counters due to the larger differences between gas and
wall composition

The present paper reports on detailed calculations of the dose conversion
factors and the average W-values for neutrons to apply for kerma measurements with
tissue-equivalent proportional counters (TEPC) and with carbon walled proportional
counters (CPC) using the characteristics of the experimental ionisation yield spectra
and different atomic data tables for STP and W Kerma factors in A-150 TE plastic
and in carbon, and kerma ratios for monoenergetic neutrons from 5 to 60 MeV
determined with TEPC's and CPC's were presented previously (Menzel et al, 1984,
Menzel et al, m press, Dietze et al, m preparation) These results are revised
according to the present calculations and the overall uncertainty in kerma
measurements is discussed with particular emphasis on the influence of the
uncertainties in atomic data used The application of these calculations to neutron
therapy beams is discussed

2 N E U T R O N F I E L D S

The kerma measurements reported here for monoenergetic neutrons of 5,
139, 15, 17 and 19 MeV were carried out at the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany The neutrons
were produced by the T(d,n)4He reaction at the low scattenng area of the accelerator
facility for fast neutron dosimetry Details on the physical properties of the beams,
the expenmental method and the results of kerma measurements m A-150 TE plastic
and m carbon may be found elsewhere (Menzel et al , 1984,Dietze et al , m
preparation) Other measurements for monoenergetic neutrons were performed at
the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research (SIN) m Villigen Neutrons were produced by
the 9Be(p,n)9B reaction (thin target) with energies of 27 8, 39 7 and 60 3 MeV
Preliminary results of these measurements were presented recently (Menzel et al, m
press)



Kerma measurements with TEPC's and CPC's were also performed at several
European Neutron Therapy Facilities within an mtercompanson program carried out
by the EORTC (European Organization for Research on Treatment of Cancer) Heavy
Particle Therapy Group (Pihet et al, 1_987) Some results are reported here for
d(0 25)+T (En=14 MeV) and p(62)+Be (En=27 MeV) neutron therapy beams used at
the Generator Kann of the Institut fur Nuclearmedizm m the DKFZ Heidelberg (F R G }
(Hover at al 1981 ) and at the MRC Cyclotron Unit in Clatterbridge Hospital (United
Kingdom) (Bonnett et al , 1988) respectively, results are also reported for the
colhmated d(14)+Be (En=5 6 MeV) neutron beams developed at PTB Braunschweig
(F R G ) as reference standard beam for neutron dosimetry for therapy (Dietze et al,
1984)

For the neutron fields produced at PTB, the neutron fluence were known with
high accuracy which allow to determine the kerma per unit fluence (KAj>), or kerma
factor, in A-150 TE plastic and in carbon At the other facilities, the spectral fluence in
was not available and the results are therefore reported m terms of kerma ratio
between carbon and A-150 TE plastic

3 C A V I T Y T H E O R Y A P P L I E D T O L O W P R E S S U R E
P R O P O R T I O N A L C O U N T E R S

Principles of neutron dosimetry using gas cavity chambers were described in
details by Caswell (1966) and by Rubach and Bichsel (1982) The most relevant
quantities are the average W-value for neutrons ( Wn ) to convert ionisation yield into
energy imparted to the gas, the gas-to-wall dose conversion factor ( (rm g)n ) to
account for difference m the composition of the wall and the gas, and the kerma ratio
( (K/Kw)n) to express the absorbed dose determined in the wall material into another
medium These quantities are averaged over all secondary charged particles
released by neutron interactions in the detector wall and surrounding material, and in
the gas (average values are formally referred under the subscript 'n') This is due to
the impossibility to mdentify experimentally the energy imparted by each single
charged particle Therefore average quantities (absorbed dose or kerma with
ionisation chambers) or statistical distributions (ionisation yield spectra with
proportional counters) may only be measured

Neutron interactions release secondaries as different as electrons, protons,
alpha particles and heavy ions over wide scale of initial energy, i e with large
differences in ranges By using gas cavity detectors, this is taken into account by
differentiating the secondaries produced by neutron interactions with the gas
("insiders", "starters") and with the wall and surrounding material ("crossers",
"stoppers") Neutron dosimetry presents a particular problem as the relative
contribution to the total absorbed dose of interactions with gas and with wall critically
depends on neutron energy and on the mass of the gas For secondaries emitted in

the material surrounding the cavity, the problem is complicated by two basic
processes (a) the emission of the secondaries and their initial energy spectra, and
(b) the slowmg-down of these secondaries m the surrounding material before entering
the cavity

The (rm g)n are derived for crossers from their stopping power ratio and for
insiders from their kerma ratio (gas-to-wall) For stoppers and starters, a precise
determination of (rm g)n can in principle only be derived by energy deposition
calculations such as with the Caswell and Coyne code (1981) Compared to
ionisation chambers, low pressure proportional counters approach more closely the
ideal case of a "Bragg-Gray cavity" due to the very small mass of gas, i e the majonty
of the particles are 'crossers" This statement represents a relatively good
approximation for neutron energy above 10 MeV and a considerable simplification
since, for an infinitesimal cavity, the dose conversion factor (rmg)n depends only on
the slowing down spectrum of the charged particles entering the cavity, and on their
stopping power ratios (Rubach and Bichsel, 1982) The calculation may be simplified
by deriving the average gas-to-wall stopping power ratio for each charged particle
component weighted by their relative contribution to the total kerma (Makarewicz et
al, 1986) This method, however, requires to evaluate the average energy of the
secondaries from their energy distributions At neutron energies above 14 MeV, large
uncertainties m the nuclear cross section data present important problems to
calculate the initial and slowmg-down charged particle spectra (Buhler et al, 1986,
Brenner et al, 1987) At neutron energies below approximately 10 MeV, the dose
contribution of neutron interactions in the gas may not be neglected Additional
assumptions can be made on the basis of energy deposition calculations to
approximate (rmg)n and its uncertainty

Proportional counters determine the distributions of energy imparted (e) by the
secondary charged particles ionising the gas in the cavity which volume has a mean
chord length (T) of the order of 1 u,m The measured pulse height spectra are usually
calibrated in lineal energy (y=e/T in keV/u,m) by using the spectrum of single charged
particles of known lineal energy (yc, 'c' standing for calibration) (Dietze el al , 1984)
The linear relationship established between y and the pulse height produced by a
single energy deposition event implies that the average energy W required to produce
an ion pair is assumed to be constant (=WC) independently of the type and the
velocity of the charged particle traversing the cavity Since for neutron induced
events different charged particles can be responsible for the same pulse heigth, it is
not possible to convert the experimental pulse heigth spectra into energy deposition
spectra with appropriate W values for each channel so that energy deposition spectra
can only be approximated by "ionisation yield spectra" (Caswell and Coyne,. 1981)
The absorbed dose is determined by the integral of the ionisation yield spectrum
provided the ratio of the average Wn- and Wc-value is known for each neutron field



94 The overall uncertainty for kerma measurements with cavity chambers is
predominantly influenced by the uncertamies on (rmg)n and Wn (Rubach and Bichsel,
1982, Menzel et al, 1984) For the investigations reported here, TEPC's, walled with
A-150 TE plastic (10 1% H, 77 6 % C, 3 5% N, 5 2% O, 1 7% F, 1 8% Ca ) and
CPC's were used, all counters were filled both with TE gas (10 3% H, 56 9% C, 3 5%
N, 29 3% O) TE chambers are usually built to achieve identical wall and gas
composition implying a (rm g)n value close to unity For TEPC's, the influence of the
differences in gas and wall composition depends on neutron energy, namely, whereas
at intermediate energies the counter can be considered in first approximation as
homogeneous, this approximation is not valid at high neutron energies due to
differences in C and 0 contents For CPC's, the differences in gas and wall
composition play an more important role, for instance (rm g)n may deviate up to more
than 20 % from unity for carbon chamber Due to the smaller contribution of protons
to the total absorbed dose m a CPC, (rmg)n more critically depends on neutron
energy

4 E X P E R I M E N T A L A N D C A L C U L A T I O N P R O C E D U R E S

4 1 P r o p o r t i o n a l c o u n t e r s

All measurements reported here were performed with spherical proportional
counters from Far West Technology (Goleta, USA) The counters have an inner
diameter of 12 7 mm and their walls are made of A-150 TE plastic or of pure graphite,
with the same thickness of 2 54 mm Propane and methane based TE gases are
commonly used in experimental microdosimetry because of their good counting gas
properties The propane based TE gas mixture is often preferred due to the higher
gas gam achievable (Srdoc, 1970) Both TEPC and CPC were filled with this gas
mixture at a pressure of 4 4 kPa which corresponds to a diameter of 0 1 mg/cm2 (1
(im at unit density) The counters were exposed m free air and with additional
polyethylene and carbon build up cap thicknesses depending on neutron energy

For precise kerma measurements the calibration procedure of the proportional
counters requires a critical evaluation (Dietze et al, 1984) Three independent
methods may be used The calibration of the pulse heigth in units of lineal energy (y
in keV/jim) is achieved by using the pulse heigth spectrum of collimated
monoenergetic alpha particles produced by a 244Cm built-in source ("single event
calibration") This method is however associated with a considerable uncertainty
mainly due to the uncertainties in effective energy and path length of the alpha
particles crossing the cavity (Schrewe et al , m press), in addition, for absorbed dose
measurements, the accurate knowledge of the mass of the gas is required This last
problem may be overcome by performing a "multiple event calibration" or calibration
in absorbed dose using a reference standard photon source The third method is
useful for neutron measurements and independent of the two others The sharp cut

off ("edges") of the pulse heigth for protons and alpha particles released by neutron

o s-
TEPC I TE

d « 1 (im

60 3 MeV neutrons

Lineal Energy, y (kuV/u.rn)

Figure 1 Ionisation yield spectra measured with a proportonal counter with A 150 TE plastic wall
and tilled with propane based TE gas tor 5 MeV (PTB Braunschweig) and (or 60 3 MeV (SIN
Villigen) monoenergetfc neutrons Ionisation yield spectra are presented in terms of dose

distribution of lineal energy Maximum ionisation yield by protons and by alpha particles
("edges ) are Indicated

y d (y )

1 0 "" 1 0 2 1 0 J

Lineal Energy y (keV/u.m)

Figure 2 Ionisation yield spectra measured with a proportional counter walled with pure graphite and
tilled with propane based TE gas tor 5 MeV and 15 MeV neutrons (PTB Braunschweig) and
tor 60 3 MeV neutrons (SIN Villigen) The total kerma is predominantly due to carbon
recoils at 5 MeV to alpha particles Be and C ions at 15 MeV At 603 MeV protons produced
by the (n p) reaction In carbon also contribute a large traction to total kerma



Table 1 Maximum energy deposited by protons and alpha particles in the cavity
of a proportional counter filled with propane based TE gas for different
simulated diameters. The values are derived from the range curves In the
energy region of the maximum stopping power Maximum lineal energies
are found at 130 keV and 700 keV for the energy of protons and alpha
panicles entering the cavity.

Charged M a x i m u m t h e o r e t i c a l l i n e a l e n e r g y ( k e V / n m )

particle d = 1(im d = 2 |i m d = 5 n m

protons

alpha

1449 (134) t

400 (356)

1348 (127)

395 (349)

1088 (109)

354 (330)

t calculated after Ziegler (1977) values in brackets are calculated using the SPAR code (Armstrong
and Chandler 1973)

interactions is used as internal calibration value (Figure 1 and 2) The "edge"
technique reduces the overall uncertainty on the total absorbed dose provided
accurate value for the maximum energy loss by the particles in the cavity are known
which requires accurate stopping power data in the energy region of the Bragg-
maximum Maximum lineal energy for protons in cavities filled with propane based
TE gas were determined using the Andersen and Ziegler fitting formulae (1977) and
applying the Bragg additivity rule for the gas mixture (Table 1 ) The accuracy of this
procedure was confirmed experimentally for methane based TE gas (Waibel et al,
1987)

Each method of calibration requires the knowledge of the corresponding W
value for the radiation used (Table 2) For the alpha particles emitted by the internal
source of calibration, differential w-values are needed, they were evaluated to be
29 36 eV and 26 70 eV for methane based and propane based TE gas respectively

4 2 E x p e r i m e n t a l i o n i s a t i o n y i e l d s p e c t r a

Although ionisation yield spectra only approximate energy deposition spectra,
they are conventionally represented in terms of lineal energy y (ICRU Report 33,
1983) A semi-logarithmic representation for the frequency and dose distributions of
lineal energy is used because of the large dynamic range needed for fast neutrons,
from 001 to more than 1000 keV/^m The distributions are obtained after
redistribution of 4 pulse heigth subspectra measured simultaneously with different

95 gam settings A compact microcomputer based measurement system was developed

in the Homburg Laboratory in order to perform the necessary operations which lead to
the final distributions the control of the linearity of each amplification line, of the
monitors and of the overlaps between the different subspectra, the extrapolation to
low lineal energies below the experimental threshold, the internal edge calibration and
the redistribution on a logarithmic scale m y The neutron and gamma components
are derived from the dose distribution of lineal energy y d(y) by comparing the
measured spectrum to the distribution for high energy gamma rays and by fitting the
high energy proton component which overlaps largely the gamma component below 1
KeV/n.m especially for neutrons of energies higher than 30 MeV

In experimental microdosimetry, the frequency and dose distributions y f(y) and
y d(y) are often normalized to unity The integral over the dose distribution is
therefore the unit dose and the aera under the curve in a fixed y interval gives directly
the relative contribution to the total absorbed dose (d|) of the events in this interval
The pure neutron distribution may be unfolded in good approximation into its mam

Table 2 W-values for different charged particles used for the calibration of
proportional counters (PC) and the analysis of lineal energy
spectra for neutrons measured with TEPC's and CPC's W-values
for electrons are used for the evaluation of the gamma dose
component in the neutron fields. W-values for 5 3 MeV alpha
particles are applicable to alpha particles emitted by internal
calibration sources (see text for differential w values) W-values
for 130 keV protons and 7OO keV alpha particles are applicable
for protons and alpha particles with maximum energy deposition
In the cavity (proton and alpha "edge's"), these edges may be
used for internal calibration of lineal energy spectra for neutrons.

Charged

particle

electrons

protons (125 keV)

alpha (5 3 MeV)

alpha (700 keV)

Methane based TE gas (t)

W ± AW

29 2 ± <0 58

30 09 ±1 61

30 77 ±0 14

34 25 ±1 03

(1)

(2)

(4)

(6)

Propane based TE gas (tt)

W

26 1

279

2798

2921

± AW

± <052

± 1 05

± 1 76

± 103

(1)

(3)

(5)

(3)(6)

(t) 64 4 % CH4 32 4 % CO2 3 2 % NZ Tm 55 % CHg 39 6 % C02 5 4 % Ng

(1)Combecher 1980
(2) Nguyen et al 1980

(3) Posnyetal 1987
(4) Thomas and Burke 1985

(5) ICRU Report 31 1979
(6) Bichsel and Rubach 1982
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charged particle components, protons, alpha particle and heavy ions. In some
practical cases, these contributions may be more easily assessed by defining fixed y
intervals and by neglecting the overlapping regions. This assumption has been found
adequate for the present calculations if y intervals up to 150 keV/nm for protons
(proton edge), from 150 to 400 keV/^m for alpha particles and above 400 keV/|im for
heavy ions are used (Figure 1 and 2) (Bühler et al., 1985). Using the same
procedure, the frequency distribution y.f(y) can be used to evaluate the mean lineal
energy (yF],) of protons and alpha particles entering the cavity. This method is too
uncertain to be applicable for heavy ions.

4 3 C a l c u l a t e d e n e r g y l o s s a n d i o n i s a t i o n y i e l d
s p e c t r a :

Energy loss distnbutions were calculated for monoenergetic neutrons up to 19
MeV using the analytical code by Caswell et al. (1981) which uses nuclear input data
evaluated from the Evaluated Nuclear Data File Version B (ENDF/B, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Upton, New-York). The energy deposition spectra were
calculated m 1 um spheres for the wall materials, A-150 TE plastic or carbon, and the
TE gas used. Ionisation yield spectra were derived from the energy deposition
spectra applying the energy dependence of W values for the different charged
particles.

Although influenced by significant uncertainties in nuclear cross secton data
and reaction kinematics at high neutron energies, the calculation of ionisation spectra
provide useful informations (Bühler et al.,1985). For each wall material they provide
the relative contribution of the different reaction channels and charged particle
components to the total kerma or the total ionisation yield; in particular they indicate
the contribution of different heavy ion species which cannot be distinguished m the

experimental spectra (Figure 3). For each charged particle component, the
contribution of interactions with the wall and with the gas can be discriminated
allowing to account for deviations from the ideal Bragg-Gray chamber in the
calculation of the (rm g)n and Wn factors especially at neutron energies below 14 MeV
for which theoretical calculations have relatively low uncertainties (Table 3).

In the present report, for neutron energies from 14 to 19 MeV, the calculated
spectra for TEPC's and CPC's indicate that for 1 um spheres more than 90% of the
secondaries are crossers (Table 3); no correction was applied at these energies for
interactions with the gas. The calculated spectra were used to estimate approximately

Table 3. Fractions of energy deposited by the secondary charged particles for monoenergetic
neutrons In the cavity of A-150 TEPC's and CPC's filled with propane-based TE gas
(simulated diameter = 1 |im). The values are derived from the Ion yield spectra
calculated using the analytical computer code of Caswell and Coyne taking Into
account the fluence spectra for each neutron field (see text).

A. TEPC / TE

Percentage of energy deposition per ion per event type

Ion type

P

a
Be B.C.N.O

All

P

a
BeBC.N.O

All

Insiders
002

0

1 10

008

0

0001

068

006

Starters
029

470

236

211

008

1 58

163

1 92

Stoppers
069

082

951

137

024

061

370

065

B. CPC

Crossers
990

945

658

964

997

978

793

974

/ TE

Percentage of energy deposition per ion per event type

Ion type

P

a
Be B.C.NO

All

P

a
BeBC.N.O
All

Insiders

091

0

1 40

1 38

049

0

096

024

Starters

99 1

100

197

21 9
271

1 06

139

461

Stoppers

0

0

11 8

11 5

050

080

610
206

Crossers
0

0

671

652

71 9

981

790

931

Percentage of total
energy deposition

per ion type
91 9

041

771

667

242

910

Percentage of total
energy deposition

per ion type
230

039

973

529

707

240

Neutron
energy

(MeV)

525

ID

19

[2]

Neutron
energy

(MeV)

525

ID

19

[2]

ID (Ti-T). GSF MUnchen I2) (Ti-T), PTB Braunschweig
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Figur» 4 Twin TE and carbon proportional counter technique illustrated for 27 8 MeV neutrons The method
Ift based on the assumption that lor a TEPC walled with A 150 plastic the dose traction above the
proton edge Is only due to carbon Interactions (776 % by weigth in A>150) The CPC spectrum is

forced to coincide to the TEPC curve above 150 keV/^jjn The recoil proton component in the TEPC
response Is derived by substractlng the normalized CPC curve from the TEPC spectrum The CPC dis
tnbution may be unfolded Into three main components protons and deuterons alpha particles and
heavy ions (C Be and B)

the relative contribution of the different heavy ion species (Figure 3) For neutron
energies from 27 8 to 60 3 MeV, the results of the calculations for 19 MeV were used
For 5 MeV neutrons, the calculated ionisation yield spectra for CPC's were used to
estimate the contribution of insiders and starters to account for the determination of
(rmg)n. tne contribution of N and O ions released by neutron interactions with the gas
were taken into account to derive Wn The comparison of the energy loss spectra and
ionisation yield spectra enables the theoretical evaluation of the product
(Wn/Wc)(rmB)n(Wuuetal,1987)

4 4 T w i n A - 1 5 0 — C a r b o n p r o p o r t i o n a l c o u n t e r
m e a s u r e m e n t s

Although the present calculations of Wn and (rm g)n include simplifying
assumptions either by using theoretical or experimental spectra for TEPC's and
CPC's, the procedure is considerably improved by the combination of the two
counters exposed in identical conditions to various neutron fields (Figure 4) For fast
neutrons, ionisation yield spectra measured with the TEPC and the CPC show that

the CPC response may be used to approximate the TEPC spectrum above 150
keV/jim and that the small oxygen, nitrogen, calcium and fluorine contributions may
be approximated by carbon interactions, this approximation has been supported by
the theoretical approach Using this procedure, the contnbution of recoil protons in the
TEPC spectra can be separated, and the "CPC component" can be unfolded into its
mam contributions, i e protons, alpha particles, and C, Be and B released ions
Using the same separation procedure, the corresponding frequency distributions
(Figure 5) have been used to estimate the effective energy of the protons and the
alpha particles entering the cavity (Ee« i) from their mean lineal energies (yp,,) using
the empirical formula described in ICRU Report 33 (1983) The correlation between
the effective energy of recoil protons calculated by this method and their average
initial energy (equal to En/2) is illustrated on Figure 6 This method is particularly
useful for alpha particles because the very complex reaction channels for alpha
particle production prevent any theoretical assessment For heavy ions, the effective
energy is assumed to be the mean initial energy as calculated from the nuclear
reaction equation using the neutron energy and the Q-value of each reaction

y ' (y)

Lineal Energy, y (keV/|im)

Figure 5 Ionisation yield spectra for the recoil protons produced by elastic scattering In the A 150 TE plastic
wall of a proportional counter by 5 MeV and 60 3 MeV neutrons The recoil proton component is obtained

from the total dose distribution of lineal energy y d(y) after substracting the alpha particle and the
heavy Ion components (see Fig 4) The frequency distributions y f(y) are derived from the dose distri-
butions the frequency and dose distributions for recoil protons from 60 3 MeV neutrons are compared
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Figure 6 Comparison of the mean initial energy of reçoit protons produced by elastic scattering in the wall
of a TEPC and the effective energy of the slowing down recoil protons entering the cavity as
derived from their mean lineal energy (see text)

4 5 N e u t r o n d o s e c o n v e r s i o n f a c t o r s

General principles of the method used here were described by Makarewicz et
al (1986) The (rm]g)n are derived from the contribution of the different charged
particles to the total kerma and from their respective gas-to-wall stopping power
ratios This method was adapted to be used for non-hydrogenous proportional
counter filled with TE gas by Buhler et al (1986), the relative kerma contributions of
different charged particles were derived from the experimental y d(y) distributions
The same procedure was used here for the CPC measurements to evaluate the
contribution of alpha particles, C, Be and B ions The procedure has been improved
for TEPC measurements by separating the recoil proton component and by using the
shape of the CPC spectrum for the other species as described above (N and 0
contributions were neglected) The determination of the mean energy of the charged
particles entering the cavity is more difficult The average initial energy may be
assessed in good approximation for particles released in elastic scattering processes
and in nuclear reactions However, depending on the neutron energy, an evaluation is
difficult due to the complexity of inelastic and non-elastic processes especially for
alpha particles induced by neutron interactions with carbon In addition, the slowing
down spectra differ significantly from the initial spectra at high neutron energy due to
the material thickness needed to achieve charged particle equilibrium, for 60 MeV
neutrons, the maximum build up m TE material was reached at about 15 mm

In summary dose conversion factors for TEPC and CPC measurements were
calculated using the relation

(I'm , n[ K m / K g ] n

where subscript Y stands for the charged particle components, d is their relative
contribution to the total kerma, the subscripts 'cr' and 'in' stand for crossers and
insiders respectively Insiders were only accounted for 5 MeV neutrons and for CPC
measurements, the approximation to add together the contribution of starters and
insiders was adopted sm,g were calculated for the mean effective energy of the
charged particles entenng the cavity using the relations

— for protons and alpha particles

— for ion recoils

— for the rest energy of ions released in nuclear reactions

E e f f , i = y F i [ R ( E e f f , i ) - t - d s ]

E e f f , i =

where R is the range of the particle of energy Eetf, calculated as the integral of the
inverse stopping power, ds is the simulated diameter, the subscript 'x' stands for
proton or alpha particle released in a given nuclear reaction with corresponding Q-
value As can be seen from the above relation, Eefn for heavy ions have been
assumed to be their average initial energy and for the nuclear reactions i2C(n,p)i2B
and i2C(n,a)9Be This constitutes a large simplification the consequances of which
on the uncertainty in the calculation of (rmig)n are discussed later

Stopping power values were calculated using the fitting formulae of Andersen
and Ziegler (1977) for proton and alpha particles including different parameters for the
gas and the condense phases for alpha particles Stopping power (condense phase)
for heavy ions were calculated from the codes given by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark
(1985) Stopping power m TE gas mixtures and m A-150 TE plastic were derived
using the Bragg-Kleeman additivity rule For the simulated diameter of 1 um used,
the contribution of insiders and starters were neglected for neutron fields above 5
MeV For 5 MeV neutrons, corrections were applied using the kerma values
tabulated by Caswel! and Coyne (1980)

4 6 A v e r a g e W - v a l u e s f o r n e u t r o n s

Using the combination of TEPC and CPC spectra as described above,
average Wn values were calculated with the relation

' = £d c r , i wr1 + £d i n, i



where W values for the charged particle component V was obtained for the effective
energy Eeff,i calculated as in section 4 5 For crossers, the differential w values were
calculated using the relations (Schrewe et al , in press)

R(E. ) - R(Ef ) = ds

w 1 ( E , , E f ) = ( E , / A E ) [W W

As for the calculation of (rm g)n , interactions with the gas were accounted only for 5
MeV neutrons and for CPC measurements by adding the contributions of insiders and
starters and accounting for N and O ion contributions

Experimental data for W-values in propane based TE gas mixture are very
scarce (Huber et al , 1985, Posny et al 1987) Some data are available for propane,
however, the application of the Bragg additivity rule for W values in gas mixtures is
known to be a poor approximation Althougn there is no experimental evidence that
ratios of W values are not affected by the difference in the composition of the two gas
mixtures, W-values in methane based TE gas were used since only the ratios Wn/Wc
are required for the present application The consequences of this assumption are
discussed later W, values were obtained using the functions given by Bichsel and
Rubach (1982) For protons above 1 MeV, the values obtained by Thomas and Burke
(1985) were used Above 5 MeV a constant value of 29 6 eV was adopted, the
differential w value was assumed to be identical

5 R E S U L T S AND D I S C U S S I O N

51 T E P C AND CPC M E A S U R E M E N T S

Dose distributions of lineal energy for monoenergetic neutrons measured with
TEPC's allow to distinguish the different charged particle components (proton, alpha
particles and heavy ions) and to determine their contribution to the total kerma which
can be easily visualized by the aerea under the curve, the total integral being
normalized to unit dose (Figure 1 , 2 and 4) The spectra obtained with CPC's illustrate
the complexity of neutron interactions with carbon depending on the neutron energy
and the threshold of different nuclear reactions (Figure 2) For 5 MeV neutrons, the
total kerma is mainly due to carbon recoils released m the wall, the cut off of the
distribution is due to their low mean energy (average initial energy 750 keV) At 15
MeV, a peak due to alpha particle can be seen together with a increase of the heavy
ion component mainly attributed to Be ions released m 12C(n,cc)9Be reaction At higher
neutron energies, the alpha and heavy ion components appear clearly but the
broadness of the peaks illustrates the complexity of different processes leading to the
release of alpha particles (Menzel, 1987) Measurements at neutron energy above 20
MeV indicate a significant contribution of protons produced by the (n,p) reaction in

99 carbon around 10 keV/u.m

Theoretical calculation of ionisation yield spectra in 1 |im spheres surrounded by
A-150 TE plastic or by carbon were performed for 5,13 9,15,17 and 19 MeV neutrons
(Table 3, Figure 3) The neutron spectral fluence values were available for these
neutron fields (Menzel et al ,1984) For TEPC's the calculated spectra show the
predominant contribution of recoil protons, the CPC spectra are dominated by carbon
recoils and, above 5 MeV, by alpha particles Above 5 MeV, more than 90 % of the
total kerma for TEPC's and CPC's is due to crossers for 1 urn spheres, interactions with
the gas do not exceed 2 5 % for TEPC's and 6 5 % for CPC's. For 5 MeV neutrons,
more than 20 % of the absorbed dose is due to interactions with the gas for CPC's,
they were taken into account in the calculations of the dose conversion factors The
small contribution fo N and O ions to the total kerma for TEPC spectra supports the
validity of the assumption that events above the proton edge are mainly due to carbon
interactions m A-150 plastic

The combination of TEPC and CPC measurements, illustrated in Figure 4,
considerably improve the unfolding of the TEPC spectrum into its charged particle
components. This method allows a precise determination of the recoil proton
component and consequantly allows to determine in good approximation the mean
energy of the recoil protons entenng the cavity (Figure 5 and 6) including their slowing
down in the chamber wall and surrounding material For the other secondaries, in
particular for alpha particles, the pragmatic approach to use fixed lineal energy intervals
could be improved by a more accurate approximation of the heavy ion and proton
peaks but would require further analysis Within the limits of applicability of these
assumptions, the present method has the advantage to derive the effective energy of
the particles entenng the cavity from their experimental ionisation yield distributions

The physical properties of the neutron beams used for therapy are generally not
well known (e g spectra! fluence, low energy contamination ) This limits further
progress in neutron dosimetry for the high energy beams actually used for routine
clinical applications At earlier neutron therapy facilities, d(14)+Be neutron beams and
14 MeV neutron beams produced by D+T generators were often used, the actual
tendency is to use neutron beams produced using the p+Be reaction at energies up to
65 MeV for the better balistic properties of the beams A microdosimetnc
mtercomparison was recently performed at several European facilities in order to
compare the differences in radiation quality between the different neutron beams used
(Pihet et al, 1987) The neutron therapy beams are often described in terms of their
mean neutron energy The concept of mean energy, especially for broad neutron
spectra produced by the d+Be and p+Be reactions, is very limited due to the complexity
of neutron interactions and their energy dependence as illustrated in
Figures 7 and 8 In d(14)+Be neutron beams (average energy equal to 5 6 MeV),
neutrons below and above 5 MeV contribute almost equally to the total fluence
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Figure 8 Comparison of ionisation yield spectra measured with CPC's In the same conditions for 5 MeV
monoenergetlc neutrons (PTB Braunschweig) and for d(14)+Be collimated neutron beams
with broad neutron spectra used aa relerenc« standard for do si me try fn neutron therapy {PTB,
Braunschweig)
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• present work (TEPC/prop TE gas)
D present work (TEPC/meth TE gas)
+ Rubach 1982 (TE/meth TE gas)

Neutron energy / MeV

Figura 9 Dose conversion factors for s proportional counter walled with A-150 TE plastic and filled with propane
based TE gas (simulated diameter 1 urn) exposed to monoenergetlc neutrons from 5 to 60 MeV At some
energies, conversion factors were also calculated using slopping power in methane based TE gas and are
compared to the values given by flubaeh and Blchsef (1982) for a TE chamber In case of an Infinitesimal
cavity

spectrum (Dietze et al , 1984) The interpretation of the lineal energy spectra is
therefore difficult (Figure 8), however at this energy, theoretical calculations are
sufficently accurate For neutron therapy beams ranging from e g p(34)+Be to
p(65)+Be, the high energy component of the neutron fluence spectrum has a
significant influence on the shape of the ionisation yield distributions due to the
energy dependence of neutron crosss sections, at these energies, theoretical
calculations have large uncertainties The empirical method proposed here to derive
the (rmjg)n and Wn values imphcitely includes neutrons interactions over the entire
spectra Its application to the physically poorly defined neutron therapy beams
therefore appears very suitable.

52 Neu t ron dose c o n v e r s i o n f a c t o r s fo r T E P C ' s and
C P C ' s f r o m 5 to 60 MeV

Dose conversion factors were derived for monoenergetic neutrons from 5 to 60
MeV for TEPC and CPC filled with propane based TE gas by unfolding the measured
dose distributions of lineal energy into their charged particle components (Figure 4
and 5) and by using stopping power tables by Andersen and Ziegler (1977, 1985).
(rm,g)n values for TEPC's are found to be close to unity m agreement with the values
reported elsewhere at lower neutron energies (Figure 9) (Rubach and Bichsel, 1982;
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C/C02

• present work (CPC / prop TE gas)
A present work (calculated with the Caswell

and Coyne code 1981)
•+ Rubach and Bichsel 1982 (C / CO 2 )

•Û H
A

CPC/TE

Neutron energy / MeV

Figur* 10 Dos* conversion factors for • proportional counter walled with pur* graphit* and filled with propan*
based TE gas (simulated diameter 1 urn) exposed to monoenergettc neutrons from 5 to 60 MeV They
wer* d*nv*d by using stopping power data by Andersen and Ziegler (1977) and experimental lonizatlon
yield spectra (see text) Conversion factors were also derived by comparing Ionisation yield and energy
loss spectra theoretically calculated using the Caswell and Coyne code tor neutron energies between 14
and 19 MeV The values obtained by Rubach and Blchsel for a carbon lonizatlon chamber in case of an
infinitesimal cavity are added In order to illustrât* th* problem encouter«d In evaluating dose conversion
factors for non hydrogenous gas cavity detectors

The more pronounced variation of conversion factors for CPC's with neutron
energy is due to the variation of stopping power ratios in carbon and m TE gas for the
different types of charged particles produced at energies below 10 MeV For TEPC,
the stopping power ratios for protons above 100 keV is almost constant and equal to
1 However stopping power ratio for alpha particle in A-150 and m TE gas critically
depends on particle energy between 100 keV and 10 MeV (Figure 11 ) This vanation
does not agree with the values obtained by Makarewicz et al. (1986) above 1 MeV
The method used was different m that the authors had used the mean excitation
energy values for TE gas and TE plastic recommended m ICRU Report 37 (1986)
whereas the Bragg additivity rule was used here for the Ziegler's stopping power
This points out the uncertainties associated with the approximation of using the Bragg
additivity rule for solid compounds due to chemical binding effects Similarly, the
stopping power ratios for protons above 400 keV derived from Makarewicz's
calculations are about 3 % lower than those calculated from Ziegler's stopping
power The application of Makarewicz's data for protons and alpha particles would
lead to differences in (rmig)n of 1 7 % for TEPC and 8 % for CPC for 15 MeV neutrons,
for 60 MeV neutrons differences of 0 5 % for TEPC and of 1 4 % for CPC would be
obtained
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Burger and Makarewicz, 1987) A step of about 1 5 - 2 % observed for (rm g)n

between 5 and 14 MeV is attributed to the production of alpha particles above the
12C(n,a)9Be reaction treshold of 5 1 MeV, (rm g)n slightly increases at higher neutron
energies up to 1 due to the higher energy of the secondary charged particles At
some energies, slightly higher values for (rmg)nwere obtained using the same
method and stopping powers in methane based TE gas, they are in good agreement
with the values obtained by Rubach and Bichsel (1982) for TE ionisation chambers
assuming an infinitesimal cavity At 14 MeV neutron energy, the uncertainty on
(rm,g)n IS found to be ±7 % A similar result was obtained by Rubach and Bichsel
With the same approach, the uncertainty is reduced to ± 5 % at the level of 60 MeV
neutron energy (rm g)n values for CPC's increase with neutron energy from O 58 at 5
MeV to a plateau value of 0 84 above 20 MeV (Figure 10) The uncertainty on (rm g)n

is found to be ±8 % at 14 MeV and is reduced to ±6 % at 60 MeV At 5 MeV, the
uncertainty of (rmig)n is larger due to large uncertainty in stopping power for carbon
ions and to uncertainty of kerma factors in A-150 and in carbon, the presented values
do not take into account the influence of phase effect on stopping power of carbon
ions Even if the large uncertainties are taken account of, the shape of the curve is
different from the curve found for a C/CÜ2 chamber by Rubach and Bichsel This is
explained by the different composition of the gas mixtures

09

A 150 TE Plaste / propane TE pas

4- + -t

-Q- Andersen and Ziegler (1977)

4- Makarewicz et al (1986)

l 0
Alpha partiel* energy

1 0

k«v

Figur* 11 Comparison of stopping power ratio In A-150 TE plastic and in propane based TE gas for alpha
particles derived from Andersen and Zlegler fitting formulae (1977) using the Bragg additlvlty
rule, and data obtained by Makarewicz et al (1986) using the mean excitation energy values
recommended in ICRU Report 37 (1984)



102 TEPC / methane TE gas
Wn calculated using
Î data from Bichsel, 1982, and Thomas 1985(w)

A data from Bichsel, 1982 (W)

A data from Bichsel, 1982 (w) A A

ÔT-

Neutron energy / MeV

Figur* 12. Average W valu** lor monoenergetlc neutrons from 5 to 60 M*V derived for • cavity
tilled with methane based TE gas (diameter • 0 1 mg/cm ).2Etfective maan energies
yield spectra measured whh TEPC's and CPC's tilled with propane based TE gas Integral
and differential W-value* were calculated using the W-tunctlons given by Bichsel and
Rubach. Final results were obtained using the W values for protons above i MaV found
by Thomas and Burke Overall uncertainties AW (ses Table 4) are Indicated

5.3. A v e r a g e W - v a l u e s fo r n e u t r o n s f r o m 5 to 60 MeV
f o r T E P C ' s a n d C P C ' s f i l l e d w i t h p r o p a n e b a s e d
TE gas :

Average W-values for neutrons between 5 and 60 MeV were derived from
TEPC and CPC measurements and using W-data in methane based TE gas (Figure
12, Table 4). In neutron dosimetry, atomic data are needed for different types of
charged particles arid over wide energy ranges. W-functions for protons, alpha
particles and heavy ions are available for methane based TE gas with an overall
uncertainty of ±3 % whereas W-values for propane based TE gas are very scarce
(Goodman and Coyne, 1980; Bichsel and Rubach, 1982). W values in methane
based TE gas for protons above 1 MeV were recently obtained by Thomas and Burke
(1985) with a very low uncertainty (<0.7 %) which reduces the overall uncertainty of
present Wn values for TEPC to ±1.5 - 2.5 %. Wn values were calculated using
differential w values for crossers. Calculation were also performed using the same
method but with integral W functions given by Bichsel (Figure 12); the results are in
good agreement with the values obtained by Rubach and Bichsel (1982) at lower
neutron energies. Higher Wn values were found for CPC's; they decrease faster with
neutron energy.

The presented method has the advantage to correlate the calculation of Wn to
the slowing down spectra of the charged particles produced in the counter wall.
However, the uncertainty of Wn critically depends on the uncertainty in the average
effective energy of the charged particles entering the cavity as determined by
unfolding the experimental ionisation yield spectra. Taking these uncertainties into
account, overall uncertainties on Wn for CPC in the present calculations were
estimated to range at a maximum from ±3 % to ±8 % for neutron energy from 60 to 5
MeV respectively (Table 4). The presented results can only be taken as
approximation since they were obtained for methane based TE gas whereas the

Table 4. Wn value« lor TEPC's and CPC'* obtained for monoenergetlc neutrons. W-
values are calculated for methane based TE gas using the W-values for
protons obtained by Thomas and Burke (1985) and the functions given by
Bichsel and Rubach (1982) for alpha particles and heavy ions. Values In
brackets are the uncertainties on Wn obtained by adding by quadrature the
overall uncertainties on W-values for the different Ions. Overall uncertain!««
(AW) take into account the uncertainties added by evaluating the mean
effective energy of the secondary charged particle« entering the cavity from
the energy deposition spectra measured with the TEPC and the CPC in the
same conditions for each neutron beam («ee text).
The same calculation procedure was applied to derive Wn values for three
different neutron beams used for therapy.

Neutron

energy

(MeV)

50

139

1495

170

190

278

397

603

d(14)+Be

d(0 25)+T

p(62)+Be

Wn

TEPC

(eV)

30 17

3008

3009

2997

2977

2982

2970

2964

2982

3009

2976

(017)

(018)

(021)

(020)

(024)

(021)

(020)

(019)

(016)

(019)

(020)

AWn

(eV)

065

051

058

044

056

049

047

043

040

053

047

Wn

(eV)

38 19

3207

31 66

31 32

3058

3033

3000

2971

31 58

31 91

3002

CPC

(15)

(068)

(070)

(073)

(073)

(060)

(051)

(044)

(078)

(068)

(048)

AWn

(eV)

30

231

218

1 87

1 85

1 62

1 38

1 07

20

231

1 24



counters were filled with propane based TE gas As a matter of fact, the expenmental
results obtained by Nguyen et al (1980) and by Posny et al (1987) show that the
assumption of a constant ratio Wn/Wc may not be valid since the ratio of propane
based TE gas to methane based TEgas W values is not constant for different charged
particles below 500 keV

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

Dose conversion factors and average W values for neutrons from 5 to 60 MeV
were derived for tissue-equivalent and for carbon proportional counters filled with
propane based TE gas (simulated diameter 1 |im) The presented method uses the
experimental ionisation yield spectra obtained with TEPC's and CPC's in order to
indentify the different charged particle components released by neutron interactions in
the counter wall and in the gas cavity and to determine their contribution to the total
absorbed dose For the proton and the alpha particle components, the frequency
distributions of lineal energy in fixed intervals were used to derive the mean effective
energy of the charged particles slowing down in the wall before entering the cavity
Additional informations on the relative contribution to the absorbed dose of
interactions in the wall and in the gas were obtained from theoretical energy
deposition and ionisation yield spectra up to 19 MeV Different stopping power tables
and W functions used to calculate (rm g)n and Wn values were compared

Atomic and molecular data are basic input physical data necessary to use gas
cavity detectors in neutron dosimetry The accuracy achievable in neutron absorbed
dose measurements with ionisation chambers and with proportional counters critically
depends on the uncertainties of stopping powers and W values for different types of
charged particles In proportional counters, the (rm g)n take account mainly of the
stopping power ratios for particles crossing the cavity Uncertainties of stopping
power ratios for protons and alpha particle are still relatively large (3 to more than 10
% depending on the energy) mainly due to the approximation made by using the
Bragg additivity rule for gas mixtures and for compound materials At high neutron
energies, a significant fraction of the absorbed dose is due to heavy ions for which
stopping powers in gas and condense phase are documented with large
uncertainties W functions in methane based TE gas are known with uncertainties of
the order of 3 % More accurate experimental data are available but are still rather
scarce and limited to partial energy intervals For proportional counter
measurements, W data in propane based TE gas are required Partial experimental
data obtained for this TE gas mixture show that the approximation of using W-values
mmethane based TE gas presents considerable problems in the evaluation of
microdosimetric measurements

The proposed method to derive (rm>g)n and Wn has the advantage to use the
informations contained in the experimental ionisation yield spectra over the entire

103 distributions of energy deposition events by the different charged particles released

Table 5 Ratio of kerma factors of carbon and A-150 TE plastic determined by combination of TE
and graphite proportional counter measurements. Values presented earlier (1][2][3)
are revised according to the rm,g and Wn values calculated In the present report; the
differences (A) in kerma ratios between the two analysis are given in the last column
The kerma factor ratios are given for monoenergetic neutrons; additional results
obtained by using the same procedure for three different neutron therapy beams are
given for comparison.

Neutron energy

(MeV)

50

139

150

170

190

278

397

603

d(14)+Be

d(0 25)+T

p(62)+Be

(rm.g)c <wn)c
(rm,g)A-i50 (wn)A-i50

0738

0872

0847

0853

0866

0848

0850

0855

0858

08382

08557

K

first
analysis

0261(1><2>

0298<1)<2)

03470X2)

0393<1>(2>

0 374<3)

04370)

0 527 <3)

0 294 (3)

0 493 (3)

; C ' K A-1 50

présent
work

0159

0265

0296

0343

0405

0372

0448

0537

01495

0284

0467

A

+ 1 4

- 0 5

-1 1

+ 28

- 0 6

+24

+ 1 8

- 3 6

- 5 6

(1) Menzel et al, 1984 (2) Dietze, (in preparation) (3) Menzel et al ,(m press)

by neutrons The procedure have been improved by the combination of TEPC and
CPC measurements In the low neutron energy range, this pragmatic approach may
be combined with the more formal theoretical approach using energy deposition
calculations At high neutron energies, the method is very suitable since theoretical
calculations have large uncertainties The uncertainties of the presented (rmig)n were
assessed to decrease from ±7 % to ± 5 % for TEPC's and from ±8 % to ± 6 % for
CPC's from 14 to 60 MeV respectively, at lower neutron energies, larger uncertainties
are reached due to the lower energy of the ions and due to the increasing contribution
of neutron interactions with the gas Overall uncertainty of Wn were found lower than
±2 5 % for TEPC's and decreases from ± 8 % to ±1 5 % for CPC's between 5 and 60
MeV respectively



104 The same procedure was applied for microdosimetnc measurements
performed at different European neutron therapy facilities. Accurate values for
(rm,g)n and Wn are required for the improvement of neutron dosimetry protocols m
order to achieve the accuracy of ± 5 % required for the absorbed dose delivered
during treatments At neutron energies above 20 MeV, no (rmig)n and Wnwere
available up to now

In neutron dosimetry, kerma factors in different materials, m particular for the
elemental constituents of TE substitutes, are needed to enable the determination of
the absorbed dose in real tissues The combination of TEPC and CPC measurements
were used to determine the kerma ratio of carbon to A-150 TE plastic for neutrons for
various neutron fields. The results presented earlier were revised using the (rmjg)n

and Wn values reported here Differences between the two analysis up to 3 % were
found for well defined monoenergetic neutron fields from 5 to 60 MeV (Table 5) For
neutron therapy beams, the present calculations imply larger corrections
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Abstract

In this paper microdosimetric and radial dose
distributions, calculated with track structure codes Moca-8
and Moca-14 for different radiation types are presented and
compared with existing experimental data. The energy
deposition and ionization spectra for low site diameters
are shown and the conversion factors between energy
deposition and ionization are given. The influence of
atomic and molecular data used by the codes on the results
is briefly discussed.

I. Introduction

105

Monte Carlo radiation track structure codes are useful tools
for the calculation of various quantities important for
radiotherapy and radiobiology. This is especially true for

*) On leave from Institute of Nuclear Physics,
ul. Radzikowskiego 152, Pl~31342 Krakow, Poland.



106 those quantities which are actually not, or not easily,
measurable. In addition, the comparison of second order
quantities calculated with such programs (e.g. LET, W-
values, microdosimetric or radial dose distributions) with
existing experimental data offers a test for the quality of
the code and underlying atomic and molecular data.

The aim of this paper is to show several examples of
microdosimetric calculations performed with the track
structure programs Moca-8 and Moca-14 [1,2] and to compare
the results to existing experimental microdosimetric and
radial dose distributions. Measurements of microdosimetric
spectra with proportional counters or radial dose
distributions with ion-chambers deliver information on
ionization induced by ions in a sensitive counter volume.
Energy deposited is often evaluated by multiplying the
number of ionizations in the volume of interest by an
average W-value. The derivation of the correct average is,
however, difficult for site dimensions and radial distances
of less than a few nanometers (at unit density). This paper
shows the differences in the ionization and energy
deposition spectra and gives approximative conversion
factors between the energy and number of ionizations in
sites of nanometer diameters.

II. Microdosimetric methods

The yields of ionizations and excitations, produced by
ionizing radiation are of basic importance for radiotherapy.
Not only the absolute frequency of primary activations but
also their spatial distributions are of special interest for
understanding the radiation action in biological matter. It
is the scope of microdosimetry to investigate statistical
and spatial correlation of energy deposition events in small
sites. The basic tools for microdosimetry are measurements
with proportional counters and calculations based on charged

particle track simulations. Up to now, measurements of
energy deposition spectra are limited to dimensions of the
sensitive volume not much lower than one micrometer. Monte-
Carlo track simulations are still the only method to study
energy deposition in the sites of nanometer dimension and to
provide information on the spatial aspects of an energy
deposition event within this site.

The most important simplification introduced in the
microdosimetric analysis is the substitution of the whole
complicated, spatial pattern of atomic, molecular or nuclear
reactions by a single parameter: energy deposited in the
site of interest [3]. Energy deposited within the sensitive
volume in several interactions is simply added disregarding
the type and internal structure of events in the volume.
This energy imparted can next be normalized with regard to
one of the parameters characterizing the volume of interest
(mean-chord length or mass), leading to lineal energy, y, or
specific energy, z. Instead of energy imparted, the number
of ionizations (ionization yield) in the site is often used,
which is more directly connected to actual experimental
reality.

The sizes of events in a sensitive volume depend on the
shape of the site and the actual spatial pattern of a
particle track. These two factors lead to frequency
distributions of energy deposition sizes in the sensitive
volume. Therefore, the shape of such a microdosimetric
distribution contains information on the shape of the site
as well as on the geometrical distribution of events in the
track.

Monte-Carlo radiation track structure programs are intended
to simulate the relevant processes in tracks of charged
particles, i.e. the spatial distribution of primary
ionizations and excitations, which happened during the
passage of a ionizing particle. The spatial distribution of



these energy absorption points represents the frozen
picture of energy deposition events at the time of about
10~12 s after the particle passage. This structure can be
used to evaluate e.g. the primary energy input to sensitive
targets of arbitrary structure [4]. Extracting spatial
information from computer simulated tracks can be done with
simple methods of geometrical probability. In the present
calculations effective algorithms to evaluate tracks for
microdosimetric distributions were applied [5].

III. Overview of the used track structure programs

All results presented in this paper are based on track
structure simulations performed with the electron code Moca-
8 and ion code Moca-14. Both programs simulate tracks in
the model target water vapor. For easier use of the results
in the radiation research for the generation and testing of
hypothesis on biological radiation action the spatial
coordinates are converted for a mass density of 1 g/cm3.

Moca-14 is a code for the generation of ion tracks. The
program follows the history of an ion and all its secondary
electrons. Elastic scattering of the ion is not considered
since it is only of the minor importance in the energy range
considered for radiation biology. The ion is assumed to
travel through the medium with constant energy (so-called
track segment regime). All energy deposition events caused
directly by the ion are assumed to lie directly on the ion
path. For a 0.8 MeV proton, about 50% of the ionizations are
created by the ion itself and thus located on the track
path. The secondary electron spectrum and all cross-sections
are modeled in the program for protons. Lacking adequate
cross sections, scaling for other ions is done to a
preliminary, first approximation by multiplying the total
interaction cross section by the squared effective charge
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This changes the total collision free path and therefore the
total frequency of events. The results obtained by this
approach should only be considered as qualitatively
describing differences in tracks of heavier ions as compared
to those for protons and alpha particles. They should not be
evaluated in a quantitative way, since many data indicate
the failure of such a simple scaling for many track
structure quantities. The actual distances between
collisions, 1, are calculated according to the distribution,

f(l) = s e
-s 1

where s is the macroscopic total interaction cross section.
When the interaction point is reached, a decision is taken
which process is chosen, ionization or excitation. In the
case of an ionization, the energy of the secondary electron
and its angle to the the ion axis is calculated and the
electron then is followed by the electron transport program
Moca-8.

Moca-14 is the modification of the previous code Moca-13
which has been already described in literature [7]. Two
major modifications were introduced [2]:

a) The cross section for the ion-induced ejection of
electrons from water vapor are calculated from an analytical
model that uses photoabsorbtion and ion impact ionization
data to evaluate the coefficients in Bethe's asymptotic
cross section for inelastic scattering of high velocity ions
[8]. The advantage of this formula over the previous one [9]
is that it can be extended to higher proton energies for
which no experimental cross section data are yet available
[8,10].

b) In Moca-13 the energy deposition by excitations due to
the incident ion was approximated by assuming an effective



108 excitation level (12.7 eV from the average excitation energy
for fast electrons) and taking into consideration the
fraction of the stopping power not used for ionizations. The
stopping cross section for water vapour was obtained from
Brice's empirical formula [11]. In Moca-14, the simulation
of excitation processes is performed by using the cross
sections for electrons of the same velocity [7].

The electron transport code, MOCA-8, is physically identical
to the corresponding subroutine in the ion code. Moca-8
simulates the electron tracks for energies from 10 eV - 100
keV. The program traces starting electrons and all their
secondaries. There are two groups of interactions considered
in the program: ionizations and excitations. In the code, 12
types of excitations and 5 types of ionizations as well as
the elastic scattering of electrons are considered. When
the electron is slowed down below a limiting energy of
10 eV, the rest energy is deposited in one quantum according
to an assumed free path distribution. This is done because
in this energy range the differences between solids and
gases must be expected to be to large for meaningful
inferences from these results for radiobiology. The detailed
description of the cross section data used in Moca-8 is
given in [12].

IV. Monte-Carlo simulation of X-rav spectra

A fairly complete set of microdosimetric distributions for
monoenergetic photon radiations, measured with wall-less
proportional counter, had already been published 10 years
ago [13]. There is, however, no rigorous theoretical model,
which explains the shape and the structure of the measured
energy deposition spectra. In this paper preliminary results
of Monte Carlo calculations of energy deposition spectra in
a simulated wall-less counter for monoenergetic X-rays of
12 keV and for 250 kVp X-rays will be reported.
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Fig.l
First collision electron spectrum produced in water by
monoenergetic 12 keV photons. The 508 eV Auger electronsfrom K-shell of oxygen are not shown.

The calculations were divided into two parts. In a first
step, the electron spectrum, produced in water by photons
was calculated with the code PHOEL-2 [14]. This code
generates initial energies of photo- and Compton-electrons
produced by photons in water. An Auger electron is assumed
to be produced following the ejection of a K-shell
photoelectron from oxygen. In the present paper
monoenergetic 12 keV photons and a typical broad energy
spectrum of 250 kVp X-rays, filtered with 1.5 mm Cu HVL
[15], were considered.

In a second step the tracks of electrons with energies
randomly sampled from the single collision electron spectra,
were used to calculate microdosimetric distributions. When a
photoelectron was created, the Auger electron of 508 eV
energy was started from the same point of origin with a
randomly chosen direction, and both electron tracks were
scored for the microdosimetric distribution. Fig.l presents
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the single collision spectrum for monoenergetic 12 keV
photons used in the present calculations without the Auger
electrons. 1500 and 500 electron tracks were simulated in
this work and scored for 12 keV and 250 kVp X-rays,
respectively.

The microdosimetric distributions for photons of energies
from 11 to 1250 keV measured with a wall-less, 1 ;um diameter
counter (See Fig.10 from [13]) show a certain regularity:
with increasing photon energy the curves changing their
shape and the peak in the distribution is shifted from high
to low lineal energy. This was attributed by the authors to
a transition from the photoelectric effect to Compton
scattering as the predominant mode of the photon interaction
with the medium. The analyses of calculated spectra gives
more information about this process. The shape (asymmetry)

of the dose distributions is not directly connected with
only one physical type of interaction and depends on the
ratio of electron range to the counter diameter. This
relation determines the relative contribution of electrons
crossing the sensitive volume and of those, which start or
stop in this volume. With increasing photon energy the
probability increases, that secondary electrons will not be
totally stopped in the site. This leads to lower energy
depositions and shifts the peak to lower y-values.

Fig.2 compares the dose distributions (12 keV X-rays, 2 jam
simulated diameter) resulting from our simulation in water
vapour, with the experimental findings of Kliauga and Dvorak
[13] (wall-less, spherical counter) and Schmitz [16]
(cylindrical, 5 mm walled KFA counter) for TE-gas. In order
to understand the shape and the structure of the spectra,
the different types of particles (crossers, starters and
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- — — KFA counter
X-rays, 300 kVp
—— Monte Carlo
X-rays, 250 kVp

OOL
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LINEAL ENERGY, y/keV ynf1
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Fig. 3
The comparison of calculated dose lineal energy
distributions for 250 kVp (1.5 nun Cu) X-rays and
measurements carried out with KFA counter for 300 kVp X--rays.
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Fig.4
Calculated microdosimetric dose lineal energy distributions
for 12 keV photons in sites from 20 nm to 2 /im.
Distributions were scored for ionization events and scaled
into lineal energy by using a calculated W-value of 30.4 eV.

stoppers) were scored separately. Only ionization events
were taken into account in the scoring for microdosimetric
distributions to be coherent with the measurements. Lineal
energy was evaluated using a W-value of 30.4 eV for water
vapour, which was calculated from the set of tracks used to
score the microdosimetric distributions. In the present
calculations, a monoenergetic 12 keV photon beam was
assumed. The photon spectra used in the experiments [13, 16]
were not idealy monoenergetic but the general agreement
between measurements and calculation is, however, very good.

In Fig.3, the calculated microdosimetric spectrum for a
typical X-ray radiation (250 kVp, 1.5 mm Cu filtration) in
water vapour is compared with measurement in a similar
photon spectrum but with a slightly higher voltage [16] and
in TE-gas. The measured distribution is slightly shifted to
higher lineal energies and is more asymmetric. This could be

caused by material differences and by geometrical factors
because, the chord length distribution of a quadratic
cylinder (diameter equal to height) is "harder" than for a
sphere with identical diameter. Another problem is that
Moca-8 can simulate electron tracks only up to 100 keV. in
the case of the 250 kVp photon spectrum, 10% of the energy
is deposited by electrons of initial energy above this
limit. The simulation of microdosimetric distributions for
cobalt and ceasium radiation, commonly used in radiotherapy,
is actually not possible because more than 90% of the dose
is deposited by electrons initially faster than 100 keV.
Therefore there is a need to extend the existing cross
section library to electron energies of about 1 MeV.

An advantage of track calculations is the possibility of
extending calculations to sites of nanometer dimension.
Fig.4 shows preliminary dose distributions in terms of y for
12 keV photons and site diameters from 20 nm to 2 jum. Such
spectra can be used e.g. to estimate the energy deposition
in the DNA.

V. Stopping power and radial dose distribution

As indicated in Sec. Ill, in Moca-14 the energy loss of an
ion is determined by a set of ionization and excitation
cross sections. Fig.5 shows the deviation of the resulting
stopping power from values recommended by ICRU-36 [2] and
ICRU-16 [17]. In the energy range from 0.2 to 1 MeV the
results of Moca-14 match very well the values for water
compiled in ICRU-16. For energies above 3 MeV, the results
of Moca-14 are lower up to about 6% than those of [17].

In Fig.6 results of radial dose distribution calculations
performed with code Moca-14 (lines) and experimental results
(triangles) [18-22] are presented. Two general tendencies
can be seen in this comparison:
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a) For low radial distances (of about 0.1-1 nm) the
calculated histograms are higher than experimental points.
Possible explanations for this behavior were already
suggested in [18, 23]: for calculation of dose, one uses the
ionization distribution and multiplies it by a constant,
high energy W-value. However, at small radial distances, the
energy is deposited mainly by low energy electrons with
higher W-values varying e.g. from about 36 eV for 100 eV
electrons to about 61 eV for 20 eV electrons [12]. (See also
next section and Fig.7). For the experiments with heavy ions
(1-127, 0-16), lower values were measured at small radial
distances than calculated and this difference was attributed
to the lack of charge equilibrium (the charge of the
accelerated ions was below the equilibrium charge in gas)
[20]. The calculated values for the heavier ions ions should

be considered as of qualitative nature; the good agreement
may be accidental.

b) For the periphery of the track (radial distances greater
than 10 nm) the calculations lie sometimes below the
measurement points. Part of these deviations was attributed
to scattered gas atoms [19] and Auger electron ejection from
incident ions [20]. It could also be, however, that the
secondary electron spectrum for high energy electrons [7] is

a)
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Figs.6 a, b)
Comparison of Monte Carlo calculations (MOCA-14) of radial
distribution of dose (line) in water vapour with
measurements of a) Wingate and Baum (1976) [18] and b)
Menzel and Booz [19] in TE gas. The radii should be
interpreted as the result of scaling from distances indilute gases to unit density material.
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Fig.7
Comparison of radial dose distributions for 1 MeV proton in
water vapour calculated by scaling the ionization
distribution by average w value (33.5 eV) and by radial w(r)
distribution (depicted on the figure below). The radii
should be interpreted as the result of scaling from
distances in dilute gases to unit density material.

smaller than that for TE-gas; it could also be attributed to
experimental difficulties with low current measurements.

VI. W-value in ion tracks

When charged particles pass through gaseous or liquid
matter, they interact with the atoms and molecules and

produce ion pairs. The mean energy expended upon complete
slowing down in a gas per ion pair formed, W, is a quotient
of the particle kinetic energy and the mean number of ion
pairs formed. The differential value, w, is calculated for
a given differential energy loss of the charged particle
after having passed a distance small in comparison with its
range.

The W value of ions cannot be assessed by existing ion track
structure programs (OREC [24], MOCA-14, PROTON [25]) because
these programs lack adequate cross sections in the low
energy regime. The set of cross-section data for energies
below 0.30 MeV/amu is, till now, rather fragmentary, and
ions cannot be traced down below this energy with desired
accuracy. Therefore, until now only the differential w value
can be calculated. Table 1 gives the values of w for protons
of energies from 0.3 to 3.5 MeV in water vapour [26].

For 1 MeV protons, the differential w value obtained is 33.5
eV/ ion pair. Previous calculations of Wilson and Paretzke

TABLE 1
Differential w values for protons
calculated with Moca-14

in water vapor as

Energy/ MeV Differential w /eV

0.3
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.5

34.1
33.8
33.5
33.2
33.1



[27] gave 35 eV. The source of the differences lies in
program modifications (see sec. III). Zaider et al. reported
30.8 eV from calculation in water vapour. He compared these
w-values with experimental results on w for alpha particles
of similar initial energy per nucléon: 30.5 ± 0.8 [28] and
37.6 ±0.2 [29].

In radial dose distribution measurements with ion chambers,
absorbed dose is estimated by multiplying the number of
ionizations taking place at a given radial distance by a
differential w value for the given ion. This procedure leads
to an underestimation of the dose for radial distances up to
a few nanometers. Fig.7 presents the radial dose
distributions for 1 MeV protons calculated as ionization
(using an average w value) and energy distributions. Below
these distributions, the corresponding radial distribution
of w is depicted. For distances up to 10~2 nm (scaled from
dilute gas targets to unit density materials) w is strongly
influenced by the low ionization and excitation cross
section ratio for low energy electrons. For mass density of
0.01 and 0.1 nm, w(r) gets values of respectively 130 and 80
eV, but at these distances w(r) has only a physical meaning
in dilute gases. The "size" of a hydrogen atom, estimated by
the Bohr radius, is equal to about 0.05 nm. At a radial
distance of 3 nm, w(r) falls below 40 eV. This shape of w(r)
is due to a hardening of the secondary electron spectrum
with increasing distance.
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The microdosimetric energy and ionization spectra do not
differ significantly for large diameters and therefore the
w-value is here a good conversion parameter between the
ionization and energy frequency distributions. This is not
true for sites below several nanometers. Fig.8 presents the
dose distributions of lineal energy for 0.3 MeV protons and
site dimensions of 1 and 20 nm [26]. For the larger
diameter, ionization and energy distributions match fairly

100 200 300
LINEAL ENERGY,
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0000
XX) 200

LINEAL ENERGY, y/keV'

Fig. 8Calculated dose distribution of lineal energy for 0.3 MeV
proton and site diameters a) 1 nm and b) 20 nm in water
vapour. Thin lines show lineal energy spectra obtained from
scoring ionizations and excitations. The thick line was
obtained from scoring ionizations only and converting them
into lineal energy spectrum with the differential w- value
33.1 eV. The radii should be interpreted as the result of
scaling from distances in dilute gases to unit density
material.



114 TABLE 2
Mean Cavity lonization Yield, CIY, for protons of 0.3, l.o
and 3.5 MeV in water vapor as calculated with MOCA-14

d / nm

1
2
5
10
20
50

0.3 MeV

.054

.045

.036

.033

.031

.030

CIY / eV"1
1 MeV

.055

.046

.037

.032

.030

.029

3.5 MeV

.055

.047

.039

.032

.029

.029

l/w .0293 .0298 .0302

well. For 1 nm sites and low energy deposition events,
however, the distributions differ significantly. It is,
therefore, reasonable to consider the Cavity lonization
Yield [30], CIY, i.e. the number of ion pairs produced in
the site by a particular value of the energy imparted. For
sites which are large in comparison with track length, R (d
» R, insiders), the average Cavity lonization Yield, CIY,
is approximately equal to i/W. For crossers (d « R) CIY
approaches l/w. When, however, the site size is that small
that the mean free path for inelastic collisions is
comparable with the site size, then the frequency mean
number of ionizations per ionization event in the site
approaches 1. Simultaneously, the mean energy deposition
becomes equal to the average energy deposit, i.e. the mean

energy deposited in the form of a single ionization or
excitation. E.g. for 1.0 MeV protons and a site of 2 nm
diameters, the frequency mean number of ionizations is
iF=1.56 which, when using w=33.5 ev, leads to yF=39.2
keV/um. On the other hand, one gets ŷ =25.4 keV/um when
scoring both ionization and excitation events. Tab.2 shows
the CIY for 0.3,1 and 3.5 MeV protons and site diameters of
1-50 nm. For a given diameter, CIY does not differ
significantly in the considered energy range of protons. It
should be noted here, however, that energy deposition
spectra for the very small sites have a limited physical
meaning in dosizaetry. For site sizes of a few nanometers or
less it is more realistic to analyze the experimental events
in terms of number of ionizations rather than in terms of
energy deposition.

VII. Summary and Conclusions

The track structure Monte Carlo programs MOCA-8 and MOCA-14
prove to be a powerful tool to investigate energy deposition
processes in biological matter. All calculated quantities
(LET, w values, microdosimetric and radial dose
distributions) match the corresponding experimental findings
reasonably well.

For the application of the electron code to photons it would
be useful to be able to consider also high energy photon
radiations as e.g. from Cs-137 and Co-60. This would imply
increasing the upper limit for electron track simulation
fro« 100 keV to 1.2 MeV. For the ion code, the cross
sections used for protons should be extended to energies
above 4 MeV and below 0.3 Mev. Other fields of development
would be to modify the ion code as include the slowing down
of ions and to be capable of improve the simulation tracks
of ions heavier than alpha particles.
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INTERPRETATION OF RADIOBIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
PERFORMED WITH HEAVY CHARGED PARTICLES

G. KRAFT
Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung mbH,
Darmstadt, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

In heavy ion experiments, a large body of radiobiological data, (cross sections for cell
mactivation and mutation, induction of both chromosome aberrations, and of strand
breaks of DNA) has been measured for different atomic numbers, from helium (2 = 2)
to uranium (Z = 92), and at energies between 1 and 1000 MeV/u which covers an LET
range from 10 to 16000 keV/nm
These data exhibit a common feature
At LET values below 100 keV/nm all data points of one specific effect form one single
curve as a function of LET, independent of the atomic number of the ion In this LET
range, the biological effects are independ from the particle energy or track structure
and depend only on the energy transfer Therefore, LET is a good parameter m this
regime
For LET values greater than 100 keV/tim, the curves for the different ions separate
from the common curve in order of increasing atomic numbers In this regime LET is
no longer a good parameter and the physical parameters of the formation of particle
tracks are important
The similarity of the a-LET curves for different endpomts shows that the 'hook-
structure' is produced by physical and chemical effects which occur before the
biologically relevant lesions are formed For this part of the reaction chain only a
very limited amount of data is available This is especially true for the emission of
delta electrons There, the energy and angular distribution of the electrons m a solid
target has to be measured Data on the interaction of the electrons and the positive
deficiencies are required. The energy dependence of the production of chemical
lesions should be known as well as their recombination probabilities
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In the last 10 years heavy ions have been used m radiobiological experiments more
extensively than before This development has basically two reasons An increasing

interest in the knowledge of the interaction mechanism of heavy charged particles
and the increased availability of suitable heavy ion accelerators like the Bevalac at
Berkeley (California), the Unilac at Darmstadt (Germany), the Ganil at Caen (France),
and three machines at Riken (Japan) and others

The increasing interest in the mechanism of heavy ion interaction with biological
matter is mainly stimulated by the increasing use of particles in radiotherapy Ac-
cording to Table 1, the mam activities up to now have been concentrated on the use
of proton beams, which combine a good dose distribution with a relatively low level

Table 1: Summary of the particle-therapy
data taken from

INSTITUTION

Berkeley 184
Berkeley 184
Berkeley Bev.
Uppsala
Harvard
Moscow

Dubna
Gatchma

S.I.N
S.I.N
Chiba
Tsukuba
Los Alamos
TRIUMF

Table 2: particle

INSTITUTION

Loma Linda
Clatterbndge
Orsay
N.A.C.

EULIMA

Chiba
SIS

réf. 1

LOCATION

ÇA U.S.A.
ÇA U.S.A.

CA. U.S.A.

Sweden
MA U.S.A
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S R.

Switzerland
Switzerland
Japan
Japan

NM. U.S.A
Canada

TYPE DATE
FIRST

RX

p 1955
He 1957T

heavy 1975-'
p 1957
p 1961

p 1965

p 1967
p 1975
n" 1980
p 1984
p 1979

p 1983
n" 1974

n" 1979

CURRENT
PATIENT

TOTAL

30

2187

73
4139
1359

80

457
313

262
~30

67
230

~122

DATE
OF

TOTAL

1957

Dec 1987
May 1988
1976
Dec 1987

Oct 1987
1977

Oct 1987
Aug 1987
1987
Aug 1986
1987

1982 closed
1987

therapy facilities

LOCATION

CA. U.S.A.

England
France
South Africa
Not yet decided

Proton Synchrotron under construction.
Building a 62 MeV proton beam line.
Tests underway for a proton beam.
Designing a 200 MeV proton beam line.
Light ion facility; cooperative venture.
heavy ion synchrotron: under construction

Darmstadt heavy ion syncrotrcn: under construction
this machine will be mainly used for physics experiments,
a proposal for a therapy facility is underway.



of financial investment The pion treatment facilities at Los Alamos are closed and at
the SIN the proton activity is growing faster than the pion activity

A trend to heavier particles, however, is also evident when the projected machines
or the accelerators under construction are compared

Particles heavier than protons exhibit many physical and radiobiological proper-
ties from which therapy could benefit, like reduced lateral scattering, decreased ox-
ygen enhancement ratio, increase m radio sensitivity of normally radioresistant cells

and others Many of these properties have been studied m detail by the Berkeley

group (see ref 2) but there are still many open questions as, for instance, the LET
dependence of the RBE or the action cross sections

m
ce

01 100 woo
LET [keV/pm]

Fig 1 The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for different survival levels as

function of the linear energy transfer (LET), data from ref 3

An increase of the relative biological efficiency (RBE) with increasing linear energy

transfer (LET) has been observed in many experiments for different biological
endpomts (ref 3,4) The RBE values peak at an LET of approximately 100 keV/tim and
decrease rapidly for higher LET values (Fig 1) This functional dependence of the

RBE from LET has been explained (see for instance ref 5) by an increasing amount
of biological lesions, which should be produced by the passage of the heavier parti-

cles through the sensivtive target IB the cell nucleus At 100 keV/nm an optimum
number of critical lesions should be produced, just sufficient to inactivate the mitotic

activity of a cell For higher LET values more damage than necessary for cell killing
should be produced In this overkill region a large amount of the deposited energy
should be wasted by an overproduction of critical lesions This interpretation was
supported by the fact that the oxygen effect and the repair capacity are drastically
diminished in the case of very high LET values If many more lesions are produced

than necessary for cell killing, the fixation of a part of the lesions by peroxidation or
a repair of some lesions should not influence the survival of the cell An alternative
interpretation for the RBE-LET dependence was given by R Katz and coworkers (ref

6/7) on the basis of a track structure model, originally developed for the description
of nuclear tracks m photo emulsions According to their model, the decrease at high
LET values is a geometrical effect m the thin down' region towards the end of the

particle range In this region of the particle track the range of the far out-going 8

electrons is diminished and therefore the efficiency is decreased With this assump-

tion the best agreement between model calculation and experiment has been

achieved up to now But there are still basic descrepancies between theory and re-

ality (ref 8) In the following, heavy ion experiments covering a large range of particle

energies, atomic numbers, and LET values are compiled and the difficulties in their
interpretation are explained

Biological Experiments

Exposure Conditions

In the following, experiments are summarized in which the beam is not contaminated

by a large fraction of nuclear reaction products and therefore the given LET is as-

signed to the energy of one species of projectile and not a weighted average over the

contribution of different particles having different energies To say it very explicitly,

these are not the conditions of the particle therapy where an ion beam penetrates
many centimeters of tissue producing a large amount of nuclear reaction products

In order to use these data for therapeutical purposes, it is necessary to measure the

spectrum of secondary reaction products and to multiply the spectrum of these par-
ticles with the biological efficiency of each fraction (ref 9)

It should be also noted that only data of track segment exposures are included in

which the variation of the LET inside the target is small compared to its absolute
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Fig.2 Linear energy transfer of different ions in carbon as a tissue equivalent. Ex-
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measurements from réf. 25.

value. At very low particle energies (E i 5 MeV/u) this condition is a severe re-
striction for the biological object used in the experimental set-up.

Because there are some descrepancies between the different tables of energy
losses normally used, the LET values used here are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of

the specific energy for some representive ions.

Inactivation Measurements

The inactivation process induced by very heavy ions has been studied extensively for
H" various biological objects such as mammalian cells, yeast cells and bacteria spores.
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Fig.3 The relative biological effectiveness for inactivation of V79 Chinese hamster
cells by heavy ions is compared with a-particle measurements, réf. 3 and 9.
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Fig.4 Inactivation cross section of V79 Chinese hamster cells as function of linear
energy transfer, réf. 9.



J20 m a" these experiments, the mactiviation is measured as the loss of reproductive

capacity, i e the loss of colony-forming ability, and the mactivation cross sections are

determined from the final slope of the dose effect curves

For mammalian cells, the survival curves are purely exponential curves for LET

values much greater than 100keV/(im, and the Relative Biological Efficiency or RBE

has been calculated from the D37, where the D37is the particle dose necessary to in-
activate 37% of the cells For smaller LET values, a shoulder is present only for
highly energetic heavy ions indicating repair processes at low particle fluences In

this case the RBE is calculated from DQ instead of the D37 dose

In Fig 3 RBE values from the final slope are plotted for different ions as a function

of LET For low LET values all ions exhibit one common RBE-LET curve which might

have a common maximum at around 100 keV/nm But for the higher LET values indi-

vidual graphs are observed The separation for each atomic number becomes even

more significant when the mactivation cross sections are plotted as function of LET

(fig 4)

The use of cross section is more appropriate for particle radiation than dose Dose

is measured normally in a gas filled ionisation chamber and the use of dose implies

that there is no difference in the electron production between gas and solid, which is

not true In addition, dose can be divided in smaller and smaller portion and the term

'dose does not reflect the grainy' structure of the energy deposition by particles

The cross section measures the efficiency per particle to produce a specific biolog-

ical reaction Cross sections are given as an area and the ratio between the ge-

ometrical size of the object (e g the cell nucleus) and the measured mactivation

cross section gives the average probability to produce mactivation by the passage

of one single heavy ion through the cell nucleus which is the critical structure In a

case where one single traversal kills the cell the mactivation cross section reaches

the geometrical size of the critical target

In Fig 4 mactivation cross sections of V79 Chinese hamster cells are plotted as a

function of the LET The graph clearly shows three mam features

1 At LET values smaller than 200 keV/^m all data exhibit a common curve, inde-

pendent of projectile atomic number In this range, only the amount of energy as

1«,

Sac cerevisiae

Fig 5 Inactivation cross section of yeast cells as function of LET. réf. 10

T= o.»

0.001

6 subtilis

100 «MO
LETIkeV/îum]

«000

Fig 6 Inactivation cross section of bacteria spores as function of LET, réf. 11.



given by the LET of the particle is important for the mactivation process and the

inner structure of the track is of minor importance

2 At LET values greater than 200 keV/jim the common c-LET curve separates into

different branches, and the mactivation cross section reaches different plateau
values for each different ion species For greater LET values the mactivation

cross section decreases, forming individual 0-LET hooks for each ion

3 Finally, the measured mactivation cross sections are generally smaller than the

geometrical cross section of the cell nucleus, indicating that many traversais of
heaving particles through the cell nucleus are necessary for cell killing, even

though the dose deposited by one traversal is much higher than the dose for cell
killing by X-rays, i e the D37 dose

A similar structure is observed for the mactivation cross section as a function of
the LET for bacteria spores (Fig 5) and yeast cells (Fig 6) However, in the case of
the yeast cells and bacteria spores, the "saturation cross section", i e the cross
sections where the different ions separate from the common curve, occurs at values
close to the geometrical size of the cell nucleus or the area of DNA concentration

From these findings, the assumptions of the overkill model as well as the track
structure model have to be examined In the overkill model the mactivation cross
section should reach the size of the geometrical cross section of the cell nucleus and
should stay constant for higher LET values In the track structure model, the macti-
vation cross section should exhibit a "hook structure when the measured cross

section exceeds the geometrical size of the cell nucleus The experiments with yeast
and bacteria are in good agreement with the track structure model but the data for
mammalian cells show significant differences

In order to explain the mactivation data in greater detail the production of critical

lesions as it is evident in the production of chromosomal aberration and strand
breaks of the DNA should be compared with the mactivation data

Chromosome aberration

Chromosome aberrations induced by heavy charged particles exhibit some specific
lil features which are different from their induction by sparsely ionizing radiation

ST
0

5 » SOW SCO »00 5000 »000
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER IkeV/umJ

Fig 7 Action cross section of the induction of chromosomal aberrations as function
of LET The chromosomal aberrations of lighter ion exposure (ref 13) are

scored 8h after irradiation The harvesting time in the other experiments (ref
14) given in brackets

Due to the high lomzation density which can be localized in a very restricted part
of the cell nucleus, the production of deletions and fragments of chromosomes is
much more likely than the production of exchange figures caused by mis-rejoining
of two different strands of DNA belonging to different chromosomes Also complete
or partial disintegration of chromosomes has been observed when cells are exposed
during mitosis where the chromatm is condensed These disintegration events
would correspond to the picture of an overkill effect m which more lesions are
produced than necessary for mitotic death However, chromosomal disintegrations
are very rare events if asynchronous cells are exposed to the particle beam and do
not contribute significantly to cell killing

In Fig 7 the action cross section for the induction of chromosomal aberration, i e
essentially the induction of break events, is given as a function of LET The data for
the light ions up to oxygen are measured with CH2B2 Chinese hamster cells, while
the data for the heavier ions are measured with V79 Chinese hamster cells Fortu-
nately, oxygen ion measurements with both cell lines exist and show a difference of
only 25% This difference may be due to the different harvesting times As shown m



10? the case of Fe-ions, the induction probability depends strongly on the harvesting time
after irradiation A maximum of chromosomal damage is expressed for times be-
tween 8 and 12 h after exposure to heavy particles For light particles such as helium,
a maximum of chromosomal damage is observed in the first 4 h after exposure At
present, the data base is not sufficient to separate cell cycle effects from the in-
duction process However, the variation in the yield of abnormal metaphases m the

first 12 h is small compared to the total range of a values given in Fig 7, which ex-

hibits the same general structure as the I-LET curves for mactivation as given in

Figures 5, 6 and 7

For low LET values, the cross section increases more steeply than the RBE=1

curve, and the different atomic numbers form one common curve For higher LET
values the cross section decreases with increasing LET for the individual ions Again,
the measured cross sections are much smaller than the size of the cell nucleus, and
a low energy uranium ion can traverse the cell nucleus and deposit a high dose

without inducing a chromosomal aberration

Induction of Single and Double Strand Breaks of DNA

The induction of single and double strand breaks has been studied extensively for

DNA of different organization and origin and in different environmental conditions

Mammalian DNA has been exposed inside the cell, and viral DNA like SV40 or

<t>X174 in different buffer solutions Because of the great experimental difficulties, only

a few measurements of mtracellular DNA exist Most of these measurements are

concerned with mammalian DNA For lighter ions the induction of single and double

strand breaks has been measured by Kampf (ref 18) and for heavier ions by

Aufderheide(ref 19) The authors used different cell lines, lens epithelial cells and
V79 Chinese hamster cells, and different experimental procedures (sedimentation in

a saccharose gradient and alkaline elution) The results may differ because of sys-

tematic differences in the cells and methods used In Fig 8 the action cross section

for the induction of single strand breaks (SSB) and double strand breaks (DSB) as a

function of LET are given For lighter ions, the induction of both DSB and SSB are
measured, while for the heavier ions only SSB data exist Measurements for DSB in-

duction are in progress at the UNILAC Darmstadt

o
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Fig 8 Action cross section tor the induction of single and double strand breaks The

breaks induced by lighter ions are measured with V79 Chinese hamster cells,

for the heavier ions lens epithelial cells are used (see ref 18/19)

An important difference between the induction of SSB and DSB exists for lighter
ions For SSB, the increase in efficiency is always less than proportional to the LET,
and the a-LET curve lies below the RBE = 1 curve For the induction of DSB, the
increase of the cross section is more than proportional to the increase in LET.

The same general pattern has been observed for extracellular DNA, <I>X 14 DNA,
which was exposed to particle radiation m a highly protective buffer solution, where
DNA disintegration via water radiolysis is strongly suppressed (Fig 9)

The induction of single and double strand breaks in SV40 DMA in a buffer solution
in which the indirect radiation effect is predominant has been examined over a large

range of particle energies and LET values (Fig 10) In this case the violation of the
DNA strand breaks is mostly caused by OH radicals, which have a long lifetime
Therefore, both the induction of single and double strand breaks exhibit the same LET
dependence because the initial pattern of high and low lomzation density has been
averaged by the migration of the long-living radicals
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Fig 9 Action cross section of the induction of double and single strand breaks in
0X174 exposed in a highly protective buffer, ref 21

The importance of the indirect radiation effect is also evident from the absolute

magnitude of the action cross section in this buffer The SV 40 data exhibit a much

higher cross section as the <1>X174 data, even though both DNA molecules are of
similar molecular size

Mutation Induction

When double strand breaks of DNA are misrepaired, mutations in the genetic code

can occur, which are not lethal These genetic mutations are very rare events and are
produced with a probability of 10~5per surviving cell

If the specific mutation of a normal cell to a transformed cell is studied, this prob-
123 ability is even two orders of magnitude lower As a results of these low induction

factors, experiments on mutation and transformation induction are very tedious and
time consuming and normally have large errors

The induction of genetic mutations by heavy charged particles has been studied
in three different systems In spores of bacillus subtilis the resistance to sodium

s
i*»')

SV«) EO Buffer
3 Single Strand Break*

Fig 10 Action cross section of the induction of strand breaks m SV40 DNA m a buffer
where the indirect effect is predominant (ref 27)
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azide was investigated (ref 15), m yeast cells the canavanine resistance (ref 16) and
in mammalian cells the thioguanme resistance were also tested (ref 17) The meas-
ured action cross section for this system as a function of particle LET are summarized

in Figures 11, 12 and 13

Due to experimental difficulties these data are less complete than the mactivation
or strand break data However, the same general trend as for DNA-breaks, chromo-
some aberrations and mactivation can be observed A steep increase in efficiency
for the smaller LET values and a saturation for LET-values greater than 100 keV/um

For the bacteria and yeast cells, the saturation cross section shows the well known
hook structure, but for the mammalian cells a steep decrease is observed for higher

LET values and the cross section for uranium ions are a factor of 4 smaller than the

cross sections at around 100 keV/nm These findings are in good agreement with the
action cross section for the induction of transformation in mammalian cells (ref 20)
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hamster cells as function of LET, ref 17



For the very heavy ions both mutation and transformation are significantly sup-

pressed when mammalian cells are hit by heavy ions like uranium But even at these
unusually small cross sections, the hook structure as a basic pattern is preserved

Discussion

The compiled data as shown in Fig 5 -13 contain a large body of information on the

action of heavy particles, presently available at heavy ion machines Only the lighter

ions are used m radiotherapy and only data of these ions can be directly applied in

therapy Data on the heavier particles may be used to elucidate radiation action and

to test theories and model calculations over an outermost scale of particle parame-

ters

For very different biological objects and different biological endpomts the LET de-

pendences of the action cross section is very similar (ref 22)

1 For low LET values (LET > 200 keV/jim) the cross section exhibits one common

curve as a function of LET, independent of the atomic number of the projectile
2 Except for the induction of single strand breaks, for all other endpomts (macti-

vation, chromosome aberration, double strand breaks and mutation) the a curve

depends nearly quadratically on LET

3 For LET values greater than 200 keV/um, the curves for the different ions separate

from the common curve in order of increasing atomic number and decrease for
higher LET values forming a-LET hooks

The first point, the independence of the action cross sections of the atomic number
at low LET values, demonstrates that, for instance, the biological actions of 1 MeV
alpha-particles, 15 MeV carbon ions and 300 MeV argon ions are identical From the
microdosimetric point of view this is a very surprising result, because distribution of
the emitted delta-electrons depends strongly on the particle velocity, and the energy
spectrum of the electrons is quite different between 1 MeV alpha-particles and 300
MeV argon ions However, if the radial dose distribution around the particle track is
calculated (ref 23) for different initial particle energies having the same LET values,
significant differences are found only in the outer region of the particle track, and the

125 radial dose distribution is identical for different particle energies over many decades

of doses The dose deposited in the outer part contributes only a small fraction to the

total dose and this variation does not influence the result as long as the total energy
deposition is translated into biologically relevant effects

Except for the induction of single strand breaks, all other endpomts are sensitive
to an increase of the local lonization density With increasing LET values the effi-

ciency for mutation, mactivation, chromosome aberration and double strand breaks
increases more steeply than the energy deposition This can be understood with ge-
ometrical arguments, with increasing LET the local density of the damage increases
too If two sublesions are produced close together, there is a high probability that the
interaction of these sublesions will lead to a biologically relevant lesion For example

if two single strand breaks are produced close together within a range of a few base
pairs, the hydrogen bonds of the remaining bases between the breaks are not strong

enough to maintain the integrity of the whole DNA molecule, and it is very likely that
a double strand break will result This can be directly observed when the ratio be-
tween double and single strand breaks is compared for different ions having different

track width but the same LET In the narrower track relatively more DSB are observed
than in the wider track

An interpretation of the supralinear increase of the o-LET curve for all endpomts
except SSB implies the importance of the geometrical proximity for sublethal lesions
From the data presented here, it cannot be decided whether the formation of double
strand breaks is the underlying process that governs the supralmear -ncrease or
whether different endpomts may have different interaction processes However, from
the commonly adopted interpretation of chromosomal aberrations and mactivation,
such as an irrepairable DSB event, and from the interpretation of mutation and
transformation, such as a misrepaired double strand break, it is very likely that the
nonlmeanty m the action cross section is caused by nonlmearities m the induction
of strand breaks Very similar arguments are important for the interpretation of the
a-LET hooks and the fact that the saturation cross sections for mactivation are always
much smaller than the geometrical size of the critical target

An interpretation of the a-LET hooks found in the mactivation process in terms of
an overkill model is mostly hindered by the fact that for the molecular effects like
strand breaks the same dependence has been observed If the diminished efficiency
for cell killing of the very heavy particles should be caused by the overproduction of
critical lesions, these lesions as, for instance, double strand breaks should be found



JOB in a higher amount m the heavy ions experiments But for the strand breaks as a

molecular event this efficiency is diminished too in all measurements

In other models, e g the track strucuture model (ref 7), the decreasing efficiency

for the high LET-values is explained by geometrical arguments For these ions the

measured mactiviation cross section should exceed the geometrical cross section of

the cell nucleus as critical target structure when the passage of an ion through the

cell nucleus deposits a lethal dose In addition, the far ranging S electrons can also

transport a lethal dose to cell nuclei, which are not hit directly In this case, the

measured cross section is much larger than the geometrical size of the critical target

A decrease in the range of the 5-electrons at the end of the particle track in this

thinned down region reduces the measured cross section to the size of the cell nu-

cleus and causes a hook structure similar to the one measured, but of o values

greater than the geometrical cross section

The mactivation experiments at least with the mammalian cells show very clearly

that the hooks occur below the level of the geometrical cross section In addition,

also in the track structure model the production of local damage is proportional to the

local energy deposition and the saturation and hook structure is only due to the ge-

ometrical thinning down of the track diameter

In the experiments however, the decrease in radiobiological efficiency is present

at all levels, even at the molecular level of single and double strand breaks in DMA

and it is more likely that the diminished efficiency of the very heavy ions for inacti-

vation, mutation, and chromosome aberrations is due rather to a diminished induction

rate of chemical damage like the DNA breaks than by geometrical or other effects In

irradiation experiments with constituents of DNA a drastically reduced production of

free radicals has been measured for the very heavy ions, which is in good agreement

with other data (ref 24)

Therefore, the physical and radiochemical processes, which take place before
biochemical effects occur should be re-examined The most critical point in such a

review is the emission of the radiobiologically relevant 8 electrons Data of the energy

loss of the primary projectile has been measured for many projectile and target

combinations and found to be consistent within some 20% (ref 25) But for the

emission of delta electrons by heavy ion impact, only few data exist in the interesting

energy range between 1 and 20 MeV measured in gas targets and no data at all exist

for solid state targets like a simple carbon foil (ref 22)

The commonly used theories for the calculation of the emission yield of electrons
(ref 26) like BEA, SCA or PWBA treat the heavy ion impact as a small perturbation

of the electronic configuration of the target Recent measurements at gas targets
have shown that the angular distribution and the energy spectra measured m a heavy
ion collision are not in agreement with this approximation (ref. 26). In order to ap-
proximate the measured angular and energy distribution it is necessary to consider
all electrons of the projectile and target Finally, the emission process and probably

more importantly, the direct reactions after the emission are not known at all for a

solid state target

In a solid target, subsequent collisions with target atoms are very frequent and

many electrons of the projectile stay in excited states Therefore, the electronic con-

figuration of the projectile is different between gas and solid state targets But the

electronic configuration of the target is also different between gas and solid In the

solid all the electrons, which are emitted in forward direction -these are the majority

of electrons - have a chance to create secondary electrons and wholes and to re-

combine with the holes produced by other electrons In addition, a great fraction of

these forward emitted electrons are faster than the projectile and create a plasma like

a cone in which the projectile follows Little is known about the electron emissions

and the plasma effects in solids and it would be a major contribution not only to the

radiobiology of charged particles if one would understand these basic reactions
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THE lONIZATION YIELD FOR LOW ENERGY
PHOTONS AND ELECTRONS ABSORBED IN
TISSUE-EQUIVALENT GAS MIXTURES

D. SRDOC
Rudjer Boskovic Institute,
Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Abstract

The mean energy required to form an ion pair (W) was measured for
photons having energy 0.277, 1.49 and 5.89 keV in two tissue-equivalent
gas mixtures. Methane- and propane-based tissue-equivalent gases are
essential in measurements of radiation energy deposition in small
spheres simulating human cells. The dose distribution curves on the
cell-size levels (0.1 - 10 >m sphere diameter) are indispensable in
human radiotherapy, especially when neutrons and heavy particles are
applied. The end effects and products of any kind of absorbed radiation
in tissue are broken chemical bonds and free radicals, preceeded by low
energy particles, e.g. slowed down electrons. Therefore, the knowledge
of the average energy required to form an ion pair at very low particle
energy is very important in the so called "bookkeeping" method of study-
ing the particle energy degradation process.
The W value for low-energy electrons was calculated from experimental
photon W values. An increase of W values with decreasing energy is
observed in accordance with the same trend, as presented in the ICRU
Report No. 31. Good agreement between the calculated and the experi-
mental W values is obtained in low-energy region, as well as for high
energy W values.
Our results fill the gap between the very low energy region (below 300
eV) and the high energy (above 10 keV) region. In addition to measuring
the average W-values, the results obtained by our experimental method
threw light on the statistical fluctuations in the ionization yield for
low energy photons. It was found that the primary distribution of ion
pairs in investigated gas mixtures is asymetrical and more peaked than
the Gaussian distribution for low energy incident photons, approaching

131 the Gaussian shape for 6 keV photons.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Tissue-equivalent gas mixtures have been extensively in use in dosimetry
and microdosimetry for more than 30 years, yet the most important gas
property for radiation physics - the energy required to form an ion
pair - has never attracted adequate attention to be measured precisely
enough. Several scattered data in literature on the W-value for elec-
trons (Booz, 1967; Waker and Booz, 1975; Smith and Booz, 1978; Leonard
and Boring, 1973; Glenn, 1974; Combecher, 1980; Budd et al, 1981) prove
the above statement: The published W-values for the same gas mixture are
not consistent (Booz _et _al), or the experimental method has not been
described precisely enough to allow critical assessment of the published
data (Leonard and Boring, Glenn). The W-values published in earlier pa-
pers are shown in Table 1. The ICRU Report No 31 (1979) summarizes and
critically reviews published data on W-values in gases, including gas
mixtures. The W-values for monoenergetic photons in polyatomic gases
were reported by the author (Srdoc, 1973).

The reason for the existing situation could be only guessed. It is very
likely that the researchers of Jesse's era were more attracted by mono-
atomic gases with the prospective for theoretical calculations of
W-values. Modern physicists are reluctant to repeat "old fashioned"
experiments using DC ionization chambers. The proportional counter
technique requires a team consisting of skilled instrument maker, ex-
perimental physicists and computer experts. This fortunate combination
has been realized under the author's guidance first at Radiological
Research Laboratories, Columbia University and lately at Rudjer Boskovic
Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia.

E X P E R I M E N T A L

Experimental data were obtained following the method developed by Srdoc
and Clark (1970).Measurements were performed by a specially designed pro-
portional counter with a steady gas flow to ensure the gas purity. Four
spectra were taken under the same conditions: the single electron spec-
trum, the carbon K& line spectrum (T = 277 eV), the aluminum K^ line
spectrum (T = 1.49 keV) and the X-ray spectrum (T - 5.89 keV) produced
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Authors Radiation

Booz (1967) photons

Leonard and Co gamma
Boring (1973) rays

x-rays

Waker and electrons
Booz (1975)

Glenn (1974) 6°Co gamma
See also rays
Bichsel (1975)

Smith and electrons
Booz (1978)

Srdoc (1979) photons

electrons

Energy

(KeV)
10
1.5
0.3

(MeV)
1.1
1.3

250 KV
peak

(KeV)
6
1.2
0.26

(MeV)
1.1
1-3

(KeV)
2.0
1.5
0.30
0.25
0.10
0.03

5.9
1.49
0.277

5.6
1.2
0.25

W(eV)
CHy TE gas

31.3 ±
31-5 +
34.4 +

32.2 +
29-2 _+

30
32.5
36

29.5 +_

28.3 +
28. 2 ±
34.0 +
35-8 ±
41.8 +_
61 +

30.7 +_
31-3 +
32.3 ±

30-7 +
31.3 +
34.8 +

0.7
0.5
1.6

0.7
0.6

7

1.5
1.5
2.6
2.3
2.4
9

0.3
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.4
0.5

W(eV) Comment
CJlg TE gas

Proportional
counter
technique

lonization
chamber
technique

Data taken from
graph réf. Waker
Booz (1975).

lonization
chamber
technique

lonization
chamber
technique

27.3 + 0.3 Proportional
27.8 + 0.3 counter
28.8 + 0.3 technique

27.3 + 0.3
27-9 i 0.4
30.4 + 0.5

by the electron capture reaction of F̂e. Monoenergetic photons were
produced by bombarding targets of carbon and aluminum in miniature X-ray
tubes. The source of single electrons having essentially zero kinetic
energy consisted of a quartz rod covered with a thin semi transparent
layer of aluminum on the end facing the active counter volume. The alu-
minized surface emits photoelectrons when iradiated with UV light. The
gas pressure varied from 3.3 to 13.3 kPa and the applied voltage from
1100 V to 1410 V depending on the kind of gas and the gas pressure to
ensure the same gas amplification.

The measured spectrum obtained by a proportional counter represents the
weighted sum of multiple convolutions of the single electron spectrum,
where the weighting factors represent the distribution of ion pairs cre-
ated by incident particle (the so called primary spectrum). It was found
that the single electron spectra in all gases can be well represented by
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FIG 1 The W value for electrons in methane-based tissue-equivalent gas
Comparison with the results of other authors
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FIG 2 The W value for electrons in propane and propane-based
tissue-equivalent gas Comparison with the results of
other authors Arrow indicates the high energy W value
for propane

the Polya distribution. An iterative deconvolution method was applied to
obtain the primary spectrum (Srdoc, Obelic, Krajcar, 1987). The shapes
and statistical properties of the distributions of primary ion pairs
will be briefly discussed. Distributions of the number of primary creat-
ed ion pairs P.. for photons of input energy equal to 277 eV, 1489 eV and
5890 eV have been obtained by deconvolution of the experimental pulse
height distributions using the convolutions of single electron spectra.
The derived primary distributions have been statistically processed and
the following characteristic parameters have been calculated: moments
and central moments up to the order of 5, coefficients of skewness and
kurtosis as well as cumulants and generalized Fano factors. Typical
primary ion pair distribution for 0.277 keV photons in methane-based
tissue-equivalent gas mixture is shown in Fig. 3-

133 FIG 3 The probability distribution of the number of ion pairs created by 0 277 keV
photons in methane based tissue-equivalent gas mixture

CALCULATION OF THE W VALUE FOR PHOTONS AND ELECTRONS

The mean lonization yield is often expressed as the mean energy re-
quired to form an ion pair W(T):

W(T) = T/N^T) (1)

At T »I, where I denotes the lonization energy of the gas, W(T)
approaches a constant value characteristic for the gas, showing little
variations with the nature of the incident radiation. The data on high
energy W values for photons and electrons in various gases are
summarized in the ICRU Report 31 (1979).

Inokuti (1975) found an analytical solution of the Fowler equation in
the form N (T) = (T-U)/W , giving the following relationship for1 3
energy dependence of W value at low incident particle energy:

W(T) = W /(1 - U/T)
3

(2)



134 where U is a constant that closely approximates the energy of sub-
lonization electron and W is the asymptotic value of W for high T.9

If the incident particle is a photon instead of an electron, the total
number of ion pairs due to absorption of a photon is the sum of ion
pairs produced directly by the photon through the photoelectric effect
and the Compton effect, plus ion pairs produced by all the electrons
due to these effects. The direct contribution due to a high energy
photon is usually small in comparison with the bulk of subsequently
created ion pairs, so the W values for high energy photons and elec-
trons are virtually the same.

Soft photons (up to a few keV) are absorbed primarily through the
photoelectric effect in low Z materials such as the biological tissue.
The incident carbon K^ photon (T = 277 eV) can eject a valence elec-
tron because the K-shell lonization energy in most organic molecules
lies around 290 eV. The released electron has the average energy
E = T - E , where T is the photon energy and E is the average bind-
ing energy of the valence electrons. Methane, the main component of
the tissue-equivalent gas mixture has two orbitals for valence elec-
trons at 14.5 eV and 22.9 eV. The EV value is assumed to be the mean
binding energy for the two orbitals equal to 18.7 eV.

Thus, the average electron energy is 258.3 eV. The mean binding ener-
gies for valence electrons in propane is 17.9 eV. According to these
data we assume that the mean binding energy for polyatomic gases is
approx. 17.5 eV, so that the average photoelectron energy E is 259-5
eV. This photoelectron produces n ion pairs

n = E /We e e (3)

where W is the W value for electron having energy E , according to
Eq. (2). The total number of ion pairs produced by C-K^ photon is
then:

and this value is calculated from our experimental data. The mean
energy required to produce an ion pair for electrons having an approx-
imate energy of 260 eV can now be calculated combining Eq. (3) and Eq.

We(Ee) = , (T-Ev)/(Nc- (5)

If the incident photon has an energy higher than the K-shell
lonization energy of the gas atoms, then the inner-shell electron can
be ejected. The photoelectron released from the carbon K-shell by the
Al-K photon has approximately E =1.20 keV. The hole in the inner
shell which is left after the K-shell excitation is occupied by a
valence electron and another valence electron is ejected from the
molecule by the Auger process since the fluorescence yield is ex-
tremely low for low-Z elements. There are several types of Auger
transitions in methane, but the average energy of the Auger electron
in methane is assumed to be 255 eV. We suppose that this value can be
used as the best approximation for higher alkanes such as propane and
polyatomic organic molecules. We also neglect the possibility of
direct photoionization of the molecule by Al-K« photon and Fe X-ray.
The probability of direct lonization in case of aluminum photon is
0.08, and at higher energies is even lower.

Therefore, in order to calculate the W value for 1.2 keV and 5.6 keV
electrons we suppose that the electron is ejected from the K-shell by
an incident photon, and that the Auger electron (E.=255 eV) is formed
subsequently. Both the photoelectron and the Auger electron can ionize
gas molecules, producing n and n. ion pairs, respectively. TotalPe A 55number of ion pairs produced by the incident aluminum photon or Fe
X-ray is thus:

N = 2 H- npe (6)

We further suppose that the number of ion pairs produced by the Auger
electron, n., is equal to the number of ion pairs, n in Eq.(1),H e
produced by photoelectron ejected by carbon K« photon (E =260 eV):

nA = ne = NC - (7)



T A B L E 2

The measured W values for low-energy photons
in tissue-equivalent gas mixtures

gas ________________
T = 0.277 keV

methane-based
TE gas 32.4
propane-based
TE gas 28.6

W(T) (eV)

T = 1.49 keV T = 5.89 keV

31.7 31.2

28.0 27.0

T A B L E 3

Calculated W values for low-energy electrons
in tissue-equivalent gas mixtures.
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methane-based
TE gas
propane-based
TE gas

W (eV)e
0.26 keV 1.2 keV 5.6 keV

34.2 34.9 31-3

29.8 28.2 27.0

Finally, the W value for electrons having energy E =1.2 keV and 5.6pe
keV can be calculated from

Epe
W (E ) = ——— =e pe

"pe

T - E K

N - 1 - Nc

(8)

where T is incident photon energy, E., is K-shell ionization energy,K
and N is the total number of ion pairs produced by incident photon,
calculated from experimental data.

R E S U L T S

The results of our measurements are shown in following tables and
figures: Table 2 shows the measured W-values for low-energy photons in
tissue-equivalent gases, whereas Table 3 contains the W-values for low
energy electrons. The estimated experimental error is ^0.15 eV.
Figures 1 and 2 show the dependence of W-value for two tissue-
-equivalent gases on absorbed particle energy. A comparison is given
with several other authors.
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EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED W VALUES, STOPPING
POWERS AND RANGES OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS IN GASES: METHODS AND PROBLEMS

E. WAIBEL
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

W values, stopping powers and ranges are fundamental atomic
quantities in dosimetry, depending on the type of radiation,
stopping material and energy. The information available on the
average energy to produce an ion pair (W value) for protons and
electrons in gases of interest is reviewed, particularly for pro-
ton energies above 1 keV and electron energies above about 20 eV.

Emphasis is laid on experimentally determined stopping powers
and ranges of protons and electrons in gases for that region of
low energies where theoretical calculations are quite complex,
giving higher uncertainties. Very few experimental data exist for
energies below the stopping power maximum. To enable an adequate
evaluation of spreading data resulting in recommended values, a
careful analysis of uncertainties is needed. In some cases dis-
crepancies far exceed the uncertainties quoted, and it may be sup-
posed that the systematic deviations, depending on the method, are
either not well known or not taken into account. The experimental
methods are therefore discussed with respect to possible system-
atic uncertainties.

1. INTRODUCTIOH

Fast neutrons interact with tissue mainly by collision proces-
ses producing various charged recoil particles. Due to the high
abundance of hydrogen in this material, the major fraction of en-
ergy is transferred to protons covering a wide energy range. Low



energy protons are responsible for strong local radiation effects
resulting from high values of stopping power and ionization den-
sity. The same is true of low energy electrons which are created
during the slowing-down of all types of charged particles.

Radiation doses in therapy should be determined for soft tis-
sue and tissue-equivalent material with an overall uncertainty of
no more than 5% [72]. uncertainties of less than 2% are therefore
necessary for W values and stopping powers or stopping power
ratios if ionization methods are applied in the determination of
absorbed dose.

The average energy W expended to produce an ion pair is needed
to convert ionization yields to absorbed dose. W depends on the
particle type, the particle energy and the stopping material. In
the following, W values and stopping powers of low-energy protons
and electrons are reviewed and discussed, restricted to gases of
interest for measurements in radiotherapy.

TT1 TT
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2. W VALUES

2.1 Protons

Fig. 1. Experimental values of W for protons in methane-based
tissue-equivalent gas. A Leonard and Boring [16],
• Sidenius 11] . H Rohrig and Colvett [17], D Kühn and Werba [18],
ONguyen et al. [8], X Huber et al. [10], + Waibel and Willems
[11], V Thomas and Burke [12] .

ICRU report 31 [1] reviewed the experimental and theoretical
information on W available up to 1978. Several experimental W
values for electrons [2-6] and ions [7-14] in gases have meanwhile
been published. Methane, propane, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, tis-
sue-equivalent gas mixtures based on methane and propane, air and
argon are among the gases of interest for dosimetry, they may be
supplemented by hydrogen and hydrogen-methane mixtures for neutron
spectroscopy.

Fig. 1 gives a compilation of W values for protons in methane-
based tissue-equivalent gas (64.4% CH« + 32.4% COz + 3.2% Nz ) as a
function of the proton energy. Compared with the status of [1],
the data have been substantially extended to energies above 1 MeV

137 fay Thomas and Burke (1.2 MeV to 3.5 MeV) [12] and below 50 keV by

Sidenius (10 keV to 60 keV) [7], Huber et al (2 keV to 50 keV)
[10] and Waibel and Willems (1 keV to 100 keV) [11] . The spread of
the data between about 10 keV and 1 MeV is quite large. An
apparent maximum around 350 keV suggested by the data from Chemtob
et al [15] or Nguyen et al [8] cannot be confirmed from the
uncertainties quoted. A monotonous energy dependence seems to be
adequate. Further precise measurements are therefore required for
this energy region and for energies above 3.5 MeV.

The experimental W values for protons in the constituents of
the above mentioned TE gas, CH4 , COz and Nz , have been con-
siderably supplemented since 1978, mainly by the same groups [7-
12] . The energy dependence of W for methane is very similar to
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Fig. 2. Experimental values of W for protons in methane.
O McClure and Allensworth [20], • Sidenius [7], D Kühn and
Werba [18], ONguyen et al. [8], + Willems et al. [19],
X Huber et al. [10], V Thomas and Burke [12].

that of TE gas (Fig. 2) . A step of about 2 eV in W from data at
some hundred keV [8,18] to those of Thomas and Burke [12] between
1.2 and 3.5 MeV is evident. Further measurements are required to
explain this curve shape. However, the data up to 100 keV [10,19]
may be monotonously extended to those above 1 MeV. A similar step
can also be observed for carbon dioxide in Fig. 3. Contrary to TE
gas and its main component, CH<, a flat minimum around 20 keV can
be confirmed from the data of Sidenius [7] and Waibel and Willems
[14], showing the same energy dependence although shifted to high-
er values. Again, there is need for further investigations for
proton energies above 100 keV. At first glance, the W values for
protons in nitrogen displayed in Fig. 4 show a disordered field

between 20 keV and 1 MeV, but from the data of [28] in accordance
with [10,26,8] a minimum with a depth of at least 1.5 eV can be
established. At much higher energies, the data from Petti et al
[13] at 150 MeV and from Bakker and Segrè [29] at 340 MeV are dif-
ferential w values which agree satisfactorily with W data near 3
MeV. Improved data are needed between 0.1 and 2 MeV and higher en-
ergies, while a satisfactory set of W values for practical work
may be derived from 1 keV to 3.5 MeV with overall uncertainties of
about 3% disregarding, some strongly deviating data.

Propane-based TE gas is being increasingly applied in neutron
dosimetry. Posny et al [14] measured W values for H* ions, (and
He», C* , N* , O» ) in this TE gas (54% CsHe + 40.5% COz + 5.5% N2 )
and in propane. Their incident energies ranged from 25 keV to 375

50 r
eV
55

35

I I I I

P-CO,

10' 106

Fig. 3. Experimental values of W for protons in carbon dioxide.
El Larson [21], A Boring and Woods [22], • Sidenius [7], D Kühn

and Werba [18], O Nguyen et al. [8], X Huber et al. [10],
V Thomas and Burke [12], + Willems and Waibel [23].
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Fig. 4. Experimental values of W for protons in nitrogen.
V Lowry and Miller, ffl Larson [21], ©Schaller et al. [25],
A Boring et al. [26], O Parks et al. [27], • Sidenius [7],
D Kühn and Herba [18], O Nguyen et al. [8], x Huber et al.A Thomas and Burke [12], + Waibel and Willems [28].
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keV (Fig. 5). The overall uncertainty of W for protons in propane
is quoted at about 3% and for the appertaining TE gas at about 4%.
The energy dependence of W shows a slight minimum around 175 keV.
More data are required for the whole energy range of interest.

W values for protons stopped in air have been measured by
Willems et al [9] at energies from 1 keV to 100 keV and by Huber
et al [10] from S keV to 50 keV. The uncertainties quoted are
about 2%. Single values have been published by Larsen [21] at
1.826 MeV and Bakker and Segrè [29] at 340 MeV. Willems et al have
confirmed a flat minimum of W around 20 keV.

The status of W for protons in argon is unchanged since 1979
[1] with the exception of one value for W at 150 MeV by Petti et
al [13].

2.2 W values for low-energy electrons

Electrons of energies T between the ionization threshold and
about 10 keV are released in great numbers in the tracks of ions
and electrons. Data for tissue-equivalent gas mixtures, their con-
stituents and air are therefore of special interest. Since the
compilation in ICRU Report 31 [1] Combecher [2] has published W
values for electrons in air, Ns , Oz , COz , TE gases, Hz ,Dz , HzO,
DzO, Ar, Kr, Xe, methane, ethane, propane, butane, pentane,
hexane, nonane, ethylene, acetylene, ethanol, acetone. CeH«, and
Ce De for up to various energies (200 eV to 1200 eV). He quotes the
total experimental error of W to be less than 2%. Smith and Booz
(6] have measured W values for electrons in methane-based TE gas,
CH< , COa , Nz and Ar from 30 eV to 2 keV with quoted uncertainties
of larger than 5%. Waibel and Großwendt have published W values
for air [3] , CH< [4] and Nz [5] in the energy region from 20 eV to

32
eV
30

28

26

24

22

+
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o o

10' eV 10°
Fig. 5. Experimental values of W for protons in propane and pro-
pane-based tissue-equivalent gas from Posny et al. [14],
O propane, -fTEfCsHs), V calculated for TE(CaH«) from data of the
components.
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Fig. 6. Experimental values of W for electrons in methane-based
tissue-equivalent gas
OSmith and Booz [6], OCorobecher [2], + Waibel [30]

5 keV. Preliminary data in the same energy range are provided for
methane-based tissue-equivalent gas and COz [30]. The standard
deviation of these data [3-5,30] for energies between 50 eV und 5
keV amounts to less than 1% and below 50 eV in most cases to less
than 2%.

Figs. 6 to 9 show the experimentally determined W values for
TE(CH<) gas, CH« , COz and N2 of the above-mentioned authors. Data
for air can be seen in Fig. 5.11 in [1] or Fig. 5 in [3] . Combe-
cher's data agree very well for these gases with those of Waibel
and Großwendt but are markedly higher for energies above 100 eV
for electrons in CO2 (Fig. 7). The less accurate data of Smith and
Booz [6] show some stronger deviations for all gases (Fig. 6-8)
just as Cole's data [31] for air; he quotes uncertainties of 15%
below 100 eV und 5% above 2 keV. The influence of humidity in air

on W is discussed in [1] . Further information on W for electrons
arising from 6 • Co radiation in dry air is given by Niatel et al
[29].

Above 5 keV, and in some cases even above 500 eV, there is a
wide gap in W values for electrons in all gases. This may be
bridged for practical purposes by smoothly extending the W values
from the region of 1 keV to 5 keV, if available, to the high-
energy values recommended by ICRU 31 [1].

Fig. 7. Experimental values of W for electrons in methane.
D Smith and Booz [6], O Combecher [2], + Waibel and

Großwendt [4], — fitting function [4], —— data without correction
for backscattering [4]
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Fig. 8. Experimental values of W for electrons in carbon dioxide.
D Smith and Booz [6], OCombecher [2], + Waibel [30].

2.3 Additivity rule for W

Knowledge of deviations from the simple additivity rule of the
ionization yield for gas mixtures determined from the W of the
components, is of practial and theoretical relevance. This problem
is discussed in ICRU 31 [1] for binary mixtures; the strong influ-
ence of small amounts of gases, e.g. of noble gases, added to
other noble gases on the ionization yield of charged particles is
known as the Jesse effect and is presented in [1] from several re-
ferences. Metastable atomic states leading to ionization via a
collision process are responsible for a non-additivity of the ion-
ization yield. For W values, the formula Ws = ( IxiWi-1)"1 shouldibe compared with WM where WM is valid for the mixture and W8 for
the result from the components i with the portions xi .

Posny et al [14] have found an agreement between of WM and W8
for protons in methane-based TE gas and a discrepancy of up to 10%
for propane-based TE gas in the energy range from 25 keV to 375
keV. Differences in W due to chemical isomerism and binding has
been shown by Combecher [2] for electrons in n and i-butane for
energies between 13 eV and 80 eV. He also reports isotope effects
in hydrogen, water vapor and benzene. Significantly lower W values
were found for deuterated water and benzene at low energies,
whereas the difference in W between Hz and Dz was not marked.

Fig. 9. Experimental values of W for electrons in nitrogen.
D Smith and Booz [6], O Combecher [2], + Waibel and
Großwendt [5],— fitting function [5].



142 2.4 Comments on methods for measuring W

To obtain experimental W values, in principle, the total en-
ergy T released to the gas, the number of primary particles n Pri«
and the number of ion pairs ns e c created by these particles must
be measured. The ratio of these numbers may be replaced by the
corresponding ratio of currents ipri •/!»•<:. At very high energies,
only a small part of the total particle energy is imparted to the
matter to determine the differential quantity w [1] ; w equals W
only in the case where W is independent of the energy (dW/dT#0).

The three basic quantities T, npri« and n» e c may be determined
by very different methods and are therefore correlated with
different systematic uncertainties. The evaluation of W from sev-
eral authors requires adequate weights which can only be provided
if a detailed analysis of uncertainties is possible. In the fol-
lowing some sources of errors are pointed out.

The particle energy released: Only for low energies up to (a
few) hundred electron volts may there be problems due to work
functions of the beamline metals. The energy spread of an electron
or ion source must be controlled and taken into account. This
spread and an energy shift is possible due to space charge effects
in the source [33,34], depending on the actual source parameters.
Ripple of the power supplies typically present in ion accelerators
should be mentioned. Loss of energy in the entrance window or in
the effluent gas if an entrance aperture is used, can lead to
marked errors. Another source of energy shift results from the ion
collecting voltage during slow-down in the gas chamber, except
when the primary particles are pulsed alternately with the col-
lecting voltage.

If w is determined at high particle energy, the energy loss in
the ionization cell must be determined with high accuracy, and
loss of fast 0-rays from the gas volume must be considered.

The number of primary particles must be kept small to avoid
space charge effects and strong recombination caused by high ioni-

zation densities especially as the ratio of the number of ion
pairs and primaries increases almost linearly with energy. As a
consequence, only at lower particle energy, are current or charge
integrating methods convenient. In many experiments, particle
counting methods were applied, in most cases using the ionization
pulse in the gas of interest with or without gas amplification.
Two essential sources of error should be mentioned: incorrect
discrimination against noise, and deadtime losses. Pulse-height
analysis and the theory of counting losses must be applied. In the
case of current or charge measurements (of the particle beam), the
requirements on the precision and stability of the capacitors and
resistors of the electronical input loop are most important.
Charge exchange of accelerated ions with residual gas molecules in
the beam-guiding system leads to imperfectly measured particle
currents; the corresponding cross sections are high at low ener-
gies. Loss of particles due to the scattering in the effluent gas
from the entrance aperture can be taken into account using the
pressure dependence of the ionization (see next section).

The number of ion pairs may be determined from each ionization
pulse, but in most cases it is derived from a mean current i»•c or
an integrated charge. High collection efficiency must be achieved,
and this depends on the chamber geometry, the type of gas, the
pressure, the ion density etc.. By extrapolation of the pressure
dependent current i» « c (p) from the region of complete particle
stopping to p->0, ionization and particles losses in front of the
entrance aperture can be taken into account [35]. But optimum
collection can be achieved in many cases only if the collecting
voltage is varied with a constant ratio E/p of the electrical
field strength E and the pressure p. From the dependence
i»ec(E/p), the energy shift can be easily determined if a paral-
lel-plate ionization chamber is used in the region of high collec-
tion efficiency [35]. Attention should also be paid to ionization
losses due to the backscattering of primary particles in the gas;
this effect is important for electrons [3-5], Fig. 7.
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Fig. 10. Experimental values of the mass-stopping power for
protons in methane and nitrogen.
CH4 : D Sidenius [41], »Reynolds et al. [45], * Swint et al. [46],

+ Baurogart et al. [48], O Park and Zimmerman[50],
ô Thorngate [51], XFukuda [52].

N2 : A Phillips [40], V Besenbacher et al. [42],
O Dose and Sele [43], O Langley [44],
• Reynolds et al. [45], * Swint et al. [46],
+ Baumgart et al. [47], ® Omrod [49], X Fukuda [52].

3 STOPPING POWER

3.1 Low-energy protons

Since the compilation and evaluation of many experimental
stopping power data by Andersen und Ziegler [36,37] in 1977 for
all elements and by Janni [38] in 1979 for the elements and many
compounds, great efforts have been made to reduce the obvious

143 large discrepancies and uncertainties of experimental and theo-

retical stopping power data at low energies. Nevertheless, experi-
mental data for protons in gases are very scarce below about 50
keV and show a wide spread for energies of less than 150 fceV.
Beyond this, in most measuring equipments only very small angle
scatterings of the particles were admitted and the so-called elec-
tronic stopping power S« was derived, partly by subtracting calcu-
lated contributions from nuclear stopping So (e.g. method of
Fastrup et al [39]).

In Fig. 10 the proton mass stopping powers of nitrogen and me-
thane and in Fig. 11 of carbon dioxide and methane-based tissue-
equivalent gas TE(CH«) are compiled. The data of Phillips [40],
Sidenius [41] , Besenbacher et al [42] and Dose and Sele [43] were

12
S/cm5

10

I l l l I I I
ID5 eV

Fig. 11. Experimental values of the mass-stopping power for
protons in carbon dioxide and methane-based tissue-equivalent gas.
COz: A Phillips [40], V Besenbacher [42], • Reynolds et al. [45],

D Swint et al. [46], + Baumgart et al. [47], x Fukuda [52],
TE gas: H Fukuda [52], Owaibel and Wilieras [53];
calculated from components of : • Reynolds et al. [45], -f Baumgart
et al. [47,48], D Swint et al. [46], X Fukuda [52].
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the experimental stopping-power values
with other data available for protons in methane-based TE gas.
XFukuda [52], + Waibel and Willems [53]; D from differentiated
extrapolated range data by Fernandez et al. [66]; —ICRU Rep. 36;
--Oldenburg and Booz [78]; • , derived from Janni [38];
—•-Andersen and Ziegler [36] (above 10 keV overlapping the full
curve); —-Makarewicz et al. [69]; O, Andersen and Ziegler [36]
with nuclear stopping power from Berger [56].

taken from curves. The data for TEfCKU) are extremely scarce,
since only those of Fukuda [52] with a slightly different mixture
(64.95% CH4 + 32,2% CO2 + 2.85% Nz ) and of Waibel and Willems [53]
result from direct measurements of the gas mixture. The values as-
signed to Reynolds [45], Swint et al [41], Baumgart et al [47,48]
are determined from their sets of experimental stopping powers of
the relevant components using the simple additivity rule. For com-
parison with his direct measurements the corresponding calculation
from Fukuda's component data [52] may be of interest and is
included in Fig. 11. Only the results of Waibel and Willems [53]
from 1 keV to 100 keV for TE(CH4> include the complete nuclear
stopping, because no angular limitation was applied. Fig. 12 shows
a comparison of the experiments from [52] and [53] with tabula-
tions and theory.

For propane-based tissue equivalent gas, no stopping power
data for protons could be found. Data for propane were given by
Park and Zimmerman [5O] for 40 keV to 250 keV, Thorngate [51] for
50 keV to 150 keV and Baumgart et al [55] for 60 keV to 750 keV.
Most of the proton data on Ha , He, Na , 02 , Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe are
available in graphic representations given by Besenbacher et al
[42] and Andersen and Ziegler [36,37]; some additional references
for some gases are mentioned in the following.

Data published for protons in oxygen: Phillips [40] 10 keV to
80 keV, Swint et al [46] 0.4 MeV to 3.4 MeV, Dose and Sele [43] l
keV to 30 keV, Besenbacher et al [42] 40 keV to 1000 keV, Baumgart
et al [47] 60 keV to 800 keV, Langley [44] 0.3 MeV to 2.5 MeV,
Reynolds et al [45] 30 keV to 600 keV;
in argon : [40] 10 keV to 80 keV, [46] 0.4 MeV to 3.4 MeV, [42]

40 keV to 1000 keV, [49] 5 keV to 80 keV, [54] 40 keV
to 400 keV;

in hydrogen:[40] 10 keV to 80 keV, [42] 40 keV to 1000 keV,
[47] 60 keV to 800 keV, [44] 0.3 MeV to 2.5 MeV,
[45] 30 keV to 600 keV, [54] 30 keV to 400 keV;

in air Compilation of references by Andersen [37] and Janni
[38], [46] 0.4 MeV to 3.4 MeV, [45] 30 keV to 600 keV,
[54] 30 keV to 400 keV.

Thorngate [51] and Baumgart et al [55] measured proton stopping
powers in several hydrocarbon compounds in the energy region from
50 keV to 150 keV and 60 keV to 750 keV and studied the effect of
chemical binding and deviations from the additivity of the atomic
stopping powers. Earlier data on hydrocarbons were published by
Reynolds et al [45] , 30 keV to 600 keV, and by Park and Zimmerman
[50], 40 keV to 250 keV.

3.2 Stopping powers for low energy electrons

The last stopping power tables were presented by Pages et al
in 1972 [59] , Berger and Seltzer in 1982 [60] and ICRU 37 in 1984
[61] . In 1985 Berger [62] reviewed the information available on
electron stopping powers in the energy region above 10 keV, which



can well be determined by theoretical calculations, and the region
below 10 keV where the calculations are affected by larger uncer-
tainties. The tabulations [60,61] contain collision stopping
powers for low-Z material extended to energies from 1 keV to 10
keV.

Experimentally determined electron stopping powers are very scarce
for energies below 10 keV especially for gases; the relevant
investigations are briefly reported in [60] and [61] . Cole [31]
differentiated his 5% particle transmission range in collodion and
the 1% ionisation transmission range in air for 20 eV to 50 keV to
give an approximation of the stopping power. Iskef et al [63]
collected data of extrapolated electron ranges between 20 eV and
10 keV from several experiments in gases and solids and after a
scaling procedure, derived an "effective" stopping power with an
uncertainty of 30%. Waibel and Großwendt [64] presented approx-
imate stopping power values derived from differential ionization
measurements in nitrogen and methane below 5 keV; these data were
compared with stopping powers calculated directly from detailed
energy-loss cross sections.

This last procedure may be applied as long as there is a lack
of accurate experimental and theoretical data for low electron en-
ergies, but it should be mentioned that the problem is then shift-
ed to the precise determination of a great variety of cross sec-
tions - which may in turn be needed for other radiation transport
calculations.

3.3 Stopping power additivity

The validity of Bragg's rule of additivity has been studied in
a large number of experiments with anorganic and organic compounds
as a function of the chemical binding and the physical state.
Twaites [57,58] presents compilations and summaries of the results
from about 150 investigations using in most cases protons and he-

145 lium ions. Chemical binding effects are more significant for mate-

rials containing low-Z constituents and at low energies near and
below the stopping power maximum. For hydrocarbons, deviations
from Bragg's rule of up to 50%, in many other cases only a few
percent, were found. Physical state effects are confirmed on the
stopping power of low energy heavy-charged particles resulting in
deviations of 5 to 10% at the stopping power maximum for H and He
ions.

3.4 Renarks on stopping power neasurenents

The problems of the experimental determination of stopping
powers arise from the definition of this quantity: in most cases,
a distinction is made between collision stopping power and radia-
tive stopping power. The last type, which leads to bremsstrahlung,
is of minor importance for low-energy charged particles. Collision
stopping power results in ionization and exitation [60] . The total
mean stopping power includes all energy consuming processes,
including energy loss due to elastic scattering or to the nuclear
stopping power of low-energy ions. For ions, in the following,
nuclear and electronic stopping powers are components of collision
stopping power. It is a matter of point of view or of application
whether only ionization and exitation processes are of interest
with respect to radiation damage.

Two types of experiments must be considered: 1) The energy
loss AT of the particle is measured in a layer of mass per area
A(zp) (z coordinate in the beam direction, (»density of the stop-
ping medium) as difference of the incoming and the outgoing par-
ticle energy using e.g. an electrostatic, magnetic, or time-of-
flight method and applying a very small angle geometry, and 2) the
energy loss is measured immediately within the layer using either
wide-angle geometry with the application of an appropriately thin
absorbing detector such as a thin calorimeter foil for solids [71,
65] or an ionization chamber for gases [64,53]. With small-angle
geometry, the electronic stopping might be measured but larger
angle inelastic scattering at bound atomic electrons are suppres-
sed, and nuclear stopping is incompletely taken into account.



To achieve a precision of 1% in AT for energy losses down to
1% of the initial particle energy during an extrapolation proce-
dure, the two energies must be measured with a precision of about
0.01%.

In the second case it is important that the path length of the
primary particle within A(zp) is short compared with its range and
that the range of secondary electrons is short compared with the
layer thickness; this means that secondary radiations should be
absorbed within the layer. To reduce the influence of multiple
scattering, which leads to inconvenient path prolongation, an ex-
trapolation of AT/A(Z£>) with A(z£))->0 is necessary in each case.
If an ionization method is applied, the differential lonization
must be converted to the corresponding energy loss by the dif-
ferential w value [49] . These conditions are approximately ful-
filled for low-energy protons, as the ranges of secondary elec-
trons are markedly smaller than the absorber thickness A(z£) due
to their restricted energy region and to the spectrum which falls
steeply with increasing electron energy. For low-energy electrons
the measurement of AT in the layer can only be used if some
corrections are applied taking into account the spectrum of
secondary electrons and the ranges; beyond this, for the ioni-
zation method a complete set of W values is also needed. In the
case of electrons with energies around 1 keV, the extrapolation
procedure is quite difficult, a) as multiple scattering is very
strong even at low layer thickness, b) due to a widely extended
energy spectrum of secondary electrons. It follows that either the
first method of measuring AT should be applied or that a lot of
information on the secondary radiation is needed.

For each type of experiment the layer thickness is needed.For
gases, generally the effective path length in the chamber, the
pressure and the temperature are to be determined. Problems result
from the gas density distributions near an entrance aperture and
the pressure gauge calibration. Greater problems arise if a cros-
sed beam technique is used.

It has often been attempted to derived stopping powers by the
differentiation of experimentally determined energy-range rela-

tions [31,63,66,53] but it could be shown [53] that the results
depend strongly on the definition of the ranges. If the type of
range under consideration covers most of the collisions in the
initial beam direction, the influence of multiple scattering is
diminished and there is better coinicidence of the derivative with
the real stopping power.

4. RANGES OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS

While the total path length can be calculated from an integra-
tion of the reciprocal stopping power in the so-called continuous

Fig. 13. Energy dependence of the projected mass range for
protons in methane-based tissue-equivalent gas.
+——+ mass range (RQ)* for ionization fractions q = 50%, 90%, 95%
from [11]. Extrapolated ionization mass range (R0)P from [11],
D from Fernandez et al [66].- - - mass ranges derived from dataof Janni [38].
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Fig. 14. Energy dependence of the ionization mass ranges
and (R0)99» for electrons in nitrogen: + experimental resultscorrected for diffusion; —— Monte-Carlo calculation; - - -
uncorrected experimental results for different field-strength to
pressure ratios E/p, curve 1: 3.75 V/(cm mbar), curve 2: 7.5 V/<cm
mbar), curve 3: 15 V/(cm »bar) from Großwendt and Waibel [68];
—•— <R0)«9« from Cole's energy-range relation [31] converted
from air to nitrogen.

slowing down approximation, measurements generally result in pro-
jected ranges in the initial beam direction. As a consequence of
different assessments of the range straggling, experimental feasi-
bility or relevance, several definitions are currently in use,
ICRU 16 [66] : a) the mean projected range R corresponds to an ab-
sorber thickness that transmits 50% of the particles, b) the "ex-
trapolated" or "practical" range Rp derived from the extrapolation

of the inflexional tangent to the axis of the layer thickness, c)
the fractional or "percentile" range Rq which represents a
thickness absorbing a fraction q, and d) the maximum range R» cor-
responding to an undetectable transmission. In low energy experi-
ments, ranges are determined rather with respect to the ionization
than to the number of particles.

Range data for protons are available from Andersen and
Ziegler, 1977 [36,37] and Janni, 1982 [38] quoting many references
based on experiment as well as on theoretical calculations. Other
extrapolated ionization mass ranges have been published by
Fernandez et al [66] for CH4, N2 , COs , TE(CH4),(50% CH4 + 50% Na)
for proton energies from 25 keV to 375 keV. Waibel and Willems
[11] have studied extrapolated and fractional ionizations ranges
(q = 95%, 90% and 50%) for proton energies from 1 keV to 100 keV
in TE(CH4> gas (Fig.13).

Calculated electron range data are available from [59-62], for
energies above 10 keV; experimental data are cited there. Other
references can be found in the review by Berger [62] . Iskef et al
[63] have compiled several experimental data for electron energies
below 10 keV in gases and solids. Their scaling procedure yields
fit expressions with rather poor accuracy. The empirical range-
energy expressions of several investigators are more suitable for
individual absorbers; these fits are also compiled in [63]. Waibel
and Großwendt [4,5,64,68] have studied electron ranges from 25 eV
to 5000 eV in CH« and Nz , considering the influence of the
diffusion of charge carriers. The ionization measurements were
performed at different values of the collecting field-strength-to-
pressure ratio E/p and corrected for diffusion using a theoretical
model (Fig. 14).

5. CONCLUSIONS

From the review of experimental W values for protons in the
gases of interest, it can be seen that even for intermediate
energies above 100 keV, further precise measurements are required.



I« In the high energy region above a few MeV, practically no data are
available. For propane-based tissue-equivalent gas, which is be-
coming increasingly important in neutron applications, new inves-
tigations are needed for all energies.

W values for monoenergetic electrons are accurately determined
in several gases for energies up to 5 keV, in some cases only up
to about 500 eV. At higher energies, information obtained from
beta-ray and x-ray measurements is available. Data for the inter-
mediate energy region and above several MeV are very scarce and
should be supplemented.

Experimental stopping power data for protons in gases are very
scarce below about 50 keV and show a wide spread for energies less
than 150 keV. For higher energies above about 0.5 MeV, experimen-
tal and theoretical data are in better agreement, but for special
gases and gas mixtures used in the field of interest, more data on
the stopping powers and stopping power ratios are required for the
whole energy region.

Experimental data on the stopping power for electrons with en-
ergies below 10 keV are very scarce and affected by large uncer-
tainties. New measurements of the stopping power and of atomic
cross sections as well as further theoretical developments are
needed.
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Abstract

For the therapeutical use of fast proton beams, a precise
knowledge of the stopping power of pure elements and chemical
compounds for protons is necessary, especially at the stopping
power maximum. This maximum is found at a projectile velocity
v =( 1.5-2.5)VQ, depending on the velocity distribution of the
slowest target electrons (Here, v is Bohr's velocity).

Unfortunately, the scatter of published stopping power data
increases drastically with decreasing projectile energy: at and
below the maximum, experimental errors are typically ~20 %.

In the course of the experimental cooperation between Berlin
and Linz, we obtained precise stopping power data (accuracy ± 3 %)
for C,Al,Si,Ni,Cu,Ge,Ag and Au, for proton energies between 30 and
500 keV (l.l-4.5)v . The data may be understood in terms of a
binary encounter model, which gives the stopping cross section as
a sum of contributions from electronic subshelis of the target,
each of them being characterized by the mean velocity v and the
velocity distribution f(v).

For proton stopping cross sections in chemical compounds,
deviations from simple additivity (i.e. from Bragg's rule) are
expected where the valence electrons dominate the stopping
process, i.e. at and below the stopping power maximum. Indeed, our
measurements on A1203 and Si02 show deviations from Bragg's rule

151 of 35 % and 20 %, resp., at v=0.9 VQ, the stopping cross sections

of the molecules being smaller than the added stopping cross
sections of the constituents. This is in qualitative agreement
with the fact that the valence electrons are bound more strongly
in the molecule than in the atoms or gas molecules. The ratio of
the stopping cross sections e ,./6 .„, equals the ratio of theA1ZO3 SiOZ
number of valence electrons (1.5) within ~2 % in the proton energy
range from 20 keV to 300 keV (0.9 VQ to 3.5 VQ), where
contributions from core electrons are small. This leads to the
interpretation that the valence electrons dominate the stopping
process in the same way in both molecules.

For H20 vapor, the stopping cross section at low energy is
again dominated by the valence electrons, but here our
measurements show that these valence electrons stop more
effectively than in SiO . This can be qualitatively understood
from the velocity distributions of the valence electrons, which
can be deduced from Compton profile measurements. One finds that
the mean valence electron velocity in liquid water is slightly
smaller than in Si02, which qualitatively explains our findings.
It remains an open question whether the 15 % physical state effect
(difference between gaseous and solid HO) implied by the old
Wenzei-Whaiing data is real or not.

1)_Introduction

Both in the direct use of fast protons for therapy, and for
tne recoil protons occurring in neutron therapy , one needs the
stopping power S = ^JÇ AE/Ax for various chemical compounds.
(Here, ÛE is the mean energy loss in a path length Ux). The energy
region near the stopping power maximum will be of special
interest, since this is where the radiation effect will be
largest. This maximum arises at proton energies of 50 keV to
170 keV, i.e. where the proton velocity is comparable to the mean



velocity of the most weakly bound target electrons. In the
following, it will be convenient to use the stopping cross section

e =

where n is the number of molecules per unit volume, T is the
energy transferred and a the corresponding cross section. Clearly,
e can be obtained from the mass stopping power S/p (P being the
mass density) by use of atomic constants.

If a chemical compound AB can be treated like a simple mixture,
the stopping cross section of a molecule will be given by

e(AkB1) = k e(A) + 1 e(B) (Bragg's additivity rule)

But in the region of the stopping cross section maximum, we have
to expect many uncertainties concerning the applicability of this
rule .

2) Elemental Substances

Before considering compounds, it is useful to start with the
stopping cross sections for the elements. Here the monumental data
collection by Andersen and Ziegler has brought to light the
existence of surprisingly large discrepancies between different
data sets, often larger than the stated precision. This is true
even for "easily measurable" substances, e.g. for copper.

In this situation, it is useful to consider also the theoretical
descriptions. As an example, Fig.l shows the fit curve to
experimental data from réf.4 together with Bethe's high energy
description and with the statistical Lindhard-Scharff model which
is valid at low energies. The model of Lindhard and Scharff will
be only qualitatively correct, i.e. it will not describe the Z£
oscillations of the stopping cross section, while the Bethe theory
can be expected to be quite accurate. By including shell

1.E4 l.ES

PROTON ENERGY C keV ]
Fig.l: Stopping cross section of Al for protons. The fit curve

to experimental data by Andersen and Ziegler (full curve)
is shown together with the velocity-proportional stopping
curve (Lindhard-Scharff-model) and the results of the Bethe
theory (broken curves).

correction terms, the Bethe theory can be made valid down to lower
proton energies. For the region of the stopping cross section
maximum, there is unfortunately no satisfactory a priori theory.
Thus, at least at the moment, the only possible approach is to
perform precise measurements in this energy region.

Over a period of ten years, we have performed careful
measurements ' ' of € for protons (and deuterons) on various
conductors and semiconductors: C,Ai,Si,Ni,Cu,Ge,Ag and Au, Fig.2
shows some of the results obtained by the Berlin-Linz
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Table 1 : Measuring Methods used.
(RBS . . . Rutheri ord backscattenng , T ... transmission )

University
of Linz

Hahn-Meitner-
Institut Berlin

RBS
RBS

RBS
T,
T,

T,

, evaluation ot spectrum vidths
, change ot spectrum widths by
target tilting

, evaluation of spectrum heights
change of X-ray yield by film
shiit ol nuclear resonances

*) tor Cu only (ref .11 )

*)

*)
*)
*)

toil set, electrostatic spectrometer

cooperation ' ' . Most of the Linz measurements were done using
Ruthertord backscattering and evaluating the width of the spectrum

Qobtained . All of the Berlin measurements were done by the
transmission method, using an electrostatic spectrometer for
precise measurement of the particle energy, and evaluating the
stopping cross section from the slope of a straight line fitted to
the mea-sured energy loss versus target thickness data for a set ot
foils covering a wide thickness range. Recently, we have
critically reviewed these two methods ' . To check the accuracy
obtainable in our energy range, we measured Cu in Linz by four
additional methods (two backscattering and two transmission
methods), which are listed together with the standard methods in
Table 1. We estimate the accuracy of single data points as j %
which agrees well with our long-time measuring experience. Fig.Ï
shows, that for higher energies, the agreement of our results to
Andersen and Ziegler is quite good, the deviations being less than
~5 %, while at low energies the discrepancies sometimes exceed the
20 % level. If we compare, instead to the tabulation of Janni12,

the de\iations are in general less due the generally smaller
values ot the stopping cross section maximum in Janni's
tabulation.

For the purpose of understanding, it is instructive to compare our
data to our semi-empirical binary encounter model13. In this
model, we treat separatelj the contributions to £ trom electrons
in different subshells and, for the solids, from plasma electrons
(close collisions and distant collisions). Here the electrons in a
subshell are characterized by their (isotropic) velocity
distribution f(\'2); for the differential number of 4nv 2 f(v )dv
electrons, ™**/Tda is calculated using the transfer cross section
by Gerjuoy * and Tmir= l^= mûj^ (m being the electron mass and
v^ the mean velocity of the i-th subshell). For close collisions
with plasma electrons, U is given15 by -(hu )2/E where u1 * P F p
denotes the plasmon frequency and E the Fermi energy. The
contribution of distant
described according to Pines

collisions
16

energy
with plasma electrons is

with a slight modification13 (onset
at vt=/i 75 VF instead ot v^/2 vp, VF denoting the Fermi
velocity). The results ot these BEA calculations (see refs.5 and
13) are found to describe the shapes of the measured stopping
cross section maxima well, the absolute values being accurate to
typically 10 %, even for elements as different as Ar.Al.Si and Cu:
In Ar, all electrons are found in atomic subshells, whereas for Al
(réf.5) and Si (réf.13) the stopping power maximum is almost only
due to the contribution of the plasma electrons; in Cu, both shell
electrons and plasma electrons contribute to the stopping cross

ssection maximum .

3 ) Non-elemental substances

For a large variety of chemical compounds and various ions the
influence of the chemical bond upon the stopping cross section
(i.e. the validity of Bragg ' s rule) has been investigated over
many years; the results were summarized by Thwaites in 19831? and
in 198518.
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Fig. 3: Stopping cross section of A1203 for protons, measured by

the transmission method in Berlin. The full curve is
obtained using our data for the pure metal and Reiter's
gas data for oxygen.

A large deviation from the simple Bragg's rule is to be expected
where £ is governed by valence electrons, and where the chemical
bonds are strong ("chemical effect"). The deviations, if found,
should therefore be large at ion energies up to the maximum of £,
and become smaller toward higher energy, where core electrons stop
more efficiently. As an example, we test two very stable
compounds: A1

2°3 and SiO . The results of our measurements,
obtained by transmission, are shown in figs. 3 and 4. The Bragg's
rule curves in these figures are obtained as follows:

e
8r(Ai203) = 2£(A1) + - e(02
£Br(Si02) = £(Si) + £(02).

For e(Al) and e(Si) we used here the data measured for thin solid
films (see refs. 5 and 6) and for e(02) the gas data of Reiter et
al13. One can see that Bragg's rule is too high by about 25 % and
20 %, resp., and that this deviation decreases toward higher
energy, as it should. The sign of the deviation may be
qualitatively explained by the fact that we have to add energy to
decompose a compound into its constituents; this energy raises the
valence electrons to more weakly bound states. This corresponds -
at least in hydrogenlike atoms - to smaller mean velocities and
therefore to larger stopping cross sections for the constituents
at low ion energies. A similar argument would lead us to expect an

l.El 1.E2
PROTON ENERGY C KeV 1

Fig.4: Stopping cross section of SiO for protons, measured by the
transmission method in Berlin. The full curve is obtained
using our data for the pure semiconductor and Reiter's gas
data for oxygen.



IRC increase in e if an elemental substance in the condensed state is
vaporized ("physical etfect"). Thus, e.j

~ 20 is
the stopping cross

section tor electrons in HO as calculated bj Paretzke
smaller in the liquid phase than in the gas phase tor electron

18energies below 60 eV. As indicated by Thwaites , in the more
smaller stopping crossrecent experiments with light ions,

sections are found in the condensed phase in the entire energy
range. Note, that kaplan's argument would lead to the opposite
sign of the effect.

To describe the chemical etfect in a practically useful way,
Ziegler in his 1978 table has introduced separate data for
e(solid) and e(gas), which in this case would mean e(0 in oxide)
and e(0 in gas). This approach would appear reasonable tor
elemental substances (as mentioned above). Following Ziegler's
idea, Santry and Werner have tried to deduce e(0 in oxide) from
their data obt
(1') and (2' ) :
their data obtained for A1203 and Si02 and He-ions by using eqs.

e(0 in oxide) =
E(A1203)-26(A1)

e(0 in oxide) =
e(Si02)-e(Si]

(2')

CD
_dLo

Fig.5:

5 -
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l -
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0 1 2 3

Velocity [atomic units]
Velocity distribution of valence electrons in SiO . Results
deduced from Compton profile measurements are shown as +,
those deduced from Compton profiles calculated in the
atomic model and the ionic crystal model, are shown as full
line and broken line, resp.

Indeed they found better agreement with Ziegler's e(0 in solids),
which is smaller than his e(0 in gas). But they obtained two
different curves for e(0 in oxide).

In order to arrive at a better description of our experimental
results, we try to use more appropriate constituents in applying
Bragg's rule, and we write:

£(A1203) = 2e(Al+++) + 3e(0****) + c(18 val.el.) (3)

£(Si02) = e(Si*+++) + 2£(0****) + e(12 val.el.) (4)

The advantage of this approach is that by considering the stopping
of valence electrons separately from the core electrons, we need
not know to which ion core the valence electrons should be
assigned. This is of advantage even for these oxides, where the
measured Compton profiles (CPs) have been interpreted in terms of

, 25electron states in an ionic crystal We have calculated the
velocity distribution for the valence electrons starting with the
experimental CP-data and with CP-data obtained by calculations
assuming an atomic model or an ionic crystal (Fig.5). In all
cases, the contribution of the core electrons was calculated using
the Hartree-Fock-model and subtracted. The "experimental"



velocity distribution differs qualitatively from the one obtained
in the atomic model. This is as expected, since the physical state
effect for Si and the chemical state effect both tend to change
the distributions. The agreement between the "experimental" and
"ionic crystal" velocity distribution is better , but still not
complete, presumably because the chemical bond has partially
covalent character.

It has been mentioned above, that the contributions of the Al
and the Si cores to the stopping cross section are small for
proton energies around the maximum of £. The same is true for the
0 core. Thus, these contributions may, to a first
approximation, be neglected in eqs. (3) and (4). Consequently the
stopping cross sections of the oxides are essentially given by
£ (val.el.). Assuming the chemical states of the valence electrons
in Al,0 and SiO, to be very similar, we predict:

t O £

val. el.
e(Si02) £(12 val. el. )

18
12 (5)

Inspection of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that eq.(5) is indeed fulfilled
below a 200 keV. Above this energy, the influence of inner shell
electrons becomes important, so the ratio becomes larger than 1.5.
We should like to mention that our recent data for
He-projectiles (which agree with the Santry-Werner data within
the errors) give the same ratio 1.5 in the low energy range.
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Fig.6: Stopping cross section of H20-vapor for hydrogen ions,

measured by transmission in Linz. The curve is derived
from the gas data for HZ and QZ by Baumgart.

Fig. 6 shows the results of our measurements on water vapor
which differ by only ~4 % from the simple Bragg rule value

28

4) Application to HJ3 e(H20) = e(H2) + ̂

For HO, an eq. similar to eqs.(3) and (4) holds:

£(H_0) = 2e(H+) + £(0+++*) + e(6 val.el.) (6)

The electronic stopping cross section of H* is zero, and hence,
157 e(H20) « e(6 val.el. ).

where the HZ and O2 gas data have been taken from Baumgart et29al . It appears worthwhile to compare the stopping of one valence
electron in H20, deduced from £(6 val. el.) * £(HO), to the
stopping of one valence electron in Si02, deduced from e(12
val.el.) * £(Si02). From Figs.4 and 6 we see that below 200 keV
the valence electrons in HO stop more efficiently than in SiO,.

£ 2
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Fig .7 Velocity distribution of valence electrons in liquid H20
and in Si02 obtained from measured Compton profiles.

This indicates that the chemical state ot the valence electrons in

H20 is d i f f e ren t f rom that in SiO , as one would expect. Indeed,
the comparison of the corresponding velocity distributions ot the
valence electrons, obtained from CP-measurements on SiO and on
liquid water , show (see Fig. 7) that
water than in SiO„

is slightly smaller in

In HO vapor, a further reduction of v2 may be expected On the
other hand, a theoretical estimate of the influence of the
physical state on the Compton profile ot H20 shows that this
influence should be small, leading to practically identical
velocity distributions tor the valence electrons in liquid water
and in HO vapor. This point needs further investigation (see

below), but fact remains that vz (val.el. in H20) as smaller than
v2 (val.el. in Si02) which qualitatively explains our experimental
stopping values.

Fig.8 shows our measurements on water vapor together wich the old
data of Phillips and Reynolds et al on H20 vapor ana of Wenzei
and Whaling on DO ice. One can see that our data confirm the
results ot ret. 3.3 in the overlapping energy region and extend the
measurements toward lower energy. Compared to the ice-data, a
physical state etfect of up to 15 % seems to appear which is
rather large and might be quite important for biological
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together with data obtained for D 0-ice (symbol Vi ) .



applications. It should be noted, that the results ot réf. 34 are
supported by more recent data by Andrews and Newton for low
energy deuterons. Some measurements ot this physical state ettect

*36 37 30in H 0 are available for He projectiles ' ' . All of these
experiments tind a physical state effect ot the same s^gn at ion
energies trom 0.3 MeV up to 4 . 7 MeV, at low energies e^ceeaing the
1Ü % le\ei.

Definite conclusions cannot yet be drawn concerning the pnj.sic.il
state ettect tor hjdrogen ions because ot uncertainties concerning
the charge state ot the ions in the solid and in the \apor pnase
even tor the hydrogen ion it is not clear, it the diiierence in
the E data (it present) is due to a nonequi% aient state ot the
\alence electrons or due to ditterent charge states

in the datèrent physical states. Thus we conclude that
new stopping measurements ot protons in the condensed pn^se are
urgentlj needed both trom the. standpoint ot rundamental
understanding and ot biological applications.
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ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PROCESSES OF ENERGY
LOSS BY ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES*
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Abstract
Understanding the biological consequences of energy loss by charged particles,whether they are high energy therapeutic 1on beams or Ion recoils produced byneutron Interactions In tissue, requires access to a wide range of atomic andmolecular data. The relative biological effectiveness of different high LETradiations, as well as a detailed understanding of the chemical and biologicaldamage Initiated, depends on the spatial pattern and form of the energydeposited within the stopping media. For fast charged particles the primarymeans of energy deposition 1s 1on1zat1on of the media with the spatial patterndetermined by subsequent energy transport by secondary electrons. To providedetailed descriptions of the spatial pattern of energy deposition and energytransport along charged particle tracks requires a comprehensive knowledge ofthe cross sections for l) the production of electrons, as a function of ejectedelectron energy and emission angle; 2) electron capture and loss by the movingIon; 3) the relative probability of multiple lonlzatlon processes, I.e.,simultaneous production of two or more secondary electrons; 4) theInteractions of secondary electrons with the constituents of the media; 5) fordissociative 1on1zat1on/exc1tat1on of the molecular constituents of the media;and 6) the subsequent Ion-molecule and excited state molecular energy transferreactions within the stopping medium.
A good deal of Information presently exists for lonlzatlon by bare chargedIons1, particularly protons and alpha particles. Likewise data on chargetransfer Is available for a broad range of lon-atom/molecule collisions.5 Dataare becoming available on multiple lonlzatlon processes from a wide range ofsources, however there Is presently no compilation or review of these dataavailable. For application to radiation therapy, and radiation researchInvolving high LET radiation, there are still large gaps In our knowledge ofatomic and molecular data. For example, there Is very little known regardingthe cross sections for 1on1z»t1on by Ions carrying bound electrons. Likewisecharge transfer cross sections for structured Ions are fragmentary and widely
*Work supported by the Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER)
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
1L.H. Toburen, 'Continuum Electron Emission In Heavy Ion-Atom Collisions: 1nHlgh-Eneroj Ion-Atom Col Usions ed by D. Ber<ny1 and 6. Hock (ElsevlerSdenmTc PübTlsKfng Co. NY, 1982) pp.53-82.
'C.F. Barnett, J.A. Ray, E. Ricci, M.I. tfllker, E.W. McDanlel, E.W. Thomasand H.B. G11body "Atomic Data for Fusion' ORNL-5206 VÛ1. 1 (1977).



scattered in the literature. Effects of the phase of the stopping media(solid, liquid, gas) on Interaction cross sections, data of particular Interestto Radiological Wiyslcs, have only begun to be addressed. This presentationwill briefly review the status of our knowledge of differential and totallonlzatlon cross sections, discuss the availability of charged particle crosssections of Interest In Radiological Physics, and describe some of the areaswhere data 1s urgently needed.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of charged particle beams in radiation therapy and in studies of
high linear-energy-transfer (LET) radiobiology has focused increased
attention on understanding the detailed processes of energy deposition in
complex biological systems. Of particular interest is understanding the
relative biological effectiveness of charged particles and neutrons; the
latter is especially important in radiation protection. Wide ranges of
biological effectiveness for different biological end points have been
observed for different types of radiation and for various irradiation
conditions, e.g., different doses, dose rates, and dose fractions.
Understanding the basis for this wide range of observed biological responses
requires investigation of the complex sequence of physical, chemical, and
biological events initiated by the absorption of energy from the radiation
field and determination of how these processes may be affected by the
differences in the spatial and temporal distributions of energy deposition.
For high-LET radiation, each interaction leading to energy loss may result in
the release of one or more secondary electrons that have sufficient energy to
produce further ionization and/or excitation. The secondary electrons
transport energy from the track path following which atomic and molecular
constituents of the media may be left in various stages of excitation and/or
ionization, chemical bonds may be ruptured, radical chemical species created,
etc. An understanding of biological effectiveness of different radiation
types relies therefore, on understanding the relative yields of these
physical and chemical process and their influence on the subsequent evolution
of the chemical and biological stages of radiation damage. For high-LET
radiation, it is particularly important to determine the consequences of
correlation between the spatial and temporal distributions of energy

deposition and the molecular and subcellular structure of the biological
target. Because direct measurement of spatial patterns of energy deposition
in biological media are technically infeasible, such information is usually
obtained from appropriate theoretical models of the energy transport
processes. These models are based on our knowledge of the atomic and
molecular properties of the fundamental interactions.

Energy deposition by charged particles can be described at several
levels of complexity. Traditionally, stopping power, or LET, has been used
to describe the differences in energy deposition by charged particles of
different energies and species. These quantities address the fate of the
radiation (a Class 1 problem as described by Inokuti'l), but provide no
information on the fate of the media (a Class 2 problem as discussed by
Inokutil). The concept of LET becomes inadequate for studies of the
mechanisms of radiation damage where the detailed structure of the charged
particle track influences the biological effectiveness of the radiation.
This is particularly evident in studies with very high-LET ions, where the
same biological response may be induced by ions with widely varying LET.
Conversely, ions with nearly equivalent LET but different velocities may
produce large differences in observed biological response.2 in order to
overcome the shortcomings of LET-based descriptions of radiation effects it
is necessary to address the Class 2 problem. One must be able to describe
the interaction process from the point of view of the absorbing medium. For
high-LET radiation, this requires knowing the spatial pattern of ionization
and excitation produced by the primary ion, and its secondary electrons.

Figure 1. Simulated1-MeV proton track inwater compared to thedimensions of a seg-ment of chromatin fiber.



J62 Furthermore, we need to know the type of interactions which occur, i.e.,
single/multiple ionization, molecular dissociation, charge transfer, etc.

Figure 1 illustrates the scale relevant to understanding the effects of
charged particle track structure on damage to crucial substructures of the
cell. The dimensions of this simulated proton track, i.e., separation
between primary and secondary ionizations and range of secondary electrons,
are comparable to the size of chromatin structures. As the ion energy
increases more-energetic secondary electrons will be produced, reducing the
local density of ionization; a denser pattern of ionization would occur for
lower energy ions. An increase in the ion charge will also increase the
local density of ionization. It is these variations, along with more subtle
changes, such as the relative probability of producing inner-shell
ionization, that are expected to influence the relative biological
effectiveness of the different high-LET particles.

Various models have been, or are being developed, to describe charged-
particle track structure.3-6 Homogeneous track models, such as those of Katz
and coworkers3 and of Chatterjee,4 are a great improvement over the concept
of LET for describing the energy deposition characteristics of fast charged
particles. These models consider variations in the radial distribution of
dose along the charged-particle track, but still provide average rather than
point-by-point distributions. A shortcoming of such models is that they
predict the average dose delivered at a given distance from the track,
whereas energy deposition in small volumes is a stochastic process. Small
volumes of sizes comparable to sensitive cellular components that lie at
substantial distances from the particle path may either be hit or missed by
secondary electrons. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where recent data we
have obtained in measurements at the Darmstadt UNI LAC accelerator are shown.
Here, the amount of energy (Dose D(b), or Zfa in microdosimetric terms)
deposited in a simulated 0.5 urn diameter tissue volume is compared to the
amount predicted by homogeneous track models as a function of the radial
distance from the track axis. Note that at the larger distances from the
particle path, the amount of energy actually deposited in a small volume may
be orders of magnitude greater than the predicted average. The quantity RD
referred to in Fig. 2 is the ratio of the number of recorded energy
deposition events per ion which, for large radial distance b, essentially
reflects the geometric probability of an event occurring in the small
detector volume. Note that the products of Rfa and the measured energy
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Figure 2. The absorbed dose delivered to a 0.5-^m-diameter
volume as a function of the radial distance from the path
of a 13.8-MeV/amu Ge ion. The homogeneous charged-particletrack calculations are from Waligorski and Katz3 (—) and
Chatterjee and Schäfer« (--).

deposition are in excellent agreement with the average values given by
homogeneous track models. Using full Monte Carlo calculations,5,6 one should
be able to reproduce the stochastic nature of the experimental data of
Fig. 2. Such calculations have not yet been carried out for heavy ions,
however, owing to a lack of cross-section data needed as input to these
codes.

The subsequent sections of this paper will discuss the atomic and
molecular data that are needed as input to conduct stochastic Monte Carlo
calculations of charged-particle track structure. A brief review will be
given of the data currently available, where these data may be found, and
where additional data are needed. This review is not intended to be
comprehensive but will, we hope, provide a starting point for discussions of
data needed to obtain detailed understanding of the interactions of high-LET
radiation with biologically relevant material.



STOPPING POWER
Although our goal is to discuss data needed for detailed models of track

structure, any such detailed model must also be able to accurately predict
average quantities of energy loss. Thus, accurate stopping-power data are
needed to test these models and to provide information and guidance as to the
effects of the target phase (solid, liquid, gas) on the energy deposition
process. A good deal of information is available for the stopping of
electrons,7 protons,7-10 and alpha particles,7-10. Data are available for
numerous target materials and particle energies and some of the work includes
effects of target phase.8110 For light ions the data seem adequate for
radiological application. Results for heavy ions are, unfortunately, less
complete. A comprehensive compilation of stopping power, based primarily on
theory, and illustrated with data where available, has been presented by
Ziegler et al.H Although this compilation is very useful, it seems
appropriate to obtain additional experimental data for testing the computed
values. This is especially true for the very heavy ions of interest to
radiation biology. An example of such data is provided by the recent work of
Baek et al.12 on the effect of target structure on the stopping power of
carbon ions. In some cases, stopping-power measurements have been conducted
as a part of accelerator operations at major laboratories, such as those at
GSI-Darmstadt and LBL-Berkeley. These data, however, are often available
only in technical reports that are in some instances difficult to obtain.
Reviews of these data, in a readily available form, would be very useful to
the scientific community.

CHARGE TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS
Charge transfer becomes increasingly important as fast charged particles

slow down and begin to pick up and/or lose electrons in interactions with the
atomic and molecular constituents of the stopping medium. These processes
contribute to the energy loss of the ion as well as change the charge of the
ion, thus affecting subsequent interaction probabilities. A substantial
literature of charge transfer cross sections has been developed for light
particles such as protons, alpha particles, neutral hydrogen atoms, etc. A
comprehensive and critical review of these data relevant to fusion energy
development has been provided in the "Red Book" published by Oak Ridge

163 National Laboratory.13 A second volume, describing collisions of carbon and

oxygen ions with electrons, H, H2, and He, has recently been published.I4 A
review of charge-changing collisions for He, Li, Be, and B and their ions, in
a wide range of atomic and molecular targets, has been published by OkunolS
and more recently data for hydrogen and helium atoms and ions have been
compiled by Nakai et al.16 These compilations provide an excellent review of
data relevant to fusion and are also useful for radiation research. However,
for radiation research reviews of this type need to be extended to other ions
and targets. For example, in neutron dosimetry data are needed for charged-
particle recoils (H+, Cn+, on+, Nn+, Hen+) and their neutral species in
targets relevant to dosimetry and biology (H20, hydrocarbons, etc.).
Likewise, similar data on charge transfer are needed for faster and heavier
charged particles used in radiation biology and therapy (i.e., uranium ions,
iron ions,...). Although some data are becoming available for high-energy
heavy ions,17,18 they are widely scattered in the literature. It is time-
consuming to track these data down and, in some cases, they are available
only from the laboratory involved in the research. An organized effort to
compile charge transfer data relative to radiation research and therapy would
benefit a broad segment of the research community.

IONIZATION
The primary mechanism for energy loss by fast charged particles is

ionization of the atomic and molecular constituents of the stopping medium.
In addition, the subsequent energy transport by secondary electrons produced
in these ionizing collisions is the origin of the spatial characteristics of
charged-particle track structure. Therefore, detailed and comprehensive data
on ionization cross sections are mandatory if comprehensive track-structure
models are to be developed. In this section a brief discussion will be given
of the total, differential, and multiple ionization cross sections relevant
to radiation research.

Total Ionization Cross Sections
Total yields of electrons and ions are important ingredients in

developing track-structure models. In Monte Carlo calculations the mean free
path between interactions of the ion with constituents of the stopping medium
is based on total ionization cross sections. Likewise, boundary conditions
for testing more detailed differential cross sections incorporated in Monte
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Figure 3. Reduced crosssections for ionization of
neon by carbon ions. Squaresymbols are data of Schlachter,et al.,23 closed circles
are from our measurements.
The solid line is a classicaltrajectory calculation presentedby Schlachter et al.23
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Carlo codes are provided by accurate total cross sections. Ionization cross
sections for both electron and proton impact have been the subject of
extensive study. Reviews by Rudd et al.,19 DeHeer et al.,20 Tawara and
Kato,21, and Schräm et al.22 provide a broad range of data for proton and
electron impact. Data for heavier ions, or for light ions carrying bound
electrons, are much more difficult to find. In addition, scaling laws
developed for highly charged ions may be inappropriate for ions of low charge
states. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where some of our recent data for
ionization of neon by C+ are compared with data published by Schlachter et
al.23 Values are scaled according to a scheme applicable to highly charged
ions. The solid line represents results of a classical-trajectory Monte
Carlo calculation for highly charged states that was also performed by those
authors. A great deal more work is needed if we are to understand fully the
nature of ionization by fast (or slow) charged particles which carry bound
electrons. This is true even in this simplest case of total yields of target
ions and electrons.

Differential Cross Sections for Ionization by Charged Particles
Ionization cross sections, differential in ejected electron energy and

emission angle, are the basic data needed to investigate the spatial pattern
of energy deposition by charged particles. These cross sections for ion

interactions with media constituents provide the source term for energy
transport by secondary electrons. The corresponding cross sections for the
interaction of these secondary electrons with the medium determine the
spatial location of subsequent interactions. There has been a great deal of
attention given to doubly differential cross sections (DDCS) for electron and
proton interactions with atoms and simple molecules. The most comprehensive
data for electron impact ionization are given by Opal et al.24 Data for
electron impact ionization have also been presented by Rudd and coworkers25-27
and Oda et al.28. No attempt is made here to be comprehensive; data are also
available from several other sources. This is another instance of where a
comprehensive review of data would be highly beneficial to those involved in
track-structure physics. Such a review could bring together all available
data, point out discrepancies and limitations, and make available a complete
set of the published cross sections.

Perhaps the most comprehensive data regarding DDCS are those for proton
impact. Three laboratories have been instrumental in these studies: our
laboratory, the University of Nebraska, and Hahn-Meitner Institute in Berlin.
Several reviews have also been published.29-31 The review by Toburen31
provides a comprehensive list of references to DDCS for ion impact
measurements published up to 1981. In general, our understanding of DDCS for
electrons, protons, and alpha particles (all bare ions) is quite good.
Systematics with regard to ion energy and target structure are well
understood. Our understanding of the interaction process for ions which
carry bound electrons is, however, much less advanced. For the simplest
cases, He+ and H° impact, there are considerable data31-36 with some degree
of understanding of the effects of projectile electrons on the ionization
mechanisms. For heavier ions that carry greater numbers of bound electrons
there are fewer data and our state of understanding is more limited. The
data shown in Fig. 4 illustrate some of our recent results for intermediate
velocity oxygen ions. The singly differential cross sections shown here for
three charge states of the incident ion are all similar for ejection of
electrons with energies greater than about 100 eV. This reflects the
inefficient screening of the projectile nuclear charge by bound electrons for
close collisions associated with large energy transfer. For lower ejected
electron energies that are representative of more distant collisions, the
higher charged ions are more efficient in ejecting electrons, as one might



Figure 4. Singly differential
cross sections for ionization of
water vapor by oxygen ions at 3.28MeV/amu. The insert illustratesthe effective change of the oxygenion as a function of ejectedelectron energy. The solid lineshown in the insert is based on amodel of effective charge derivedfrom He+ data.3s
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expect. If the collision were sufficiently distant for the projectile to
look like a point charge, i.e., if screening of the projectile nuclear charge
by its bound electrons were complete, the collision strength would be
reflected by the net ionic charge. However, note that even at the lowest
ejected electron energy shown, 5 eV, the ratio of cross sections for the
different charge states is far from the 1:4:9 one might expect for charge
states 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Also shown, as an insert in Fig. 4, is the effective charge of the
different incident oxygen ions, as a function of the energy of the ejected
electrons. This effective charge is determined by comparing cross sections
for oxygen ion impact with similar data for alpha particles. Note that the
dependence of the effective charge of the incident ion on ejected electron
energy found for He+ ions,35 shown as the solid line, is quite different from
that derived from the oxygen ion data. To date there is insufficient
experimental data available to derive systematics for the effects of
screening of the projectile charge by bound electrons. In addition, the
theory of such collisions has not yet advanced to the point where it can be
used to provide reliable guidance. A good deal of new data are needed in

this area, not only for slow collisions, where electron capture processes
lead to a large number of electrons being bound to the projectile, but also
at high energies, where a relatively small number of electrons may remain
bound to the projectile. For example, uncertainty in the effects of
screening by a few bound electrons on the ionization cross section for Ge
ions reduces the reliability by which one can use Monte Carlo calculations to
describe the details of track structure which contribute to the radial
distributions of ionization shown in Fig. 2.

Data are emerging on the secondary electron spectra produced by low-
energy ions carrying bound electrons, but we still have little quantitative
understanding of the mechanisms involved in the ionization process. In
Fig. 5 our data for ionization of Ne by C+ are compared with lower-energy
Ne2+ data of Woerlee et al.37 The systematic variations in these data lend
themselves to the use of relatively simple scaling laws to interpolate DDCS
between measurements at different ion energies and for different ion species.
For example, Woerlee et al. deduce from their data that the quasi-molecule
formed during the collision is the origin of the secondary electrons and that
the ionization mechanism is direct radial or rotational coupling between

Figure 5. Doubly differential cross sections for electronemission from neon by C+ from our laboratory ions (••••)compared to lower energy Ne2+ results from the work ofWoerlee et al.s? (—). These data are for electron emissionat 90° with respect to the ion beam.
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Figure 6. Double differentialcross sections for ionizations of
neon by C+ and Ne2+ ions. The Ne2+
data is from Woerlee et al.37 Also
shown is data for ejection of 250 eV
electrons from CH4 by C+ ions.
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highly promoted outer molecular orbitals and the continuum. A simple
empirical relationship derived from their work is used to plot their data for
electron emission at 30° in Fig. 6 along with our higher velocity C+ - Ne
results. Note an apparent systematic agreement between the Ne2+ - Ne and C+

- Ne results at relatively widely varying ion energies. Similar results are
obtained at other emission angles. It appears from this comparison that
details of the atomic structure of the target and projectile are not very
important. However, this simple logic breaks down when C+ - CH4 data are
plotted on the same graph (see open symbols in Fig. 6). For methane data,
the slope of the line extrapolating the high-energy data toward lower ion
velocities is considerably different from the apparent consistency observed
with the C+ - Ne results. It may be, therefore, that the apparent agreement
between the results for C+ - Ne and Ne2+ - Ne is purely coincidental.
Further data are badly needed to resolve these questions.

Another potentially important aspect of high-energy heavy ion collisions
is the emission of very high-energy secondary electrons. Electron with
energies up to hundreds of keV have been detected in ion collisions where ion
energies are only a few MeV/amu.38 These electrons are emitted in the high
fields of super-heavy quasi-molecules formed during collisions. Although the
cross sections for emission of these high-energy electrons are relatively

small, it is possible that their long range may have biological significance.
As additional data become available, they should be included in track
structure descriptions of heavy ion collisions if a complete correlation is
to be made between radiobiological effects and track structure parameters.
Multiple lonlzation

Considerable work has recently been performed regarding the production
of multiply charged atomic targets by ion impact. These processes may have
important consequences in radiation biology as they may lead to decidedly
different chemical species than simple single ionization. In addition, the
production of two or more secondary electrons in a single collision may lead
to correlated excitation/ionization events in the path of a charged particle.
We have recently reviewed data for single and double ionization of He by bare
and clothed charged particles39 and find that data for ions from about 0.04
to 1 MeV/amu are well described by an independent electron model. The actual
ion energy range of applicability depends on the number of bound projectile
electrons.

For low-energy ions, our studies of target charge states produced in
ion-atom collisions indicate that the heavier ions and higher Z targets lead
to higher yields of multiply ionized targets. Systems as much as 50% of the
ionization yield result in multiply charged states.40 Although there has
been much interest in simple atomic targets, the influence of target atomic
and molecular structure has not been extensively studied. Additional data
are also needed to determine the effects of molecular structure and target
phase on the production of multiply charged target atoms.
Data Sources

In addition to the reviews of data referenced above in discussing
particular interaction processes of interest, the U.S. Army Missile Commandai
has published an excellent review of data encompassing a wide range of ion-
atom/molecule collision processes. Although this review was compiled for
relevance to gas lasers it presents data that are also of interest to
radiobiology. The Institute for Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Japan,
has also published excellent reviews.42 in addition to data reviews there
are several agencies that publish periodic literature reviews and provide
listings, by reaction, of references. These include reviews sponsored by the
International Atomic Energy Agency,43 U.S. Department of Energy,13,14,44 and
the Japanese Atomic Energy Agency.16 A Bibliography of chemical kinetics and
collision processes has also been published by Plenum.45



It can be noted that most of the data compilation and evaluation has
been performed by and for the fusion research community. Where their
interests overlap with our needs, these reviews provide a source of data for
radiation research and therapy. This overlap is, unfortunately, quite small,
and we need a similar effort to review, evaluate, and compile data of special
application to radiation biology. Not only would such an effort provide a
useful source of data to users, but it would uncover areas where data needs
are most obvious thereby encouraging further investigation.
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Abstract

Detailed analysis and understanding of the early stages of radiation interaction
with matter require the knowledge of pertinent electron-molecule collision cross
sections. In spite of half a century of activities in this field and a recent increase
in demands and efforts to generate cross section data, our knowledge still can be
characterized only as fragmentary. In this paper the status of electron-molecule
(atom) collision cross section data of interest to radiotherapy is briefly summarized
in the low and intermediate-energy regions (about threshold to hundred eV impact
energies). The emphasis is on data obtained from measurements carried out under
single-collision conditions and associated with elastic scattering, momentum trans-
fer, excitation (rotational, vibrational, electronic), and dissociation into neutral and
charged fragments. Differential, integral and total electron collision cross section
measurements and theoretical results are discussed and a projection of trends and
expectations for the near future is attempted. The recent developments both in ex-
perimental and theoretical methods are very encouraging. The optimum approach
to the generation of the very large body of data required is a joint experimental-
theoretical effort. (Theoretical methods are not yet completely reliable and need
experimental verifications. On the other hand, experimental determination of a
detailed Mid complete set of cross sections is a cnfficxilt and tedious job; it is over-
whelming in general and practically impossible in some cases.)

I INTRODUCTION

Analysis and understanding of the early stages of radiation interaction with
matter require the knowledge of pertinent electron-molecule (atom) collision
cross sections. These collision processes represent the energy deposition into
the matter and are precursors to a large variety of chemical reactions. A

general discussion on the role of electron collision cross section data in radi-
ation physics and chemistry was given e.g. by Inokuti[l,2] and Kaplan and
Miterev[3]. Although the interaction of radiation with matter in the con-
densed phase is the major concern in radiotherapy, much can be learned from
gas phase studies and the knowledge of gas phase electron collision cross sec-
tion data is very important. In spite of half a century of activities in this field
and recent increase of cross section measurement efforts, our knowledge can
be characterized as only fragmentary.
In this article we will concern ourselves with electron impact excitation in
gas phase at low and intermediate impact energies (from threshold to about
lOOeV). These electrons in radiation physics and chemistry are traditionally
called slow electrons. Excitation here is meant in a broader sense and in-
cludes rotational, vibrational and electronic state excitations, elastic scatter-
ing as well as excitation to repulsive states resulting in disassociation both to
neutral and charged fragments. Electrons at these energies are very effective
in elastic scattering and in causing excitation of the nuclear motion and the
valence shell electrons. Inner and intermediate shell excitations are negligible
except for heavy elements. The present status of differential, integral, mo-
mentum transfer and total electron scattering cross section data of interest to
radiotherapy, the techniques utilized to generate such data, and significant re-
cent developments in this field will be summarized. The question of ionization
and dissociative attachment has been treated here and elsewhere adequately
by others[4,5,6].

At high impact energies electron collision cross sections can be obtained with
good accuracy from perturbation theories and the consistency of data can
be checked by the Bethe theory as discussed by Inokuti[2,7] and Kaplan and
Miterev[3]. This is not the case, however, at low and intermediate impact
energies where theoretical treatment of the scattering problem is difficult and
the calculations at the present are in general unreliable. One must depend,
therefore, to a great extent on experimental measurements.

II DEFINITION OF PERTINENT CROSS
SECTIONS

The parameter which quantitatively characterizes a collision process is the
cross section. Most of the cross section measurements carried out in recent
years utilized a molecular beam/electron beam arrangement and yielded dif-
ferential cross sections (DCS) defined as:
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170 Here E0 is the impact energy, 0 is the scattering polar angle, E is the energy-
loss, i and f refer to the initial and final state of the molecule, N, is the
population fraction in state i and Ü is the solid angle. The azimuthal angle
dependence disappears since we are dealing with randomly oriented target
molecules. The summation over final and averaging over initial, experimen-
tally undistinguishable states is carried out and the bar above the right hand
bide of eq. (1) refers to the averaging made by the finite energy and angular
resolution of the measuring apparatus.
We can integrate eqn. (1) over the energy-loss range associated with a given
scattering process n and obtain:

ITT a\n(E0,t>) - — (2)

Integration over all solid angles yields the integral cross section:

an(E0) = 27T f" DCSn(E0,8}sinOde (3)
Jo

For elastic scattering we also define the momentum transfer cross section:

am(E0) = a0(E0) = 2* /"(I - cosd)DCSu(E!>, 6>)szn6W0 (4)
Jo

The total electron collision cross section is given as:

(5)

The summation includes elastic and all inelastic processes.

Theoretical calculations yield the scattering amplitude which is related to the
differential cross section as:

,6} kf
(6)

where &, and kf are the initial and final momenta of the scattered electron.

For experiments in which the scattered electron is detected in coincidence with
other secondary particles (electrons, ions, photons), cross sections differential
with respect to the energy and angle of these secondary species have to be
correspondingly defined.
These cross sections are needed to calculate the linear energy transfer, stop-
ping power or collision strength (all equivalent quantities).

Ill EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Differential cross section measurements are carried out by crossing the tar-
get molecular beam ( or static gas cell) with a nearly monoenergetic electron
beam, usually at 90° as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The energy and angu-
lar distribution of the scattered electrons contain the information concerning
the nature of the electron collision processes, the energy level scheme of the
target, and the corresponding cross sections. Sometimes secondary particles
are detected to extract information on a particular process or the scattered
electrons are detected in coincidence with secondary particles to obtain more
detailed information. One customary way to represent the scattering data is
by the energy-loss spectrum as shown, as an example for He, in Fig. 2. The
location of features characterizes the energy level scheme of the target and
the scattering intensities are related to the corresponding DCS. An energy-
loss spectrum is similar to a photo-absorption spectrum and indeed, it can
be shown that at the limit of zero momentum transfer (high impact energy,
small scattering angle) they become equivalent. In general, however, dipole
selection rules do not apply to electron impact excitation. Spin and sym-
metry forbidden transitions readily occur in electron collisions at low impact
energies and high scattering angles. The energy-loss spectra of molecules are
complex because of vibrational-rotational structure and transitions associated
with dissociating electronic states. The major difficulties in extracting DCS
from energy-loss spectra are: 1) the decomposition of the heavily overlapping
structure of molecular energy-loss spectra into contributions from individ-
ual processes, 2) the determination of precise scattering geometry and target

hi/
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of electron scattering experiments.
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Figure 2. Energy-loss spectrum of He at 29.6eV impact energy and 20° scattering
angle.

by monitoring photon emission or ion yields not much information is available
on dissociation into neutral ground state fragments. This is mainly due to ex-
perimental difficulties of detecting low-energy neutral fragment species. There
are very encouraging developments in this area, however. Dissociation in fast
neutral beams results in fast neutral fragments which can be conveniently
detected by charged particle detectors.
Total electron collisions cross sections have been measured with a few percent
accuracy by different types of transmission-attenuation experiments. They
are important in modeling energy deposition processes. In addition, because
of their high accuracy, they can serve as checks on other cross sections through
eqn. 5.
At very low electron impact energies beam techniques are difficult. Cross sec-
tion information at these energies have been obtained by swarm techniques
which can yield total electron scattering, and momentum transfer cross sec-
tions with high accuracy (~ 3%). Integral inelastic cross sections can also be
deduced from swarm measurements but this procedure becomes ambiguous
when more than a very few channels are open. Unfortunately, this is the situ-
ation with molecules at very low impact energies. The energy ranges of beam
and swarm techniques now overlap and the two types of measurements not
only yield complementary information but also serve to cross check each other.
The relationship between the single collision beam studies and the multiple
collision swarm measurements is discussed in Ref. 10.
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and electron beam fluxes or, equivalently, devising a calibration procedure for
converting the measured scattering intensities to absolute DCS. This is not a
simple task especially at low impact energies. The most practical method is to
carry out relative scattering measurements for the test gas and for a standard
gas under identical conditions and utilize the known DCS for the standard
gas to normalize the relative DCS of the test gas. The standard gas is usually
He for which the elastic DCS are well established. (For more details see Refs.
8 and 9.)

From the DCS one can obtain the integral cross sections or the momentum
transfer cross sections. Integral cross section for excitation processes can also
be obtained from measuring the photon emission subsequent to the electron
impact excitation. The optical excitation functions obtained this way include
cascade contributions and they represent emission rather than excitation cross
sections. They can be converted, however, to excitation cross sections if cas-
cade can be properly accounted for. In ionisation measurements (including
dissociative ionization and attachment) it is convenient to monitor the total
ion yield and extract cross sections from these signals. Although dissociation
processes leading to excited or ionic products have been extensively studied

IV CROSS SECTION DATA

A Elastic Scattering

With present electron scattering techniques molecular rotational excitation
structure, in general, cannot be resolved. Therefore, published "elastic" cross
sections usually represent elastic plus rotational excitation cross sections and
should be more properly called vibrationally elastic cross sections. Some scat-
tering measurements were carried out on H2 with rotational resolution and
attempts were made to unfold rotational structure from experimentally un-
resolved energy-loss spectra for a few simple molecules. (See below.) Both
differential and integral elastic scattering cross sections have been obtained
mainly from beam-beam type experiments.

Recent reviews on elastic cross section data have been published by Brandsen
and McDowell[ll], Trajmar et al.[12], Csanak et al.[13] and very recently on
H and H2 by King et al.[14] and McConkey et al.[15], respectively. Exten-
sive coverage exist for He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, H2, N2, Oj, CO, H20 and CCv
Fragmentary data are available for alkali and alkali earth metals, F, Cu, Zn,
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Figure 3. Integral elastic electron scattering cross sections for several molecules.

Cd, Hg, Tl, Pb, and Bi atoms and for NO, HF, HC1, HBr, F2, LiF, KI, CsF,
CsCl, H2S, HCN, N2O, S02, NH3, As4, SF6, SiH«, Si2H6 and for some hydro-
carbon and halogenated hydro-carbon molecules. Very recently Weyherter et
al. [16] reported differential elastic scattering cross sections for Ar, Kr and Xe
in the 0.05 to 2.0eV impact energy range. (This work represents an extension
of beam techniques to the until now inaccessible energy region.) Only theo-
retical data are available for the important H, C, N and O atoms. Work is
presently in progress to determine elastics scattering cross sections for H [17]
and 0[17] . Integral elastic scattering cross sections are equivalent to to-
tal electron scattering cross sections at impact energies which are lower than
the inelastic scattering threshold (or up to energies where inelastic processes
can be neglected) and data obtained from various transmission and swarm
measurements can be used as elastic data. Fig. 3 shows samples of integral
vibrationally elastic cross sections and demonstrates the substantial variation
both in magnitude and energy.

Integration of elastic DCS with the (1-coso) weighting factor (eqn. 4) or
swarm measurements yield the momentum transfer cross sections. This quan-
tity appears in the Boltzman equation describing the diffusion of electrons
through an atomic and molecular gas. Compilation and summary of momen-
tum transfer data have been published by ItakawaflS], Spencer and Phelps[19]

and Hayashi[20]. In Fig. 4, examples for several atomic and molecular species
are shown.

Effort to generate and recommend a set of consistent elastic and momentum
transfer cross sections for various atomic and molecular species and recent
results are reported by M. Hayashi in this volume.

B Rotational Excitation

Direct measurement of pure rotational excitation cross sections have been re-
ported only for H2. Unfolding of experimentally unresolved rotational struc-
ture were carried out for N2, CO, HC1, H2O, C02 and CH4. At very low
impact energies rotational excitation cross sections were obtained from swarm
measurements.
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Figure 4. Momentum transfer cross sections for several atomic and molecular species.



For homonuclear diatomic molecules in a direct excitation process the exci-
tation is due to the polarizibility or the electric quadrupole moment of the
molecule and the AJ = ±2 (±4) selection rule applies. Cross sections are of
the order of 10~18cm2 at impact energies greater than a few tenths of leV.
Resonance excitation (temporary electron capture) mechanisms can greatly in-
crease the cross section over limited impact energy ranges and values of about
10~16cm2 are typical. At very low impact energies (below O.leV) the rota-
tional excitation cross sections are about 10~16cm2 and for large molecules at
near threshold energies may be significantly larger. For molecules with strong
dipole moment the AJ = ±1 excitation dominates over all other processes
and cross sections can be as large as 10~13cm2.

The available rotational excitation cross section data are summarized in Refs.
9, 12 and 13.

C Vibrational Excitation

Low-energy electron collisions are effective in exciting both optically allowed
and forbidden molecular vibrations. Direct excitation processes are usually
associated with cross sections of the order of 10~18cm2 for fundamental modes
and about a factor of ten smaller for overtone and combination bands. Again,
resonance mechanisms can greatly increase the value of cross sections and in-
fluence the Av selection rules. Rotational structure accompanying vibrational
excitation, with the exception of H2, cannot be resolved with present electron
scattering techniques.

Vibrational excitation cross sections are available for H2, N2, 02, CO, HF,
HC1, HBr, H2O, H2S, CO2, SO2> COS, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2D2, CC13F and
CCl2Fj. For a summary of these cross sections see Refs. 9, 12 and 21.
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D Electronic State Excitation

Electron impact excitation of electronic states of the rare gases have been
extensively studied. For the important atomic species H, C, N and 0 the sit-
uation is far from satisfactory. Some data are available for H[14] and 0(22,23]
but no measurements have been reported and only theoretical calculations are
available for C and N. Fragmentary data exist for a number of metal atomic
species.

Cross sections for excitation of stable electronic states of molecules are in
general scarce. (Excitation of repulsive, dissociating electronic states will be
discussed below and excitation into electronic states which are continuous in
the electron coordinate, that is ionization, is not treated here.) Only N2 and
H2 have been extensively studied and some data are available for CO, NO, 02,

SO2 and CIÎ4. Especially little is known about the cross sections at low, near-
threshold energies. The main reasons for this situation are: (a) difficulties to
experimentally resolve or distinguish individual electronic excitations (due to
overlapping vibrational-rotational structure); (b) resonances and the possibil-
ity of the breakdown of the Franck-Condon principle; (c) experimental diffi-
culties associated with the handling and detection of low-energy electrons; (d)
requirement of substantial time and resource investments for measurements
on a large variety of processes over wide energy and angular ranges.

The above remarks refer to electron scattering measurements. A large body
of data on excitation of electronic states is available in the form of optical
excitation functions. In these measurements the photo emission induced by
electron impact is measured and the emission cross section is deduced. To
transform the electron impact induced emission cross sections into electron
impact excitation cross sections, one has to take into account cascading effects.
In some cases this has been done and the optical measurements can be very
useful and complimentary to direct electron scattering measurements. For a
recent discussion of this subject see Ref. 24. A critical review of this field is
overdue.
Excitation of electronic states by resonance mechanism does not appear to play
a significant role except at impact energies very close to threshold. The largest
cross sections (~ 10~16cm2) are associated with optically allowed processes at
intermediate impact energies. The value of these cross sections increases grad-
ually with impact energy from threshold to about ten times threshold energy
and then slowly decreases at higher energies. The angular distributions are
forward peaked and this character is more enhanced as the impact energy
increases. At low impact energies optically (spin and/or symmetry) forbidden
transitions dominate the electron-impact energy-loss spectra. These states
can have long radiative lifetimes and be very effective in loosing their energy
through various chemical reactions. Cross sections for spin forbidden tran-
sitions (which occur readily by electron impact via exchange process) peak
near threshold and the DCS are nearly isotropic in angle. No simple gen-
eral characteristics can be defined for symmetry forbidden transitions. These
cross sections are usually small (~10~18cm2) and show a large variety of an-
gular behaviors. There is, however, one very unique character associated with
£+ '—> TT type of excitations. For these processes the DCS goes to zero at
0° and 180° scattering angles.

For a summary of cross section data see Refs. 12 and 21.

E Dissociation
Most of the investigations of molecular dissociation by electron impact in
the past were concerned with dissociation into excited or positively charged



lon fragments which could be conveniently monitored by observing the decay
radiation or utilizing charged particle detectors, respectively

Cross section studies for producing excited species concern mostly H, D and
OH from various hydrogen containing molecules and in a few cases N, O and
S from N2, O2, C$2 and SO2 These processes are not of major importance
in radiotherapy A recent summary of the available data has been given by
McConkey[24]

The information available on cross sections for electron impact dissociation
of molecules to ions (both positive and negative) is mostly qualitative Mea
surements aimed to obtain these partial lomzation cross sections can utilize
the well developed charged particle detection techniques but require mass se-
lection and the main source of problem and errors are associated with the
exti action and quantitative detection of ionic species produced with a wide
range of kinetic energies The positive ion fragments observed in these stud-
ies originate predominantly from dissociative lomzation (e g XY -I- e~ —>
X+ + Y + 2e~) However, at higher impact energies (E0 greater than about
lOeV) polar dissociation may also take place (e g XY 4- e~ ——> X+ + Y~
+ e~) which results in both positive and negative fragments The production
of negative ions by this mechanism differs distinctively from dissociative at
tachment (which is not treated here) The latter one is a resonance process
and occurs only at low, well-defined electron energies while the former one is
operational at higher energies but over a wider range Some absolute cross
section data are available for positive and negative ion fragment production
but most of the measurements carried out so far yielded only relative par-
tial lomzation data m the threshold to 200eV region A summary is given
by Mark[25] Recently Snvastava and coworkers[26] developed a technique
for detection of both positive and negative ion fragments generated by the
interaction of a pulsed, magnetically colhmated electron beam and a thermal
molecular beam A pulsed extraction method allows them to detect all frag-
ments irrespective of their kinetic energies The conversion of the measured
ion signals to absolute partial lomzation cross sections is achieved by apply
ing the relative flow method and utilizing known lomzation cross sections of
a standard gas They have extended the electron impact energy range to
lOOOeV and measured total and partial lomzation cross sections for Ne, Ar,
Kr, Xe, H2, D2, N2, 02, CO, CO2, SO2, CH4, NH3, H2O, CH3OH, SiH4 and
Si2H6 so far[27] It was found that their results differ significantly m some
cases from previously published data They attnbute these discrepancies to
inadequate extraction of energetic ions m previous works Only a very hm
itcd information and cross section data are available for polar dissociation
processes The peak cross sections for these processes are about the same as
those for dissociative attachment on ground state molecules (^lO'^cm1) but
the values of these cross sections are significant from threshold to high impact
energies similarly to the excitation of other electronic states of molecules A
discussion on polar dissociation is given by Snvastava and Onent[28)

Measurements concerning electron impact dissociation of molecules into neu-
tral fragments are very scarce because of the difficulty of detecting low-energy
neutral species A method developed by Winters and coworkers[29] for the
determination of total dissociation cross sections (which are dominated by
dissociation into neutral fragments) relies on the 100% trapping of all dissoci
ation products by appropriate getters and on the measurement of the pressure
change This method was applied to N2, CH4, C2H6, CF4, C2F6, CF3H and
C3F8 The peak cross section values were of the order of 10~16cm2

An important new development in the area of dissociation to neutral fragments
is represented by the application of fast beam techniques Such techniques
were introduced in the 1960's and have been recently applied to molecular
dissociation by electron impact by Cosby and Helm In this technique a posi
tion sensitive detector is used for the detection of the two correlated neutral
fragments which are produced in the dissociation and have sufficient energy
to allow the use of charged particle detectors[30] Preliminary results have
been reported for O2[31] and C0[31]

F Total Scattering Cross Sections

Total electron scattering cross sections obtained by various transmission/
attenuation methods or from swarm experiments at very low energies are
the most reliable cross sections They are available for a large number of
molecules (and atoms), over a wide energy range and measurements earned
out by various investigators by various methods usually agree within a few
percent At low impact energies elastic scattering is the major contributor to
the total cross section Rotational and vibrational excitations contribute sig-
nificantly only in resonance regions At intermediate and high impact energies
excitation of electronic states and lomzation become dominant For summary
of available data see Refs 12 and 21 which represent adequate coverage up
to 1984 This field is still very active and several papers reported additional
data in recent years

G Cross Section Data for Excited Species

Electron collision processes discussed here so far concern atomic and molecular
targets in their ground state Under certain conditions electron collisions with
excited (especially long lived metastable) states may be important Very few
measurements have been reported in this area due mainly to experimental
difficulties related to the production of these species in sufficient concentration
(or flux) to make collision studies feasible Various discharge or electron beam
excitation schemes have been utilized to generate metastable N2, 02 and rare
gas species and some extremely fragmentary data exists for these metastables
Lasers, m principle, could excite specific optically allowed states but, due to



the unavailability of lasers required for pumping vibrational and electronic
states of most molecules, practically no important measurements have been
reported as yet. Application of fast ion beam and charge exchange techniques
show promise for progress in this area.

H H2O

H20 is a major constituent of biological systems and its interactions with
electrons play a pivotal role in radiotherapy. We, therefore, specifically sum-
marize the low- and intermediate-energy electron impact excitation (including
elastic scattering, dissociation and total electron scattering) cross section data
for H2O.
In Table I the pertinent measurements and corresponding references are listed.

The numerical values can be found in the reviews of Trajmar et al. [12], Csanak
et al.[13] and Trajmar and Cartwright[21]. Table I brings these reviews up to
date and supplies references for recent works. For further discussion of swarm
and electron beam data and for reports on H2O cross section data in Radiation
Physics and Chemistry, see also Ref Ib, p. 12, 136, and 152 and Ref. lOb,
p. 178. Recent summaries of theoretical calculations and comparisons with
experiments are given by Gianturco and Jain[51], Jain[52] and Brescansin et
al. [53].
Cross sections for H2O have been collected and expressed in the form of semi-
analytical functions suitable for electron deposition calculations by Olvero[54].

V IMPORTANT RECENT DEVELOP
MENTS
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Due to a great deal of demand for electron collision cross section data in a
large variety of fields (including ionospheric physics, discharge and electron-
beam excited lasers, fusion plasmas, discharge processing of microelectronic
components etc.) activities aimed specifically at the generation of reliable
and extensive sets of collision data have been considerably increased in recent
years. These activities lead to improved and novel techniques and to new
approaches.

In general most cross section data have been available at intermediate and
high impact energies and at very low energies from swarm experiments. Ex-
perimental difficulties associated with low-energy measurements (space charge
effects, sensitivity of electron beam to small electric and magnetic fields and
surface changes, large variation of detector response function to electron resid-

Xable I. Summary of cross section data for H20.

Elastic

Rotational

Vibrational

Electronic

Total

Type | Energy Range (eV) | Angular Range (deg)

DCS
DCS
DCS (rot.res)'"'
DCS, or, am

DCS, cr, <7m

DCS, cr, am

DCS

DCS (relative)«
DCS, a
DCS
DCS, a

GOS<C>
COS«

<JT

<7T

(TT

VT
<7T

<7T

<rT(also D2O)

500 - 516
500

2.14 - 6.0
4-200

100 - 1000
2.2 - 20.0

2.14 - 6.0

15-53
Threshold - 10
Threshold - 3.0

2.2 - 20

300, 400, 500
300, 400, 500, 600

2.2 - 38
0-10
1 -400
0.5 - 80

0.5 - 3000
81 - 3000
15.3 500

4 - 77.5
4-30
30 - 105
10 - 120
10 - 130
15 - 150

15 - 105

20 - 110
20 - 110
120
30 - 150

_
-

_
-
-
-
-
-
-

Reference

32
33
34
35
36
37

34

39
40
41
42

43
44

45
46
47
48a and c
48b
49
50

'"' Rotational structure resolved
'*' Relative to elastic
(c) Generalized Oscillator Strength

ual energy, breakdown of the Franck-Condon Principle, resonance effects, etc.)
have been overcome only in recent years. Important progress was made in ex-
tending beam scattering techniques to very low impact energies[16] and near
threshold energies for electronic state excitations[55].

Very significant is the revival and application of fast beam techniques to elec-
tron impact dissociation of molecules to neutral fragments[30,32] and to the
study of collisions involving free radicals and metastable species[56]. In the
area of dissociative ionization, the introduction of pulsed electron beam and
extraction and the application of time of flight analysis[26] represent impor-
tant progress.



176 Significant progiess was also made in the thcoietical arena and joint expen
mental/theoretical appioath to produce reliable sets of cross sections proved
especially effective This matter will be elaborated further in Chapter VI

Attempts to generate sets of consistent cross section data from swarm and
b( am measurements and from theoretical calculations, by subjecting them to
consistency checks or by using the Boltzmaii equation and measured transport
coefficients, are veiy important and should be pursued Such efforts have been
earned out by A V Phelps and coworkers[57] in the USA and by M Hayashi
in Japan[20,58]
Modem, beam scattering techniques developed for the gas phase studies have
been receiitlj applied to condensed state targets by the University of Sher
biooke group in Canada[59] Energy loss spectra obtained from condensed
state deviates substantiallj fiom those of the gas phase Besides scattcimg by
individual sitet> new sacttenng channels associated with mtermolecular and
collective mode«, coherent and incoherent multiple scattering and transitions
foi bidden in gas phase may appear In addition the scattering by individual
sites is modified with icspect to gas phase due to the influence of the envi
ronmcnt The degree of change depends on the nature of the process, e g
\alence shell election excitation processes are severely modified while inner
shell election excitations aie not significantly influenced In spite of these
complications cross sections for individual channels can be extracted The
Canadian group obtained such cioss sections for solid H^O in the 1 to 18 eV
impact energy range They also observed resonances in solid N2, CO, Û2 and
H^O and dissociative attachment in solid 02

VI COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

Scattering calculations cannot be carried out without certain approximations
and simplifications The practical modus operandi is, therefore, to introduce
approximations which contain the essence of the physics of the collision pro
cess but simplify the mathematics as much as possible The results of the
calculations are checked against experiments and if good agreement is found
for certain types of processes under certain conditions, then cross sections over
a range of impact energies and scattering angles can be obtained conveniently
from these calculations

As mentioned above at high impact energies perturbation approaches yield
good results At very low impact energies, where only a hmited number of
scattering channels are open, close coupling methods are reliable From the
theoretical point of view the intermediate energy range is the most difficult
(while from experimental points of view it is the easiest)

10

1

60 90

ANGLE degree

Figure 5 Differential cross sections for the X'£+ — » W3A.U excitation of N2 at
15eV impact energy Dashed line two channel calculation, solid line
five channel calculation (both from Huo and McKoy, Ref 61), triangles
experimental data (from Zetner and Trajmar, rief 62)

Theoretical treatment of the elastic scattering, rotational and vibrational ex
citation at low impact energies can be done with satisfactory accuracy for
most modeling purposes For detailed discussion on these matters see Refs
13 and 21 There are, however, unresolved discrepancies between experiment
and theory even for simple molecules like H2[15,60]
Methods to treat electronic state excitation of molecules have appeared in
large numbers in recent years and substantial progress has been achieved
The situation up to 1984 is summarized in ref 21 A more recent review is
given by Collins and Schneider[61]

The earliest calculations on electronic state excitations involved the Born or
Born Ochkur Rudge approximations Comparison of these results with ex
penments indicated large discrepancies (see e g Fig 14 in Ref 21) The
introduction of the distorted wave approach yielded distinct improvements but
serious disagreements in some cases with experiments still existed especially
for forbidden transitions In recent years the situation dramatically improved
by the application of close coupling methods As an example the differential
cross section for the excitation of the W3A„ state of N2 at 15eV impact energy
is shown in Fig 5 Calculation with two channels[62] (dashed curve) yields



DCS which are about an order of magnitude larger than experimental data[63]
(rectangles) Inclusion of five channels in the scattering calculation [62] (solid
line) yields excellent agreement with the experimental data This figure also
demonstrates the need and usefulness of coordinated experimental/theoretical
approach

VII CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

A very large body of cross section data is needed to properly model and under-
stand the interaction of radiation with matter Experimental determinations
of these cross sections is a difficult and tedious job and in certain cases impos
sible with presently available techniques The alternative approach of a priori
calculation of these cross sections has not proved very successful in general
It is easy to understand then why our knowledge concerning these cross sec-
tions has been rather meager Recent developments in both experimental and
theoretical areas, and especially coordinated, joint experimental/theoretical
approaches give us much optimism, however Iterative checks between calcu-
lations and experiments, utilization of measurements as checks and large scale
computations to supply the bulk of the data seems to be a very promising and
efficient way to supply the needed data
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TOTAL AND PARTIAL ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION
AND ATTACHMENT CROSS-SECTIONS OF ATOMS,
MOLECULES AND CLUSTERS (QUASI-LIQUIDS):
A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
METHODS AND DATA FOR RADIOTHERAPY

T.D MARK
Institut fur lonenphysik,
Universität Innsbruck,
Innsbruck, Austria

Abstract

Today's knowledge of accurate absolute lonization cross
sections pertaining to radiotherapy originate mostly from
rather recent studies. This review first summarizes recent
developments of the principal experimental, semiclassical
and semiempirical methods used for the absolute lonization
cross section determinations. Moreover, a critical review
will be given of the available experimental data for radio-
therapy (partial and total electron impact lonization cross
section functions). Finally, this review is particularly
dedicated to the discussion of recent studies of the in-
elastic interaction of slow and fast electrons in quasili-
quids and/or in quasisolids (i.e. electron attachment to
and electron lonization in van der Waals clusters consisting
of rare gases, N2, O_, H^O, etc.).

1 INTRODUCTION
Many areas of science require accurate values of electron

impact lonization and/or attachment cross sections as a func-
tion of energy, a(E). These areas include for instance elec-
trical discharges, gas lasers, quantitative mass spectrometry
and radiotherapy /1/.



Despite numerous studies in the last 75 years about
these basic atomic processes, quantitative knowledge in terms
of absolute cross sections has been far from satisfying /2/.
In particular, the measurements and/or calculations of
partial lonization cross sections for the production of a
specific ion or ion species are not yet as detailed, accurate
and manifold as could be wished. Nevertheless, there has
been recently considerable progress in this field, experi-
mentally as well as theoretically, e.g., (i) development of
the penetrating extraction field method in conjunction with
an integrated deflection mass spectrometry for both atomic
and molecular gas targets /3/, (11) the fast neutral beam
method which has proven to be most useful for measurements
of highly reactive and metastable species /4/, or (111)
development of new semiclassical and/or semiempincal formulae
for the accurate prediction of atomic /5/ and molecular /6/
lonization cross sections.

This paper begins by describing the principal experimental
(Chapter 2), semiclassical and semiempirical (Chapter 3) methods
used for the absolute lonization cross section determinations.
It continues with a critical review of the available experi-
mental data /2-4, 7-13/ (Chapter 4).

Finally, in the field of atomic data for radiotherapy
and related radiobiology not only gas phase atomic or mole-
cular data are of interest. On the contrary, since e.g. water
is a major component of cells, there is strong need on con-
densed phase data. With the recent advent of electron-cluster
interaction studies a new powerful method has been intro-
duced to study qualitatively and quantitatively the inelastic
interaction of slow and fast electrons in quasi-liquids and/or
quasi-solids /14/. Particularly promising and exciting new
results on this topic are, e.g., zero electron energy resonan-
ces in attachment cross sections /15/, sequential single elec-
tron lonization leading to large cross sections for multiple
lonization /16/, Coulomb explosion of multiply charged con-
densed van der Waals molecules /17/, sequential decay series

of metastable cluster ions /18/ and Raman induced dissocia-
tion of neutral van der Waals clusters in the visible /19/.
Some of these results pertaining to the field of radiobio-
logy will be presented in this review (Chapter 5) .

2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2 1 Definitions

Because of ambiguities in the nomenclature some defini-
tions are in order to introduce the present subject: Consider
a parallel, homogeneous and monoenergetic beam of electrons
crossing a semi-inf mite medium with N (cm ) target particles
at rest. If n (0) represents the initial electron beam flux-2-1(cm s ), the beam flux ne(x) at the penetration depth x is
given by the exponential absorption law (Beer's law)

n
e
(x) = n

e
(0) exp (~Nt ' a ' x) (1)

with a a constant with a dimension of cm , termed cross sec-
tion. Assuming single collision conditions (i.e., N . a .
x « 1), the number of ions produced per second along a col-
lision interaction path x = L (i.e. over which the ions are
collected and analyzed) is

ni(L) = ng(0) . Nfc . ac . L (2)

with OG the counting lonization cross section (usually not
directly accessible by experiment /20/). The total positive
ion current i produced along this interaction volume is

it = ne(0) . e . Nfc . at . L (3)

with e elementary charge and a total lonization cross sec-
tion. If the produced ions are analyzed with respect to their
mass m and charge z.e, the respective individual ion current
is

= V0) (4)



with a . partial ionization cross section for the productionZ 1
of a specific ion or ion species i with charge ze. In order
to treat the production of individual ions by electron im-
pact, this partial cross section must be known quantitatively
as a function of electron energy (termed cross section func-
tion) . It is useful to note that the total and the counting
cross sections are directly related to the partial cross sec-
tions via the weighted and simple sum, respectively

öt = z) , and = I a
i

(5)

2.2. Total ionization sections

One of the earliest and widliest used experimental me-
thods to determine total ionization cross sections is the
condenser plate method of Täte and Smith /21/. This is the
method which has been later used very successfully by Rapp
and Englander-Golden /22/ to produce their benchmark total
ionization cross section functions for the rare gases and
several small molecules. In short, in this method a magneti-
cally collimated electron beam is directed through a target
gas of known density. All ions which are produced in a well
defined region are completely removed and collected. The main
limitation of this method is the absolute measurement of the
gas density, a difficult matter for many gases. De Heer and
Inokuti /23/, in their definitive 1985 review of total elec-
tron impact ionization cross sections, discussed and summari-
zed experiments and results up to this year (see also Ref /9/)
Moreover, Djuric et al. /24,25/ have recently overcome some
of the difficulties by using a capacitance manometer to
determine the gas pressure of H.O, CH_OH and C_H_OH in their
parallel plate ionization chamber /26/.

2.3. Partial ionization cross sections

The first mass spectrometric determination of partial
181 cross section functions have been made in the 30's. Some

of these studies we repeated later on, however, up to re-
cently /2-4,7-11,27/ large differences existed in both, magni-
tude and shape, of partial ionization cross section func-
tions. As pointed out by many workers this was due to large
discrimination effects occurring at the ion source exit and
mass spectrometer slits (discussed in more detail below).
Moreover, a common problem (never solved satisfactorily) is
the absolute calibration. Closely related to this is the fact
that discrimination may occur at the ion detector. There
exist, however, some recent experimental studies using new
and sophisticated approaches in order to overcome those dif-
ficulties. Some of these new studies come very close to
meet the main condition for measuring accurate functions,
i.e. a constant and/or complete ion source-mass spectrometer
collection efficiency (i) independent of the mass to charge
ratio of the ion under study, (ii) independent of the inci-
dent electron energy and (iii) independent of the initial
kinetic ion energy.
These studies are:
(1) Improved crossed beam investigations /28-S3/
(2) Crossed fast (after charge transfer neutralization) atom

beam techniques /34-44/
(3) Improved metastable ion detection /45-4S/
(4) Trapped ion mass spectrometry /49/
(5) Improved extraction and transmission techniques, in-

cluding the use of cycloidal mass spectrometry /50-56/,
large acceptance sector field spectrometer 757/, field
free diffusive extraction /58,59/, and penetrating-field
extraction and deflection method /8,60-71/.

The last of these methods, recently developed in our
laboratory to be used with Nier type ion sources and sector
field spectrometer systems (e.g. see Fig. 1), will be dis-
cussed as one example in detail in the following paragraph,
because of the widespread use of this instrumentation in
mass spectrometry laboratories:
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of electron impact-mass spectrometer
apparatus after Mark /7-11/. P, pusher; C, collision
chamber; CL, capillary-leak gas inlet; A, aperture;
N, nozzle for molecular-beam gas inlet; L.. , collision-
chamber exit-slit electrodes (L-, P, and C are at a
common source potential of typically +3 kV); L2, pene-trating-field extraction electrodes; L and L . , beam-
focussing electrodes; L_ , earth slit (end of accelerating
region); D, defining slit; L, , L.-, L_ , and L , beam-
centering and deflection electrodes; S. mass-spectrometer
entrance slit.

The extraction of ions from the lonization region in a
Nier /72/ type ion source depends under usual experimental
conditions on various parameters, i.e. the initial energy of
the ions, the mass to charge ratio, the guiding magnetic
field, the electron beam space charge and the applied extrac-
tion field. Usually, ions are extracted from the lonization
region (in which there is a crossed electric and magnetic
field) by a weak electric field applied between the colli-
sion chamber exit slit and an electrode opposite to the
exit slit (i.e., pusher). This extraction, however, is not
complete and results in discrimination for ions with different
m/z (e.g. see discussions in Ref. /2,3,7,8,21/. In an alterna-
tive approach a penetrating field from external electrodes
may be used, i.e. all electrodes confining the collision
chamber are kept at the same potential (e.g. ion acceleration
voltage of 3 kV), and ions (produced by crossing an effusive

neutral beam /73/) are drawn out of the collision chamber
through the ion source exit slit under the action of an
electric field applied to the external electrodes (Fig.1).
It has been shown that this penetrating field extraction
assures saturation of the ion current, i.e. complete ion
collection is achieved for parent ions /60/. Ions extracted
in this manner are then centered by various elements, pass
a defining aperture and reach the end of the acceleration
region at the so called earth slit (Fig. 1). Stephan et al.
/60/ additionally introduced in front of the mass spectro-
meter entrance slit 2 pairs of deflection plates (Fig.1),
which serve to sweep the ion beam across the mass spectrometer
entrance slit S. in the y direction (perpendicular to S.)
and z direction (parallel to S.). This allows the recording
and/or integration of the ion beam profile, and hence dis-
crimination at S1 can be avoided. It is of special interest
to note that this technique has been recently improved to
allow the quantitative detection of fragment ions and thus
the determination of all partial lonization cross section
functions of a molecule under study. Accurate cross sections
are now available for CF., CCI. and CF-Cl« /67,68,71/.

Excellent data on partial lonization cross sections
have been recently obtained by Freund and coworkers /4,38,41-44/
using a method where an electron beam is crossed with a fast
neutral beam prepared by charge transfer neutralization of
a mass selected ion beam. This approach was first used for
atomic lonization cross-section measurements by Peterson
et al. /34/; it has since been used by Ziegler et al. /39/
and has been refined by Harrison and coworkers /35,36,40/.
Extensions by Freund and coworkers have made it a powerful
method for studying molecular and dissociative lonization
/4/. The biggest advantage of this method is that it permits
preparation of a pure beam, even of such elusive species as
metal atoms, metastables, and free radicals. The high velocity
(typically 1 to 5 keV) permits accurate neutral flux measure-
ments. The high collimation of the focused ion beam is



resulting ions are steered and focussed with magnetic and
electrostatic fields to a hemispherical energy analyzer.
This analyzer separates ions of different charge or mass,
since all ions retain essentially the same velocity as the
3 keV parent neutral beam. For molecular species, 10O% col-
lection of fragments is possible. Ions are finally detected
by a channel electron multiplier.

In order to complete this survey on recent experimental
studies a number of other investigations - mostly using
quadrupole mass filters - should be mentioned, e.g. see
reference /74-S4/.
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Fig. 2. The fast beam apparatus at AT&T Bell Labs after Freund

preserved in the charge transfer process, permitting complete
collection of ions, even fragment ions from molecular dis-
sociations. A difficulty with the method is that charge
transfer can produce neutral atoms or molecules in various
excited states.

In the fast neutral beam apparatus of Freund et al. (Fig. 2),
atomic or molecular ions are (i) extracted from a dc discharge,
(ii) accelerated to 3 kV, and (iii) mass separated with a
Wien filter. The ion beam is then neutralized by charge trans-
fer with a gas selected to have an ionization potential energy
resonant with that of the ions. The pressure is adjusted to
neutralize several percent of the ions, with the remainder
being deflected to a collector.

According to Freund /4/ the resulting neutral beam in
general has a flux of 10 s. Its relative intensity is mea-
sured by kinetic secondary electron ejection from a metal
surface. For accurate flux measurements, a pyroelectric
crystal is used to calibrate the secondary electron ejection
coefficient. Ionization is produced by crossing the fast
neutral beam with a well-characterized electron beam. The

3. SEMICLASSICAL AND SEMIEMPIRICAL METHODS
The theoretical treatment of the basic electron impact

ionization process (i.e. in the exit channel a full three body
problem) has received a great deal of attention. Quantum
mechanical (approximation) calculations are difficult, few
and some of them not as accurate as necessary. Therefore, other
methods have been developed, with the goal to obtain reasonably
accurate cross sections. Three different approaches have been
used, i.e., (i) empirical and semiempirical formulae, (ii)
classical collision theories, and (iii) semiclassical colli-
sion theories. Theoretical methods have been reviewed several
times /2,7-11, 20,85-91/, in particular the accuracy and
reliability of the most widely used formulae /8,9,2O/.

Here, recent theoretical developments will be presented
which allow the easy calculation of electron impact ioniza-
tion cross sections as a function of electron energy for
atoms and molecules /5,6,92-94/.

3.1. Calculation of absolute ionization cross sections for single ionization of atoms
with atomic numbers 1 < Z < 92

The use of classical mechanics to describe electron
impact ionization has been pioneered by Thomson /95/. The



]|)4 original approach has been modified by several authors by
adopting different initial conditions in the classical des-
cription of the problem. According to Rudge 785/, none of
these formulae represent a substantial improvement over the
early Thomson theory because these approximations suffer from
the same defects at high and low energies as does the Thomson
theory. In order to obtain a logarithmic decrease in the
lonization functions (as predicted correctly by the Born-
Bethe approximation /96/) , Gryzinski reconsidered the problem
in 1965 /97/ by assuming that the atomic electron has a con-
tinuous velocity distribution. He then found that the elec-
tron impact lonization cross-section, a, for single loni-
zation is

N
= I
n = 1

E ,u -

where a is the Bohr radius, Ç is the number of equivalentn .j
electrons in the nth sub-shell, E is the lonization energy
of H, E is the lonization energy of an electron in the nth
sub-shell, u = E/E , and E ist the energy of an incident
electron. Burgess and Vriens /98/ have suggested means of
improving the Thomson theory further by incorporating certain
features of the quantal treatment into the approximation,
e.g. exchange effects. Although their formulae are a signi-
ficant improvement, they do not give the correct magnitude
and behavior of the lonization functions for certain, rather
simple, atoms such as neon, nitrogen, and fluorine.

A comparison of these classical and semi-classical for-
mulae with the Born-Bethe formulae (which should be accurate
at high electron energies) reveals that the Born-Bethe
formula contains, in addition to the u-dependent term, a
dependence on (<rs) - /99/ (where r is the radius of the nl
shell). The importance of the relation between lonization
cross-sections and values of the weighted sum of contribu-
tions of the mean squared radius of the outer electron

(6)

shells has already been demonstrated by several authors cal-
culating maximum lonization cross-sections of atoms /99,100/
or using the additivity rule for molecular lonization cross-
sections /101/. In order to improve the classical theory,
Deutsch and Mark /6/ proposed to incorporate this fundamental
feature of the quantal treatment into the classical formula-
tion. They hoped that this would yield not only the correct
shapes, but also the correct magnitude of the lonization
curves, even in cases of Ne, N and F. After a thorough study
of these relations, Deutsch and Mark /6/ found that a good

2 H ? 2approximation is to replace 4aQ (E /E ) by gnirnl m
Equ. (6), where r , is the radius of maximum charge density
and g , is a weighting factor /102/, i.e.

a = I
nl nl nl |d - In [ 2.7+(u-1)1/2]}(7)

Using the rare gases as test cases, the weighting factor, g .,
was determined via a fitting procedure using reliable experi-
mental data /60,66,43/ to be 3 for s electrons and 0.5 for
electrons other than s electrons. It was found that it is
sufficient to include in the summation over shells only the
outermost sub-shells because the contribution of inner shells
is negligible. Moreover, this procedure was recently re-
fined by Margreiter et al. /93,94/ thereby removing also
existing discrepancies between experimental and theoretical
cross section values for heavy atoms, e.g. uranium /1O3/.
This was achieved by following Bethe's original approach,
i.e. determining the weighting factor in more detail for
each n and 1 number used, respectively.

Using equ. (7) Margreiter et al. 793,94/ have calcula-
ted the electron lonization cross section functions for single
lonization of all elements from H up to U. Moreover, a
similar approach has been applied successfully to the cal-
culation of the lonization cross sections of excited (meta-
stable) atomic species /104/. Fig. 3 shows as an example
partial lonization cross sections as a function of electron
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Fig. 3 Cross section as a function of electron energy for

single lonization of Ne and F after Deutsch and Mark
/6/. CBEA, classical binary encounter approximation /97/,
DM, improved semiclassical approximation /6/, Exp, ex-
perimental results in Ne /6O/ and in F /42/.

energy for Ne and F. It can be seen that the formula pro-
posed by Deutsch and Mark /6/ gives much better agreement
with the experimental data than the classical binary encounter
approximation (equ. (6)). Moreover, equ. (7) appears also
to be superior to other classical or semiclassical treatments.

3 2 Calculation of absolute total lonization cross sections of molecules

It has been shown in recent years (see, for example /105/)
that some of these classical, semiclassical, and semi-empirical
formulae derived for atomic targets can be used to estimate
total lonization cross-sections as a function of electron
energy of a wide variety of molecules (e.g. hydrocarbons,
chlorine compounds, etc.). These formulae fail, however, in
predicting data for molecules containing fluorine /105/. An
especially characteristic example is CF., reported recently
by Stephan et al. /68/. Conversely, Fitch and Sauter /106/,
have recently presented an empirical scheme based on the
additivity rule of Otvos and Stevenson /101/, which allows

185 the calculation of the total lonization cross-section at "" 70 eV

for organic molecules containing H, C, N, 0, F, Cl, Br, and I.
The atomic coefficients for the calculation are determined by
these authors by a linear regression using 179 total loniza-
tion cross-section measurements from the literature. Deutsch
and Schmidt /105/ have extended these calculations to compounds
including P, As, B, and Si and to electron energies of 20
and 35 eV. From this, it follows that the modified additivity
rule may be used to estimate as yet unmeasured total loniza-
tion cross-sections of fluorine compounds at one electron
energy (usually giving an estimate of the maximum of the
cross-section), whereas the above-mentioned formulae cannot
be used, although it would be desirable to calculate the
energy dependence of the respective cross-sections. As it turns
out /5/, fluorine (and to a lesser degree, oxygen and nitrogen)
contributes less to a total lonization cross-section of a
compound than expected from classical (and semi-classical)
collision theory (or summation of the mean square orbital
radii from Hartree-Fock calculations as performed by Mann /100/).
In an attempt to not only estimate the total cross-section of
a fluorine compound (and other molecules) at one electron energy
but to predict the complete total lonization cross-section
function, Deutsch et al. /5/ have modified the existing
classical and semi-classical collision theories, taking into
account the anomalous behavior of fluorine (and other elements)
with help of an empirical correction factor K (see Fig. 4)
derived within the framework of the additivity rule (this
procedure takes -in a similar fashion as discussed above for
the atoms - into account that classical and semiclassical
theories do no include quantum size effects). For instance,
the corrected Lotz /107/ formula is therefore

N
a = I

n=1
b In u
EE (8)

where E is the energy of the incident electron, En is the
binding energy of electron in the nth sub-shell, u = E/E
b = 4.5 x 10~14 cm2(eV)2,

n'
and N is the number of sub-shells
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(orbitals) considered. It is therefore necessary to know the
orbital structure of the molecules considered, in particular
the correlation between orbital and molecular constituent.

This approach has been applied successfully by Deutsch
et al. /5/ to several test cases including F2 , CCl^, CF4,
SF , UF , and N_ considering the most widely used theoreti-

D O ^cal formulae. Fig. 5 shows as an characteristic example total
lonization cross sections of CF^ calculated with the un-
corrected formulae (upper part) and with the corrected formulae
(lower part). It can be seen that the agreement between the
experimental data and the calculated values is much better
for the corrected theories. This is especially true for
the low-energy regime, a region which is of particular
interest for many applications.

4 CRITICAL REVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA
It would be outside the scope of the present review to give

a full account of available cross sections. Moreover, there exist
several definitive reviews on this subject, most notably the

1966 review by Kieffer and Dunn /27/ and several recent ones
72-4,7-13,109,11O/. Therefore in this chapter a few representa-
tive examples of up to date data will be given and discussed.

Despite numerous studies in the last 75 years /111/ reliable
experimental data for most classes of species is sparse. For
instance, absolute cross section measurements are available only

ito 175——SoT
Elactron ana gy ( o V )

Fig. 5. Total lonization cross section of CF. as a function
of electron energy after Deutsch, Scheier and Mark /5/.
Points experimental results of Stephan, Deutsch and
Mark /66/. Curves given in the upper part are calculated
with the uncorrected formulae, in the lower part with
the corrected formulae.
1: Lotz /107, 2: Gryzinski /97/, 3: Burgess-Vriens /98/,
and 4: Elwert /108/.



for five metastables (H* /31,112/, He* /35/, Ne* /113/, Ar* /113/*and N_ /38/) , and (besides for atoms as H, N, 0, C, S, I, Br, Cl
and F /3,4/) for five free molecular radicals (CD2, CD3, SiF, SiF2
and Si3 /4, 41,42/) .

According to a review by Freund /4/ and by Mark /3/
cross sections for single ionization from threshold up to several
hundred eV exist for only 22 atoms, and of those, only the rare
gases and some alkalis have been measured by different laboratories
with sufficient agreement (i.e., ionization crosss sections of all
five rare gases by Freund and co-workers /4, 437, Rapp and Englander-
Golden /22/ and Mark and co-workers /6O,66/ agree to better than
1O% over the entire energy range). For another 10 atoms, only total
ionization cross sections have been measured; for the rest there
exist no published values.

In case of molecular targets the situation is even worse:
there exist only a few reliable data sets (i) on total ionization
cross sections (for more details see Ref. /9,23/ and (ii) on
partial ionization cross sections for the production of the
parent ion (for more details see Ref. /3/). For the production
of fragment ions via electron impact ionization of molecular targets
the only reliable determinations appear to be the measurements by
Adamczyk et al. /50-56/ in H2 , NS , H20, C02, NH3/ CH4 and SFg
using a cycloidal mass spectrometer, by Freund et al. /41,42,44/
in CD2, CD., SiF, SiF. and SiF., using the fast neutral beam method,
and by Mark et al. /67,68,71/ in CF4, CC14 and CF2C12 using the
deflection mass spectrometry method.

Fig. 6 gives as an example quantitative information available
for Ar, Fig. 7 for N_, Fig. 8 for SiF, Fig. 9 for CF and Fig. 1O
for SF .b

5. ELECTRON ATTACHMENT AND ELECTRON IONIZATION IN QUASI-LIQUIDS AND/OR
QUASI-SOLIDS (CLUSTERS)

In the field of radiotherapy and radiobiology not only gas
187 phase ionization cross section data are of interest, but in parti-

Ar+e

50 100 150
Corrected electron energy (eV)

Fig. 6 Absolute partial ionization sections for Ar /60,47/ after
Mark /3,11/
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100 200 10 20 40 60 100 200
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Fig. 7 Absolute partial ionization cross sections for N_ /22,36,
38/,54,114-117/ after Mark /3,11/.
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Fig. 8 Absolute partial ionization cross sections for SiF after
Hayes et al. /44/.
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Fig. 9 Absolute partial and total ionization cross sections for
CF4 after Mark /3/.
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Fig. 1O Absolute partial ionization cross sections for SF /56/
after Mark /3/. 6

cular there is urgent need on qualitative and quantitative in-
formation about electron interaction with condensed phase targets
of the respective atoms or molecules. With the recent possibility
to study in detail the inelastic interaction of electrons with
clusters /14/, a powerful new tool has become available to in-
vestigate electron attachment and electron impact ionization in
quasi-liquids and/or quasi-solids. Here, only two examples per-
taining directly to the present subject will be discussed in some
detail in the following.

5.1. Giant resonances in the thermal electron attachment cross sections
of van der Waals clusters

Low energy-electron attachment (< 15 eV) to the oxygen mole-
cule in the gas phase has been the subject of intensive study in
the past twenty years. Reactions involving molecular oxygen and
its anions are of importance in understanding air and radiation



chemistry. Dissociative attachment to 0_ is produced in the
energy range 4.4 to 10 eV via

o2(x3ig~) (2nu) 0~(2P) 0(3P) (9)

The cross section for this process shows a single structureless
peak at ~ 7 eV, suggesting that only a single repulsive state is
responsible for the occurrence of this reaction. Nondissociative
attachment to 02 (which has a positive /118/ electron affinity
of O.440 _+ O.OO8 eV) occurs by a resonance process,

00(X3Z ~; v = 0) + e + 0 ~*(X2ïïg; v'> 4). (10)

The molecular anion so formed is unstable with respect to auto-
detachment and has a predicted lifetime of ~ 10 s /119/ unless
it can be stabilized collisionally in a high-pressure environment.
A two-step mechanism was suggested including reaction (1O) and (11),

2"*(x2ng/- v 4) M o2 (x2ng;v- < 4) + M + energy (11)
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According to Spence and Schulz /120/ and Me Corkle, Christophorou
and Anderson /121/ the "effective" cross section for this "three-
body attachment" shows pronounced structure with energy. Recent
studies, however, which investigated the pressure and temperature
dependence of attachment rates have demonstrated that attachment
in pure O~ and some 02~M (where M denotes some other molecule)
systems cannot be explained solely by the Bloch-Bradbury mechanism
involving reaction (10) and (11) but that also attachment to van
der Waals molecules has to be involved /122/. Although the density
of van der Waals molecules in those experiments is much smaller
than that of 0- molecules, attachment to van der Waals molecules was
thought to be much larger because of an assumed reduction in the
effective resonance energy (O.076 eV for O2 (v'=4) with respect
to 02(v=0) /123/).

In order to resolve this question, Mark et al. /15,124/ recently
studied electron attachment to 02 clusters as a function of electron
energy and cluster size. The clusters were produced by nozzle ex-
pansion and the attachment was investigated in a crossed molecular

Electron energy (eV)

Fig. 11 (02) and (02)O signals produced by electron attachment
to O2 clusters as a function of electron energy after
Mark et al. /15,124/. Also shown is the energy dependence
of 0 produced via dissociative attachment to the O.
monomer.

beam/electron impact ionization/mass spectrometer system under
single collision conditions /125/. Electron attachment to 0_
clusters gives two homologous series, (O-) ~ and (0,) O~. Re-
ported attachment cross section functions showed significant
differences, e.g. (°2'n° ions show a similar behavior as 0~
produced via reaction (9) (i.e. a single peak at ~ 7 eV), whereas
(02>n ions show an additional peak at ~ 0 eV (see Fig. 11).
This thermal energy resonance changes dramatically with cluster
size, i.e. increasing in magnitude (giant resonance) and de-
creasing in FWHM with increasing n. Similar results have been
recently observed for C02 /126,127,128/, H20 /128/, N20 /127,
128/, SO2 /129,130/ and SFg /128,131/ clusters. This clearly
demonstrates that thermal electron attachment is of prime im-
portance in case of quasiliquid molecular targets, irrespective
of the situation in case of the respective monomer-electron
interaction (e.g. in terms of electron affinity and cross sec-
tion behavior).
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The production and stability of multiply charged van der
Waals cluster cations has been the subaect of considerable recent
interest /14,132/. Of particular interest to radiobiology are studies
on the electron energy dependence of the production of multiply
charged atomic and molecular cluster ions close to threshold,
because these studies give new insight into the formation mechanism
for these ions, i.e. multiple lonization of van der Waals clusters
(quasiliquids) proceeding via sequential single lonization colli-
sions of one incoming electron within the cluster.

Using high resolution, high mass range and high sensitivity
mass spectrometry /133/ we were recently able to obtain well
resolved cluster ion mass spectra including doubly and triply
charged cluster ions of Ar /16/, O2 /134/, N2 /135/, NH /136/
and S02 /137/. This allows the study of the threshold lonization
cross section behavior yielding the respective appearance energies.
Fig. 12 shows as an example relative lonization cross section

20 40 60 80

Uncorrec*cd e lec t ron energy [ eV )

Fig. 12 lonization cross section functions near threshold for Ar+,
"* ' ~!+ 3 +'n1 and Ar-_- after Scheier andAr , Ar +

Mark /16/.
Ar

functions near threshold for the production of singly, doubly
and triply charged Ar cluster ions. Also shown for comparison and
calibration purposes are cross section functions of the respective
monomer ions. The onset of the singly charged cluster ions (see
inset in Fig. 12) are shifted by appr. 0.5 to 1 eV to lower ener-
gies due to solvation effects /138/. The onsets of the doubly and
triply charged cluster ions are shifted way below the onsets of
Ar + and Ar3+, respectively. These large red shifts, also observed
in case of 02, N2/ NHj and S02 clusters /134-137/, cannot be
attributed to solvation effects.

Instead, Mark and coworkers /16, 134-137/ interpreted
these results,

i.e. that IE (Xnz+) = z . IE(X+),
as evidence for the occurrence of sequential multiple lonization
process. That is, e.g. X^* is produced by two sequential single
lonization events of one incoming electron at two different Ar
monomers within the cluster Arn'

Such a multiple step sequential lonization mechanism also
explains the large lonization cross sections observed for multi-
ply charged cluster ions,

2 +i.e. a(Xn /Xm) a (X /Xm)

2?,

This is in contrast to observations for the respective monomers,
where a(X+/X) » a(X2+/X) /2,3/, and has to be taken into account
when inelastic electron scattering in condensed media is considered

It is hoped that further research on electron cluster inter-
action will shed more light on electron energy degradation in
liquid and solid targets and that this new and potential experi-
mental approach will prove to be a valuable tool in radiotherapy
and radiobiology.
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ELECTRON COLLISION CROSS-SECTIONS
FOR ATOMS AND MOLECULES DETERMINED
FROM BEAM AND SWARM DATA

M HAYASHI
Nagoya Institute of Technology,
Nagoya, Japan

Abstract
This paper deals with the electron collision cross-

sections for HO molecule needed as input for electron
transport calculations and for the modeling of radiation

effects in biological materials. Recently, some new beam
data have been published for HO. With these data we have

improved the cross-section values. We have discussed the
values of total lonization cross-sections, and it is
concluded that the recent measured values of Orient et
al are too large.
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1. Introduction

Elastic and inelastic electron collision cross-sections for atoms
and molecules of interest in radiation physics and chemistry, plasma
processing, gas lasers, gaseous dielectrics and space sciences have

been determined from available electron beam and electron swarm data

utilizing the Boltzmann equation method. The discussion will cover a

number of atomic and molecular species. My first review on this
subject was reported in 1985 at the Meeting of Lake Tahoe (Hayashi

1987).



194 Table 1. The gases for which the author has determined
sets of cross-sections (1987)

He Ne Ar Kr Xe
H 0 F Cd Hg

H °2 2 2
CO NO HC1

HO SO NO CO

(Cl.

(COS)

C2H4
SF,

C2H6
C3H8

C2P6

CC1

The goal of electron collision studies is to provide absolute

values of cross-sections for all processes involved: elastic

scattering, rotational excitation, vibrational excitation, electronic

excitation, dissociation, attachment and lonization, as a function

of incident electron energy and scattering angle.

We have determined the cross-section sets for 34 atoms and

molecules in the 0 to 1000 eV energy range over the last ten years.

These atoms and molecules are listed in table 1. The molecules in

parentheses will be studied in the near future.

The simple molecules of interest in the field of radiobiology

and radiotherapy are H20, H2, O2 and N2. Inspite of several

studies, a set of electron collision cross-sections for H (Buckman

et al 1985, Morrison et al 1987, Tawara et al 1987), 0 (Phelps

1985, Itikawa et al 1987) and N2 (Phelps et al 1985, Itikawa et al

1986) are still not well known. For HO, most important small

molecule in the field of radiation research, the values of electron
collision cross-sections are also not well known (for example,

Zaider et al 1983, Inokuti 1984). Our old cross-section set for
H2O have been given in a previous report (Hayashi 1987). Lately

some new, beam-experimental data and theoretical works have been
published for H2o. With these data we have improved the cross-
section values for electron energies from 10 to 1000 eV and we

will discuss these values here.

2. Electron collision cross-section set for H O

2.1 Total cross-section

A review for total electron scattering cross-section, which is

the sum of elastic and all inelastic cross-sections, have already
been given by Tra^mar et al (1983). To avoid repetition we will

summarize here only recent works not included in this comprehensive

review. There have been some new measurements of the total cross-

sections after 1985 by Sueoka et al (1986), Szmytkowski (1987) and

Nishimura (1988) . The total cross-sections is relatively easy to

measure, therefore, the old data and these new data almost coincide

with each others, except for Sueoka's values. From these values, we

have determined the recommended values of total cross-sections in

the range of 0.35 - 1000 eV and these values are shown later. Very

recently, theoretical study have also been reported by Jain (1988),

2.2 Elastic scattering

Lately, elastic differential cross-sections (DCS) for H O have

been measured by Danjo et al (1985), Katase et al (1986) and Shyn



et al (1987). Theoretical works have also been published by Gianturco

et al (1986), Brescansin et al (1986), Katase et al (1986), Jain et

al (1988) and Sato et al (1988). Using these values together with

old experimental data, we have been determined the recommended
values of DCS for the electron energies from 0.35 to 1000 eV and

then calculated the integral elastic cross-sections q and momentum

transfer cross-sections q .

The HO molecules have large rotational excitation cross-sections

below about 10 eV.

2.3 lonization cross-section

Recently, total lonization cross-sections for HO have been

measured by Bolorizadeh et al (1986) and Orient et al (1987). The

values of Orient et al are very large compared with Schütten et al's

values (1966).

2.4 Electron swarm data

One of the electron transport coefficients, characteristic energy

D /pi at low E/N have been measured by Elford (1988) . Related new

Boltzmann equation analysis have been carried out by Ness et al (1988),

These works discussed the values of elastic q and rotational

excitation cross-sections q mainly, and their calculated D /p. values

coincide perfectly with experimental values of Elford.

3. New results and conclusion

We have determined the new tentative electron collision cross-
section set for HO. These values are shown in figure 1 and also

195 tables 2 and 3.

10'

Figure 1. Electron collision cross-sections for HO. Rotational
excitation and super elastic collision cross-sections are not
shown.

Integral elastic collision cross-section q and momentum transfer
cross-section q have been determined from all DCS values as discussed

already. The error is about 10 - 15 %. We do not discuss the
rotational excitation and also super elastic collision cross-sections
here. We believe that the values of q given by Ness et al (1988) are
exact.

The vibrational excitation cross-sections q have been separated
into three parts. The values q are the sum of q^ and q^, because

the threshold energy is almost the same. The values of q^ are the

sum of q values other than q . and <L^,3- Tne absolute values of q^

are not well known experimentally and have small effect on the
electron swarm parameters. We assume the threshold energy of 1 eV
for q . We have to say that the values of q^2 and q^j measured by
Seng et al (1976) have been multiplied by factor 2 for trial,
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Table 2. Electron collision cross-sections q and sum of these q
values Q and recommended values of total cross section Q for HO.

e
(eV)

2
3
4
5
6
8
10
12
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
80
100
120
150
200
300
400
500
700
1000

qt qv2
(0.198)

16.8 0.40
13.5 0.32
12.8 0.30
13.0 0.30
13.9 0.312
15.2 0.30
15.8 0.264
15
14
12
10
9
7
6
5
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

.8 0

.9 0

.7 0

.8 0

.5 0

.53 0

.22 0

.30 0

.21 0

.55 0

.10 0

.62 0

.11 0

.55 0

.21 0

.97 0

.75 0

.55 0

.234

.198

.160

.134

.116

.092

.076

.065

.051

.042

.036

.030

.023

.016

.012

.010

.008

.006

\I3 V
(0.453) (1.0)

0.61
0.64
0.76
0.88
0.94
0.97
0.93
0.88
0.80
0.69
0.608
0.544
0.452
0.388
0.34
0,276
0.234
0.198
0.164
0.130
0.092
0.074
0.061
0.047
0.034

0.078
0.062
0.148
0.21
0.232
0.239
0.23
0.216
0.196
0.17
0.15
0.134
0.112
0.096
0.084
0.068
0.058
0.050
0.043
0.035
0.026
0.021
0.018
0.015
0.011

qel
(7.5)

0.024
0.125
0.27
0.39
0.516
0.564
0.576
0.54
0.492
0.444
0.384
0.336
0.300
0.269
0.227
0.174
0.142
0.12
0.114
0.106

qe2 qi 2S
(13.32) (12.62)

0.048
0.203
0.320
0.408
0.528
0.585
0.603
0.594
0.576
0.546
0.504
0.450
0.36
0.305
0.255
0.20
0.155

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

.070

.33

.64

.98

.48

.76

.90

.04

.05

.02

.92

.73

.46

.26

.10

.85

.63

17.9
14.5
14.0
14.4
15.4
16.7
17.4
17.4
16.6
14.8
13.2
12.3
10.7
9.62
8.74
7.62
6.84
6.25
5.55
4.71
3.68
3.03
2.53
1.98
1.49

QT

19.0
15.2
14.2
14.7
15.3
17.0
17.5
17.1
16.4
14.3
13.1
12.0
10.6
9.6
8.7
7.6
6.8
6.3
5.6
4.7
3.60
2.90
2.40
1.85
1.41

The cross sections are expressed in units of 10 cm .

10 10'£ (eV)
Figure 2. Total lonization cross sections for H o as a function
of electron energy. Full curve is present tentative values.
• Schütten et al (1966), A Olivero et al (1972) x 0.9,
T Bolorizadeh et al (1986) X 0.8, O Khare et al (1987) Theory.

E/N (Td)
Figure 3. Townsend lonization coefficient for H o as a function
of E/N, the ratio of electric field to gas number density. Full
curve is present calculated values from the cross-sections shown
in figure 1. Points are measured by Prasad (1960), Ryzko (1966),
Risbud (1979) and Kodali (1982).



Table 3a. Momentum transfer cross-sections q for HO. Table 3b. Total attachment cross-sections q for HO.a 2

e
<eV)
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.1
0.12
0.15
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

"m
(X 10~16cm2)

5000
2900
1380
880
645
500
410
345
298
233
190
150
110
70
51
39.3
31.2
25.0
20.7

£

(eV)
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.5
1.7
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.7
3
3.5
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

<*»
(X 10~16cm2)

17.2
14.6
11.2
8.65
7.7
6.8
6.35
6.07
6.0
6.03
6.25
6.55
7.25
8.0
8.6
8.95
9.2
9.3
9.3

£

(eV)
12
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
100
120
150
200
300
400
500
700
1000

%
(X 10~16cm2)

9.2
8.7
7.6
6.47
5.5
3.99
2.94
2.24
1.78
1.45
1.05
0.84
0.64
0.464
0.296
0.204
0.152
0.091
0.053
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therefore, the values of Q almost coincide with Q values, as
shown in table 2. Here Q is the sum of elastic and all inelastic

O

q values, and Q is the recommended values of total collision
cross-section measured by experiment directly. And also, swarm

parameters calculated by these increased values of q are betterv̂
than those calculated with the original ones.

Electronic excitation cross-sections q have to be measured
experimentally in the near future. We have almost no experimental
values of q for HO. If we have exact ionization cross-sections q.,

e qa £ q

(eV) (X lo"18cm2) (eV) (X 10

4.3 0.00 6.9 4.
5 0.02 7 3.
5.5 0.07 7.1 3.
5.8 0.22 7.2 2.
5.9 0.80 7.3 1.
6 2.5 7.5 1.
6.1 4.3 7.6 0.

e qa a

~18cm2) (eV) (X lo"18cm2)

7 8.7 1.02
6 9 0.70
1 9.5 0.37
4 10 0.20
6 10.2 0.19
1 10.5 0.24
90 11 0.40

6.2 5.5 7.7 0.80 11.2 0.50
6.3 5.9 7.8 0.
6.4 6.2 8 1.
6.5 6.3 8.2 1.
6.6 6.2 8.3 1.
6.7 5.9 8.4 1.
6.8' 5.3 8.5 1.

10"

vT

1,0"
e-

ia"

i +*T

' ^^
f *^;/

80 11.3 0.50
00 11.5 0.40
25 12 0.18
30 12.5 0.05
30 13 0.00
25

\

H,O

_ ! _ , . . . < ( 1

30 10'
E/N (Td)

Figure 4. Electron attachment coefficient for HO as a function
of E/N. Full curve is present calculated values. Points are
measured by Prasad (1960), Crompton (1965), Ryzko (1966), Risbud
(1979) and Kodali (1982) .



198 together with a and q , we can determine the total q values from

Townsend lonization coefficient a. The threshold region of q is

very sensitive to the values of a at low E/N, around 100 Td for

HO. The values of q have been separated into two parts, q and

q „. The values of q , are sum of q with threshold energies frome2 el e
7.5 to 13.3 eV and q are sum of q with threshold energies frome2 e
13.3 eV up to the lonization continuum limit, 16.6 eV. The transition

of 9.7 eV threshold energy may have large q values, then for a

more exact approximation q have to be separated into three values.
To fit the values of a, we have determined the values of q and

q tentatively, as shown in table 2.

Very interesting subject is the determination of total lonization

cross-sections q for HO. There are very large discrepancies, about

factor of 2, between experimental data. After some discussions and

calculations, we have determined the values of q as shown in figure

2 and table 2. These values are much smaller than the values of

Orient et al (1987) . If we use the values of Orient et al, we have

to increase the values of q too, and then the values of Q become
e S

much larger than Q for the 40 - 200 eV region. It is pointed out

that the error of Q is about 5 %. Experimental data for q at lower

than 60 eV are very scarce, so more studies are needed. Partial

lonization cross-sections for HO production have been measured

by Mark et al (1976), but we could not convert these to total

lonization cross-sections q .

Calculated values of Townsend lonization coefficients a and

attachment coefficients r) by using the new cross-section set are

shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively, as compared with experimental

data.

In table 2, each cross-section values q, sum of these cross-

sections Q and recommended values of Q measured by a lot of

experiments are shown. Momentum transfer cross-sections q and

total attachment cross-sections q are given in table 3. This isa
our cross-section set for H O(1988).
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P. S.

Very recently, new total lonization cross-section data for HO

have been reported by D]urrc et al (1988). These values are shown in

Figure 5. Total lonization cross-sections for H 0 as a
function of electron energy. OPresent values given in
table 2, full curves are upper and lower limit values of
q given by Djurié et al (1988).



figure 5 with our q values of table 2. New data are almost same as

our values, but we think that our values of q have to improve

a little.
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200 FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES IN RADIOLYSIS —
COLLISION DYNAMICS DATA ON SOME
ELEMENTARY PROCESSES

Y. HATANO
Department of Chemistry,
Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

A b r i e f survey is given of recent progress in understanding
fundamental processes in r a d i o l y s i s with special emphasis on the
present status of the knowledge of their cross section data and
its i m p l i c a t i o n s to that of the condensed phase. Topics are
chosen from our recent investigations of some elementary
processes: CD "Energy deposit" on molecular compounds: absolute
VUV-photoabsorpt ion and photo ion izat ion cross sections, (2)
Dissociation of superexcited molecules, (3) Penning ionization
and its related processes, and (4) Electron attachment processes.

1. In troduc t i on

Radiation chemistry is of great importance in radiation
research and may have an important role in understanding
radiation therapy.

A b r i e f survey is given in this paper of recent progress in
understanding fundamental processes in radiolysis with special
emphasis on the present status of the knowledge of their cross
section data and its implications to that of the condensed
phase. Radiation chemistry needs c o l l i s i o n cross section
data, which must be correct, absolute, and comprehensive. '
R a d i a t i o n chemistry, however, has another important role in the
relation between radiation research and atomic c o l l i s i o n research.

This is a fact that radiation chemistry is a source of new ideas
and information in atomic collision research. ' In this
paper, therefore, topics are also chosen from our recent
investigations of some elementary processes.

2. Fundamental processes in radiolysis

The succession of events that follow absorption in matter of
high energy radiation is divided into three characteristic
temporal stages: physical, physicochemica1 and chemical
stages. ^ The physical stage of radiation effects is the
primary activation of molecules due to the collision of high
energy incident particles, i.e., photons, electrons, heavy
charged particles, neutrons, etc. , with molecules to form
electronically excited or ionized states of molecules and ejected
electrons. Electrons thus formed have energies enough to ionize
again surrounding molecules. At the steady state of radiolysis,
electrons are formed in a wide energy range via cascading
e lee ton—mo 1 ecu le collision processes as follows.1)

Formation of electrons in a wide energy range
i

Electron energy loss processes, i.e., electron molecule collision
processes, and ionization and excitation of molecules.

IFormation of the lower energy electrons, and ionization and
excitation of molecules.

I
Electron disappearance, i. e. , recombination, attachment and
diffusion, and molecular dissociation, luminescence, internal
conversion, intersystem crossing, and ion-molecule reactions,

i
Stable end-products

Consequently, e lee tron—molecule collisions such as ionization
and excitation of molecules, recombination or attachment of



TABLE 1. Fundamental Processes in the Radiolysis of
a Liquid Organic Compound AB.

AB+ + AB or S -^-Products

(Direct excitation)

A + AB

Direct ionization
Superexcitation
Excitation
Autoionization
Dissociation
Internal conversion, etc.
Ion dissociation
Ion-molecule reaction
Geminate recombination
Electron-ion recombination
Ion-ion recombination
Electron attachment
Solvation
Dissociation
Internal conversion
and Intersystem crossing
Isomerization
Fluorescence
Energy transfer
Excimer formation
Radical recombination
Disproportionation
Addition
Abstraction
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202 electrons, etc , have an important role in radiolysis The
phys icochemical stage is the reaction of transient species such
as excited and ionized states of molecules, free radicals, and
electrons themselves The reaction of thermalized species like
thermal free radicals, which are not unique to radiation
chemistry, is sometimes c a l l e d the chemical stage of the
radiation effects

let us consider and summarize b r i e f l y in Table 1 what happens
when, for example, one MeV f-rays are i r r a d i a t e d upon a liquid
organic compound AB

A solvation process in Table 1 is not usually included in the
fundamental processes in the gas-phase radioJysis, whereas this
process is quite important in the condensed~phase radiolysis,
p a r t i c u l a r l y of polar compounds Recently, however, this process
is considered to be important also in the gas phase A geminate
recombination, characterizes condensed-phase radiolysis in
a d d i t i o n to a free-charge recombination Transient species in
radiolysis are thus classified as two types, f i r s t l y , charged
species, i e , electrons and ions, and secondly, neutral species,
i e , excited molecules and free radicals These species
constitute the above mentioned fundamental processes in radiation
chemistry In analyzing these processes radiation chemists must
understand the present status of the knowledge of atomic
c o l l i s i o n research and elementary reaction dynamics The use of
the matrix representation is quite helpful to understand or to
survey diverse information on these various processes For
example, some electron c o l l i s i o n processes are shown in Fig 1
The presen* status of the knowledge of each c o l l i s i o n process is
shown q u a l i t a t i v e l y in Fig 2 The results of a p a r t i c u l a r
c o l l i s i o n process at various c o l l i s i o n energies are projected on
the matrix The m a t r i x representation is helpful not only for
analyzing a complex mechanism of r a d i o l y s i s but also for finding
new ideas of collision dynamics research

3 Fundamental molecular parameters

Radiation chemistry needs the data on various fundamental gas
phase molecular parameters, which must be correct, absolute and
comprehensive 2) Since radiation chemists are interested in
various molecules not only in the gas phase but also in the
condensed phase, and in a variety of materials ranging from
rare-gas atoms and diatomic molecules to complex molecules such
as hydrocarbons, alcohols, etc , and to polymers, then
fundamental gas-phase molecular parameters are of great
importance in understanding radiation chemistry not only in the
gas phase but also in the condensed phase These are divided
into static and dynamic parameters The former includes
lonization potentials, appearance potentials, electron
affinities, and potential energy curves Thermochemica 1
parameters such as b a s i c i t i e s , a c i d i t i e s , proton a f f i n i t i e s , and
hydride-ion a f f i n i t i e s of molecules and the parameters for
cluster ions are also important The latter includes rate
constants or cross sections for elementary reaction or collision
processes which are l i s t e d in Table 1

4 C o l l i s i o n dynamics data on some elementary processes

A survey is given in the following of c o l l i s i o n dynamics data
on some elementary processes which are chosen from our recent
research programs in progress These processes, as shown in
Table 1, are of great importance in r a d i o l y s i s

4 1 VUV-photoabsorpt ion and photo l on i zat ion cross sections and
d i s s o c i a t i o n dynamics of superexcited molecules

A molecule which receives energy exceeding its lonization
threshold dp) does not always ionize because the molecule



except monoatomic molecules have d i s s o c i a t i o n channels into
neutral fragments. The ionization process competes with the
neutral fragmentation. These processes are schematically
represented in the following for a molecule AB.

<>V

AB + Energy—i—=>AB -t- e
' AB

—> AB+ + e"
—> A + B
—» Others

; Direct ionization
; Superexcitation
; Autoionization
; Dissociation

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

2Q3

In this mechanism AB' is a superexcited m o l e c u l e which decays
through au tojon izat ion and d i s s o c i a t i o n ( or neutral
fragmentation). An ionization e f f i c i e n c y i) is defined as
oj/ 04 where oj is the cross section for both direct-
and auto-ionizat ion processes and ot is the cross section for
the total energy absorption, i.e., the sum of the cross sections
for direct ionization and superexcitation. The value of i in
the energy region below the ionization threshold should be zero
in general, while that above the threshold increases with
increasing the energy and approaches unity in the energy region
enough above the threshold. In the energy region above, but
close to, the threshold the dissociation process plays a very
important role in the decay of a superexcited molecule.

It has been pointed out both theoretically^"^ and
experimentally" that superexcited states, in particular neutral
fragments formed from their dissociation, play an important role
in radiolysis. The neutral fragments are transl a t ional ly or
v i b r a t i o n a l l y sometimes elec t r o n i c a l l y excited because of a large
internal energy of superexcited states. Such excited fragments
are called hot atoms or free radicals, and expected to have
anomalous reactivities.

For better substantiation of superexcited states and their
dissociation processes, it is indispensable to measure the
kinetic energy of dissociaion fragments and their angular
distribution*^ as we11 as to measure the threshold energy of
dissociation. *' The former is transla tional spec troscopy,
and the latter is e x c i t a t i o n spectrum measurements. Electron
impact experiments as combined with these measurements in the
past two decades have made clear comprehensively at least an
outline of the electronic structures of superexcited states and
their dissociation processes for some simple
mo 1 ecu les.10) The superexcited states of molecules are
molecular high Rydberg states converging individually to each
ionic state and classified into the following three types.

1) Vibrationally Cor rotationally) excited states.
2) Doubly excited states.
3) Innner—core excited states.

Recently synchrotron radiation as a new photon source has
been used to substantiate further the electronic structures of
superexcited states and their dissociation processes as well as
to understand the formation mechanism of superexcited
states. 12) An important role of synchrotron radiation in the

of mo leculeschemistry of excitation and ionization
demonstrated in Fig.3.

In the case of photon impact experimants at the photon energy
E, o^(E) corresponds to the optical oscillator strength
d i s t r i b u t i o n df/dE and the ionization efficiency
i? (E) = o j (E)/a ^ (E) should be called the ionization quantum
y i e l d . Since these data have been very few particularly for
chemically important molecules such as hydrocarbons and other
organic molecules, the absolute o^(E) and oj (E) values of
these molecules in some isomeric series such as CßHg, C^jHg, CgHj2>
C2HgO and CßHgO isomers have been measured in the
wavelength region from 30nm to the ionization threshold of each
molecule (120-140nm).13~16) Figure 4 shows, for example, the
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Fig. 4. Photoabsorption cross sections of the C,Hg
isomer molecules, propylene and cyclopropane. !3)

otCE) values of the CßHg isomers, i.e., propylene and
cyclopropane. *3) The following are almost the common new
features of the obtained otCE) and o j CE) data for these
isome ric series.

1) The otCE) values show the maximum at about 70-80 nm for
each molecule, which means that the probability of the
energy deposition on the molecule is the maximum at about
16-18eV.

2) In the wavelength region shorter than that at the maximum
the otCE) values are almost the same among the isomers
and equal to the sum of the cross sections for the
constituent atoms.

3) In the longer wavelength region, however, the cross
sections have different peaks and shoulders depending on
an isomer, i.e. on its molecular structure.

4) The v CE) value quickly increases from the ionization
threshold with increasing the E value, shows a peak or a
shoulder, and increases again at about the second
ionization potential with increasing the E value.
Comparing such TJ CE) curves between different molecules,
the following new interesting correlation has been
obtained. With increasing the energy difference between
the first and the second ionization potentials, the peak
near the first threshold appears more clearly. With
decreasing the energy difference it is more difficult to
find a peak or a shoulder.

5) For some molecules, the >) CE) values are s t i l l clearly
deviated from the unity even at the energy region of about
20 eV which is far above the threshold.

The obtained results w i l l make an important contribution to
fundamental physical chemistry particularly as a trigger to
develop new quantum chemistry, '-* and w i l l also make a helpful
contribution to radiation research in estimating the energy
deposition spectra of molecules.^)



More d e t a i l e d information has been obtained of the
dissociation dynamics of superexcited molecular hydrogen using
synchrotron radiation as an excitation source. 8> Similar
experiments have been in progress also of more complex molecules.

A Lyman-a excitation spectrum has been observed using
synchrotron radiation in the energy region corresponding to the
double electron excitation of Hg- ̂ ' This is the first
observation of the neutral fragmentation process of the doubly
excited states of H2- There exist in the spectrum three
thresholds which are compared with theoretically predicted
Franck-Condon energy thresholds of doubly excited states.
Lyman-a, Lyman-o! coincidence19) and Lyman-a angular disribution
have been also measured. The cross section of Lyman-a fluorescence
in the p h o t o d i s s o c i a t i o n of the doubly excited states is very
small, e.g., in the order of 10~20 cm2 at 30 eV, in
comparison with that from the single electron
excitation.' '* In the case of low energy electron impact
dissociation of »£, however, the dissociation cross section
of the doubly excited states is not so different from that of the
singly excited state. 10)

4.2 Electron attachment processes

Electron attachment is a process in which electrons are
captured by atoms or molecules to form negative ions. Electron
attachment or negative-ion formation processes are of great
importance not only in atomic c o l l i s i o n research but also in
radiation research. Electron attachment processes have been
extensively studied theoretically and experimentally, and these
are comprehensively summarized in some review papers 20-30)
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Electron atttachment processes are classified into two types;
dissociative and non—dissoci a t ive processes as shown in the
following reaction scheme,

A + X' (6)
AX" + energy. (7)

Interaction of low-energy electrons with molecules, AX, produces
unstable negative ions, AX~*, with a cross section o or a
rate constant k. The autodetachment of electrons from AX~*
with a lifetime t may compete with the dissociation of AX~
or with the formation of stable molecular negative ion, AX~,
which requires the release of excess energies from AX~ .
The lifetime r is related to the electron-energy width of the
attachment resonance. The value of 1/T is a rate constant for
the autodetachment process. In the presence of third-body
molecules, AX~* is co 11 isionally stabilized to form stable
AX~. The branching ratios among the unimolecular processes
of decaying AX depend on the interrelationship of the
potential energy curves between AX and AX~, and also on
electron energies. The relative importance of the collisional
stabilization process in the overall decaying processes of
electrons depends largely on these unimolecular processes
particularly the lifetime T and of course on the number density
and character of third-body molecules, in which one may expect
some environmental effects on the overall scheme of electron
attachment processes. In addition to the determination of cross
sections or rate constants for electron attachment or
negative-ion formation and their electron energy dependences, it
has been of prime importance to clarify the attachment mechanism,
not only the overall mechanism but how environmental conditions
affect the mechanism.

Recent studies of thermal electron attachment to 02,
NgO and other molecules have revealed that the electron
attachment to pre-existing van der Waals (vdW) molecules or
neutral clusters plays a significant role in the overall
mechanism. ^»2^ The experimental results have been compared with
theories and discussed in terms of the effect of van der Waals
interaction on the electron attachment resonance. The obtained
conclusions have been related with investigations of electron
attachment, solvation and localization in the condensed phase. A
significant development in such studies has been started in
electron attachment studies using experimental techniques which



206 were o r i g i n a t e d from r a d i a t i o n chemistry; one is the microwave
technique combined with pulse radiolysis, the other is the
c o m p e t i t i o n kinetics of steady state r-radiolysis Such studies
have given a i m p o r t a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n to advances in e l e c t r o n
attachment s t u d i e s themselvts and have triggered a very recent
development in beam experiments of electron-van der Waals
molecule c o l l i s i o n s 31~33)

Since oxygen is p r o b a b l y the most extensively studied
m o l e c u l e in both e x p e r i m e n t a l and t h e o r e t i c a l investigation of
low-energy e l e c t r o n attachment, the experimental results and
discussion are b r i e f l y d e s c r i b e d in the f o l l o w i n g p a r t i c u l a r l y
for 02

 20-23>
The w e l l , and only, a c c e p t e d mechanism has been the o v e r a l l

two-step three-body mechanism which was o r i g i n a l l y suggested by
Bloch and B r a d b u r y and was l a t i r m o d i f i e d by Her^enberg to bt,
consistent w i t h modern experimental data, the mechanism for
02~M m i x t u r e , where M is
expressed as follows.

a molecule other than Or
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(8)
(9)
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02*The vi b r a t i o n a l characteristics of the negative ion
are established from electron impact and scattering experiments
and the electron affinity of Oo is 0 44 eV For convenience,

3 2the potential energy diagrams for Og(X £ ) and CU (X ÏÏ ) are shown
in Fig 5. It can be seen that the lowest resonance
involves the v i b r a t i o n a l levels, 0% (v=0) and C>2~ Cv'=4),
at low electron energies and the resonance energy is about 0 08
eV

Since all electron-decays in C^-M mixtures show pseudofirst
order behavior, each decay curve gives an electron l i f e t i m e
TO which is related to the densities (Ĉ ) and CM)as

(12)

when C02) « CM) , where kM Ĉ kjk̂ i/̂ ) is the
overall three body rate constant Based on Eq(12), Shimamori and
Hatano34) determined the value of k1=4.8xlO~11 cm3/sec
and the values of ky for various stabilization partners The
au to ionizat ion l i f e t i m e of 02~* 1 e , the value of 1/̂ 2.
was also estimated to be about 100 psec which was comparable to
the predictions of theoretical treatments There existed,
however, some remarkable inconsistencies between these results
and other data obtained by Chr i stophorou and

O c __ o ~J \coworkers°° °'' from electron attachment experiments
at very high gas pressures (<30 atm). They reported the value of
kj much larger than that obtained by Shimamori and Hatano and
correspondingly a considerably shorter l i f e t i m e of 02~* in



the order of 1 psec. Such inconsistencies have been demonstrated
more clearly and analyzed by recent studies of Kokaku and
coworkers.38,39) They have found that the BB mechanism can
account for the data in the low pressure range but fails to
explain the result at higher pressures. The result at higher
pressures has been explained well by the following van der Waals
molecule mechanism.

(0-M)

02 + M + e

0 ~ + 2M

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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where Keq is the equilibrium constant for vdW molecule
formation. The density of vdW molecules is determined by Ke(,
C02) (M), and the value of Keq can be estimated by Stogryn
and Hirschfel der's theoretical treatment. "* Several experiments
have provided evidnece for the existence of vdW molecules in the
gas phase.41,42) jn tne kinetic treatment made by Kokaku and
coworkers,38>39) the estimated values of k5 are (2-20)xlO~9
cm3/sec depending on M, where it is highly attractive that
all the values for kg are much larger than the value of
kj (=4. SxlO^^cm-Vsec). This result shows that in
the case of vdW molecules the i n i t i a l electron capture mechanism
differs Substantially from the case of isolated molecules. A
recent study by Shimamori and Fassenden43^ has also verified
clearly the presence of the vdW mechanism. They have measured
the temperature dependence of three-body rate constants in pure
02, 02-N2, and 02~CO
mixtures. The result for 02 is shown in Fig. 6- According to
Herzenberg's theory, 4^ the three-body rate constant, as denoted

3̂

Olu*0
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Fig. 6.

The temperature dependence of
the three-body rate constant
of 02. 43) The broken line
shows the temperature de-
pendence of the rate constant
calculated from Herzenberg's
theory. The solid line shows
a calculated curve which
involves both the contributions
from the broken line and the
rate constant due to electron
attachment to van der Waals
molecule (O_) j-

200 300
CK)

here by IK~° which corresponds to the experimentally obtained
kj, can be expressed as

(17)

where h, m, and k have their usual meanings, kj_ the
Langevin's rate constant, ( the stabilization efficiency, T the
absolute temperature, and EQ the resonance energy. Equation
(17) predicts a simple decrease in the rate constant with reduced
temperature. The expected curve for 02 calculated from Eq.(17 )
assuming f to be unity is drawn In Fig. 6. An extra contribution
which increases with lowered temperature is evident, and
explained well again by the electron attachment to the vdW
molecule (02) 2. Since it has been v e r i f i e d , therefore,



7Qfl TABLE 2. Ra te Constant ks, Resonance Enargy Er. Resonance W i d t h rs.
E lec t ron D e n s i t y v r f r and Cross Sect ion a) , ^ 2 0 ) been a l s o o b t a i n e d f r o m th i s e x p e r i m e n t and s u m m a r i z e d i n Tab le

C02 - M)

C02 • N2)
C02 - C2H6)
<02-C2H4)

02

E r C n e V > r

20
30
45

88CE0)

5 CjueV)

800
450
270

loc rp

vr ' r

0. 71
0. 89
0.92

0. 47

crh (A2)

2500
1700
1100

570

ks<10~11ctn3/sec>

3000
1100
380

3< k l >

that experimental evidence for the electron attachment to van der
Waals molecules has been obtained from e i t h e r pressure or
temperature dependent experiment, Toriumi and Hatano4^"47^
have changed systematically both pressure and temperature in the
wide ranges and determined the important rate parameters for the
BB mechanism such as the rate constant for the i n i t i a l electron
attachment to 02 (kj), the lifetime T of C>2~*
i.e., the resonance width, and the overall three body attachment
rate constants from the experiments on 02~CoHg,
02*~C2̂ 4 and 02~̂ 2 mixtures. The values of t
are again in good agreement with those obtained by theories.
Each three body rate constant is, respectively, smaller than that
obtained previously without taking into consideration of the vdW
mechanism. The value of kj obtained from ®9~^2
system, which is s e l e c t e d as a convenient system to determine the
value of kj, is about 3x10~*'cm*Vsec. This value
agrees w i t h i n experimental errors with those obtained from
02~C/2Hg and ®2~^2^4 syste<ns, and with the
value, 4.8x10 ^cm'Vsec, which was obtained previously by
Shimamori and Hatano. It should be noted here that the value,
SxlO"1 ̂ m-Vsec, is in good agreement with the theoretical
va lues. 4o — 51)

The important rate parameters for the vdW mechanism such as
the rate constant for the i n i t i a l electron attachment to
(02-M) where M=C2H6, C
I i fe t ime T of (02-M)~*,

and N2, and the
, the resonance width, have

2. 20) The values of in Table 2 are again much larger
than the above-mentioned k| values. The resonance energy and
width are also summarized in Table 2. The resonance energy for
e~ + <O2'M)-> (02-M)~* is much smaller than that
for e~ + C>2 •*£>% , while its width for the former
process is much larger than that for the latter process. The
large enhancement in the attachment rate constant from kj to
kg has been discussed qualitatively as related to the
decrease in the resonance energy and the increase in the
resonance width. The reason for the decrease in the resonance
energy has been ascribed to the fact that the resonance state is
much stabilized by the polarization interaction between C>2~
and M. Such situation is depicted in Fig. 7 where schematic
potential energy curves are shown for 02~M and 02~~^
sy s terns. 20) F i g u r e 7 shows t h a t n e a r to the e q u i l i b r i u m i n t e r -
m o l e c u l a r d i s t a n c e the e f f e c t i v e resonance energy of C>2~-M
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system is much reduced and even superimposed on the U2~M
curve. The existence of a number of vibrational states in both
ion complex and neutral systems may be another major factor of
the large transition p r o b a b i l i t i e s .

At extremely low energy electron collision such as electron
attachment to vdW molecules, a "small" vdW molecule is supposed
to c o l l i d e with "large" electron clouds, of which cross section
is determined by a size of the de Broglie wave length of incident
electrons. With decreasing the resonance energy, therefore, the
attachment cross section should increase. It should be noted
that the maximum value of emprically obtained cross section
values for dissociative attachment processes at low energy are
reasonably explained by the de Broglie wavelength of incident
electron.52'53)

The resonance width r$ is expressed by the Wigner's
threshould rule. In the case of isolated 0% the resonance
state C>2 (X^JIg, v'=4) can couple with only one
electronic partial wave with an angular momentum £=2. In the
case of vdW molecules in termolecu1ar interaction may couple with
additional partial waves such as p wave and s wave with low
energy. If the o r b i t a l of 02~(Hg) is di s t o r t e d by a
third-body molecule, new attachment channels can open with lower
angular momentum of electrons and the resonance width may
inc rease.

It has been necessary to make a quantitative calculation of
these effects using precise wave functions of C>2~^ system.
Very recently, Huo et al. *' have made such calculations on
(-)2~̂ 2 system and compared their result with experiments.
They have been successful in explaining the large enhancement in
the attachment rate constant for vdW molecules using SCF wave
fune t ions.

The high pressure electron swarm data"^~** which were
simply elucidated only by the BB mechanism are well explained up
to about 4x10^0 molecules/cm3 by the combination of the
BB mechanism and the vdW mechanism., It is obvious that the
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ranges. Electron attachment to Og has been investigated in
s u p e r c r i t i c a l hydrocarbon fluids at densities up to about
10" molecules/cm3 using the pulsed e l e c t r i c conductivity
technique, *" and the results have been explained in terms of
the effect of the change in the electron potential energy and the
polarization energy of C>2 in the medium fluids. In
general electron attachment to 0^ is considered to be a
convenient probe to explore electron dynamics in the condensed
phase.

A similar conclusion has been obtained also in the case
of 1̂ 20, ) ") from which some general conditions have
been extracted under which one can predict the existence of
electron attachment to vdW molecules. The common feature to both
Og and N2U is that the rate constants of electron
attachment to those isolated molecules are relatively small
C10~11-10~13cm3/sec) on an absolute scale. This is
due to the presence of activation energy, i.e., the resonance
energy, for electron attachment. In contrast there is virtually
no activation energy in the electron attachment to vdW molecules
containing C>2 or ^0, thus yielding much larger rate
constants for this process. The formation of vdW complexes
appears to act just like it has an effect of lowering the
activation energy or the resonance energy. Consequently one may
expect to observe the contribution of vdW molecules only for
compounds which have activation energies for electron attachment,
or for the molecules of which attachment cross section for
electron energies near thermal increases with increasing electron
energy. One may expect generally that even in the case of
molecules with negative electron affinities or with high
threshold electron energies for attachment some environmental
effects or the effect of the vdW molecule formation bring about
the large enhancement in the cross sections or the rate constants
for the lower energy electron attachment to these molecules.

Based on the discussions presented in the preceding
sections, the reasons for such expectation are summarized as
follows:20,23)



210 1) The lowering of the resonance energy due to a deeper
ion-neutral p o t e n t i a l in comparison with neutral-neutral
p o t e n t i a l of the vdW molecule.

2) The a d d i t i o n a l v i b r a t i o n a l structures of the vdW molecule.
3) The symmetry breaking due to the vdW interaction which

allows the molecule to attach electron with a d d i t i o n a l
p a r t i a l waves.

4) The deformation of the molecular structure or the change
of the vi b r a t i o n a l modes due to the surrounding molecules.

5) The e f f e c t i v e v i b r a t i o n a l r e l a x a t i o n of the formed
negative ion with excess energies due to the presence of a
b u i l t - i n third body molecule in the vdW molecule.

The d i s t i n c t features of the electron attachment to vdW
molecules as summarized above may become a substantial clue to
understand the fundamental nature of e l e c t r o n attachment not only
in dense gases but also in the condensed phase. It is also
apparent that most of the e l e c t r o n attachment in bulk system is
no longer a simple process as consisted of the interaction of
electron with isolated molecules. A d e f i n i t e l y important role of
pre-existing vdW molecules formed by weak in termolecul a r force
mus t be admi t ted.

4.3 Penning ionization and its r e l a t e d processes

D e e x c i t a t i o n processes of excited rare gas atoms play an
important role in various phenomena in ionized gases. Penning
ionization by l o n g — l i v e d metastable atoms has been studied
experimentally using W-value methods, s t a t i c aftergrow
methods, flowing a f t e r g l o w methods, beam methods, and pulse
radioysis methods.^6,57) Comparative discussions on the
methods have concluded a s u p e r i o r advantage of the pulse
r a d i o l y s i s method,^) which was f i r s t demonstrated by Ueno and
Hatano''^-', over the other methods in determining absolute rate
constant or cross section values for this process. The
d e e x c i t a t i o n rate constants of He(23S) and Ne(3PO,l,2) by

various atoms and molecules were obtained at room temperature
using a pulse radiolysis method. 58-61) ^n attempt has been
made to correlate the obtained rate constant values with various
molecular parameters such as ionization potentials and
po l a r i z a b i b i ties. A relatively good correlation has been
obtained for He (23S) between the deexcitation p r o b a b i l i t y P
(p-kex/lcth:> and tne excess energy AE CAE=EHe~Ip CM) ) ,
where kex, ktn, E(He*), and Ip (M) are the experimentally
obtained thermal rate constant, the calculated gas kinetic rate
constant, the excitation energy of He (23S), and the ionization
p o t e n t i a l of the target atom or molecule M, respectively.
However, the reason for the correlation is not well understood.
A s i m i l a r experiment has been made also for the de-excitation of
Ne (3P2, 3P!, and 3PQ) by atoms and
molecules. A pulse radiolysis is very advantageous also to
o b t a i n the c o l l i s i o n a l energy dependence of cross sections. A
v e l o c i t y averaged absolute cross section, M, is obtained as
a function of mean c o l l i s i o n a l energy, E, from the temperature
dependence of an absolute rate constant. Recently the
temperature dependence of the rate constants has been measured
for the deexcitation of He (23S) by atoms and mo 1 ecu l es. ̂ 2)
According to the theory of Penning ionization, the c o l l i s i o n a l
energy dependence of its cross section is given, if the
interaction p o t e n t i a l V* (R) for He*-M and the au toion izat i on
rate T CR) 15 from He*-M to He-(M+-e~) are obtained, by
the f o l l o w i n g simple equation:

or k(T) rä/B (18)

where CTj and E are the total Penning ionization cross section
and the c o l l i s i o n a l energy, respectively, and fCR) and V* (R)
are empirically represented as

TCR) = A exp C-aR),
V*CR) = B exp (-8R),

(19)
(20)



TABLE 3. The Values of et/ B and P 62)

N2CO
Ar
Kr
NO
02C2H4
C02

tf/ß
1. 4
1. 1
1. 0
1. 0
0. 6o. e
0.3
0. 1

P
0.05
0. 07
0. 07
0. 07
0. 16
0. 18
0. 31
0. 39
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where A, B, a, and B are constants and R is an intermolecular
distance. The slope of log-log plots of k (T) vs T gives the
values of o/@. The obtained a/8 value for each molecule M listed
in Table 3 increases with decreasing the value of P, where P is a
de-excitation probability per collision or 1/P is an effective
c o l l i s i o n number for energy transfer. Since 6 is not so
r e l a t i v e l y different for each M, Table 3 shows clearly that the
bigger a, i.e., the shorter range interaction between He (23S)
and M, gives the smaller P, i.e., the less e f f i c i e n t energy
transfer from He(23S) to M. This conclusion satisfies the
exterior electron density model by Ohno et al,6^

Deexcitation of the resonance state of rare gas atoms has
been studied less extensively than that of the metastable state
because of experimental d i f f i c u l t i e s owing to the short l i f e t i m e
of the resonance state. There have been reported, however,
several t h e o r e t i c a l formulations"'' ' based on a long-range
d i p o 1 e — d i p o 1 e interaction for the deexcitation cross section of
r a d i a t i v e atoms. It has been, therefore, necessary to compare
the theory with the results of the resonance or the lowest
radiative state atoms. It has been repo r ted^, 71) recently
that the collisional energy dependence of the deexcitation cross
sections of He(21P), Ar^Pj), and ArC3?^ by
atoms and molecules by using a pulse radiolysis method which is
very advantageous to obtain the absolute values of the
deexcitation cross sections of the resonance atoms as well as the
metastable states.

A comparison, as shown in Fig. 8, between the experimental
results of the collisional energy dependence of the de-excitation
cross section of He(2^P) by Ar and the theoretical ones
calculated from the W-K theory67-* and the K-W68) theory
makes clearly possible for the first time to compare in detail
the experimental results with theoretical ones. ^ The
present experimental result can discriminate different theories
and supports evidently the modified new theory, the K—W theory,
which means that a theory should take the bent trajectory into
cons ide ra t ion.

It is also the fact that very few studies have been reported
on simple excitation transfer, in which Penning ionization is
energetically impossible, from resonant rare gas atoms to atoms
and molecules. The temparature dependence of the deexcitation

Fig. 8.

Collisional energy dependence
of the deexcitation cross
section of He(21P) by Ar ; • :
Expriment; ——: WK theory;

KW theory. 69)
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r a t e c o n s t a n t s o f t h e r e s o n a n c e s t a t e s o f A r , P j a n d
3Pj, by SFg and N2 has b e e n m e a s u r e d , 70:> thus
o b t a i n i n g t h e c o l l i s i o n a l e n e r g y d e p e n d e n c e o f t h e d e e x c i t a t i o n
c r o s s s e c t i o n s . T h e r e s u l t s o f t h e c r o s s s e c t i o n s f o r S F g
are c o m p a r e d w i t h the W-K t h e o r y and a g o o d a g r e e m e n t i s
o b t a i n e d . T h e r e s u l t s f o r N 2 a g r e e w i t h p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e
c r o s s s e c t i o n s for a n o n r e s o n a n t case . Even in the case of the
d e - e x c i t a t i o n o f t h e r e s o n a n c e s t a t e , such a s A r f ^ P j ) o r
A r ( 3 P p , t h e c r o s s s e c t i o n v a l u e a n d i t s c o l l i s i o n a l
e n e r g y d e p e n d e n c e a r e v e r y s i m i l a r t o those f o r t h e m e t a s t a b l e
s t a t e , i . e . , Ar ( 3 Pr j ) o r Ar C3?2> • Th i s r e s u l t s a t i s f i e s
a g a i n t he W-K t h e o r y b e c a u s e o f t he f a c t t h a t N2 has a l m o s t
no o p t i c a l a b s o r p t i o n in t he e n e r g y o f A r O P p and
Ar< 3 Pp . I t i s c o n c l u d e d , t h e r e f o r e , t h a t a long- range
d i p o l e - d i p o l e i n t e r a c t i o n i s i m p o r t a n t i n t h e d e e x c i t a t i o n
p r o c e s s e s of A r t ^ P j ) and Ar( 3 Pp by SF6, bu t
t h a t a s h o r t — r a n g e i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h c u r v e c r o s s i n g d o m i n a t e s i n

t he d e e x c i t a t i o n o f A r ^ P p and Ar (3Pp by
N2.
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CHARGE TRANSFER INVOLVING DOUBLY CHARGED IONS:
LOW ENERGY SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS AS A SOURCE
OF STATE-TO-STATE RELATIVE CROSS-SECTION DATA
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Prague, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

Single-charge transfer processes of doubly charged
atomic and molecular ions are important elementary
processes in ionized media. Their state-selective
cross sections are in agreement with the "reaction
window" concept. The possibility of obtaining state-
to-state relative cross sections of these processes
in the eV and sub-eV collision energy region from
scattering experiments is discussed.

1^ INTRODUCTION
Elementary processes of charge transfer (charge exchange, elec-

tron capture) play an important role in systems with high energy
content. Considerable attention has been paid so far to obtaining
information on processes involving singly-charged ions and large
anxxnt of data exists on systems involving both atoms and molecules.
Much less attention has been paid to charge transfer processes in-
volving multiply charged ions, though their role in ionized media
is of importance, too. In particular, the^ represent a class of ele-
mentary collision processes in which large amounts of energy ( 20 eV
or more) are typically transferred.

During the last decade there has been an increase of interest in
studies of processes involving multiply-charged ions. The motivation
came mainly from plasma physics, studies of ionosphere and astrophy-
sical plasmas. This motivation determined also the atomic and mole-
cular systems investigated ( mostly atomic ion - atom processes ).
However, important achievements have been reached concerning both
kinetics and dynamics of these processes which are of general cha-
racter, and may form a guideline for studies of suitable, possibly
more complicated systems of interest for the purposes of this con-
ference .



Besides data on absolute total cross sections of charge transfer
processes involving multiply charged ions, present experiments pro-
vide information on relative and absolute cross sections of electro-
nic state-to-state processes which are of basic importance for full
understanding of the lonization structure of fully or partly ionized
systems.

In this contribution we will confine our attention to elementary
processes of single-charge transfer (SCT) between atomic (A) and
molecular (M) doubly-charged ions which, in principle, may be
classified in the following way ( AB, CD means a diatomic or a po-
lyatomic molecule) :
A++ + C - A+ + C +

AB+ + + C .» AB+ + C +

AB+++ C » A+ + B + C+

A-A SCT (1)
non-dissociative M-A SCT (2)
dissociative M-A SCT (3)
collisional dissociation of M(4)
non-dissociative A-M SCT (5)
dissociative A-M SCT (6)
non-dissociative M-M SCT (7)

AB+++ CD * A+ + B + CD+ etc. dissociative M-M SCT (8)

C - A
A++ + CD * A+

A + CD -» A
AB+++ CD * AB+

CD"
C+ + D

Only some of the types of processes outlined above have been stu-
died so far. The interest of atomic and plasma physicists concen-
trated most of the attention to process (1). Together with it,
usually some simple molecular taraets ( H2, N2, NO, 02) have beenstudied ( process (5) and (6) ), mostly at high collision energies.
Collisional dissociation of polyatomic ions represents a specific
area in mass spectrometry and wil] not be treated here. Quite re-
cently,data are beginning to appear on molecular dication charge
transfer, process (2). Practically no information exists or pro-
cesses (8) and (9).
2. SOURCES OF DATA

Data on charge transfer of multiply-charged ions come from stu-
dies at very different collision energies:

2 4- studies at collision energies of 10 - 10 eV represent a typical
domain of atomic physics related to plasma physics. Earlier work
has been summarized in monographies ( e.g., ref. [1]), An excellent
review of atomic processes involving multiply-charged ions has
appeared recently [2]. The data concern mostly state-specific re-
lative and absolute total cross sections of processes (1) obtained
by the translational spectroscopy method in special instruments
[3-61 or double-focusing mass spectrometers used in special arran-
gements[7]. Data on numerous atom ion- atom systems are available

215 for this keV collision energy region;

- beam scattering studies at low collision energies ( several eV or
sub-eV)[8-101 provide information on relative total and differen-
tial cross sections of state-selected processes; some of the re-
sults wall be discussed later on;

- data from swarm studies concern the region of thermal and hyper-
thermal energies ( up to a few eV); selected-ion-flow-tube (SIFT)
[11] and drift-tube [11,121 experiments have provided a wealth of
data on absolute total cross sections and rate coefficients for
many atomic processes of the type (1) involving doubly-charged
ions; however,the data are only rarely state-selective: only if
another competing process can be used to quench specifically areactant excited state, selection of reactants is possible; sta-
te selection of products is difficult.

3. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE PROCESS
Charge transfer from doubly and multiply charged ions is a pro-

cess in which large amount of energy is transferred to the target.
Double lonization potentials of atoms and simple molecules lie at
35 - 45 eV and thus the energy exchanged in a single-charge trans-
fer process, i.e. the difference between the double and single io-
nization potential of the projectile may be in excess of 20 eV, for
multiply charged ions even higher.

Available data show a considerable variation in the total cross
sections of these processes. In the range of thermal energies, the
largest ( not state specific ) cross sections for atomic systems
( e.g., Kr+ + + Kr, Ar+ + + Ar, Ar + + + He [12,13]) attain values of 10
to 100 A2, in some cases thus approaching the Langevin limit. The
energy dependence over a wide range of collision energies shows
usually a slowly decreasing total cross section ( as an example,
see a summary of results for Ar+++ He [13] in Fig. 1). State-to-sta-
te total cross„sections exhibit a variation of several orders of
magnitude (10 - 10 A2), depending on the exoergicity of the pro-
cess. Endoergic channels appear only at high collision energies
and their cross section is usually quite small. Clearly, this wide
variation in state-selective cross sections is connected with the
mechanism of the process. , _________

Fig.l: Total non-state-ce- ta

lective and state-selective v=>
cross section for Ar++ + He to*system (from réf. [13]).
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2](j A simple model was formulated which explains this variation in
state-to-state total cross section [3,8,11,14,15]for atomic systems.
Is is based on crossing of potential energy curves of the reactant
and product pairs and assumes that the cross section is essentially
determined by Landau-Zener type transitions in the vicinity of the-
se crossings. The mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the Ar++ +
He system. The slightly attractive, ion-induced dipole potential
energy curves of the reactart systems Ar++ + He ( VJQ ) cross with
the Coulombic repulsive curve of the product ions Ar+ + He* ( Vc).The crossing point, RCR/ occurs at different internuclear separa-
tions depending on the exoergicity of the process in question (3 eV,
RCR= 4.8 A for Ar++(3P), 4.74 eV, RCR= 3.0 A for Ar++(1D) ). If thecurve crossing occurs within a limited range of internuclear sepa-
rations, 2 - 7 A ( corresponding to exoergicities about 7 - 2 eV ),
then there is a significant probability of a single electron trans-
fer resulting in a fairly large charge transfer cross section ofthe particular reaction channel. This 'reaction window" concept car
be applied over a wide range of collision energies. With increasing
collision erergy the 'reaction window' moves to smaller internuclear
separation in accordance with the changes in the Landau-Zener tran-
sition probability with energy. At high collision energies the sys-
tem has to be treated in terms of the multiple-crossing concept.

Ar2*(3P 1D) + He(1S) ——
—- Ar+(2P) + He+(2S)

1 74 eV

\
T 300cV

0 2 4 6 8 10 CD RA
Fig. 2 Potential energy curves of the

reactants and products in Ar + ̂  + He (from
réf. [81).

For more complicated systems ( atomic ion-molecule, molecular ion-
atom ) the' reaction window" concept is at least approximately appli-
cable, too [16,17]. In case of the atomic ion- atom charge transfer

process the exoergicity of the electronic state-to-state process
appears as relative product translational energy. If molecular pro-
jectiles or targets are involved, excess energy may appear as inter-
nal ( vibrational and rotational)excitation of the molecular product
and more complicated crossings of potential energy surfaces are in-
volved. Basic features of the treatment of atomic systems may be
at least qualitatively used for molecular processes, too.
4. STATE-SELECTIVE RELATIVE CROSS SECTIONS FROM LOW ENERGY SCATTERING

State-to-state total cross sections are important in understanding
the population of electronic states of particles in systems with high
energy content. In the first approximation, high collision energy
data on charge transfer of doubly charged ions can be used in descrip-
tion of systems treated in this meeting. Eventually, however, one
would like to have thermal or near-theriral cross section data. Unfor-
tunately ,swarm experiments offer state-selected data only in some
cases. We believe that low energy beam data ( at eV and sub-eV ener-
gies )may serve as one of the possible sources of this information,
though themain purpose of these studies is reaction dynamics. At low
collision energies the products are usually scattered over an appre-
ciable solid angle and thus the translational energy measurements in
beam experiments have to be combined with angular measurements. It
is, naturally, difficult and not practical to derive from crossed
beam experiments information on absolute total cross sections, due
to difficulties in determining target particle concentration in the
neutral beam with sufficient accuracy, but relative state-selected
data can be obtained. In the following we will describe several
examples of exploiting results of crossed beam scattering experiments
from our laboratory for this purpose.

The single-collision crossed beam scattering experiment in based
on crossing a low energy ( a few eV in the laboratory system) beam
of a doubly charged ion, prepared by electron impact, with a thermal
beam of the neutral target. Measurements of the angular distribution
of a product ion and its translational energy distribution at a se-
ries of scattering angles makes it possible to obtain the scattering
diagram of the product ion. Fig. 3 shows, as an example, the scat-
tering diagram of the Ar+ product ion from the charge transfer
process
Ar+ (3P,1D) He(1S0) * Ar+(2P) He+(2S1/2) (9)
at the collision energy of 0.53 eV [8]. The two state-to-state
processes are exoergic by 3.0 eV and 4.74 eV for the ground state
Ar++(3P) and excited metastable Ar++(1D), respectively.
The two intensity ridges in the contour scattering diagram along
the concentric circles correspond to Ar+ formed in the two state-
to-state processes ( the Ar++(iS) reactant has a negligible cross
section). It can be seen from the figure that by measuring only
at one scattering angle ( e.g., •$-= 0°) one would get an erroneous
information on the ratio of state-selected cross sections. Only
by appropriate integration of the annuli in the scattering diagram
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Fig. 3: Scattering contour diagram of Ar+ fromreaction (9) ( from réf. [8] ).

one arrives at meaningful ratios of the cross sections. In this
case the result is (TpP)/ <r( !D) = 0.32 . This value is based on
the relative concentration of the two reactant states in the beamAr+ + (3p); Ar+ + (1D) = 2 : 1 known from other measurements [17,18].

In another study[lO], we investigated the reaction system
Kr++ + He and we were able to determine the ratio of state-to-state
cross sections for the formation of the two spin-orbit states of
the product Kr+. The processes investigated were
Kr1

Kr+(2P
3/2 »

1/2 ^

He+(2S1/2)
He

AE = 4.07 eV (lOa)
^E = 3.42 eV (lOb)

the collision energies of 0.31 eV and C.5 eV the ratio of state-
was 1.1 and 1.0, respec-to-state cross sections, (?(3/2) / iS(l/2)tively.

The third example concerns determination of the ratio of cross
sections for the formation of the ground and excited state of theN+ ion in the charge transfer process

N + ( 3 P )N++(2P) He(1SQ) ^
1D) + He+l Sl/2>

AE = 5.02 eV (lia)
AE = 3.12 eV (lib)

1.0

0.5

0.0

<- c

-

> 'î
f8 ———— 1

1 1
A SHARMA, HASTED 79
O SATO, MOORE 79
• LENNON, GILBOOY 83
+ KAMBER.BEYNON 84
A HORMIS, HASTED 86
•O OUR RESULTS

s **
jjyi H

10 102 103

T(eV)
Fig. 4: Ratio of the total cross sectionsfor the formation of ground and excitedstate of N+ from reaction (11) in dependence
on collision energy.

Only high energy data were available for this process and our low
energy data showed that the ratio changes considerable in favour ofthe excited state [19], Fig. 4 summarizes data from various sources
over a wide collision energy range.

!5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Most of the available data on charge transfer involving multiply

charge ions concern processes which can be regarded .from the point
of view of this meeting, as model processes only ( rare gases, metalions, hydrogen). The information need to be expanded, even for sim-
plest systems, to studies of processes of doubly and multiply char-
ged ions of biogenic elements and they should Include molecular
systems in particular. Some progress in this direction has been
made ( processes involving , e.g. C0++[16], N2+* , 02++, NO++ [20]) .



218 Very little is known about polyatomic multiply charged projecti-
les and their charge transfer reactions. On the other hand, charge
transfer between simple multiply charged ions and polyatomic mole-
cules could provide new important data. We may expect also here that
the "reaction window" concept wiU channel about 2 - 6 eV into the
relative translational energy of the products, but the remaining
transferred energy will be distributed to ionize the molecule land
to excite the molecular ion; this means absorbing about 10 - 20 eV
in excess of the ionization potential of the molecule. In a poly-
atomic molecular ion this will presumably lead to dissociation and
the fragmentation patterns of molecular ions with unusually high
internal energy content, easily achieved by charge transfer of this
type, appear to be an interesting area of research to explore.
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CROSS-SECTIONS FOR 0.025 eV-1 keV ELECTRONS
AND 10 eV-1 keV PHOTONS
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Centre de physique atomique,
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Abstract

We present total and differential cross-section for ionization and
excitation of every atomic or molecular energy level, following electron or
photon impact on gases relevant for radiotherapy studies such as H, N, O, He, Ar,
H2, N2, O2, CO2, CH4 or H2O, For photons, we present here a method to obtain
photoionization cross-sections for molecules. For electron after a review on
all interaction processes, we show total, differential or momentum transfer
cross-sections for elastic scattering and selected molecules. The methods used
to obtain or derive from experimental data these cross-sections are quickly
presented or discussed as well as all bibliographic references.

Introduction

Computer simulation of particle transport is an excellent way of
investigation and its usefulness is not to improve. Whatever methods used,
necessary basic data are cross-sections of all interactions and events along and
around the path of the initial particle, until thermodynamic, chemical and
biological equilibria are reached.

Simulation must be the most realistic possible : for instance, OH and H
radicals have a great importance at the DNA level and the simulation must be
able to follow their " whole life " . Particles such as electrons are active until
and after their thermalization (0.025 eV) and aqueous and solvated electrons
play an important part in chemical exchange. Also electronic reorganization of
atoms and molecules in the irradiated media produces radiative ( or not )
processes with non negligible effects.



Theoretical and experimental studies of radiation interaction with
biological material are not yet achieved and various stages ( atoms-molecules-
cells- ) must be filled To bring a (little) contribution, we present here our
recent development on molecular photoiomzation and electron cross-section for
various species of biological interest

I- Molecular Photoionization.

Theoretical determination of photoiomzation cross-sections requires
quantum mechanics technics by using final wave function of the photoelectron
Methods using plan-wave approximation were first employed by RABALAIS et al
(Ra-74), ELLISON (El-74) or DEWAR et al (Dé-75) Obtained results are partially
incorrect because cross-sections are not well represented by this
approximation More detailed calculations use the moments theory of Stieljes-
Tchebycheff (WILLIAMS et al (Wi-79) and DIERCKSEN et al (Di-82)) or the one-
centered technique of CACELLI et al (Ca-84))

Based on experimental results, some authors have developed simple
chemical theories on photoiomzation intensity The experimental method used (
ESCA ) of SIEGBAHN et al (Si-69) allows to obtain full molecular spectra and
gives orbital binding energies It allows also to bring informations on molecular
structure and symmetrical nature of the orbits An model allowing to explain
and calculate peaks intensities was proposed by GELIUS (Ge-72) The hypothesis
says that the cross-section of one level is the sum of all' atomic contributions
to this level and that the intensity is proportional to the product of the cross-
section by the electronic density This is explained as follows (Ba-72)

Table 1 Electronic structures of stable molecules

•If.
AX

where
_ AO

AO

cross-section of the molecular level j

(1)

= cross-section of the atomic shell AX in molecular level j

PAX = amount of atomic shell AX intervening in molecular level j

Usually, to obtain peaks intensities, it's more convenient to use a
reference sub-level A0X0 The level intensity is then proportional to

AX

AX] AO
GA0Xo

(2)

Knowing the percentages of each atomic shell m a given molecule, the
cross-sections ratio and atomic cross-sections taken in VEIGELE (Ve-73) ,

219 DUDZIAK (Du-70), MARR (Ma-76) and YEH (Ye-85), we can calculate the P..

Molecule
H.O
CH4

OOfe

N2

Oz

Structure
(la^a^Ob^Sa^Ob,)2

(1a,)2(2a1)2(1t2)6

(1ag)2(1ou)2(2ag)2(3og)2(2au)2

(4CTa)2(3<Ju)2(1Jtu)4(1Jta)4

(1cg)2(1ou)2(2ag)2(2au)2(1)tu)4

(30a)2

(1ag)2(1ou)2(2ag)2(20u)2(3og)z

(lKu)4(1*a)2

Reference
(Si-69)
(Se-83)
(Ki-86)

(He-66)

(He-66)

This theory of atomic weighted summations was taken by HUSH et al
(Hu-79), and HILTON et al (Hi-79) who extended it with a plan-wave analysis of
the diffraction effects between the molecule components

The complexity of molecular system make photoiomzation theory
difficult to elaborate It seems interesting to take into account several
mechanisms that goes with each molecule We have nevertheless adopted the
summation theory of GELIUS, but we used as far as possible all the available
experimental data

1-1 Molecular structures.

To apply GELIUS summations, we must know electronic structures of the stable
molecules, those of interest are given in Table 1

These molecular structures allows to obtain PAX The weighting factors
are then calculated for each molecule according to the number Ns of atomic
electrons involved m the considered molecular level

I-2 Water molecule.

Following RABALAIS et al (Ra-74), the electronic structure of stable
water molecule is

H20 (3)

To know the binding energies of the ten electrons we have used SIEGBAHN
et al (Si-69) data These authors gave each molecular level as weighted sum
of atomic levels Weighting coefficients are given here by Ns m the Table 2



220 Table 2 H2O levels Table 3 CH4 levels

Molecular
level

(la,)2

(2a,)2

(Ib2)2

(3a,)2

(1b,)2

E,(eV)

539 7

32 2

18 5

14 7

12 6

Ns

2 00

0 50
1 50
0 82
1 18
0 34
0 20
1 46
2 00

Atomic
shell
01s

His
O2p
His
O2p
His
02s
O2p
O2p

Then, for instance, total cross-section for the (Sa^2 level is given by

a(3a,f = 0 34 a(H1s) +0 20 a(O2s) +1 46 o(O2p)

This type of calculation is then repeated for each level

(4)

In the outer shells, two electrons are from hydrogen and six from oxygen
But the Ns sum (1 66 ) of His and that of O2s and O2p (634) are not in the
expected ratio 2/6 That difference is due to the polarity of the O-H bond
which grows the electronic density near the oxygen nucleus

Cross-sections obtained are in agreement with experimental results of
TAN et al (Ta-78), TRUESDALE et al (Tr-82) and BANNA et al (Ba-86) These are
also verified in partial energy ranges with theoretical values of WILLIAMS and
LANGHOFF (Wi-79), and DIERCKSEN et al (Di-82) For the total cross section, in
the range 1262 eV-124 eV, a good agreement is obtained with experimental
values of HADDAD and SAMSON (Ha-86)

1-3 Methane molecule.

The electronic configuration of stable methane molecule is

CH4 (la/^a/Ot/ (5)

The eight outer electrons lay on two levels and we took SENGER (Se-83)
decomposition who used chemical hypothesis

Molecular
level
da/
(23l)2

(1t2)6

E,(eV)

290 7

23 1

13 6

Ns

2 00

0 25
0 75
1 00
0 75
2 25
3 00

Atomic
shell
C1s

C2s
C2P
His
C2s
C2p
His

In this decomposition the Ns sums for His and C2s, C2pare in the expected
ratio, because the C-H bond is not well polarized

For the methane there are few theoretical or experimental works In the
medium energy range, there is a good agreement with expertmental data of
BACKX and VAN DER WIEL (Ba-75) and theoretical ones of DALGARNO (Da-52)

1-4 Nitrogen molecule.

It's a simple diatomic homonuclei molecule and for this type,
calculations show a little difference with experiments (Ge-72) Nevertheless
we adopt the same procedure The electronic configuration is

N2
2(1 ou)2(2afl)2(2ffu)2(1 Jiu)4(3ag)2 (6)

With the use of relation (2) and peaks intensities of SIEGBAHN, we have
determined atomic populations for each molecular level The obtained
coefficients are

Table 4 N2 levels

Molecular
level

(1oo)2

(1<*u)2

(2og)2

(2ay)2

0*u)4

(3ag)2

E,(eV)

409 9
409 9

373

18 6

168
155

NS

200
200
0456
1 544
1 452
0 548
400
0 248
1 752

Atomic
shell

N1s
N1s
N2s
N2p
N2s
N2p
N2p
N2s
N2p



Calculated cross-sections for (2au)2 and (1jtu)4 levels are in very good
agreement with experimental data of HAMNETT et al. (Ham-76) and PLUMMER et
al. (PI-77). For energies higher than 30 eV there is an excellent agreement with
theoretical values of DAVENPORT (Da-76), RESCIGNO et al. (Re-79) and
LUCCHESE et al. (Lu-82)2.

For the (2ag)2 and (3ag)4 levels, calculated values are valid above 50 eV.
Below, we choose experimental data of KRUMMACHER et al. (Kr-80) verified by
the theories of WIGHT et al. (Wi-76) and LANGHOFF et al. (La-81) for the (2ag)2

level. For the (3ag)4 level we have considered data of HAMNETT et al. (Ham-76)
and PLUMMER et al. (PI-77).

1-5 The carbon dioxide molecule.

The electronic configuration is a little more complex than the others
molecules :

C02 (1 ag)2(1 au)2(2ag)2(3ag)2(2ou)2(4ag)2(3au)2(1 *u)4(1 *g

Table 5 : CO2 levels.

(7)
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Molecular
level

d°a)2

d°u)2

(2aa)2

(30g)2

(2ou)2

(4<Tg)2

(3au)2

(1*u)4

(1*a)4

E,(eV)

541.1
541.1
297.5

39.0

37.6

19.4

18.1

17.6

13.8

NS

2.00
2.00
2.00
0.558
1.278
0.164
0.564
1.306
0.13
0.38
0.594
1.026
0.336
0.544
1.12
1.508
2.492
4.00

Atomic
shell
O1 s

O1 s

C1s

C2s
O2s
O2p
C2p
O2s
O2p
C2s
O2s
O2P

C2P

02s
O2p
C2p
O2P

O2p

Binding energies and atomic populations are given by ALLAN et coll. (Al-
72) who realized a complete study of this molecule.

The binding energies levels have been measured by ESCA. The
experimental spectrum shows only one peak for the levels (3og)2 and (2au)2. But
preliminary calculations have shown an energy gap of 1.4 eV for these two
levels. The calculations that give a very good agreement with experiments for
the four outer levels, were adopted for this energy gap, though experimental
spectrum does not show (AI-72).

When we compare GELIUS results with experiments, for energies higher
than 50 eV, there is a good agreement. Also, sophisticated theories of
SWANSON et al.(Sw-80), PADIAL et al.(Pa-81) and LUCCHESE and McKOY (Lu-82)1
confirm these experimental data. For lower energies, calculated cross-sections
are under-estimated for the (4og)2,(3au)2 and (1jcg)4 levels and we then used
experimental data of CÄRLSON et al. (Ca-73), LEE et al. (Le-76), GUSTAFSSON et
al. (Gu-78) and BRION and TAN (Br-79).

1-6 Oxygen molecule.

The electronic configuration is :

02 (1 og)2(1 ou)2(2o,)2(2ou)8(3og)a(1 *u)

Table 6 : O2 levels.

(8)

Molecular
level

(N)2

(1°u)2

(2°g)2

(2au)2

(3og)2

(1*U)4

(1*g)2

E,(eV)

544.2
543.1

40.6

26.6

19.9

17.0
13.1

Ns

2.00
2.00
0.60
1.40
1.76
0.24
0.3
1.7
4.00
0.16
1.84

Atomic
shell

O1 s

O1 s

O2s
O2p
O2s
O2p
02s
02p
O2p
O2s
O2p

Figures 1 to 5 show the photoionization cross-sections variations for the
five molecules studied. Energy is in eV and cross-sections in square Angstroems.
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Fig 1 : Total photoionization cross-section.
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Fig 2 : Total photoionization cross-section.
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Fig 3 : Total photoionization cross-section.
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Fig 4 : Total photoionization cross-section.
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Fig 5 : Total photoionization cross-section.

II Electron scattering cross-sections.

Actually, no complete set of cross-sections is available in the literature
in the energy range 0 025 eV - 1 keV for studied species Furthermore, for
elastic cross sections, a lot of results exist but they are very dispersed We
give the method used to obtain a full set of elastic differential cross-sections
For inelastic cross sections, the employed semi-empirical formula are defined
We detail the obtained main results for the elastic cross-sections for
molecules

11-1 Ways and means used to determine elastic cross-sections.

In the energy range 0 025 eV-1 keV we can observe several domains
where electron-molecule interaction mechanisms are different, and so the
methods used to calculate the cross-sections

11-1-1 Very low energy electron ( e < 0.1 eV ).

The main interaction potential is the induced dipole potential One can
only take into account the global polarization of the target by the incident
electron The motion is described by the Schrodmger equation The use of the
modified effective range theory (Om-63) give simple expressions for the phase-
shifts calculations (Ha-82) With the phase-shifts, it is relatively easy to

223 obtain the differential, total (Q0) and momentum-transfer (Qm) cross-sections

In these expressions only four constants appear, and they can be determined
with comparison between calculated values of Q0 or Qm and experimental ones
found for several energies of the incident electron

11-1-2 Medium energy electron (0 .1 eV < e < 500 eV ).

The incident electron energy is close to that of the bond electrons The
spin-orbit coupling can be neglected, but we must now take into account
exchange and polarization effects In this energy range experimental results are
numerous

11-1-3 Intermediate energy electron ( 500 eV < e < 1 keV ).

The incident electron energy is greater than the bond electrons energy
and here we can neglect the exchange and polarization but take into account the
spin-orbit coupling (Mo-65 and Wa-70) The description of the electron motion
is based on Dirac equation with a static potential In this energy range and
above 1 keV various methods and formulas are collected in the paper of Motz and
aln (Mo-64), who precise accuracy domains Below 1 keV, the only available
results are the calculations of Fink (Fi-70) who used Dirac equation and neglect
exchange and polarization Fink et al (Fi-70 and Fi-72) have calculated the
elastic angular differential cross-section for various atoms in the energy range
100 eV - 1500 eV But no equivalence exists for molecules Using the
independent scattering center theory of Massey (Ma-69, Te-78), the molecular
differential cross-section is calculated from atomic cross-sections if the
associated electron wave-length is lower than the inter-atomic distances in
the molecule

Taking into account considerations above, a bibliographic study of
experimental or theoretical works allows us to compare and then choose
between the various available cross-sections Selected differential ones are
integrated over angles to obtain total and momentum transfer cross-sections
These values are then compared with the initial choice and allowed to improve
some of them These two cross-sections (Q0 and Qm) are representative only of
the first two moments m the differential cross-section integration, and
irregularities may not appear So we have systematically developed the
differential cross-sections in Legendre polynomial series and the ratios Q|/Q0

were plotted (Q, is the I order component in the Legendre expansion)

QI = 2.-K \ dQ(v,6)/dn P, (cose) dsme de (9)

A new comparison has then been done and a new set of cross-section
elaborated It is easy to find the Q/Q0 limits When the incident energy is zero,
the cross-section is isotropic, and the ratio limit is zero For highest energies,
the diffusion is mainly in the forward direction and the ratio limit is one The
knowledge of these limits allows to complete data by interpolation between the



224 las* known point and the limit Once the ratios Q|/Q0 are known, Q, is for
instance obtained with

(10)

It is then possible to built the differential scattering cross-section from
the Q| with a Legendrè polynomial expansion A great care must be taken,
because the ratios Q|/Q0 are calculated with a Gauss-Legendre method at an
order at least equal to the highest one used in the Legendre series This order
often lies between 40 and 50

II-2 Excitation cross-sections.

Precedent remarks concerning the incident electron energy for elastic
collision are always valid We obtain total excitation cross-section for a given
energy level Some angular differential ones are available, but for limited
energy and angular ranges Most of the adopted relations are semi-empirical
using the Born approximation, and at low energy the relations giving the cross-
section are multiplied by a function The parameters of this function are
calculated to fit experiments or quantum mechanics results For more details,
see for instance the works of Jusick (Ju-67), Dalgarno (Da-69) or Drawin (Dr-
67)

The relations use empirical formulas of Green (Gr-67), taken back
recently by Bretagne (Br-86) and Slmker (SI-88) These expressions have been
determine to satisfy récents experimental and theoretic works

Three types of transitions are characterized

11-2-3 Rydberg series.

11-2-1 Optically allowed transitions:

Qn = An (47ta2
0R2fn/e2)((e/en)a-1)b {log[4Cne/en] ( 1 1 )

at higher energy the cross-section varies as log(e)/e An, Cn, a and b are
adjustable parameters an, is the atom Bohr radius, e is mv2/2, m the electron
rest mass, R is the Rydberg constant, En the threshold energy and fn is the
oscillator strength

-2-2 Optically forbidden transitions:

„ . 4ica§R2f fenlblc
(12)

(13)

Cn, a and b are adjustable parameters For the Rydberg series, the
oscillator strength is defined by

fn = f*/(n - 5)3 (14)

where 5 the quantum defect and f* the oscillator strength are constant
for given series 5 is obtain with

en =ej - {R/(n - 5)2}

11-3 lonization cross-sections.

(15)

There is a lack of data on triple differential lomzation cross-section
(energy and angles after the interaction) due to the complexity of quantum
calculations (actually limited to hydrogen (Wa-87) and helium) and the
difficulty to do correct measurements (St-87) Simple or double differential
cross-sections have been determined for other gazes than hydrogen and helium
by Opal (Op-72 and Od-75) We present here, our search on total lonization
cross-sections for inner shells and energy differential cross-sections

11-3-1 Total cross-section.

As for excitation, the Bethe theory works With the same restrictions for
low energy The initial formula is modified, and depends on arbitrary constants
obtained by comparison with experiments (for instance, see the papers of Rapp
and Englander-Golden (Ra-65), and of Kieffer and Dunn (Ki-66)) We have
nevertheless applied a formula proposed by Bell (Be-83), which fits very well
the recent experimental data and verifies at high energy the asymptotic
behavior predicted by the Bethe theory

II-3-2 Inner shells ionization cross-section.

With the same remarks on Bethe theory, we have adopted the semi-
empincal formulation of Drawin (Dr-67 and Yo-85) The cross-section for one
shell is given by

log(1,25 f2 u (16)

at higher energy the cross section varies as 1/e An, b and c are
adjustable parameters

e,on 's the lonization threshold of the considered shell, Ci0n is the effective
number of electrons in that shell and u = e /e,0n f, and f2 are adjustable



parameters to fit experimental data. If no data is available, f, and f2 are taken
equal to one, giving appropriate results.

11-3-3 Energy differential cross-sections.

The mechanisms are very different according to the strength of the
momentum transfer. The cross-section for weak interactions follows Bethe
theory, while Mott cross-section (Mo-32 and Se-53) describes well strong ones.
The reader may refer to the works of Khare (Kh-70), Dalgarno (Da-71), Kirn (Ki-
75), Oda (Od-75), Eggarter (Eg-75), Porter (Po-76), Jain (Ja-76), and Khare (Kh-
87) who puts the two types of cross-sections in one semi-empirical formula.

We adopt the Jain and Khare formulation which allows to control the
relative importance of the two collision types with only one parameter, chosen
to fit experimental data.

Qion(e,T) = f,(e,T) QBB(e,T) + f2(e,T) QM(e,T)

(17)

R2 1 df(W.O), ,_ .
w rtW lo9(Cione)
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QBB depends on the oscillator strength and hence on the photoionization
cross-section and e0 has an arbitrary value which may be chosen in order to fit
experimental values if available. We can then determine inner or outer shells
cross-section if we know the associated photoionization cross-section.

11-4 Elastic scattering results :
Differential cross-section
Momentum transfer cross-section
Total elastic cross-section

We do not present here results on inelastic cross-sections. There is a
great number of works on the excitation and ionization cross-sections. See for
example, the papers of Green et al. (Gr-65, Gr-67, Wa-67, Po-76, St-67, Ol-
72...), those of Phelps et al. (Ha-67, Ph-85 ...). All the details on excitation and
ionization cross-sections are given in a report (Se-88). As for photons, we only
present some results for molecules.

The elastic cross-sections obtained with the original method detailed
before are presented. For differential elastic cross-section, we indicate the
bibliographic references for the largest angular range determination.

To our knowledge, there is no experimental results for the momentum
transfer cross-section for the studied molecules. The only available Qm come
from the calculations of Hayashi (Ha-80), and those of Phelps (Ph-85 for
instance). This cross-section is obtained by analysis of swarm parameters (Hu-
74). The other studies to obtain the momentum transfer cross section use the
measurements or calculations of differential elastic scattering cross-sections.
So, at the opposite of the rare gases that we also study, the comparison of the
appropriated integration of differential cross-sections and the available Qm

values give less information.

11-4-1 Carbon dioxide molecule.

The elastic differential cross sections were measured by Register et al.
(Re-80) between 4 and 50 eV, Iga et al. (lg-84) from 500 to 1000 eV, by Shyn
T.W., Sharp W.E. and Carigan G.R. (Sh-78) (3 to 90 eV) using a crossed beam
method. Bromberg (Br-74) made experimental determination in the 2° to 45°
range (300, 400 and 500 eV). Khare and Raj (Kh-82) used independent atom
model (IAM) to obtain the differential cross sections at intermediate energies
(50 to 500 eV). The atoms are represented by central potential (sum of the first
order static and second order dynamic polarization potentials. Calculations
were made with this model in the energy range 50-500 eV by Jain and Kayal
(Ja-82). In IAM formulation, the short range static interaction potential
between the incident electron and the molecule was considered as the sum of
atomic potentials and therefore the molecular effects were neglected. In the
renormalised multicenter potential model the electron molecule static
potential is directly derived from the molecular wave-function. With that
description, the electron-CO2 scattering was studied from 20 to 1500 eV by
Bothelo et al. (Bo-84). We used the independent scattering center theory of
Massey ( based on the knowledge of the elastic differential cross sections of C
and O) to obtain the cross section from 100 eV.

Following the process defined before, the set of cross sections include
the results of Register et al. between 4 and 40 eV, those of Bothelo et al. from
50 to 1000 eV. On this side of 4 eV, we use the interpolation of the ratios Q|/Qo
to obtain the differential cross sections represented in the figure 6.

Ferch et al. (Fe-81) determined the total elastic cross section in the
energy range 0.07 eV - 4.5 eV with a time of flight spectrometer. Other recent
measurements have been made by Kwan et al. (Kw-83) between 100 and 500 eV,
by Hoffman et al. (Ho-82) from 2 and 50 eV. Hayashi (Ha-80) calculated the
total elastic cross-sections as well as the momentum transfer cross-section
for CO2, O2, N2-

Figure 7 shows the comparisons between experimental values of the
total elastic cross sections with Hayashi's one and ours. The agreement is not
as good as for the atoms (specially for rare gases).
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11-4-2 Oxygen molecule.

Trajmar et al. (Tr-71) measured the differential cross sections in the 4
to 45 eV range. More recently, Shyn and Sharp (Sh-80) studied the 2-200 eV
region and Bromberg (Br-74), like for COa, the low angles region for high energy
elastic scattering (300,400 and 500 eV). The results of Daimon et al. (Da-82)
include the 200-500 eV range. Electron energy loss spectra of O2 were analyzed
by Wakiya (Wa-78)for incident electron energies from 20 to 500 eV.
Experimental results of Wakiya are compared with the theoretical calculations
of Hayashi et al. (Hay-76). These calculations are based on the same model as
that of Jain et al. for CÜ2. Recent calculations between 20 and 200 eV were
also made by Bhattacharyya (Bh-83) using the Glauber approximation.

The chosen elastic differential cross sections (figure 8) after the
analysis of all the results are the experimental values of Shyn between 2 and
150 eV, those of Daimon (200-500 eV) and those obtained by the approximation
of Massey from 500 eV. In the low energy range (.025-2 eV), the interpolation
on the ratios Q|/Qo is necessary since no data are available.

In the Wedde and Strand (We-74) paper, there is a comparison between
experimental and theoretical values of the total elastic scattering cross
sections. Measurements were made by Salop et Hakano (Sa-70) from 2.28 eV to

Fig 1 : Total elastic cross-section.
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(Ph-85)

o (Ho-80)

— Our results

Fig 10 : Momentum transfer cross-section.

20 eV and more recently by Dalba et al (Da-80) from 100 to 1600 eV The
agreement between these measurements and our results is good

11-4-3 Nitrogen molecule.

N 2 is one of the molecular specie which is the more studied Elastic
differential cross sections have been measured by DuBois and Rudd (Du-76)
between 20 and 800 eV, by Srivastava et al. (Sr-76) and more recently by Shyn
et Cangnan (Sh-80) from 5 to 90 eV Absolute differential cross sections were
obtained by Bromberg (Br-70) in the same angular range and for the same values
of energy Relative differential cross sections have been measured by Herrmann,
Jost and Kessler (He-76) from 90 to 1000 eV They were normalized to absolute
cross sections by theoretical calculations based on the independent atom model
The calculations of Siegel et al (Si-78) in the 1 4-30 eV energy range are based
on the multiple scattering method

Comparisons between the different sets of elastic differential cross
sections, the momentum transfer cross sections, the total elastic cross
sections, and the ratios Q|/Qo are such that the cross sections chosen set
(figure 9) is the following one between 1 5 and 400 eV the values of Shyn et
al , and from 400 to 1000 eV those of Herrmann From 0025 eV and 1 5 eV , the
interpolation on Q|/Qo was necessary
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The more recent measurements of the total cross-sections were made by
Kennerly (Ke-80) from 0.519 eV and 51.33 eV, Blaauw et al. (BI-80) (17.5 eV -
750 eV), Dalba et al. (Da-80) between 120 and 1600 eV and by Huffman (Ho-82)
in the energy range 2.2-700 eV. See also the Wedde and Strand paper (We-74).
The figure 10 shows the very good agreement between the momentum transfer
cross-sections of Hayashi (Ha-80), of Phelps (see for instance Ph-85) and this
obtained by integration of our differential set of cross-sections.

II-4-4 Vapor water molecule.

There is relatively few studies on the elastic differential cross
sections, the only set of cross sections (for a large angular range) was
measured by Danjo and Nishimura (Da-85) from 4 to 200 eV. This set has been
completed at high energy by the differential cross-sections calculated with
those of O and H (figure 11). We were not able to determine the cross-sections
at lower energy.

There are some discrepancies between the available results of the total
elastic cross sections so they must be very carefully analyzed.

Conclusion

For the photoionization, the selected method allows to obtain each
orbital cross-section for molecules, while verifying experimental data. With
the use of the differential cross-section of RABALAIS (Ra-74, not explained
here), it is then possible to simulate completely the photoelectric effect at
these energies.

The results for electrons represent a first determination of the
differential elastic cross sections by an original method to obtain a full set in
a large energy range. This method of comparison and calculation allows to
combine experimental and theoretical data, while physical mechanisms are
kept. For inelastic processes, we use only semi-empirical formula and there are
no many experimental results. It is also necessary to improve these sets of
cross-sections. The calculation of the swarm parameters by the resolution of
the Boltzmann equation will allow to compare them to the experimental values.
An adjustment of the cross sections (so that the calculated coefficients are in
a good agreement with the experimental values) may become a next stage. It is
also useful to better define the low energy elastic differential cross sections.
The application of the modified effective range theory must be undertaken.
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ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR DATA ACTIVITIES FOR
FUSION IN THE IAEA NUCLEAR DATA SECTION

J.J. SMITH
Atomic and Molecular Data Unit,
Nuclear Data Section,
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Vienna

Abstract

This paper provides some brief background information on the efforts
devoted to the generation, compilation and evaluation of atomic and, molecular
data which are required for an understanding and interpretation of^fusion
plasmas. In particular, the role of the atomic and molecular data center
network in the international co-ordination of activities will be emphasised.
A summary of the data needs for fusion is given and recent references which
define the current extent of the atomic and molecular data base are provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a need for a wide vareity of atomic and molecular (A+M) data
required for the understanding, interpretation and design of fusion reactors.
There is some overlap in data needs in the areas for fusion and radiotherapy,
and the purpose of this paper is to briefly describe the international efforts
which continue to be devoted towards the generation, compilation and
evaluation of A+M data for fusion.

In both fields there are common needs for basic collisional cross sections
for electron and heavy particle reactions and for detailed knowledge of the
energy levels and emmission spectra of atoms, molecules and ions. Excluding
complex systems (polymers, DNA, proteins) the species of interest are somewhat
similar. For instance, oxygen based molecules (Û2, CÛ2, H2Û ...) and
hydrocarbons can be present in the edge plasma region in fusion devices.
There seems to be a more urgent requirement in radiotherapy for differential
cross sections than in fusion research and the energy range of interest,
especially for particle induced therapy, can greatly exceed the energies
relevant in fusion applications. It is obiviously important that attention is
paid to the basic experimental and theoretical research and compilation
studies performed primarily for fusion.

Considering the tokamak configuration, the scope of requirements includes
data defining the structure and emission spectra of the plasma atoms, ions and
molecules, collision processes between these plasma constituents and also
surface interactions of atoms, ions and molecules with the material of the
containment vessel. Atomic and molecular data is required for plasma
modelling studies, diagnostics, neutral beam production and penetration,
impurity control and other physics and engineering studies. There are several

extensive reviews [1-4] which provide information on the A+M requirements for
fusion and describe the status of the relevant experimental and theoretical
A+M physics areas.

The A+-M Data Unit of the IAEA was created to coordinate international
activities in the provision of A+M data for fusion. In the next section the
programme of the Unit is described. As the major overlap of interest with
radiotherapy involves collisional data, the atomic species pertinent to fusion
are defined with the collision processes and energy ranges of interest.
Finally, references are provided to the existing recommended and evaluated
data base and to recent review articles defining the status of the A+M
collision data.

2. ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR DATA ACTIVITIES

The A+-M Data Unit was established within the Nuclear Data Section as part
of the IAEA programme in 1977. The establishment of this unit derives from the
recommendations of an IAEA advisory group meeting held in Culham [1] in 1976,
which reviewed the requirements for A+M data for fusion research. It was
concluded from this meeting that the needs for the development of fusion
research and technology are so large that no single community could produce
and diseminate the required data alone. It was agreed to create a network of
data centres which would cooperate in the collection, evaluation and
dissemination of A+M data and that the A+M Data Unit of the IAEA should
coordinate these activities.

The programme of the A+M Data Unit of the IAEA can be described as,
1) To establish and maintain an international data library of evaluated/

recommended numerical data for fusion.
2) Devise ways of dissemination of evaluated numerical data to fusion

laboratories and other users in machine readable form.
3) To co-ordinate and support international data compilation and evaluation

efforts in developing the numerical data base, particularly within the A+M
data centre network.

4) Establish and maintain an international bibliographic data base for fusion.
5) Promote and support production of A+M data for fusion.
6) Establish and maintain strong correlation between the atomic physics and

fusion communities in the field of A+M data for fusion.
The national data centres co-operating within the data centre network are,

1) Controlled-Fusion Atomic Data Centre, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
2) Atomic Spectroscopy and Atomic Transition Probabilities Data Centres,

National Bureau of Standards, USA
3) Atomic and Molecular Data Centre, The Queen's University of Belfast, UK



IOC 4) Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan

5) Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), Tokai-mura, Japan

6) Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR
7) GAPHYOR, Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas, Orsay-Cedex,

France.

8) Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA), A+-M Data Information
Centre, Boulder, USA.

9) Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, Peoples Republic of China.

The following comments provide some details on the recent progress and
ongoing activities involving the A+M Data Unit.

In the last few years there has been a significant improvement in the
available data base of recommended and evaluated data. The choice of a data
structure and system which could be used for storage and dissemmination of such
data was addressed at a recent IAEA meeting [5]. A labelled atomic data
interface system (ALADDIN) [6], which has the capability and flexibility of
accomodating data covering the structure and spectra of atoms, ions and
molecules and collisional and surface interaction data was accepted as the
means of international exchange. The ALADDIH system provides a standard
structure for storing diverse types of data. The physical parameters
definning a particular process are held as labels and these can be used as
keys to interactively search and retreive data. All types of numerical data
formats including data tables and analytic fitting functions can be
represented. Comments and references can also be included. As the computer
software is written in Fortran 77, the system can be run on a range of
computers from PC's to a Cray. As the ALADDIN system does not have any
application constraints built into it, the system may also be used in other
data processing applications. It should be considered when compiling and
exchanging A+M or nuclear data for radiotherapy.

Several approaches have been employed to stimulate the production and
compilation of A+M data for fusion. Co-ordinated research programmes (CRP's)
can be initiated by the Nuclear Data Section to focus international efforts in
areas where there is an essential need for data and the status of the
experimental and theoretical base is lacking. The number of ongoing CRP's at
any time is however limited by the Agency's ability to offer funds. A recent
CRP has been initiated devoted to need for low energy (plasma temperature £
500 eV) A4-M collision data for plasma edge studies. A review of a completed
CRP on Collision data for diagnostics of magnetic fusion plasmas has recently
been published [7]. For projects of a smaller scope, the data centre network
is employed to compile and evaluate data, where necessary expertise outside of
the network is also used. An example of this type of project is the recent
recommended data compilation for collisions involving iron ions [8].
Currently underway is an internationally co-ordinated study to review and
generate data for collisions involving carbon and oxygen atoms and ions with
the primary plasma species and impurities [9]. Emphasis is being placed on
providing data for as complete a range of collision processes as possible,
including electron recombination processes and state selective electron
capture for which there are presently no recommended data available.

Since 1977, the At-M Data Unit has regularly published the International
Bulletin on Atomic and Molecular Data for Fusion [10], which provides an index
to references to journal, report and book articles which contain data covering
the fields of structure and spectra, collisions and surface interactions. The
input for the bulltin is taken from references supplied through the data
centre network and is supplemented by additional references added by the A+M
Data Unit. The bulletin is published bi-annually and is distributed free of
charge to over 1000 recipients world-wide. The IAEA has also published two
comprehensive indexes to the literature on A+M collision data relevant to
fusion research (CIAMDA Series) [11].

3. A+M COLLISION DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR FUSION

The diversity of the species and processes for which collision data are
required is reflected in the temperature and density ranges and the structural
material base of current and planned fusion reactors. In the hot central
plasma core, low and medium-2 impurities are completely stripped and only
heavy impurities have attached electrons. The number of A+-M processes
affecting the radial distribution of the ionized species is relatively small,
primarily electron-ion impact ionization and radiative and dielectronic
recombination. This can be contrasted with the situation in the cool plasma
edge, where atoms and ions are in low stages of ionization and molecular
neutral and ionized species are present in significant quantities. Data are
needed for molecular collision processes with electrons, basic plasma
components and impurities. The generation and use of neutral beams for
heating and application of active and passive diagnostics widens the scope of
requirements. The most important collision processes for which data are
needed in fusion research are, for electron impact:

excitation, ionization, and dielectronic, radiative and dissociative
recombination

and for heavy particle interactions involving atoms, molecules and ions:

charge exchange, exciation, ionization, dissociation and interchange
reactions.

where for molecular excitation electronic, vibrational and rotational
transistions are included and for ionization and charge exchange collisions
where a molecule/molecular ion is involved, both a knowledge of the cross
sections for the dissociative and non-dissociative channels is required.
Other important processes which change the ionization and excited state
distributions in the plasma are transfer ionization and transfer excitation.

The primary species of interest for fusion are:
- H, D, and T and their molecules (form the basic plasma components)

He (from the fusion of D-T)

Be, B, C, Al, Si, Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni, Mo, Ta and W (main structural
materials)

0, 02, H2Û, CO, CÛ2 CjnHjj (impurities released from the
containment vessel by collisional, chemical or other processes)



Li, Ne, Ar, Ga, Kr and Xe (diagnostics and/or also used in cooling of
the plasma edge)
Na, Hg and Cs (beam production)

It is also useful to have data for other elements not included in the
above list as scaling rules can be applied for some reactions, in appropriate
conditions, to provide estimates for required species.

For electron collisions the maximum energy range of interest is of the
order of 100 keV. For heavy particles, excluding helium, the upper energy
range can be taken as 500 keV. For collisions of helium atoms and ions the
upper limit of the collision energy can be set at 3.5 MeV.

As well as total cross sections and reaction rate coefficients, normally
generated by taking cross section averaged over some maxwellian particle
distributions, angular and energy single differential cross sections are
required for modelling and diagnostics.

4. DATA AVAILABILITY

In the last few years there have been increasing efforts devoted to
providing the fusion community with handbooks and reports of recommended and
evaluated A+M data. In the majority of these, analytic fits are provided to
the best available experimental and theoretical data for ease of incorporation
of the data into computer codes. Two recent reviews of the available A4-M data
base for diagnostics of fusion plasmas [7] and for plasma edge studies [12]
provide extensive references to the existing recommended and evaluated data.
In the following references will be provided to only the most comprehensive
data compendia which have been published or are in preparation.

For collisions of carbon and oxygen ions with electrons, H, Hj and He,
cross sections and reaction rate coefficients are given [13] for
electron-impact excitation and ionization and for heavy particle reactions
total charge exchange and ionization. Also near to completion from the Oak
Ridge Atomic Data Centre is a compendia of recommended data covering
collisions of H, H2, He and Li atoms and ions with atoms and molecules
[14]. Recommended data on atomic collisions involving iron and its ions [8]
contains electron impact excitation and ionization reaction rate coefficients
and charge transfer cross sections of iron ions with H, Hj and He. For
electron impact ionisation there are a series of recommendations for cross
sections and reaction rate coefficients from the Queen's University of Belfast
group, which have been published or are in preparation. These are for atoms
and ions for hydrogen through oxygen [15], fluorine through nickel [16], and
for high-Z species of interest in fusion research [17]. Also underway is a
critical survey of electron impact ionization data for selected molecules
[18]. This survey covers both dissociative and non-dissociative ionization
processes.

For electron impact excitation of atomic ions, as well as the recommended
data for C, 0 and Fe ions mentioned above, a very recent compilation gives
recommended values for the excitation reaction rate coefficients of helium
atoms and helium-like ions [19], and evaluated compilations covering other

237 species are contained in Refs. [20] and [21].

A comprehensive data compendia covering all inelastic reactions involving
electrons, atomic and molecular hydrogen and atomic helium has recently been
published [22]. As well as cross sections and reaction rate coefficients, the
survey also contains brief descriptions of the energetics for each reaction.
For some reactions involving hydrocarbons a compilation of data can be found
in Réf. [23].
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